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PREFACE

The explanatory statement of the House-Senate Conference Committee related to the
National Science Foundation Authorization Act of 1977 required a report Q11 continuing
education M'science and engineering including:

a. recommendations for implementations in FY. 1978; .

b. analysis of information on the employment and availability of scientific, en-
gineering, and technical manpower;

i
c. an assessment of the extentto *hich a federally-supporte d continuing education

program could alleviate unemployment and underemployment among scientists
and engineers and lead to the greater application of their skills to the solution of
problems the nation is facing in areas of civilian science arid technology.

The initial response, to this r irement was the Interim Report; Continuing Educa-,
lion in Science and Engineering ich was prepared by the' Directorate P.m- Science
Education of NSF and submitted to the Congress on February 28, 1977. This report is
included h as Ap n Q.,

jr lo ng sub n of, ertm Report,, discussions involying Congressional
and Sik. f members iFI,M 977 outlined additional. steps to be taken to obtain
mbre'information arLektend and fine the program plan in the Interim Report. This
reportiidlietOseso.vhat has been donnsince the submission of the interim Report and

l' recor4s the conclusions reached. ....,.,
.NA This report was prepared by staff members of the'Office of Program Integration and
the Division of ScienceEducation Development and Research of the Science Education
Directorate. It is based on a review of the literature, input received from other NSF staff
members; six papers commissioned by NSF, and input received from two public meet-
ings. Part A provides a synthesized o4rview of the Science Education Directorate's
perspective on continuing education in,schnce and engineering and includes a proposed
program plan. Part B describes the process that led to this report. The Appendicecontain
resource and reference material including the six commissioned papers.

The National Science Foundation is grateful for the contributions of all the individu-
als who are identifikd in various places in this Feport. The National Science Foundation is, ,
however, solely responsible for any errors, findings and interpretations except as noted in 0
the commissioned papers. .
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CHRONOLOGY ,

1. September, 1976. House-Senate Conference Report on NSF Authorizing Legislation

for 1977 requiring a repdrt on `.`Continuing Education in Science and Engineering."

2. December 13, 1976. Meeting of experts at NSF offices (see Appendix G).

3. February 28, 1977. "Interim Report: Continuing Education in Science and Engineer-

ing" submitted to the Congress (AppendixG).

4. April 1, 1977. Meeting at NSF to identify topics and authors of commissioned papers,
and,possible participaits-in the August meeting (see Part B, 1 and 2). ,

. 5. May, 1977. Six papers requested by NSF.

'6. July, 1977: papers received by NSF and distributed to meeting participants. (Ap-

pendices.A thiough F).
,

7. August 5-6, 1977. Meeting at NSF (see Part B. 3.).
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Continuing Education in Science andtngineering

The Interim Report (Appendix '0) provides an
"analysis of informa'ion on the employment and availa-
bility of scientific, engineering, and technical man-
power." 'The most striking thing to emerge from' this
analysis is the drainatic and well-pyblicized.problem of

r oversupply' of Ph.D.'s. Recent pfrjections made by the
National , Science Foundation indicate that between
375,000 and 400,000 science and engineering doctorates
would be available to the U.S economy,in 1985, com-
pared to about 295,000 available positions in college and
university teaching and nonacademic R&D employment
that have traditionally made direct use of advanced edu-
cation and researc -skills provided by doctoral educi-
tion. Lack of academic openings will have at least two
results: It will be difficult for new Ph.D. holders to start
academic careers and the average age of academic facuy
ties will increase.

.

However, over the past decade unemployment rates
for scientists and engineers have been significantly 'less
than the rates for the total labor force. In particular, the
nati nal figure for Ph.D. unemployment across all fields

1 now only 1.2 percent and most analysts believe that
few Ph.D.'s are likely to be unemployed in the future.
This means that in 1985 about 90,000 science and en-
gineering doctorate holdei4are expected to be engaged in
nonacademid and non-R&D employment. There are in-
dications that "credentialling"increasing educational
prerequisites for jobsis occurring at all levels. Whether
the jobs themselves are changing in nature and content to
be commensurate with the prerequisite training (enrich-
ment)br.whether underutilization, of skills is the case is
difficult to assess.

There.are two.polar points of view regarding this situa-
tion. One point of view holds that tlfe basic problem is so
fundamental and complex that the best policy of the Fed-

.

eral Government is to teethe r s-of the market prevail.
A contrasting point of vi sseres that since the tight
academic job market may discouraging or div erting. an
entire4weration of talented youth from scholarly "pyrsuit
the Federa Government must interveneto forestall nega-
tive conse4uences,for the future intellectual condition of
the nation. In' any case, continuing education does not
appear t lie effective in dealing with underemployment
or t4 e et4 on academia of the, "freeze-out" of young

.-

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

talent. Strategies for opening up faculty positions for
young people deserve 'investigation.

Continuing education is relevant to maintaining the
vitality and productivity of employed scientists and en-
gineers.:It takes many forms ranging from informal ac-
tivities in the work place to formal , courses in univer,
sities. However, continuing education alone does, not
solve the problem 9f maintaining professional vitality on
the individual andsystem level. Continuing education is
only one element in a complex of factors. In particular,
the relgvince and potential efficacy. of continuing educa-
tion is influenced by organizational factors such as job
design, supervision, colleague interaction, and reward

'systems.
Continuing education is a widespread practice.,There-

is a propensitylor individual scientists and engineers to
maintain or upgrade their technical competence, and
employers 'appear Vo invest significantly in cottinuing
education. A recenksurvey showed that over 33'percent
of a national samplebf scientists and'engineers received
nonformal training in, each of "the-years 1972 through
1975. These nonformal training activities were princi-
pally "onthe-job training" or "courses at employer's
training facility." The pjevalence of this type of training
must be taken in1 consideration in formulating any fu-
ture continuing education programs directed to scientists
and engineers. Because of the great variation in the na-
ture and scope of continuing educition; the investment in
it is lird to measure, but one estimate is that business
and industry spend $17 billion annually on continuing
education of all types.

Our analysis shows that while continuing education is
a substantial enterprise in terms of the investment and
participation of individual scientists and engineers and
their employers, it is a highly fractionated, uncoordi-
nated set of operations in which industry, academia, the
professional societies, and independent entrepreneurs-
pursue their own individual paths in response to what
they perceive to be theirbwn individual needs. A portion
of the NSF program plan for FY-1978 is intended to be a
step toward providing a framework in which
coordination of the various elements of continuing edu-
cation in science and'engineering can be fostered.

A
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PART A: Background and 'Plan

1.- DEFINITION OF CONTINUING EDU-
CATION IN SCIENCE AND ENGINEER-
ING

Education and training are important to professionals
in staying up to date in their present and future careers
This is reflected in considerable investment by individu-
als and organizations in "continuing education" (CE). It
is'difficult to provide a single; precise definition of "con-
tinuing education " In this section we attempt to de.

,scribe the term using critena, and characteristics.
It is important to distinguish between technical educa-

tion and business/management education. For our pur-
poses, the former deals with the substantive content of
science and engineering It is this -content that is the
focus of CE as the term is' used in this report. -

CE is usually distinguished from initial education. It is
education that occurs or is taken after beginning full-time
employment as a professional scientist or engineer. It rs
also becoming increasingly common to distinguish CE
from advanced education The latter refers to, say, what
a scientist or engineer (employed or not) with a bac-
calaureate degree might do to obtain an advanced degree.
Advanced education is usually aimed at raising an indi-
vidual's formal capabilities and perhaps prepare for in-
creased responsibilities. CE, on'the other hand, is usu-
ally addressed to such purposes as updating and diver-
sificationlor maintaining competency of a professional
on his or her present job or develop competency in a new
field but not necessarily on a higher level Katz (see
Appendix E) lists 18 objectives which CE,might address.

AtteMpting to define CE in terms oflearning also pre-
sents difficulties. This is so because a reat deal of learn-
ing occurs naturally on the job, As Kazputs it: Most
scientists, engineers, and technicians learn anywhere be-
tween zero, to 100% or mote of what they need to know
to keep doing what they are doing by doing it." For our
purposes CE refers to an activity that supplements and
further stimulates learning On the job.,

Learning can also occur informally An example is an
adult witching-,the Nova program on television. Al-
though the show certainly has a structure and the director
may be using that suVcture to-develop a set of learning
gals, the vie$7er is not awareof any goals. He or she is
la simply to view the show in an unstructured way,
randomly assimilating whatever information seems in-
teresting to him, or her Game playing by children may
also produce learning, but the child is usually interested
in playing thegame and whatever learning takes place is
unintentional and non-goal, directed. With, these
considerations in mind, we consider CE as structured.
goal oriented, and intentional and perceived as'such by
both teacher and student.

A final consideration we introduce in defining CE is
duration. To include as CE a 15-minute briefing or a,
single two-hour seminar we regard as expanding the def-
inition too far to be useful. On the other hand, short
courses and intensive workshops lasting a day or two
may provide a significant increment of tradring. Accord-
ingly', we believe that CE would include as educational
program of duration adequate to conve& a significant
increment of training.

In suenmaiy, continuing education in science and en-
gineering (or CE) is understood to be described as ,any,_,
course or educational program:

the substantive content of which deals with scien-
tific and engineering knowledge;

taken by or intended for professional scientists and
engineers afteninitial employment as such;

that addfesses such purposes as updating and diver-
sification rather than advanced education; 4
that is struciured, goal oriented, and intentional;

414that has duration adequate for a significant incre-*t
meat of training.

While this definition of CE is somewhat narrower than
the popularly-held concept, it does encompass many
forms and practices. CE c4,n be formal course work taken
at a university or at the employer's training facilities. It
can be of the on-the-job type, correspondence-courses, or
independent study, and includes what faculty members
usually'do on sabbatical leaves.

1110

2. THE NEED FOR CONTINUING EDU-
CATION ,

The need for continued education stems in part from
the nature of science itself. Science is dynamic and
cumulative:The growth of scientific knowledge and in-
formation is continually opening nesii. lines of investiga-
tion, sometimes 'adjacent to existing lines and sometimes
farther removed. Individual scientists and engineers must
have the ability and the opportunity to master new lines
of investigation if they are to maintain their individual
productivity and contribute to the vitality and productiv-
ity of the scientific enterprise. The. problem of keeping
up to date with the growth of knowledge has become
complicated tiy the fact that the rate of knowledge

,growth is, accelerating.
At the system level, maintenance of vitality in knowl-

edge production is greatly' 'assisted by the inflow of
young, newly trained talent. During most of the decade
of (he 1960's both Supply and utilization- of science and

1
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engineenng talent were growing sharply Toward the end
of the 1960'S we began to see signs of oversupply Data
on oversupply of scientists and engineers are discussed in
Appendix G It is clear that academic careers for new
Ph D holders will ye difficult to obtain and that the
inflow of newly trained talent into academe has slowed
considerably.

By contrast, shifts and adjustments can be made more
ea'sily_in industry than in academe Detailed studies of
personnel dynamics in industry and the prpblem of vital-
ity on the system level are not available, but the problem
is believed to be influenced mainly by general economic
conditions When the economy is vigorous and profits
are up, there is increased hiring and increases in other
activity in industry aimed at improving vitality of suen-
tific and engineering personnel Conversely, when the
economy is sluggish or in recession the capacity of indus-
try to address vitality is'reduced It is not known whether
there is a slowdown in the inflow of new talent into
industry similar to that in academe and what the Lon-
sequence might be for the vitality of the scientific and
engineering enterprise at the system level. However,
some observers believe that because the economy has not
been notably vigorous for the last fiv e. years or so, there
has been 'an erosion in the flow of newly trained talent
into industry. ,\The ability of professionals to maintain effectiv e per-
formance appears to be related to aging as well as to
knowledge growth The Ihterim Report (Appendix G)
cited findings that individual performance among techni-
cally trained personnel peaks at an early age and declines
steadily thereafter While the general phenomenon is not
'rfew (ant of course does not affect everyone), the age at
which this is happening is falling Data were also cited
indicating-that the average age bf the stpck of human
resources in science and engineering is increasing. This
appears to be a potentially acute phenomenon in academe
and may be so (although perhaps less acute) in industry

A significant new insight relative to the maintenance
of prOfessional vitality concerns the importance of the
work environment This was mentioned in the Interim
Report and emerges as a theme implicitly or explicitly in
all six of the commissidned papers (Appendices A
through F). Important elements of the work environment
include job design, supervision, colleague interaction,
and reward systems A job that is challenging stimulates
vitality and encourages learning that occurs naturally by
doing the job Conversely, dull jobs can have the oppo-
site effect.,,Leadership provided by managers i. one of
the most important influences on the behavior of,profes-
sionals and therefore has a significant impact on indi-
vidual performance and productivity Opportunities for
peers to interact also promote learning w the opposite
effect occurring from isolation Simi! a reward sys-
tems in or anizations can either encourage or discourage
learning an the maintenance of professional vitality
The effects of the work environment are.distusseqexten-
siyely in the Dubin paper (Appendix C)

In addition to the foregoing conditions which influ-
ence the vitality and produttivity of both academic' and
non- academic scientists and engineers, there are special
conditions in colleges and universities which create in-
terest in faL'ulty development In addition to the slow-
down in mobility, Bergquist (Appendix A) mentions
three., First, students are becoming increasingly,
heterogeneous._ They now come from lower socio-
economic' classes, from an older age group, and from
different racial and ethnic backgrounds. faculty must
respond to this heterogeneity with a more ,diverse and
flexible set of instructional goals and strategies. Second,
colleges and universities,can no longer operate in.isola.'
non An increased sense of accountability leads to keener
ev aluation of performance. If faculty are to be evaluated
then they must also be given an opportunity to improve
performance in areas of deficiency Third, as traditional
enrollments drop off, colleges and universities are seek-
ing to attract new audiences, This usually requires
changes in programs and educational structures which in
turn Lreates a need for faculty members to accommodate
these changes.

rip to this point, we have argued that the need for
continuing education stems from knowledge growth and
is complicated by demographic (e.g., aging), supply-
demand, and personnel mobility factors. We have also
pointed out that the relevance and-potential efficacy of
continuing education is addressed to the problem of
maintaining professional vitality on the individual and
system level, but is only one element in a complex of
factors. The six commissioned papers shed some light on
some of the other ,dlements involved and.their relation to
continuing education. In the remainder of this section we
consider some more specific problems associated with
continuing education as such.

Several of the papers implicitly and explicitly argue
that the content of continuing education programs must
vary with the specific purpose being served. Assisting
scientists and engineers in keeping current, providing
them with new skills needed in their present job, assist-
ing them in making a significant career shift, omfblres-
sing what appear to be special problems for engineers at
mid-career each requires a different approach. Katz (Ap-
pendix E) specifically addresses the problem of differing
audiences while Biedenbach (Appendix B) discusses the
potential and limitations of various delivery modes.
These elementscorilent audiences, and delivery
modeare key aspects of any planning framework for
continuing education.

However, a special issue arising from the inquiry con-
ducted over the last several months has to do with rela-
tions between academe and industry. It is believed that
the spectacular growth in the decade of the 1960's of the
utilization of scientists and engineers within academe
and the concomitant growth in supply of academics
skewed the initial training provided these professionals.
That is, the initial trailing is oriented more toward future
academic work than it is toward work in industry or other

8



ion-acauemic settings moreover, non-academic scien-
tists and engineers (who comprise about half of all scien-
tists and engineers) make up a significant audience for
the coptinuing education offered by colleges and univer-
sities Again, the academic orientation of the faculty
teaching in continuing education programs offereditiy
colleges and universities may be insufficiently sensitive
to the needs of industrially employed scientists and en-
gineers. '

In industry, few companies are large enough to main-
tain their own in-honse facilities and resources for con-
tinuing education. Facilities arid-resources of colleges
and universities can potentially be brought to bear on the
problems of such companies Hazzard's paper (Appen-
dix D) discusses the problem of the academic-industrial
interface and this emerges as an issue deserving special
attention.

In summary, the maintenance of the quality of the
stock of human resources in Science and engineering is
the basic problem to which continuing education is re-
levant This problem arir.es from knowledge growth and
is intensified by organizational. demographic, and
supply-demand factors Planning for continuing educa-
tion should keep in mind the aforementioned factors ih
addressulg issues involving content.. audiences, and de-
livery modes The academic-industrial interface emerges
as a key issue in considering continuing, edudtion Fi-
nally, it is worth noting that the .,Kaufman paper (Appen-
dixT) highlights how little is known aboutthe utility and
effectiveness of continuing education

3. REASONS FOR HEIGHTENED IN-
TEREST IN CONTINUING EDUCATION

One of the key recommendations emerging from the
August 5-6, 1917 meeting was based on the roposal of
Lindon Saline of the General Electric Comp ny for es-
tablishing a Commission on Continuing Ed cation in
Scielice and Engineering (Appendix I) Saline cited sev-
eral indications why establishment of such a CO mission
is timely and these provide some of the reaso s offered
here. along' with others as to why there is h ightened
interest in continuing education in science and ngineer-
ing today.

-....Societal values and priorities are mOuing slcwly but
surely toward realization of lifelong learning One piece
of evidence for this is the gem al growth of adult educa-
tion (the percentage of the Ovulation participating io
adult education activities has almost doubled since
1957) These values and priOrities are reflected in legisla-
tive activity as is exemplified in the Mondale bill on
lifelong learning and the interest ?f Senator Kennedy in
continuing education for scientists and engineers

There is high interest and growing support of continu-
ing education from employers Continuing education is
such a large and, fragmented enterprise that hard, differ-
entiated data are almost impossible to obtain-. bu ere is

3

virtually, unanimous agreement among inter6sted obser-
sers that the investment is large and is increasing. Some
data are cited in the Interim Report (Appendix 0).,_

Professional organizations. universities, entrepre-
neurs, government organizations, private corporations
and other such purveyors are trying to. serve continuing
education needs. This appears to be related to the factors
discussed in the preceding section regarding the accelera-
tion rate of growth of new knowledge and the slowdown
of the inflow of new talent. This latter factor would
appear to shift attention to the talent already in science
and engineering,

Some states require continuing, education for re-
licensing of professionals such as physicians, veterinar-
ians, and pharmacists. For the moment, this trend ap-
pears to focus on professionals having direct one-to-one
contact with the public and so has not greatly affected
other scientists and engineers who typically work within
organizations and do not have direct public contacts.
However. as issues involving energy and the environ-
ment affect such things a housing design and space con-
ditioning systems one ca expect increased public con-
tacts by scientists and en ineers. Generally speaking,
isyes of public policy mor and more have scientific and
technical components which will' also increase interac-
tions between the public and scientists and engineers.
One can speculate that as this is happening, licensing and
re-licensing will expand to cover more and more profes-
sionals as will legal requirements for continuing educa-
tion of more professionals.

4. PROGRAM'PLAN

We begin this section with a general description of our
program plan for FY 1978 which essentially reproduces
the plan presented in the Interim Report (Appendix 0).
This is followed by a discussion of extensions to the
basic plan that have been developed since the Interim,
Report was prepared. The latter discussion has three
components. (a) research and development activities; (b)..
mid-range plans (through FY 1980); and (c) management
and planning activity.

Program for FY 1978

The program plan and budget for continuing education is
shown in the following fable indicating a total of
$5,767,000 for FY 1978 for continuing education of all
types. There is an additional $6,000,000 in the FY 1978
budget for Pre-College Teach4r Deyelopment. This pro-
gram is designed for continuing education of elementarytt
and secondary school ea hers.

The College
provide a foru
various disciplin
fields direCtly to c

ty Short Courses are intended to
in which scholars at the frontiers of
communicate recent advances in their
ege teachers' of science. The primary

aim is to enable college-teacher participants to keep their

11,



Continuing Eciucauon in science anci molter-mg
Obligations by Program Sub-element

Program
Subelement

College Facult
Science Facult
Professional De

c.

host Courses

Merk
Resources Improvement (t RUSE)
Research and Dev:lppmer in Continuing
Education for Scie sts an ngineers

,

- Total

I-

4ctual
FY1976,

ornate
F 1977

Estimate
FY 1978

Difference
FY 1978177

$894,450 $977,000 $944,000 $-33,000

2,562.660 2,223;000 2,361,000 .1- 138,000

1,000,000 1,100,000 1,347,000 +247,000

221 1216 41,000 1,115.000 +1,074,000

$4,678,256_ $4 934 1 ,000d $5,767,000 '+$1,426,000

teaching uP to date ad relevant. Courses operate in lift
teen regional centers,. In each short course, the course
director meets with the college-teacher participants for a
total of four daystwo days in the fall and two in ihk.
spring. NSF funds support the instructional costs and
expenses of participants for lodging while attending
courses. Participants or their employers are expected to
pay the costs of travel and meals (except that some travel
assistance is provided for pirticipantS who are more than
300 miles from any of the 15 field centers). The FY 1978
funds would permit 40 short courses for approximately
3,500 college teachers during the academic year 1978-
79.

The Science Faculty Professional Development phi-
gram is designed to help experienced college teachers
increase their competence in sciebce by enabling them to
spend up to a year at advanced study or research in either
an academic institution or an industrial or non-profit
laboratory. Approximately half. the funds available to the
program are usfd to support applications for affiliation
with non-academic institutions. Funds ayailable to `the

program in FY 1978 will support ap roximately 130 col-

lege science teachers.
The programs discussed so far ar designed to provide

individual scientists and engineers with services to pre-
vent obsolescence. Some of our institutional support'

'programs, in addition, contain continuing ethication
elements. Experience with the CAU g program shows
that some of the funds are used for vitalization of the
existing faculty. We estimate that ap roximately 10 per-
cent of the funds available in the program are used for
this purpose.

Research and Development Activit

We turn now to activities related t
tinuing education for scientists and

, academic e ployme)o. In the past,
At'ea has been largely oriented towar
tiye delivery systems, with some of
ment of teaching/learning material
the fctual delivery of instruction t
sonnel, or direct support of indivi
dustry to engage in continuing ed

the matter of con-
engineers in non-
SF-activity in this
trying out alterna
rts in the develop-
Pirect upport of

non-academic per-
als employed in in-
ation programs, has

riot been a part'of SE Directorate activity, and we do not
believe that it should. It has become clear, however,
that thOugh it is an'area in which many millions of dollars
are invested annually (one estimate is $17 billion for all
of CE; what fraction of that is fqr scientists and en-
gineers, and what fraction of that is in science and en-
gineering, is unknown), the entire enterprise is a highly
fractionated, uncoordinated set of operations in which
industry, academia, the professional Societies, and the
independtnt entrepreneurs pursue their own individual
paths in response to what they perCeive to be their own
individual needs. It, nust be recognized that the inter-
relatedness of all of these educational activities calls for a
kind of coherence not obtainable througli the individual
efforts of any one of the elements of the Continuing edu-

/c4tiontsomplex. The research and development program-
for FY 1978 is intended to be a step toward providing a
framework in which coordination of the various elements
of the system 6an be fostered. Specifically, we plan to
implement two of the major recommendation's or the
expert panels regarding continuing education in the
non-academic area in FY 1978. Theie are: (a) The sup-
port of-srifair leading to greater understanding and
knowledge o CE as it now operates, and (b)
CONFERENCE/WORKSHOP support, as a mechanism
for developing better relations ips d rapport, and
perhaps mutually beneficial' coo a lye projects, be-
tween working-level -engineers and scientists employed
by industrial and academic institutions. In itddition, the

oor will be open tO proposals covering proposer-
'enerated EXPERIMENTAL/PROTOTYPE activities not
falling, into either -of. the "studies" or "conference/
workshop" categ6fies,

The three types :of support indicated above are de-
scribed in more detail iTthe Proposal Solicitation, Con-
tinuing Education for Engineers and Scientists,, SE

,78-58.

Mid-Range Plans

The research and development activity planned for FY
'1978 should be seen as the initial steps, in a continuing
program. In order for-tilts activity to have maximum °

utility: (a) in relation to NSF's decision's concerning its

4
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rate in continuing education in the years beyond FY
1979, and (b) for the continuing edueation.commtmity. it
will be necessary tq synthesize a-0 integrate what is
learned from studies and the regional academic-industrial
workshops Accordingly, the proposed goal for FY 1980
is the development or a documented,comprehensive
overview of the then current state of continuing educa-
tion, for non-acaderdic scientists and enginee, Such a

compendium would inguds results of the stucries'ecom-
pleted at that bill, ,a set of descriptions of continuing

'education.activities of active deliverers. The latter would
be case studies cqenng 3 or 6 of the major, fudged -to-
be- effective, inddstrial deliverers (IBM, Be'l Labs,. GE,
etc ) and a like ;lumber of college/university, profes-'
sional,society. and entrepreneurial continuing education
pulieyors Having such information will facilitate NSF

'programming and field response.
In addition, steps should be taken to reexamine pi-o-

gramming in continuing education for academic scien;
lists and engineers This reexamination should be done in
the light of needs and emerging practices in facultylde-
velopment This reexamination would also be relevaNt to
the steps taken in FY 1978 to establish meaningful
coordination between academic' and non-academic con-_
tinuing education activities.

Management and Planning'Activity
Implementation of the FY 1978 and mid-range plans,

will require in-depth monitoring and external.advice.

I

A
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Accordingly. a program manager for continuing educa:
Lion will be designated and the Committee for
Science Education will provid for the external advice. ,
The program manager will be responsible for managing

'" the Ittudies. workshops, and experimental activities as
described in the research and development plan for FY

-1978. In addition', the program manager will, be respon-
sible, for implementing the mid-range plan and for coor-
dination bf the internal staff review of continuing educa-
tion for academic scientists and engineers.

The strongest singlesrecommendation` emerging from
the August, 1977 meeting (see Part B.3 of this report) is
for the establishment of a Commission on Continuing
Education. This is a complex recommendation which
needs to be studied carefully (in terms of its charter, its
makeup., and its funding) beforea decision is reached.
An essential initial step is strengthening, the continuing
education expertise of the standing Advisory Committee
for Science Education, and asking it to address this topic.

The FY 1978 program bbdget for continuing education'
is approximately $6.000,000, most of'whith is for fa-
culty development. No sighificant budget increases are
projected at this' time because no major increase in
service delivery activity or subsidies for individuals ap'
pears to bewirranted at this time. Rather, this plan fo-
cuses on fostering coordination and integration of a large
and fragmented enterprise. Future budgets will be based
on demonstrated needs'in relation to the appropriate NSF
role.

4,



YAK P Steps Leading to The yresent Plan

I. FIRST PHASE: THE INTERIM
REPORT

The explanatory statement of the House-Senate Con-
-

fe'rence Committee related to the National Science Foun-
dation Authonzation Act of 1977 required a report on40,0-
continuing education including:r

V

a recommendation for implementation in FY 1978,

b. analysis of information on the employment and
availability of scientific engineering, and technical
manpower,

c an assessment of the extent to which a federally
supported continuing educati,on program could all
leviate unemployment and underemployment
among scientists and engineers and lead to the
greater application of their skills to the syution of
problem~ the nation is facing in areas, of civilian
science Sand technology

The effort to respond to this requirement eVentually
became the joint responsibility of the Office of Program
Integration an the Division of Science Education De-
velopment a search of the Science Education Direc-
torate of NSF. is report was prepared by staff men-
bers of these two units.

The'first major mllestoneXthis effort was a meeting
of experts at NSF on. December 13, 1976. There folt
lowed staff analysis of the situation which led to the
Interim Report which was delivered to the Congress on
February 28, 1977 Mist of participants4n the December
meeting and a report of the outcome are \xintained in the
Interim Report which is attached as Appendix G.

' . #.
2. SECOND,PHAS IONED
PAPERS AND AUG

\
T. ETI

,--...._

Discussions involving Cohgrassional and NSF staff
members, led to additional 'plans for commissioning
papers by experts and converting a second larger meet-
ing. ,

.

'' On April 1, 1977,, NSF staff members met with.

6r- Sarltuel S Dubih, The Pjinnssylvania State Uniyer-
-----

Dr. Moms E. Nicholson, Jr., University of Minnesota

Dr Moses Passer, American Chemical Society

Dr. Howard Shelton, Sandia Laboratones iP-

. av
The purpose of the meeting was to discuss possible top-
ics and authors for commissioned paper's The papers that-
resullyd are attached as Appendices A through F.

A second purpose of the ApriLmeetin^g was to discuss

0.
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possible particip ,1nts for a meeting. A rather long list was L

generated, from which .NSF staff members eventually
drew up the list of those who attended the meeting which_
was held August 5-6, 1977 in Washington., D.C.

From the beginning of this effort last Fall, NSF staff
members thought that the continuing education problem
had two major components:, one dealing with scientists
and engineers employed in academic institutions and the
other dealing with ,those employed by non-academic
(primarily industrial) organizations. Because the Science
Education Directorate has had extensive experience over
the years with, continuipg education programs for
aCadetnically) employed scieri tists'and engineers, but re-
liftiely little expenence on the non-academic side, par-
ticipant selection was weighted toward the latter. No
claim is made that all the answers are available on the
academic side, in fact, this is a significant problem area
requinng farther study.. However, our need for assistance
on the non-academic side was more acute under the cir-
circumstances Because the non-academic side is clog
nated by concerns for engineers and engineering, this
consideration was given weight in participant selection.
Beyond the emphasis,on non - academic employment. nd.
engineering, balance wassought in expertise; points of
view, and geography. However- no clainvis made that all
interests and points of.viewwere represented. Given the
need to limit the group to a `manageable size and the'
problem of operatnn g within a severe time constraint, -
some necessary co promises were made. Additionally,
this report is by no,means presented. as the definitive
statement on continuing education in science and en-
gineering. Inied, one of the overwhelming conclusions
is that thepralem is so complex that a greatdealmora
study over a relatively long period of time is called' for.

The meeting wa held on August 5-6, 1977 in NSF's-
. offices in Wasihtton, D.C. Appendix H contains tee
'list (If participantsand the agenda. The next sectionere=
ports the outcomes of the meeting.

3. REPORT HE AUGUST MEETING.
On August 5-6, 1977 18 experts' met at the NSF ciof- .

fices in Washington, D.C. with members of the S
Education Directorate's staff. The meeting was open
the public and about siNobserVers attended. The purpose ,

of the meeting, the agenda,: and a list of participants
Appen'dix H: The meeting comprised three

half-day sessions. The first sessions reviewed the six.
commissioned papers (Appendices A-F), the Second was
onented to the identification of probleins,requiring study
br action, anthe thirg to recommendations for possible

program responses. ,his section reports eath
sidi) in turn.



The following individual reports constitute The Friday Morning Session

Sonte,Currently Used Mechanisms and Delivery
Modes for Non-Academic Personnel

Joseph M. Biedenbach

Biedenbach, in reviewing the highlights of this paper,
made the following points The use of media
iechnojogies in continuing education for scientists and
engineers, after 10 years of neglect or opposition, is now
just beginning to take off Colleges and universities are
broadening the scope of their activities to provide more
services to the region in which they are located, and
professional societies are providing increased services to
their members Though they don't say it, academic and
the professional societies view themselves as competi-
tive, when the real need for greater cooperation In the
meantime; it is-industry that has really begun to move
ahead4n the use of multimedia programs in promoting
the educatioitheir employees For,..the Bert 10 years,
video-tapg will be the major vehicle used in contihuing
education for scientists'cientists ant-.engineers

The greatest problem will be that of logistics, largely
because of the need for "up front' ' moneyi e , funds
to develop the necessary,course materials The second
major problem will bf'selling the idea to the industrial
Personnel manager.'for whom the continuing education
of thic company's engineering add scientific/Personnel is
of secondary concern Currently the most successful
media-based continuing education programs are those in
management 'practices and other business
administration-oriented topics, for topics in science or
engineering, there is. at the present time, less, though
growing, demand'

DisClision developed 'on
points.

(1) The "level'' of continuing education science and
engineerin courses required to meet industrial needs is
lower tha most people wtll admit- Biedenbach men-
tioned dergraduate review in science and mathe:
matics-e g , statistics, quality control, differential equa-
tions-even welding-as samples Of-ttre level of materials
needed The value of investing in the production of tele-
vision tapes on topics readily ayailable in textbooks was
Eniestioned-it might be better to use 'the limited funds

'available for the production of material not so easily
available. It was suggested that the greatest market is for.
(basic) materials that pay attention to job relevant appli-
cations.

There was agreement with Biedenbach that industrial
programs send more. toward courses attd materials deal-
ing with management skills, less on science and/o en-
gineering subject matter, but at least e c feree

disagreed strongly on the question of educational level of
the ingirrials. Both at this stage and at other times
throughout the meeting, he strongly advocated greater
attention to material cat the 'cutting-edge" of science
and engineenng research and developpent, insisting that

several of Biedenbach's

it is individuals working in that area that are mosf in-need
of the help that properlyidesigned CE programs can pro-
vide. This argument elicited relatively little support,
since: it was argued. these are the 'people who 4.4e less'
need for outside help, not only do they have greater
capability as "self-starters," but they function in a set-
ting that provides greater opportunity for self-education.
Clearly. whether "cutting edge," basic review, or other
kinds of teaching materials are needed depends markedly
on the nature of the <employing organizations.

(2) Mode of presentation. Not everyone agreed that
videotape will be the major technological medium,for, the,
next 10 years, the potential of audiotapes alit! videodiscs

'is, not to be,ignored. The opinion was expressed tilat,
unless "motion" is involved or essential, videotape may

)-
provide, no advantage over slide-tape presentations.
Another conferee turned attention to a basic quiestion
that of tape or film vs a live instructorand pointed to
the increased value of accompanying any multimedia
presentation by i local bye tutor, especially when the
tutor is someone thoroughly familiar with the business of
the le,arner.s employer.and is reasbnably competent in
the subject though he need not be a ,"name" authority.
He cited experience derived from presentation of courses
in chemistry and related topics developed and presenteil
under the education program of the American Chemical
Society. Attention was ,also called to the.squestion of
cost-effectiveness. what an employer is willing to pay for
an "instructional unit" depends on the number of
employees to whom that unit will be useful and, even
more important; on the significance of the unit to the
economic 'success of the organization. /_.

It was also pointed out that, in gener4 media-based
instruction is not likely to become economically feasible
in the absence of a national distribution mechanism.

(3) Sthall.and/or dispersed industry.*Altention was di-
iected toward the "Ibnely employee." Many, if not
most, of the larger firms can handle their own CE prob-
lems; there is, however, the need to think about scientists
and engineers employed by smaller companies, or in the
many companies distributed over the country in locations
reitote" from major urban centers where educational
facilities are readily available. Panel agreed that this is a
major problem requiring attention.

The Updating Process
Samuel S. Dubin

0,

The matter of keeping up to date is a far more complex
process than "taking a course," "reading a book," or

,particifating in "multi-media" presentations of "subject
matter.". Of at least equal importance, is a whole set of
psychological concernspersonal attitudes, motivation,
etc.and the atmosphereespecially the maygement
practicesof the employing organization.

It is essential, therefore, that any serious attempt to
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maintain a vital, competent, up-to-date, corps of scien-
tists and engineers take cognizance of a whole set of
,eletrients, beyond mere "subject matter" competence,
that affect the productivity of the employed scientist or
engineer.

First, there is need to understand the motivations of
individuals, and to recognize their dependence on factors
such as age, organizational ,status, responsibilities, etc.
Second, there iS need to understand the influence of the
organizational climate, and the ways in which it may
stimulate excellenceor lead to disinterest and bore-
dom. There is need to understand the influence of com-

r,pany polity (and its system of rewards in the form of
pay; status, and increased responsibility), of the nature
of job assignments (are they routine or challenging, or
how, can they lee made more challenging); of the oppor-
tunities for interaction with colleagues, and of manage-
ment philosophy (is it supportive of an employees' aspi-
rations toward further !gaging, or is that the employee's
problem?). And there is need for the technical or inter-
mediate level supervisor to understand that, ill order to
get his Job done in furtherance of company objectives, he
has to be a "people developer." The organizational cli-
mate, the challengeof the job, the role of the supervisor,,
interactions with peers, and management policies are all
part of the work environment.

Discussion of Dubin's remarks indicated lack of
unanimity amonpt the participants not only on the ques-
tion of the proper role of NSF in the area of continuing
education in science and engineering for scientists and
engineers, but also on the question of the breadth of the
federal role. Mention was made of the IBM-San Jose
program, in which much attention is p 'd to activities
focused on personal vitality, lifestyle, c This is in
contrast to the views of another participant who urges
that federally-supported CE programs focus on the ques-
tion of what knowledgesubstantive knowledge in the
employee's occupational fieldis needed, and on ways
to get this knowledge into an academic prOgramor to
provide it via post-academic (continuing ed'ucati'on) pro-
grams. NSF was urged to clarify its proposed r6le in con-
tinuing education, particularly in relation to industrial
programs and industrial employees. It was suggested that
of greater importance than an NSF attempt to survey
"knowledge needs" would be support of research or'
studies that would attempt 'to improve the precision of the
processes by which organilations, including ,institutions
of.higher education, assess the needs of their engineers
and scientists.

Several participants emphasized the importance of
motivation to learn, and the need to develop this trait
early in the educational Process.

The Academic-Industrial Interface

George W. Hazzard

Hazzard's comments on his paper were:
If scientists and engineers are to perform adequately,
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in academic or non-academic careers, undergraduate
education Must be-concerned with stimulating the student
igo a self-motivating mode; and must provide insights
into. the operations of both the academic world and the
real world outside of academe. Close cooperation be-
tween industrial and academic institutions is of the high-
est importance, and pays off. Hazzard strongly recom-
mended increased experimentation with cooperative
industrial /academic programsot massive, large - stale,
national programs, but smaller, local or regain's',
cooperative efforts. He stressed also the need for a
mixed,. not a singlestrategy. Hazzard'i paper evoked a
wide variety of responses, almost all supportive of his
thesis. Although one or two called attention to the prob-
lem of getting institutions to work together, most of the
comments dealt with ways to develop better rapport be-
tw college and industry, the advantages (on both
sides) small- or dispersed-industry involvement, and
the impact such learning situations or instructional
modes might have on undergraduate science, and en-
gineering programs, both in making instruction relevant
to real life, and in the development of life -ling learning
habits, A goal of undergraduate education (indeed, of all
education) should be helping students learn how to learn.

What are the implications for continuing education?
One, 'clearly, is that if students, as undergraduates, really

. learned how to learnif they were really stimulated into
a self-motivating modefuture demands on a formal
continuing ,education system might be remarkably.re- 9
ducedt But unless (or until) this goal is attained by a -wide
variety of undergraduate institutions, the need for con-
tinuing education programs remainsboth continuing
education for nonacademic personnel, and continuing
education (perhaps' in some cases, reeducatn) for
academic faculties.

One of the participihts hrought into focus the need for
greater attention tocontinuing education for teachers of
science and engineering with the following comment: An
important aspect of continuing edcation in the under:
graduate arena involves keeping professors updated on
the industrial and technological ramifications of their
discipline. The. professor cannot achieve what Hazzard
proposes until he has an understanding of the academic /
industrial interface and the techniques for its penetration,
One' of the most important of which is the actual
knowledgeboth scientific and technologicalutilized
by industry. .

.

Non-Academic Audiences for Continuing Education
in SCience and Engineering

Israel Katz ,

,-
Whereas there- seems to be- general agreement that,

among academically employed scientists and engineers,
these in major research-oriented institutions have less
need for formally organized continuing education pro-
grams than do those ,i,n,the less research-oriented (more
teaching oriented) institutions; it is, in katz' view, the
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principal contributors to scientific and technical adv,ance
employed ill high technology industry who, among in-
dustrial employeesAaye the greatest need for access to
such programg. And with 20% of new knowledge being

' developed in academic institutions while 80% is-
produced in non-academic settings, it is the latter that is
the locus of a ,rnajor pan of the knowledge jhat should,
by some means, be transmitted-to others already in sci-
ence and engineering careers,'or being prepared to enter
those careers.

Unfortunately, few CE offerings of academic institu-
tions are matched to the new knowledge needs of CE
participants, most, across the nation, are watered-down

,graduate courses offered on a non-credit basis It is to
this inadequate service to CE audiences that much of the
non-participation in CE activities can be attributed By,
far the best courses offered, primarily at lower
technologiCal levels, are pans of company-conducted
in-plant programs for employees.

ere is, however, an important role for colleges and
universities, in the harvesting and organizing of new
knowledge, and in providing, on "neutral- ground," a
meeting place for industrially employed scientists and
engineers and faculty members who participate as re-
source persons or as students The value of these inter-
changes between faculty and industry personnel,cannot
be over-estimated One of its major consequences is the
breaking down of the wall between CE staff and the
regular teaching faculty--And the effect this breakdown
can have in introducing more relevance into the normal
teaching, program; .

Katz made one reference toprograms aimed at reedu-
cation or reorientation of unemployed scientists and en-

. gineers: "You can't educate the unemployed without a
visible job at the end of the road.'

Follow-up discussion by participants was limited but
supportive Attention was called to the linkage between
this. paper and Hazzard's discussion of the Academic/
Industrial Interface, and the great need to promote a
tightening of the interaction between academia and in-
dustry The well-known practice iiithe medical educa-
tion area of the use of "adjunct" faculty was mentioned
as a possible means of getting knowledgeable industrial

, scientists and,engineers more directly involved in "regu-
. lar" as well as "continuing" education programs of col-

leges and universities.
It was pointed out,'bowever, that the use of adjunct

faculty is useful only if they are part of a carefully inte-
grated program with distinct pedagogic objectives. Ran-
dom talks by' a series of industnal visitors may be in-
teresting but of little value in providing the student with
the overview he needs of industrial science and technol-

Factors Affecting the Relationships Between
Continuing Education and Performance
H. G. Kaufman

Kaufman's thesiS was that whjle private industry has

allocated substantial resources to continuing education,
few attempts have been made to assess adequately the
value of continuing education either to the individual or
to the employing .company While some' academically-
based research in continuing education in industry has
led to tentative indications about what a particular level
or mode of presentation does -for a pal-ticular level of
participant under what conditions, there is, in fact, rela-
tively little state-of-the-art knowledge about hop to pro-
ceed with a dependable evaluation of the effectiveness of
continuing education operations.

Perhaps most clearlestablished are the conclusions
that the more competent engineers and scientists tend to
enroll in univ ersity-sponsored courses, whereas the less
Competent turn to company-sponsoredU-house courses.
Graduate courses appear to result in improved per;
formance, primarily in R & D environments but no clear
cut results of in-house courses have been demonstrated
When employees are given leave to devote full time for
an extended period of studies, they are quite likely to
experience major frustrations 'because of reentry
problemsthe employee's "spot in the organization's
network has changed or newly acquired knowledge is not
used in the new assignment. .

yAdditional discussion focussed on what is probably a
major caus of the uncertain results of evaluationsthe
fact that th ethodology,vateria and instruments used
in eval s are inadequate to the task. The greatest
need at present is carrying out an adequate assessment of
continuing educatioh. Thirwould require research de-
signs using longitudinal studies and the development of
instruments of evaluation based on cnteria that consider
the viewpoints of all parties concerned. the individual,
the employer, and the purveyor.

Faculty Development in the Sciences and Engineering

William H. Bergquist et al.

Institutional recognition that it is responsible, at least
in pan, for continued development of faculty members is
not newwitness: the age-old abbatical leave programs
which, though increasingly ineffective, still persistat
least "on the books"in many institutions. Verj, re-
cently, however, a new brand of faculty development has
come into being, and is currently the object of the largest
investment of all activities viewed as "educational inno-
vation."

The reasons are many: student bodies are more
heterogeneous, and'on the average older, and more
oriented toward job relevance; there is more concern for
institutional accountability, co constituencies are
drawn from a wider area, and competition for students
has increasedand with all of these demands for reorien-
tation, redirection, and change in college curricula,
faculties are growing older, more stable, and less
mobile. It is estimated that barring unforeseenoverturn-
ing of the present situation, from 70 to 80% of th'e pre-
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sent faculty will still be just where they are now for-the
'next 20 to 25 years.

-Thus new kinds of programs, and new approaches to
teaching and learning, are imperative. And even when It
new idea is put forward, merely having that good idea is
not enough; the idea is of no value until it is put into use

iThe approach used in the new brand of faculty develop-
ment is, via conferences, workshops, and other devices.
to lead the faculty to an understanding of the roles of
research, development, dissemination. and use, and to
foster implementation of the entire process to the end that
effe,ctive changes are introduced into courses and cumc-
ula And beyond this. to an awareness that some succes-
ses can lead to problems that are enormous--e.g., how
to handle the organizations' problems that come from the
installation of a new teaching technique, or how to gain
acceptance by those not involved in the development
One conclusion is clear: when faculties do expenment
with new teaching modes.'there is less reluctance to face
new kinds of 'students

There were several ,comments to the effect that among
academic institunons'the problems of obsolescence are
probably greatest in the two-year institutions, where

dgets closely keyed to faculty work loads rarely permit
even minimal effort to be directed at anything other than
classroom teaching. One Participant suggested that
perhaps a solution lies in efforts to increase faculty pro-
ductivity so as to yield a margin that would permit fac-
ulty development to occur An associated que'stion. of
course; is whether increased teaching productivity would
not result in counterbalancing budget reduction

It was asserted by 'one participant that many two-year
institutions do a better job of faculty development than
do the major research institutions if the faculty functions
of "helping others learn" is considered to be the focus

General Comments
Thfoughout the course of the meeting there were addi-
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tional comments made or questions raise which. though
not directly related to any particular pad r. did bnng into _-

the discussion other pertinent topic

'(I I The role of continuing edut ion as it now func-
` lions oc should function; within' hebroader range of.

"lifelong-learning.' or "recurre education.'.'
(2) The role of (and in particu.ar the Foundation's rote

. in) continuing education in science and engineering sub-
ject matter content within the broader area of acquisition
of othet.kinds of knowledge-4udgeting, logistics, plan- ,

ning management practices,' interpersonal relations, and
personal developmentne,eded by practicing engineers
and scientists.

(3) The role of c011eges and umversnies, professional
societies. and industrial programs in fostenng continuing
learning by scientists and engineers, and the need for
coordination of these activities within the framework of
some dearly understood unified approach to attainment
of the overall goals Of .continuing education.

(4) Questions as to the motivation of some academic
institutions in d loping and promoting continuing edu-
cation progra specially -when CE, is viewed as an ,
opportunity t rease the institution's revenues and/or
use connnui education ,offenngs as a safety valve
against press brought on by a faculty size geared to
once-higher

ti
.Ilments.

(5) Questions. about the proper sources of support tor
CE. Who pa Who benefits?

(6') The roe of the major consulting firms whose one:
to three-day conferences are a significant factor in CE for
employed sCientists and engineers.

47) The pioblem of the awarding of "credit" or some
other form :t5f. recognition of participation in continuing
education activities. handled in such a way as to provide
assessment' of ,both the quantitative, and particularly
qualitative', contributidn;to the participants' knowledge
and understanding of work-related subje,ct matter.
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The Friday AfternohirSession

Report of the Friday Afternoon Session
41114w

This session was oriented to.thedOntification of prob-
lems requiring study or action. 'A list' of the 36 recom-
mendations abstracted fronith9 six commissioned papers
was circulated (Takle 1, attached, is this list) to the par-
ticipants organized intp_three discussion groups. Group I
was asked to consider the problems or needs of scientists

"and engineers employed by academic institutions, 'While
Groups II and -QI were asked to consider those of scien-
tists and engine rs in non-academia employment, After
discussion, each of the three groups reported to the ple-
nary session. Summaries of the reports folloW.

Group I

Group I stated its conclusions in the following way:

A. The basic purpose of faculty development is to
maintain intellectual and rirofessional vitality in
science and engineering -and instructional
technology.

B. There is a need for data regarding professionalde-
velopment: What is going on'? Who needs it and
why,? Who should pay? WIpt is need for lon-
gitudinal studies? How do professional de-
vvfopment activities correlate with faculty career
stages? What are reliable conceptual models for
faculty career stages?

C. Success models and action programs are needed to,
help integrate academe and industry, and to
integrate teaching and research in colleges and
universities.

Among the needs and problems leading to-this formu-
lation are:

A. 1: The fundamental need for colleges and univer-
sities is to maintain intellectual' vitality and
faculty excitement to insure high quality sci-
ence! and engineering education,, and profes-
sional exposure to insure relevance of cur-
ricula to today's and tomorrow's problems.

2. Demographic trends will force teachinglacul-
ties in science and engineering to reconsider
and redirect career directions.

B. 1. There is ,a need for knowledgean
inventoryof what is *going on in faculty
development.

2.. More understanding is 'needed of the relation
between continuing education and the career
status of an individual e.g., What iS 'the re-
lation between age, status and need for re-
vitalization?).

3. ication is needed on: Who needs faculty
dev opment, who benefits from it, and who
sh Id pay for it.

4, There is ,a need for studies in continuing
_ educatiOnincluding , longitudinal ones,-

bearing on the utility of different strategies
'for professional development. For example:
Are sabbatical leaves effective? Linder what
conditions? Against what criteria do we

- measure?
C. 1. How does one resolve the tension between the

' research and disciplinary orientation, of sci-
entists and engineers as they emerge. from

,graduate schools and the teaching require-
memo imposed as they take on respon-
sibilities as faculty members at various types
of institutions? How do these activities relate

. .
to the overall institutional (faculty) mis-

sion(s)?
2: Th6re is need to stimulate interaction and integ-

ration between academic practice and indust-
rial needs and realities. Industry's help is
needed. to iyhprove both the faculty mem- 1'
bers' understanding of the industrial envi-
ronment, and the quality and relevance' of
prevocational-and continuing education Of-
fered by colleges and universities. Industry.-

s-. needs to understand-the constraints outside
the control of acadefne.

3. There is a need to increase the effectiveness of
faculty members in using new instructional -,
techniques and methods.,

12

Group II.

Group II adopted the working definition tha' t continu-
ing education includes those activities which supplement
on-the-job learning. It grouped its .conclusioils into two
major categories. '

A. There is a need,for obtaining a better understan -
ing of growth and development of people in their
careers and of the role that continuing education
plays in that process.

B. There is a need or better understanding of how
adults learn and how they should be Caught.,

Further subdivision in terms of the 'abstracted recom-
mendations (indicated by numbers in parentheses refer-
ring to Table 1) were:

A. 1. Needs assessment and the way knowledge pat-
terns change with time (e.g., the ways in
which knowledge is accumulated and dissi-
pated during the career life of engineers and
scientists) and the relation to the phenome-
non of obsolescence. (12), (17), (28), (30),
(34), and (35.) concern this.

2. Motivation. (15d) and (18) concern this.
B. 1. The Educational processes involved including

the evaluation and measurement of continu-
ing education. (1), (3), (4), (5), (11),(13),
(14); (16), (19), (21) concern this.
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' 2. Delivery systems involvsed. (15a), (15b), (20),
'(31) concern this.

Group III

The group Was particularly concerned with the matter
of utilization of knowledgehow well students learn
was seen as being less important than how well it is
utilized.

The problems identified were:.

A. 'What should be delivered in continuing education?
How do you get ,at the needs of professionals?
What are the pridrity issues?

B. How should it be delivered? How do you deter-
mine how much CE is used? How do .you mea-
sure?

Among the needs and problems leading to this formu-
lation are the following' ones (with numbers in paren-
theses referring to Table 1).

A. 1. Needs assessment techniques from the point of
view of marketing techniques to determine
what to offer (17), (30).

2. Evaluation- of how to use industrial advisory
committees to improve effectiveness of con-
tinuing education (22).

3. Foster interchange of information between
academe and industry (28). This bears on
faculty obsolescence in relation to industrial-
ly generated knowledge. "-

4. Develop criteria for use in evaluations of con-
. tinuing education (21), but in terms of how

well knowledge is utilized.
5. Study rates of change of scientific and,technical

knowledge (12), interpreted in terms of the
matrix concept, page 8 of Katz's paper.

6. DevelOp comprehensive data, including
baseline data, on the current status of On-
tinning education (15). This would include
cataloging current activity.

B. 1. Study assessment of continuing education for
_scientists and engineers; including long

. term, longitudinal study (3); influence of 'or-
ganizational structure and climate (on mpti-
vation) *(6); and establishing baseline data
(5).

2, ResearghJ on how adults learnspecifically in
the area of science (16).

3. R&D on alternate modes for the delivery of
continuing educition (20), (21), (32):

4., Teaching components of professional societies
(29).

Table 1.=Summary of Recbmmendations and
Suggested Activities

Research or Studies:
(1) Research on educational processes Bergquist

4.

'13

;.

(support to educational rese*ch .

Journals.. searctrfor norktraihtional.
methods of disieminatioit of .

research results)°
(2) Research on developmental needs and Bergcluist

motivation of faculty
(3) Study: Assessment of CESE Kaufman

longitudinal study
(4) Develop criteria for CESE Kaufman
(5) In connection with CESE res'earsh, ,Kaufman

require collection of baseline data: ,
specify population to which
applicable

(6) Study aspects of organizational
structure affecting impact of CESE,

(7) Study federal stimplation,oftE
through legislation making ,

education a fringe benefit for every,
technical worker

(8) Study to encourage education/industry Katz
cooperation to enhance faculty
capability to serve as instructor or
resource person in CESE

(9) Studymeans to upgrade CE in a , Katz
university as a valid activity for
full-time activity

(1,0) Study feasibility of a federal subsidy
of CESE as a recognized part of
higher education ,

(11) Study means of evaluatipg Katz
non-academic CESE offerings and
participan'i performance (withbut
participant testing)

pubi
knowledge

(12) Study rates of change of Dubin

(13) Test empincal model for measuring Dubin ,
updating

(14) Behavior-anchored scale for defining Dubin
and measuring updating

(15) Study: Current status of Biedenbach
a TV video tape used
b. Professional society CE

programs .

c. CE in academic environment
d. CE in industry

(16) Research on ow adults learn Biedenbach
(17) Needs a ment: CE for the Biedenbach

practicing engineer
(18) Study: Motivation to participate in CE Biedenbach

individuals, industry, college
(19) Study: Development of effective Biedenbach

evaluation instruments
(20) Study: Delivery of CE to dispersed Biedenbach

ryindust
(21) Study criteria-referenced CE.program Biedenbach
(22) Monograph on how to use industrial Biedenbach

advisory committees for CE
program development

(23) Study effect of mandatory
certificationrecertification, etc.,
on CE programs

(24) Study status and future of Professional Biedenbach
Development programs

aufman

Katz

Katz

Biedenbach

1,0
444. J
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Faculty Training and Development:
(25)'1nvestigate alternatives to sabbaticals Bergquist

(short-term sabbaticals? Provide
assistants to professor in first terms
of a new course?)

'(26) Small college faculty support for
"community" service

(27) Training for Faculty Development
practitioners

(28) Foster interchange of information
between industry and
college/university faculty

Conferences or Symposia:
(29) Fund teaching components of Bergquist

professional societies to explore'
new approaches io science
education, e.g., conference
including prof. and eng society
representatives and practitioners in
faculty development

(30) Support regional workshops to
determine grass roots perceived.

Bergquist

Bergquist

Hazzard

Biedenbach

needsworking level S & E's from
industry and colleges/universities

(31) Workshop on techniques'of offering
CE programs

Experimental Projects:
,(32) Fund disciplinary organizations to

experiment with alternative delivery
systems

133) EstablistVan "Experimental Institute"
dealing with design and,
implementation of programs for
faculty who must undergo
significant career transitions

(34) Pilot project to test effects of improved
management practices as a deterrent'

, of obsolescence
(35) P4lot project: An

Assessment-Development Center
for S E's at mid-career

Information DI nation:
(36) An annual catalog of CE programs Biedenbach

available to industry

Biedenbach

Bergquist

Bergquist
C.f

Dubin

Dubin

J
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The Saturday Morning Session
t

Report 6f theSaturday.Morning Session
t.

This session was intended tcyproduce recommenda-
tions leading to NSF program responses.

Early in the session, one of the participants recom-
'mended the establishment ota 'Comtnission on Conua-
ing Education for Engineers and Scientists' for ayendd
of 3-5 years. The reaCtion of the group to this recgin-
mendition was unanimously, favorabie, although there
was considerable discussion over the specific purpose,
organization, and function of such a commission. After
90 ininutesor so of discussion, it was decidby the
groupThat each participant should provide &SF staff
with written cAurients on the proposal by August 15.
Appendix I contains the proposal and, an analysis of these
written comments

It was agreed that even if the .`eommission' concept
tjakes shape.afid.becomes a reality 'it would be some time
before the effect might be felt. Therefore, the 'commis-
sion' ought not'be the only 'response, but that other paral-
lel activities are required .

'The remainder of the,Saitirday morning session was
spent diScussing other.recommendations. A major one
presented. was that: '

NSF fund thred regional conferences to develop re-
gional pilot programs' in continuing education.
These regional conferences would have three major
characteristics. (a) foster two-way exchange be-
tween academe and industry; (b) be self-designed by
participants using broad guidelines provided by
NSF; (c) be funded for a 3-year period.

This ,proposal generated extensive discussion. The
reaction of the group was cautiously favorable the cau-
tion arising implicitly from a number of different prob-
lems arising in regard to how precisely the proposal
would be carried out. These problems involved such
things as: how the different.needs of different industries
wog,Id be addressed; whether the conferences would be
more process than content oriented; whether organiza-
tional decision makers, line personnel, or some combina-
tion wad attend.

Three other proposals .were advanced in brief:

1. Fostering collaboration of industries and profks-.
sional associations;

2. Foster utilization of faculty from four-year colleges
as Visiting professors to teach is-house continuz
ing education courses;

3. Experimentation with innovative delivery systems'
to reach scientists and engineers isolated by

. geography or job situation from activities foster-
ing professional development.

While time did not permit the group to reach closure
on these particular proposals, one participant offered his
interpretation of the final consensus recommendation's,
and the group as a whole agreed. These consensus rec-
ommendations fall into four categories as follows: -

I. The Commission .on LEES.
2. Specialized Research Study Projects:

e.g., Longitudinal studies of the benefits of con-
tinuing education to individuals,

, Program evaluation techniques
How do professional learn?
What do engineers do? at do scientists do?
Needs assessment techniques

3. Innovative Delivery Systems:
z. Support of open learning experiments for men-

tistsand engineers,
Support of innovative consortia arrangements, -

Experiments in the use of libraries, -

Experiments in the use of modern interviewing
(telephones, etc.) techniques to achieve

15.

maximum learning.
4. 'Faculty Development:

To find out what engineers do on the job: OTJ
Faculty Internships in Business, Induitry,
Government,

Faculty development in teaching techniques, and

o other emerging educational techniques such as
counseling, facilitating etc., to reflect future
societal needs and correction of past failures..

Curriculum updating itudies,
Studies on Faculty Development Processes

(e.g., Which ones work for which engineering
and science faculty?),

-Changing university governance rules to pro-
mote CEES as an appropriate faculty activity,
by educating legislators, trustees, university
administrators and the faculty.

t
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A. Iffti-ODUCTION

Faculty development hat gained wide acceptance dur-
ing the past five years cq, American higher education as a
vehicle for the improvement of teaching and learning.
Currently, abduyne half of the.colleges and universities
in the United States that responded to a nation -wide ques- -

tionnaire offer some form of faculty development
services (Centra,'1970). Furthermore, we estimate that at
least $50 million has been given by governmental agen-
cies and private foundations during the past fivb tsars to

W
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support the creation dr expansion of faculty development
programs in this country. Several yearssago, the Chroni-
cle of Hig,her,Education reported on an "explosion" iii
the field of faculty development. This trend has con- -
tinued and apparently will continue-for at least two or
three more years. Even more important, facu de-
velopmentl probahly_will become imbedded as a p a-

nent academic service of most colleges and universities.
The increased interest in faculty desilolinient can be

attributed to at least four causes. First, students are be. '

coming increasingly- heterogeneous. They now come



from lower socio- economic classes, from an older age'
group, n from different racial and ethnic backgrounds.
The "nontraditional" student enters the Collegiate in-
stitution with a different set of needs and expectations,
and different learning styles. Faculty must respond to
this heterogeneity with a more diverse and flexible set of
instructional goals, attitudes and strategies.

Second; colleges and universities can no longer oper-
ate in splendid isolation. They have become increasingly
accountable to the general public, trustees, or a sponsor-
ing church. Within the institution, evaluation of profes-
sional perforrriance 'reflects this increased sense of ac-
countability. If faculty are to be evaluated, then they
must also be given an opportunityand the resources
to improve this performance in areas where deficiencies
are noted. If they are not provided with these oppor-
tunities and resources, the evaluative process becomes
inherently unfair and destructive.
. Third, faculty are beComing less mobileis more of
them become tenured and fewer of them find an oppor-
tunity to move to another ,college or university The
majority of faculty in American higher education will be
teaching at the same institution for the next twenty to
thirty years. Colleges and universities must devise pro-
fessional development programs that help these en-
trenched faculty remain vital and excited. about their
work; Since we have become more fully aware of the
stress associated with stagnation in one's career (Levin-
son et al., 1974) the challenge of rejuvenating faculty in
"mid-career crisis" (Hodgkinson, 1974) is even more
pressing.

Fourth, as enrollments in traditional liberal arts col-
lege's antlffiversities drop off, there is increasing com-
petition for students 'among these institutions. This com-
pets ion has already Woduced many significant curricular-

(for example, external degree programs, compe-
tency -based instruction and new work-study arrange-
ments) These pressures for change in the basic educa-
tional structures of many colleges and universities re-
quire a program within the institution which supports and
assists faculty in accommodating to and even helping to
bring about these changes. Such a pfogram must be re-
sponsive to the needs of the faculty member as a profes-
sional (instructor, advisor; educational designer), a per-
son (life and career planning, interpersonal skills) and a
member of an organization (team building, conflict-
management) (See Appendix A).

Like their colleagues in other,discipliner, faculty in
the sciences and engineering must face these demands
-for change and renewal. Furthermore, since many areas
in the sciences and engineering are not now growing in
terms of student enrollment or public financial support,
these demands for change and renewal must be met
without significant external support (money, people,
time, machines). Furthermore, very few external incen-
tives (major pay increase, promotion, career advance-
Men° are available to promote change and renewal, for
many faculty in the sciences and engineering aite already

_Y

at the top of the academic career ladder (tenured, full
professor), having achieved this status at a young age in
the post-Sputnik era. Science and engineering faculty
must find resources for change and renewal from-among
themselves and must find reasons for change from. new.
sources that are often internal in nature (renewed interest
in teaching, new developments in the discipline or be-
tween disciplines, reawakened interest in students).

Practitioners in the field of faculty development face
an imposing challenge in working with faculty from the
sciences and engineering. This paper is directed toward
the review of strategies and resources that are now or
could be used to meet this challenge. We will first pro-
vide a general perspective on faculty development prac-
tices, then specifically examine the developmental needs
of faculty in the sciences and engineering. From a third
perspective, we will discuss differences in faculty- de-
velopment practices at small and large, private (inde-
pendent) and public (state-supported) institutions.
Fourth, faculty development will be discussed as it has

n cpnducted by regional and national higher educa-
tion agencies. Finally, we will consider several ways in
which faculty development has been supported by
national-level funding agencies. We conclude the paper
with a brief listing and discussitn of eight recom-
mendations to the National Science Foundation.

A 7

U. GENERAL PERSPECTIVES ON
FACULTY DEVELOPMENT qY

Faculty development is not a new area of activity,in
American higher education,:though it has taken on new
dimensions and emphasis during the past decade. Tradi-
tionally, faculty development has been equated with fac-
ulty lease =policies and sabbaticals, the °allocation of
funds or travel to conferences, the provision of support
(financial, time, personnel) for research and scholarship,
or the purchase of instructional equipment (audio-visual
aids, teaching machines, instructional software for com-
puters). None of these-approaches has seemed to-be satis-
factory, given the changing contions described above.,

Faculty have been notably it to make use of
instructional technological breakthroughseven if they
themselves are faculty in technologicalfields: As a re-
sult, some instructional technologists in the early 1970's
began more actively to assist faculty in the design of
instructional units or entire courses that effectively
integrate the technologies that are available (Diamond et
al., 1975). In this way, the "instructional development",
field began tp expand and gain credibility. hough in
structional development has generally )grown independ-
ently,,of the faculty development movement, the two are
now becoming interrelated and interdependent,

Many faculty and administfators have alsobne-
dissatisfi with the research and resource all ti

eon
prograrfis. They: want a developmental program that
crosses disciplinary boundaries' and empha:sizes instruc-

t -
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tion and broad intellectual growth This attitusic has been
most forcefully and influentially articulated in a publica-
tion by Change Magazine entitled Faculty Development

; in a Timed Retrenchment (Astin, et al., 1974). A sum-
mary descripttn'of the contents of this bnef report con-
veys something about the field of faculty dev'elopment in
1974

I. The Need for Faculty DevelopmentProfessional
stagnation among Amencan faculty is in danger of re-
placingfaculty mobility. Wnnging more out of, declining
resources makes adequate teaching supports on a major
scale all the more essential to assure faculty development
through the end of this century.

2. Ktnds of Reform Why some -old devices to en- 4

courage good teaching don't work, and-what strategies.
may be ,used.to achieve substantial improvements in the
quality of college teaching. Some practical and reasona-
ble departures from current practice can substantially en-

_ hance the professionalization of teach'
3. Teaching as a Performing Art. aching, unlike

research and publishing, rem _sins very much a pnvate
s professional act, rarely ope,n to collegial scrutiny. Effec-

tive teaching 'remains a stepchild in the hierarchy of
academic goals and values. It could be greAly improved
by opening up the process to sensible and substantive
criticism.

4. knowledge About Learning.Self-reflectiveness
about the processes of teaching and learning can become
a viable instrument for teacher and student alike. Such
awareness is rarely present today An rnstiptionalized
intellectual concern for the naturejof learning may repre-
sent the last remaining bit of Op:mon culture In the
modern, diffused multiversity. ,

5. Training Future Professors. Few graduate
schools prepare their students for teaching in any practi-

i. cal sense, leaving classroom performance largely to
change, A new teaching pracncum, new teaching de-

, grees, and the encouragement of intellectual work di-
rected toward the classroom are some devices to upgrade
current teaching effectiveness

6. Campus Programs on Teaching. Most campuses
suffer from an anemic pedagogical culture. New in-
stitutionwide programs for teaching would counteract the
present uhicrnourishment. Campus teaching institutes

' may be one remedy. If they are carefully planned, such
teaching centers can produce a number of benefits of
long-range significance both it participants and institu-
tions.

7. The Role of Experts. Pe development
through teaching institutes may 'e further enAnced by

'teaching consultants from the outside, used in a suitable
rrijx with the campus faculty. Expertise in this area

should
be utilized wherever it is available.

8. Evaluation for What?The great game of grading
offers relief from the ambiguities of learning, but the two
should not be confused. Good learning presumes a vul-
nerability, which grading as a sorting-out process often

I

prevents. A separaon of the,two is possible:: with
third-party assessment of both students and teachers per:
formed in an atmosphere of confidentiality.

9. Grants for Teachit7FNational resources for en-,
hancing pedagogical competence are woefully lacking;
and grants should be provided similar to those given for
research. The dual hierarchy of quality teaching and in-
tellectual work and research- needs to be legitimated,
with grant dollars atracIftd ty both. .

10. Intellectual Mobility.It is harder to improve an
existing job'than to move-to a new one, but diminished
faculty mobility may provide opportunities for inplace
enhancing of professional competence. Multiple profes-
siOnal identifications, rather than identification only with
one's own discipline, is a break with academic traditions
that would provide networks of interests and intellectual
integration.

II. Mid-Career Tritnsitions.Providing insurince
metanisms to allow mid-career transitions into nonaca-
ternic work could make a very large difference to
academic institutions in the late twentieth century. Inter-
campus faculty exchanges and provisions for mixing
academic with nonacademic employment would also en-
hance academic performance in a period Of contraction.

)2. Ways to Begin.Seven key recommendations,
and a discussion of how they would work. Strategies on
how to begin revitalizing campus teaching, their hazards
and their pay-offs. If the sixties was the decade of
growth, the seventies and eighties can well become the
decades of resourcefulness.
a

1 Colleges Aniversities should Organize'regular
campus programs on teaching coordinated by an
institute . -

2e. . . the campus institute (at dniversities which
grant advanced degiees) should supervise a
teaching practicum undertaken by graduate stu-
dents in the course of their Work for thePh.D. or
other degrees that lead to wprk in college teach-
ing.

3. Graduate students should be /able to ha their
teaching \officially evaluated for the rec rd by
methods that aim to be as sophisticated as those
ustfl to judge their scholarship . . . Entirely sep-
arate from these official evaluations, the teach-
ing institute shoUld provide confidential assess-
ments-of work done by graduate Students and
professors alike.

4. . . college students should be graded for the rec-
ord by people othtr than Their own teachers.

5 Professors should have access to small grants for
specialteaching projects.

6. Institutiong should loosen -the present monopoly
departments now !fol over both preikssional
time Ad the "fields" of knowledge.

7. In mid-career some professors develop
nonacademic ambitions, want to switch to
another field within academic ife, or become

2
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''

. _ i - .,
disinterested in teaching . , . we need a system
of insurance for mid-career chinges . . .

.

. . /
These t commendations, while valuable,. are incomr ,

plete. Th inadequately 'touch on the significant per-
sonal and organizational changes that must accompany

., or even precede significant changes in the teaching and
learning processes,of a college or university. Further-
more, since most collegiate institutionsno longer are
hiring many new faculty, an emphasis on the develop-

-.,__ ment of'graduate students as teachers maybe misplaced.
attention should,.be directecoward'those faculty who are
now teaching and will'be teaching for another twenty or
thirty years. t , i ,

. .._ .

Jill effective program for facphy.dsvelopment must be
respectful_ Of three different strategies for change
(Lindquist, l977). (1) the creation and denionstrated
applicebility of new knowledge (research and develop-
ment) (2) the creation of channels for the dissemination
of this knowledie,(social interactioh) and (3) the estab-

O lishment of conditions within organizations that promote
the effective use of new knowledge Iproblem-solving).
Specifically with regards to faculty deV'Plopment, some
programs should emphasize research and development:
the study of instructional processes in the college class-
room or a test of new approaches to the improvement oi
instruction. Typically, this tympof faculty development
prograth resides in an institute at a prestigious,

vresearch- oriented university. This dimension of planned
change is fully compatible with the rational, and empin-
cal norms and-mission of Amencan higher education,

thence is readily accepted by most faculty and adminis-
,trators. In isolation, however, this strategy will have
only limited impact .on- the daily professional lives of
faculty.

A programmatic emphasis on the dissemination of
new knowledge upally trivolves workshops a confer-
ences where faculty are brought together to he about or
discuss new ideas and experiences, or hsfworks through
which faculty are linked with relevant and 'knowledge-
able resources (people: books, programs). While this
strategy for change is essential tf faculty are to be kept
informed and intellectually alive,, it does not adequately
address the voblem of Use: how does a faculty member

,employ these ideas, experiencekor resources back in the
classroom or laboratory? ,

The thirtrstrategy, problem-solving, primarily touches'
on the proces,s rather than substance of change. how can
we create Settings in which new 4tleas and the experi-
ences of other people become readily, integrated into the
life of an organization or institution? Faculty develop-
ment programssan employ fhig strategy by training fac-
ulty in the use of hew ,methods, helping an academic
department prepare for a major instructional innovation
or detznining why a curriculum committee is unable to
take action on a new plan. This third dimension is men-
tial to 'significant plannedohange, yet it is not sufficient.
Without the other two strategies, there are no new ideas

F
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to be used by a' college or university' in confronting
changing student needs and societal conditions. One
must, therefore, ctt..te a faculty de,velopment program
which links-and integrates research, development, dis-
semination and user

At d. somewhat specific level several different
sets of strategies and components for faculty develop-
ment programs hate been identified. Bergquist and Phil-,
lips (1975) listed e even such "strategies (See Appendix
B):.

I. Training. giving faculty new skills that can be
used in the performance of specific tasks, like
teaching, or in the accomplishMent of change

2. Consultation: assisting faulty to define a prob.-
lem, to digcover resources to use in solving thig
problem, to use these resources and to evaluate
the effectiveness of the problem-solving effort.

3. Personal and organization development: helping
a faculty member to plan for and manage.
change.

.44. Method-promotion: encouraging faculty, to use
specific methods, or technologies.

5. Insteuctional design: helping faculty to Ain for
and implement pew instructional programs.

6. Equipment: providing4aculty with new/esources
/ for instruction.

7 Discussion: providing a settig in which faculty
can readily talk about their teaching...

8 Evaluation: develdping and/or administering in-
struments fpr the assessment of instructional
perfOrmance by Faculty.

9. ReWaid ems: develOping a poliOy for equita-
ble d bjective assessment of job per-

"4,1, formance, a set of resources f r improvement
of performance and tangible rewards for the
improvement.

10. Career transitions: helping f culty to 'move to a
new discipline or *outside hight education, 4

and
11. C omprehensive 4nstitutional development: _cou-

pling faculty development with other programs
that assess id/or confront the,peeds of the in-
stitution.

Spetal other attempts have also been made to identify
the diverse activities that comprise a faculty development
program. David Brown and William Hanger (975) offer
a list of 142 self-developmfunt activities that can be
employed to "stimulate the faculty members and to
strengthen the institution" (See Table 1). John Centra
(1976) identified forty-five faculty development prac-
tices whek,constructihg a survey questionnaire for the
deterthination of 'frequency and effectiveness of these
practices (See Table 2). ay

In a somewhat more systematic manner, Sikes and
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Barrett (1976) classified faculty developtent prac tices
on tpe basis of level and type of activity (See Table 3).
They identified thfee different levels: personal/
individual, interpersonaf/group and intergroup/
or$anization4 The types of activities include:

acilitativelprocess (helping faculty improve the way
, they relate to one another, students or other members of

the institution), structurallteeinical (providing faculty
with time., space or physical resources), expert/
knowledge,(giving. faeilty new And more information)
and research_anfl development/demonstration (generating
nelLinfOrniation dr proving the'validity of existing in-,
foffitation).

Another systematic listing of activities (See Table 4)
has been provided by tergquist and Phillips (1974, re-
vised`. 1976) based' on their three-fold distinction be-
tween instructional (professional), personal and organi-
zational development (See further: Appendix A). This
list recently has been updated (\See Table 5) to incorpo-
rate a broader list of activities and to !erect the observa-
tion that some of the most ffective faculty development
pmetices incorporate a c munity development ap:
proach to change er: Appendix D) or Involve

-e change, at an instiautional, or multi-(meta)-Institutional
level (See. further: Appendix C).

What do these various lists and categonzationsitell us
about faculty development? First,Vey tell us that/faculty
development is many diffpreht,things, and therefore is
difficult to cjearly,define or label. Thde lists also tell us
that we now.4ve elich source of ideas and 16rnings
front which to errow when confrotiAg complex institu-
tional problem Becallse the disorderly condition of

.these sources o information bout how to effect faculty
growth and development, we are faced with the difficult
task of trainipg faculty (and adminiistratciis) to become
practitioneS of faculty developmdnt in colleges and

6' universities: Trial- and -error learning no longer seems
appropriatp, for we are no longer ignorapt about lulw to
do faculty developments We cannot yet be sure, howev-
er, about how a faculty development practitioner Can best
be prepared to meet a diversity of conditions and needs.
At thiS point, Factition'ers face the prospect of
continuing hough not substitnialsupport for qculty
development activities Severp years ago, Jerry Gaff
(1975) described the current and ideal status of faculty
development programs (See Table 6). His conclusions
still seem to hold true: there are significanraiscrepanbies

It between current and ideal conditions.

In several ways", the National ScienceFoundation Can
help 'sustain, and expand the developmental services of-
fered to faculty in the sciences and engineering. In set-
ting the context for these recommendations, we will first

<identify.thnse needs df science and engineering faculty
and different kinds of 641.leges and unkersitieS that ap-
pear unique %rid require sfecialized faculty development

(----;.._practices. We then will examine the support of faculty.
development activities by regional and national agencies.

`f fi

C. FACULTY DEVELOPMENT IN THE
SCIENCES AND ENGINEERING

Generalizations about faculty ind!he Sciences and en-
gineering are not easily drawn given the great diversity to
be found among these faculty in instructional` and profes-
sional goals and concerns When contrasted with faculty
in Other areas of academic life (for example, the
humanities and arts), however, science and engineering

'faculty do seem to share certain characteristics, problems
and sources of gratification.

Perhaps most important, there is a dominant concern
among faculty in the sciences and engineering about the
content of their discipline. These faculty face a 'con-
stantly changing discipline, as knowledge continues to
explode and new areas of specialization emerge.
Whereas a faculty member in literature can' at least -"get
by" teaching a .course on Shakespeare without having
read anything new in the pist five years; a faculty
member in physics, biology, psychology or electrical
engineenng would be unable to remain inactive for even
one year. Thus, scientists and engineers are forced to
keep up in their disciplines. This dominant concern
yields - several important implications.

Firgt, in order to keep pace, many faculty in the sci-
ences and engineering attempt to become increasingly
specializedlearning mow abqt less. In small colleges
and teaching-oriented universities, however, the luxury'
of specialization cannot be afforded. FaCulty must, be
generaliststhey are responsible for introductory
courses, and in .recent years often priniarily provide
service courses for Students who are majoring in other
disciplines or are preparing for a profession (medicine,
social work and so forth). The task of keeping up for
these faculty`becomes even more difficult., many faculty
must resort toteading the latest edition of an introductory
textbook in order to keep abreast of new developments in

v Men- discipline. There should be better ways for a faculty
member to remain knowledgeable in his field. The tradi-
tiorialcdeliliery systems TO'r new knowledge (annual coil-

It venttons, journals) apparently are not adequate for keep-
ing faculty up-to-date.

,,In the minds of many, there is an appropriate sequence
to specific(disciplines (e.g., mathematics); students need
to learn certain information, in certain sequences, in ?
order to become satisfgctorily

4
are are&for work in the

verydiscipline. If studentson't quire a ve specific
background, in a course then th y. will not be able to
advance to theext course in the sequenc$4 Thus, there is.
little room for educational innovation or freedom of
choke among students in the order and manner in which
they learn. new material. i

During the 1070's, the emphasis on time-shortened
`degree programs, such as those advocated by the 'Car-

negie Commission, were viewed with great apprehension
by -many science and engineering.faculty. A full four dr
five years are needed to adequately prepare a profes-

,
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sional scientist or engineer. Similarly, these faculty now
tend to, resist a reemphasis on the liberal arts and an
expanded core .curriculum. This trend represents an in-
trusion into the esseliltakeurriculum of the sciences and
engineering.

The third implication of(di e emphasis on content con -
cerng'the dominant, role played by the disciplinary or-
ganization and by prestigious researchers and scholars in
the field. These are not only the primary sources of new
knowledge, and primary disseminators of this new know-
ledge, but are also the legitimizers of instructionalinno-
vations. If one examines the major changes in the-teach-
ing,of science or engineering during the past decade, one
finds 'that these changes have usually been supported by
one of the major disciplinary associations and/or by one
or RVore faculty members at major research-oriented uni-
versities who are held in esteem by faculty in the field.
Tyi5ically, a successful researcher becomes interested in
science or engineering education. H,e.iets a large grant to
tryout a new (or unacknowledged) instructional innova-
tion. Oth,r faculty soon pick up on this innovation
usually through attendance at a national conference-L-and
try it out in the classroom or laboratory. Faculty de-
Velopinent must be supported by major leaders in the
field and by disciplinary organizations if it is to be suc-
cessful. -

Fourth, the dominant concern for keeping up-to-date
in the discipline has generally lid to a neglect of instruc-
tional and interdisciplinary issuesthe major thrust of
faculty development in the mid 1970's. As a result, fac-
ulty.in the sciences and engineering have generally been
less receptive to faculty development than have been
faculties many other fields. Many of the disciplinary
organizations are only now beginning to ask the basic
questions about the need for and goals of faculty de-
velopment (questions that were asked several years ago
in many other disciplines). the American Association
for 'Engineering` Education, for instance, is only now
beginning to organize a committee on faculty develop-
ment. Much of the work that could be described as facul-
ty development in the sciences and engineering can be
attributed to the National Science Foundation.

Finally, the emphasis onontentseeins to either attract
or create a certain type of student/teacher relationship.
Both students and faculty are primarily interested in con-
tent: a search for information and "truth" rather than
alternative perspectives and relativistic analyses. In gen-
eral, the students are not being taughtnor seemeto
wantL-open-ended material. Eelotv the senior or
graduate level, problems are presented which usually
have a right and wrong answer. Students are taught to
view problems in a specific way .(:the :'scientific
method"). If a problem cannot be viewed in this way, it
is ignored. In a very real sense, fatuity in both the sci-
ences' *lid engineering are engaged in skills-training.
Students want to be told, rather than. discover (though
this feature is certainly not unique fo science and en-
gineering education).

Science and engineering faculty also tend to be
oriented toward the analysis rather than synthesis of the
content they are conveying: students learn to study and
understand the pieces or components of a phenomenon
without necessarily being able to recognize and ap-
preciate the phenomenon in its totality. A majority of
scientists seem to be convinced of the objectivity of sci-
ence, while often failing to recogniie its subjective as-
pects. As a result, faculty and students often faro -view
their discipline in the relativistic context of history and
culture (Kuhn, 1962).

During the past five years, this perspective has been
ihcreasingly challenged by the "new" and "nontradi-
tional" students: minorties, women and older people.
These students are often viewed as ignorant, ill-prepared
or ill-equipped by the faculty, for they tend to view sci-
entific or engineering problems in different, and often
broader, contexts. Even scientists, and engineers who are
returning to campus for continuing education are often
viewed with suspicion (and fear) by the faculty. In gen-
eral, faculty teach most effectively to the same kind of
student that they are. As the student population becomes
more heterogeneous, faculty must-become increasingly
concerned with instructional and attitudinal issues,
thereby at least temporarily abandoning their-dominant
concern for the rational and objective &cumulation of

},knowledge in their field. fib*

A second major area of unique concern to 'faculty in
the sciences and engineering concerns the p chase, use
and justification of equipment for research a d instruc-

. tion. Quite clearly, education in the scienc and en-
gineering is more expensive than education in ost other
fields. As in the case of the performing arts, the sciences
and engineering often require small student-faculty
ratios; in addition; however, they require laboratory
equipment and. supplies, laboratory assistants, space that
cannot readily be converted for other purposes, and
lengthy-class periods. A comparison with the course on
Shakespeare can again be drawn: Shakespeare can be
taught almost anywhere, at very little cost (a copy of the
work), whereas most courses in the sciences and en-
gineering can be taught in only certain settings, at
considerable cost. Several implications arise from dfis
condition.

First, faculty in the sciences and engineering must
justify costs of instruction by demonstrating that this in-
struction yields significant benefits. While these benefits
were rather easily demonstrated and accepted in the
post-Sputnik era, they no longer areespe 'ally given

-declines in student enrollment in many of th sciences
and engineering, and declines in the dem d for new
practitioners in some fields.

The costs of instruction requires that science and en-
gineering faculty be able to clearly document the success
of their students in acquiring essential competencies in
the field. Furthermore, science and engineering educa-
tion (particularly the latter) are uniquely accountable to
the' professions for which students are being prepared:
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the professional associations have a definite say about
the content and process of instruction. Thus, faculty in
the sciences and engineenng must be able to demonstrate
benefit to not only the college or university community
that is worried about high costs, but-also the professional
community'that is womed about the quality of new en-
trants into the profession

The teacleng scientist or engineer must confront a sec-
ond eqqipment-related problem as well. Sophisticated.
research equipment could be useclior instructional put'
poses. However, for whatever reason faculty members
lack the use of theory in applying these pieces of equip-
ment to instruction. Frequently, faculty do not know how
to design an effective laboratory experience. They fall
back on "cookbook" approaches to laboratory education
that teach a student how to follow instructions, but do'not
teach him how to think or-solve problems. Faculty must
be provided with opportunities and resources to learn
about 41temative approaches to laboratory...education (for
exampre,Audividualization of laboratory education
through thetise of audio-tutonal devices) and the instruc-
tional use of equipment (for example, the use of comput-
ers to simulate laboratory experiences).

As a means of reducing instructional costs for labora-
tory education, many colleges and universities have re-
duced the number of hours credit that faculty receive for
conducting or supervising the laboratory. Qs a result,
many faculty do not have adequate time.to prepare for
the lab or must assign most laboratory4.work to under-
graduate K graduate teaching assistant. The redUCtion
in institutional support fdi laboratories often is inter-
preted as a depreciation in the value of this type of learn-
ing. Consequently, thb science and engineering labora-
tory hasjvcome.a "second-class citizen" at many col-
leges and universities.

High instructional costs have also restricted the type of
institution that can offer instruction in the sciences and
engineenng (especially the latter) An engineenng fac-
ulty is necessarily rather large, for the cal invest-
ments required for a minimal .laboratory can only be
provided if the program will accommodate many stu-
dents. Similarly, many of the laboratory sciences cannot
be adequately serviced in small colleges One of the
unfortunate side effects of this restriction is the absence
of science and engineering faculty in those environments
(small colleges) which are most conducive to interdiscip-
linary dialogues among. faculty as well as a pervasive'
concern for the integration of values and course
content=two areas of development which are clearly
needed in many of the sciences and engineering.

Small colleges must be given assistance in finding the
capital resources for development of science and en-
gineering programs. We must find new ways, as well, of
reducing laboratory costs (for example, through use of
laboratory facilities in industrial settings) or of
integrating or exchanging the resources of small and
large collegiate institutions (for example, faculty ex-
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changes between small, liberal arts colleges and large,
research-oriented universities).

A third area of unique concern for faculty in the sci-
ences and engineering) relates to their professional self-
definition First, many facuit/ in these fields'quite right-
fully view themselves as being at the top of the academic
pecking order. These disciplines (especially the, physical
sciences) are usually viewed with respect by colleagues
in other fields The science and engineering faculty
member often feels that he could master any other field
with the tools of his current discipline. Members of other
disciplines borrow terms from the sciences and engitreer-
ing to gain respectability for a concept. Studdnts in the
sciences and engineering are usually viewed as more
"serious" and are generally regarded as "better" stu-
dents than are those enrolled in other majors.

Being at the top of the heap, many Scientists and en-
gineers seem unwilling to risk alternative approaches to
instruction or interdisciplinary studies. Furthermore,
many of these faculty reached ,their creative and
productive peak in the,early 19'60'S. They are still rela-
tively young men and women (40-50 years of-age), yet
perceive themselves as being on the decline in their pro-
fessional lives. While many faculty in other fields are
similarly past a period of peak production and creativity,
this fact is not as obvious or painful, for they have not
known a position of high esteem in the academic com-
munity as have the science and (to a lesser extent) en-
gineering .faculty.

Faculty in the sciences often do not perceive them-
selves to be teachers, but instead view themselves as
scholars or researchers: they tend to identify themselves,
as "cellular physiologists", or "developtAntal
psychologists", rather than as "faculty members",
"teachers" or "educators." Faculty in engineering, as
in other professional training programs, tend also to per-
ceive themselves as members of the profession rather
than as members of the higheceducation community.
Since they usually sacrificed salary and even prestige to
Income teachers, however, the engineering faculty often
seems to be more amenable to concerns about instruction
than are thew, colleagues in the sciences.

While this last feature-4he self-definition of faculty
as members of a disciplineis not unique to science and
engineering education, it takes on new significance when
coupled with the previously-discussed features. To the
extent that faculty in the sciences and engineering are
concerned about instruction, they tend to be concerned
about mastery of content that they are teaching or about
obtaining adequate financing to keep a laboratory pro-
gram afloat. These concerns could tranolate into signifi-
cant, instructional innovations, yet such innovations usu-
ally require support from those faculty and disciplinary
organizations thatre primarily oriented Coward research
and scholarihip. A faculty development program in the
sciences and engineering must be responsive to these
complex conditions.by being respectful of traditions and
the disciplines, yet seeking to establish a new awareness
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of and support for tbe broader, interdisciplinary issues of
teaching and learning.

If we examine the faculty development activities that
are currently found inthe sciences and engineering sev-
eral of these unique features become even more appar-
ent. First, most faculty development for scientists and
engineers has been provided through a program specifi-
cally designed for faculty in these fields. Furthermore,
faculty in the sciences and engineering generally have
not been among the most active participants in these
campus-wide programs.

Second, is one might expect from our previous dB-
Cussion, most of the faculty developmenfprogramkspec-
ifically for the sciences and focus on content
updating within the discipline (for example, the NSF
Chautauqua conferences) or on the use of new instruc-
tional designs or technologies (for example, Post-
lethwaite's program at Purdue University for the training
of science faculty from throughout the country in the use
of audio-tutorial procedures). There has been much less
concern about the diagnosis and improvement of instruc-
tional skills, the examination of faculty attitudes about
instruction or career development, or the improvement of
departmental or program planning and implementation to__
effectively accommodate instructional innovation.

Some of the most significant and thoughtful innova-
tions in science and engineering education have failed
not because the idea was without meet but because the
idea was not effectively introduced into the institution
and/or because the faculty who were to employ this in-
novation were not brought into the process at an early
point or were not effectively prepared for the use of the
innovation. Appendix E contains a case history of just
such a failure: the discontinuation of a new P$I program
in the introductory physics courses at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Alternative approaches to fac-
ulty development in the sciences and engineering must
.be explored and integrated with concerns for content and
instructional' design.

D. FACULTY DEVELOPMENT IN DIF-
FERENT TYPES OF INSTITUTIONS

Just as there are important differences in the develop-
mental concerns and needs of faculty in the sciences and,
engineering as compared to faculty in other disciplines,
so there are significant differences among faculty in dif-
ferent types of colleges and universities. We will be able
to touch on only a few of these distinctions. A volume
now being written by several of the authors of this report
will describe these differences in'more detail.

The most important difference seems to be between
faculty from small and large institutions, regardless of
whether or not the institutions are public (state-
supported) or private (independent.). First, in, the small
college there is usually a greater sense of community
than is found in the large university. There is often a

1

greater sense of alienation and "commuterism" among
faculty in the larger universities. Conversely, more re-
sources are available to faculty in the large university,
and these faculty are exposed to more diversity And are
usually fiver to explore their own individual interests and
concerns. Faculty in the small college are more likely to
be isolated and parochial in thed intellectual and instruc-
tional perspectives. There is also 'a greater chance for
conformity and stagnation among faculty in the small
college. While faculty in large universities are more
likely to experience anomie,' small collegedaculty are
more likely to sense an invasion of privacy.

in - general, there is a greater potential for pro-
grammatic oinstitulional change in the small college:
faculty devicipTbent can and often has made a significant
difference in the lives of faculty at these colleges. On the
other hand, the individual faculty member in a large
university can usually "get away" with more than can
the small college faculty member, especially if he Iis
tenured., He also has more resources and expertise avail-
able to make this change successful than does the faculty
member in the small college. In the large university, one
finds that faculty development usuallythas only sporadic
and unpredidtable impact on faculty who are often al-
ready involved in innovation and instructional ex-

'perimentation.
A comparison between independent and state-

suppor,ted institutions reveals several important differ-
ences ambng faculty. The independent college or univer-
sity often has a cleareisense of mission, especially if
church-related, than does the state-supported institution,
which must ,be responsive 4p.multiple constituencies. As
a result, faculty in independent institutions usually have
a somewhat clearer sense of what is expected of them
and what they shoulb do to improve the quality of teach-
ing and learning at the college, or university. A clear
mission statement also allows these faculty (and adminis-'
trators) to more readily bring abbut significant duiricular
or institutional change.'

Secondly, the independent college or university is
generally more amenable to an integration of values and
education, or personal and professional needs- and in-
terests. The state-supported institution must be more sen-
sitive than the independent to diverse values-syStems in
the community. To the extent that faculty development
involves the exploration of educational values and/or the
exploration of personal dimensions in one's professional
life, the independent college will generally be more sup:
portive of facultyLdevelopment, and the environment of
this college more conducive to this type of service.

The state-supported college and university must gen-
erally be more responsive to the changing needs of stu-
dents and society. The state or community college usu-
ally must be open to amore diverse student body than the
independent college. As a result, program and curricular
offerings must be more diverse at' the-state-supported
institution. These colleges and universities are also more
directly 'accountable to off-campus constituencies: dis-
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ciplinary associations, business interests, union interests,
legislatorsr judges and so forth Both public policy And
governmental, regulations also have a significant impact
on the programs and curriculum of a state-supported
institutionthough independent college and universities
certainly are not immune to these policies and regula-
tions.

'These differences between independent and state-
suppOrted institutions yield'something of a paridox. the
state-supported college and university faculty probably
are more in need of professional developmental services
since these institutions are more 'vulnerable' to pressures
for change and renewal; yet, conditions in the inde,pend-
ent college and university are more amenable to faculty
development and faculty in these institutions are gener-
ally more supportive 'of this type'of activity.

Given the "probleins and potentials associated with
faculty development in each of these different types of
institutions, it is essential that regional and national
agencies cooperate in their provision of services to these
colleges and universities An increased sharing of exper-
tise and resources between small and, large, independept

. and state-supported institutions c1nnot help but _be of
benefit to all members of the highe5;educdtion communi-
ty. We now turn to an examination of these and othert
services that can be provided in ths area of faculty de-

" velopm'ent by regional and national agencies.

E. FACULTY DEVELOPMENT
THROUGH REGIONAL ANP
NATIONAL AGENCIES .

,Q, ,

The role played by any regional or nan nal higher
education agency in the area of faculty dev lopment is
necessarily limited, for the integrity of the institution and
the autonomy, of the-individual faculty member must be
respected Staff or consultants representing a regional or
national agency should rarely work irt the classroom of
an individual faculty member unless fordernontration
purposes". This .type of on-site consultation should' be
provided by colleagues or an in-house specialist. Simi-
larly, &regional or national agency representative should
rarely be involved in on-going work with faculty on per-
sonal, career or organizational problems outside the
classroom, unless, once again, this service is being pro-
vided for demonstration purposes (a 'notable exception is
the excellent career - counseling done by Fred,Gaige when
he was a member of the staff at the Kansas City Regional
Council for Higher Education).

A wide variety of activities and services, nevertheless,
are still open to a regional or national agency. We have
identified eight such activities or services: (1) providing
direct consultation to college and universities on broad
organizational or institutional issues, (2) providing inten-
sive residential workshops for faculty from two or more
institutions, (3) helping to arrange for inter institutionalinstitutions,
exchange or sharing of human or physical resources, (4)
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assisting a college in planning for and implementing a
faculty development program, (5) training faculty or ad-
ministrators from colleges in the use of facility develop-
ment methods and instruments, (6) providing confer-
ences and workshops on topics of common interest to
faculty from several colleges, (7) helping colleges to
evaluate and disseminate 'earnings from an on-going
faculty, development program, and (8) conducting niter-
institutional research projects to further the higher educa-
tion community's general understanding about teaching
and learning', and faculty growth and development. Fol-
lowing Is a brief descnplion of each type of activity with
one or more examples of a program of this type, being'
conducted by a regional or national agency.

While individual consultation with faculty on a cam-
pus is usually not appropriate, a regional or national
agency can be of significant assistance in providing con-.
,sultation to an academic department or division, a pro-
gram staff, a faculty 'committee or even an entire faculty.
At the College Center of the Finger Lakes (CCFL) in
-Corning, New York (a consortium of small, independent
colleges) this type of organizational consultation has
been offered by both staff and constqtants with
considerable success. In many instancesian external per-
son can provide more effective and objective consultia-
tion on problems that involve many people in the institu-
tibn than can an internal person.

This type, of service may be more appropriate for a
consortium than a national higher education association
or funding agency; however, virtually any direct service
by a national agency will inevitably involve some small
or large group problem-solving (organizational de-
velopment). The Council for the Advancement of Small
Colleges- (CASC) has effectively provided this type of
service'through its faculty development mentorships (See
Appendix F) and its Title III Comprehensive Institutional
Development program (the Small College Consortium).
The national-level Strategies for Change and Knowledge
Utilization (SCKU) project, which was funded by the
National Institute for Mental Health in the early 1970's,
also provided direct organizational developnient consult
cation to participating colleges (Lindquist, 1977).

Perhaps the most successful activity provided by
inter-institutional agencies has been the intensive, resi-
dential workshop for faculty (see Appendix G for a de-

, scription of this type of workshop). Several regional con-
sortia offer this service: CCFL, Great Lakes College As-_.
sociation (midwest colleges), and the Seattle Area Faculty
Development Consortium (newly-formed group of
small, independent colleges and large, state-supported
universities). At, a national level, CASC, the Project for
Institutional Renewal through the ImprOvement of
Teaching (PIRIT) (Jerry Gaff, Director; Washington,
DC) and the,Association for Innovation in Higher Educa-
tion (Edward Stever, Director, St. Petersburg, Florida)
offer week or two-week long workshops that faculty at-
tend to improve their own teaching as well as gain new
skills 'as faculty development consultants.
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ThistyPe of workshop is most effectively initiated by
a regional or national organization, for such an agency is
uniquely able to bring together-fauulty from a variety of
institutions, 'develop a Cost-sharing Rocess that signifi-
cantly reduces per-institution expenses, 'and attract
major, national consultants. The intensive, residential
workshop is one of the few services Mat such -an agency

'.can provide which will have tangible and personal .im-
pact on individual faculty members in their daily prOfes-.
sional lives. If such a workshop is followed up with
on-campus services being provided by local resources,
then the impact of the intensive workshop can be even
further amplified.

One of the traditional and certainly most important
activities which regional and national agencies in higher
education can provide is the promotion; planning, and
implementation of programs for the exchange of human
and physical resources Many consortia have provided
mechanisms for the exchange of faculty, student credit
hours tCequipment acr ss campuses: ,Cooperative inter-
campus programs Oal(e been established that further
the development of both ents and faculty. CCFL, for
instance, offers courses in t e Bahamas on such topics as
marine ecology, field archeology and the cross-cultural
study of values. These courses could not have been fi-
nanced by any one of the CCFL colleges.

'CASC has recently initiated an inter-campus exchange
prrogram which will even more effeitively promote ac-

- ulty, as well as student learnwc Several times per year,
CASC will offer an experimeNal college that is created
for a short period of tint (two weeks to two months) then
is dissolved. The learnings of facult(from CASC col-
leges) who will teach in the experimental college\are as
important as the learnings of students (also recruited
from CASC colleges). The CASC Experimental College.
becomes a testing ground for new cumcular ideas Dr a
training around for the development of new instructional
skills. Students will serve not only as learners, but also
as diagnosticians, co-designers and evaluators. The Ex-

r perimental College faculty, in collaboration with other
members of their home college, will develop a plan for-
ttie on-campus dissemination 'and use of learnings from
the experimental college.

Several national agencies have supported the creation
of networks for the disseminatisri of information about
human and physical resources, thereby promoting the
exchange of these resources and faculty development in
general. NeXUS. (American Association for Higher
Education: AAHEI, Resources, for Planned .Change
(Americo Association of State Colleges and Univer-
sities), and the National Consulting Network (CASC)
exemplify this approach.

The fifth service, assistance in planning for and im-
plementing faculty development 'programs, has been
provided by many national associations.,AAHE offered a
series of national arkt regional conferences on faculty
development in 1974 and 1975 which served as catalyst4:
for the faculty development movement in subsequent

years. CASC and PIRIT provid not only national con.-
ferences, but also on-campus c nsultation to colleges in
their design of faculty develo ent programs. A national
agency can provide a staff mber or consultant who not
only Itblds a detached pe pective'aboOt the needs and
resources of the college or university, but also can bring
prestige (legitimization) and insight from knowledge of
numerous other faCulty development programs.
, While assistance in the planning and implementation
of a faculty development program can be of value, a
regional or national agency can be of even more help if it
*
assists in the design and implementati of a training
program fOr faculty development piMtilioners. The
state-of-the-art, as noted above, is sufficiently advanced,
(though disorganized) thdt a new practitioner can make
significant use of existing knowledge in the field and
training in skills associated with faculty development.
CASC has offered an extensive training program for
forty-five faculty from CASC colleges (See Appendix F
for a brief description of this program). Other training
programs are now available through the Professional and
Organizational Development (POD) Network for Higher
Education (Mary Lynn Crow, Director, University of
Texas at Arlington) and, to a more limited extent, the
NIL Institute (Washington DC). Training programs o a
more spedific nature (instructional design and develo
ment) are offered by Syracuse University (Robert
Diamond, contact person) and Michigan State University
(Larry Alexander, contact person).

Anational association or funding agency can influence
the quality of professional development services for fac-
ulty through a training program. Extensive evaluation of
the CASC training program reveals that facu and ad-
ministrators at the participaiing colleges tend t espect
the newly-acquired knowledge and skills of,the ulty
trainee and make effective use of this person. CASC o

discovered that it was able to have a significant impact
on the teaching-learning processes at many of the partic-
ipating colleges.

Another faculty development, which many re-
gidnal and national agencies provide is the conference or
workshop on a topic of interest to faculty from several
different institutions. CASC, for'instance, has offered a
series of regional and 'national conferences on curricular
reform which have been attended by CASC college fac-
ulty. The NSF Chautauqua conferences also fit into this
category, as do the regional curricular conferences con

'ducted by AAHE under the sponsorship of the National
Endowment for the Humanities (NEH). Both the NSF
and NEH conferences have been particularly successful
because they are regiornd anreflect thecurrent interests
of faculty. .

Th _final two services to be described concern the
pro otion of research and development activities in the
fie d and the establishment of effective vehicles for the

semi atiodof arningsfrom these activities. First, a
n or n on 4ency can help a college or univer-

eva uate and learn from its faculty development pro.'
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gram. CASC has provided "illuminative evaluation"
(Par lett and Dearden, 1977) services to twenty-eight of
the colleges participating in its

This
In-Seri/ice

Faculty Development Program. This "format' e" model
of valuation focuses on what the impacts of e program
(ex..cted or unexpected) have been and wh , they, oc-
curred; rather than dh the issue of whether or not a par-

, ticular desired outcome has occurred. Jerry Gaff and
consultants to the PIRIT project are providing similar
services to participating colleges through the provision of
expert advice on evaluation design and instrumentation,
and on-campus interviews with key administrators, fac-
ulty and program participants.

A regional or national agency can also help ,a college
or university disseminate its 'earnings about faculty de-
velopment through many different forums: national or
regional conferences, publications, resource networks,
intercampus exchange of program participants and/or
faculty development practitionee, short -term consitha-
tions at other colleges byjnembers of the program staff,
low-cost off-ca pus consultation (via telephone or satel-
lite-transmitted losed-circuit television), or a training-
of-practitioners program.

Finally, the promotion of faculty development
services can take place if a national agency supports,
sponsors or funds an inter-institutional research project

/on faculty development. The most notable project of this
4- type to date is SKCU. Jack Lindquist and his colleagues

studied planned change and knowledge utilization at
more than adozen colleges and universities of widely
divergent size and character, in order to derive general
principles concerning these processes. Such aprojeCt, of
comparable scope and with an equally talented staff, is
needed to study faculty development practices. A recent.
ETS project, conducted by John Centra (1976) and sport
sored by the Exxon Foundation, represents a first step in
this direction, but certainly is not adequate as a final
statement. Long-term longitudinal observations (even 0
participant-observations) are needed to build, on the
Lindquist work. Such a research base would be helylinl to
on- campus practitioners, tegional and national organiza-
tions and funding agencies as they plan for future direc2
lions in faculty development programming. .

F. SUPPORT FOR FACULTY
DEVELOPMENT BY FUNDING

'AGENCIES

At present, several general observations, can blade
about the role played by most national-level funding
agencies in the promotion of faculty development efforts:
(1) the funding agencies tend to provide funds for pro-
jects, based on the merit of the proposal, rather than for
people or organizations, based on the past or potential-"
ability of this person or organization to effect needed
change in the institution; (2) the funding agency rarely
intervenes directly in the life of the funded institution

except to provide "gumma tiVe." (judgmental) evalu:
atiods; (3) some funding agencies conduct or sponsor
national or regional conferences on ficulty development
for the 'dissemination of information about funded pro-
jects, for ;the presentation of new concepts, or for the
divussion of issues that are of concern to tic agency;
and (4) several funding agencies are becoming increas-
ingly concerned about the dissemination and use of learn-
ings from and products of faculty development projects
that they have funded. We will briefly discuss each of
these four general, observations, then briefly discuss cur- ,

rent NSF programS.
Virtually all funding agencies that currently support

faculty development programs have primarily if not ex-
clusively funded programs rather than individuals or or-
ganizations. Probably the most notable exception has
been the Danforth Foundation Fellows program which'
provides individual faculty members with conferences
and funds for the development of campus, projects.

From research on diffusion-of-innovation (Lindquist,
1977) we know that people often are more important than
ideas when it comes to implementing a new program.
Funding agencies should therefore Consider assessing t,,he,
capacities of institutions or individuals to effect desired
changes. If a person is at a critical point in.an informal

, communication network, holds exceptional ,credibility
with a certain faculty population, is skillful in under.'
standing diet complex dynamics of a specific kind of
organization or institution, and/or is skillfdlin planning
for or implementing a certain lend of change, then he
might receive funds for a specific' project or support
(training, release time, assistance) for his current work.
Alternatively, the foundation might support an appren-
ticeship program so that other people can learn from this
individual, or an evaluator-researcher might be assigned
to this individual to determine the nature of his impact
and the reasons for his effectiveness. A ,similar case
could be made for the funding of a specific college or
university which is situated at a critical juncture in a
knowledge dissemination channel (not necessarily, at the
entry point to this channel, as is usually the case with
prestigious research-oriented universities).

A second general observation concerns the lack of
direct intervention by the staff of funding agencies.
While it is usually inappropriate for a funding agency to
become directly involved in the daily operations of a
program, it is equally inappropriate for the agency to
limit 0- interventions to "summative evaluations. The
agenh staff, or consultants to the agency, should be
involved in formative evaluation: they should provide
members of the program staff with observations, diag-
noses, recommendations and hypotheses that can be of
value in the improvement of the program.

The formative function enables .memOers of the
agency staff to gain a more accurate and detailed under-
standing of the program they have funded than is possi-
ble when they only read a yearly or final report of the
program staff or when they make a suinmative on-site
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visit once a year.With more frequent. formative visits.
the staff can become increasingly insightful about the
processes, of change and knowledge utilization on a col-
lege campus, thereby -becoming more effective in the
assessment of newproposals and. in th-rajttore effective
in subsequent formative (and summativ e ) evaluations of
programs-that are funded.

Formative evalua ons of faculty development_ pro-
grams have been con cted fly the Lilly Endowment by
,Malcolm Parlett (Palle and Dearden, 1977). Using "il-
luminative evaluation" rocedures. Parlett was able to
provide the foundation d program staff with new in-
sights into the dynamics f the.program and its relation-
ship to the milieu of the nstitution. This evaluative pro-
cess might have been ev n more profitable if one or more
members of the found non staff had joined Parlett in
conducting the evaluat on. -

The chancellor's office of the California State Univer-
sity and Colleges system has recently hired one of the
authors of is report (William,Bergquist) as a part-timepvili
consults evaluator for several innovative programs that
it has just funded. Bergquist will provide evaluative ser-
vices to the campuses while also being actively involved
in helping each program staff plan for and design its
Innovative program. Members of the chancellor's office
staff will occasionally work directly with Bergquist dur-
ing his visits to the funded campuses. in order to learn
more about the program. to add their own considerable
Insights, and to break down the typical' isolation and
alienation between a program staff and representative of
.the funding agency. ,

Our third observation, that national and regional con-
ferences are. fairly common faculty development ac-
tivities of national funding agencies, reflects the domin-
ant concern of ,these agencies with the dissemination of
new ideas and, innovations. Conferences and workshops
are certainly an essential ingredient in any dissemination
process, as are publications and demonstration projects.
The most important step in a dissemination process,
however, does not take place at a conference, in a book
or on another campus; rather, it takes place onAhe home
campus of the person who has heard about or read about
the idea. This person ds help id developing and im-
plementing strategie for effective on:campus dissemina-
tion. Funding agen es must become increasingly sensi-
tivefetorethncies on -cApnuinsgfoflolor

Low-key, on-campus or off-campus (telephone, closed
circuit

vetsities. Among agencies that support faculty develop-

.

There must also be increased concem for the problems of
use, once the new idea or innovation has been

port as experiments or demonstrations have not had a

circuit television) consultation is often even more useful.

disseminated which leads ifs to the fourth observation.
con-

cerned about the fact that many of the projects they sup-

significant impact on programs at other colleges and uni-

the disseMmation process becomes more effective.

Funding agencies are becoming increasingly con-

,-

follow -up. By edevoting
implementation,

pa

'

ctia
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meni program's-, the Kellogg Foundation has probably
done the most about this concern This foundation has
initiated a major program to assist the staff of successful
faculty development Rojects (that Kellogg previously
funded) with the effective dissemination and use o?learn-
ings from and Rroducts of these projects The staff for
this Kellogg program (headed by Jack Lindquist, Uni-
versity of Michigan) is trying to understand the ways in

which new faculty development practices gain accept-
ance and become integrated with the ongoing activities
of a faculty 'deyelopment program.

When we turn specifically to, the National Science
Foundation, several general observations can be Made.
First, the amities of NSF clearly reflect the dominant
Interest of science and engineering faculty in keeping up
with their discipline and restructuring, their courses. The
TIAS program is oriented toward the prepar
young 'scientists in their discipline. The C
short courses are primarily concerned with
velopments in the discipline and with new in ctional
designs. The CAUSE, 1SEP and LOCI pro: am e

pnmarily concerned with course or curricul redesign

andior with the use of new equipment or re'effective
use of traditional equipment.

Second, NSF programs are primarily focused on the
professional development of faculty. These programs re-
late to faculty as instructors, researchers, and scholars,
but seem to be less involved with personal and organiza-
tion development aspects of faculty development. Only
in the case of the Women in Science program does there
appear to be a dominpt concern for the more personal
aspects of the science or engineering faculty member's
professional life. There is also apparently no NSF pro-
gram which deals directly with ofganizational and in-
stitutional dysfunction as it effects the faculty member's
rrofessioqtal performance or the implertentation of in-
structional innovations.

Third, the National Science Foundation has clearly
opened the door to new and Innovative approaches to
the evaluation of programs it has funded. The 1977-78

program evaluation prdposals that have been requested
by NSF- will hopefully meet the rifor flexible and
-formative approaches to *Cady o a complex social
proess--faculty developthent. IT the NSF staff can be
actively involved in at least some-of the formative evalu-
ations,hen potentially both they and the program staff
will gain new insights into the nature of change and
instructional innovation in contemporary colleges and
universities.

G. RECO4IENDATIONS FOR THE
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

In writing this paper, we have not viewed our primary
task as being one of making specific recommendations to
NSF. This would be presumptuous, given our lack of
knowledge about the emerging goals hnd priorities of this
agency. Rather we have tried to provide several different,
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perspectives on faculty development which are sugges-
tive of new'prograni initiatives for the NSF The.NSF
staff and advisors must draw out those implications that
seem most appropriate to NSF given its context and mis-
sion Several concerns, however. stand out as we bring
this paper to a close - These concern's should be given'
serious consideration by NSF, and should be directly re-
lated to NSF_program initiatives and priorities We have

'summarized a* concerns in the following list of eight
program recommendations:

RecommendationOne In recognition of the,influen-
tial role played by disciplinary organizations, we suggest

le that NSF encourage these organizations to expennient
with alternative delivery systems (other than conven-
tions. conferences and publications) for disciplinary up-

`is. dating, The delivery systems might include video car-
tridges, _audio cassettes (for home, office and car).
satellite-transmitted closed-circuit television (now used
for continuing education in medicine) and public televi-
sion

Recommendation Two The National Science Foun-
dation should provide more support for those profes-
sional societies that are dedicated to education, for
example, the American Association of Physics Teachers,
the National Association of Biology Teachers, the Edu-
cation Division of the-American Chemical Society and
the Association of Education of Teachers in Sceienc,e
These associations should be encouraged to explore new
approaches to instructional development, to become ac-
quainted with advances in the field of faculty develop
ment and-to work more closely together A recent con-.,
ference was held at the Wingspread Conference Center in
Racine, Wisconsin, on the role of faculty development in
the humanities (co-sponsored by the Johnston Founda-
tion and the Society for the Study of Values in Higher
Education) A comparable conference might be_con-
ducted on the role of faculty development in sciences and
engineering (co-sponsored by NSF and the Johnston
FoundationI Participants might include representatives
from the professional science and engineering education
societies as well as practitioners the field of faculty
development.

Recommendation Three NS uld continue to
sponsor research on educational processes in the sciences
and engineering Educational research in the disciplines
must gain more status It is entirely appropriate for °.1
teaching-oriented college or university to sustain and en-
courage research on the educational processes of the in-
stitution. NSF suppolt for some of the journals on re-
search in science teaching might be helpful Perhaps of
even greater value would be NSF support for article;ron
educational research that are published in the major:
research-oriented disciplinary journals There.oust also
be program initiatives that encourage non-traditional
means for the dissemination and use of the findings from
this research.

Recommendation Four. Alternatives to the tradi-
tional sabbatical programs for faculty must be explored

\
Faculty often o\ notnot want to leave their twine town for a
year. nor are sabbaticals very frequently found to be of
significant value, unless carefully planned by both the
faculty member and\eolleauues who might make use of
learning from the sabbatical. Professional-growth con
tracts can maximize the value of .the sabbatical. Shorter
sabbaticals might be, tried. For example, the one to
two-week intensive workshops that are deAcribed above
and in Appendix G, if carefully designed, can yield as
significant an impact as the loosely planned semester or
year-long sabbatical. Instead of a sabbatical a faculty
member might be given support for an assistant to help
out in the first semester of a newly-designed course or to .
evaluate the effectiveness of this new design.

Re«nmendation Five. NSF can help faculty in
small colleges and teaching-oriented universities to in-
crease their self-esteerh and be of increasing value to
their community. by promoting their use in solving prob-
lems of the local region. In the State of California, for
instance, small college faculty who specialize in horticul-
ture could help towns to select plants for parks and road-
ways that need little water. Also, engineers could be
used on a regional basis for designing,solutions for rather
local problems.

The small colleges and teaching universities that can-
not afford expensive equipment might,. in 'turn, be as-
sisted by business or public service organizations that
-have 'equipment and laboratory space availableat certain
times for use by faculty and students. NSF could help get
these exchange programs off the ground and sustain them
for a year or two until logistical problems are solved, and
mutual trust and credibility is established.

Re«)mmendati.on Six.--NSF should consider a pro-
gram for the training of faculty development practition-
ers in the sciences and engineering. Highly respected
faculty from different kinds of institutions could be iden-
tified and recruited, based on their central position in a
college disciplinary association or itformal communica-
tion network, their professional interest in science or en.:
gineering education, and their personal comrtutment to
working actively with other faculty members. These po-
tential praCtitioners, with demonstrated support from
their home institutions, would be provided with training
in a variety of faculty development practices (for
example,. instructional diagnosis anfJ instructional design
consultation) and would apprentice with another faculty
member (mentor) from a comparable Institution who has
already bec:ome a successful practitioner. The training
program should incorporate person and organiz,i0o. nal
as'"Well as instructional development practices.

Recommendation Seven.NSF should ...help finance
research on and discussions about-the developmental
needs and motivations of faculty in the sciences and en-
gineeribg. We are still' ignorant about these issues, and
,will never be able to adequately design faculty develop-
ment programs- -to ince -these diverse and complex needs
unless we more full understand them.

Re«Yttimendati. i Eight.Over the *t ten years, the



greatest challenge that will be faced by faculty develop-
ment practitioners, and other faculty and adininistratots
who are interested in the welfare of faculty, is the design
and implementation of programs for faculty who must
undergo significant career transitions. There are at least
five levels of change that many science and engineering
faculty will face during the coming decade (See Table 7).
While the first two or three of these levels can be handled
within the context of current faculty development prac-
tices (with the assistance of an agency such as NSF), the
lat two or three levels require new programs and even
new institutions.

'Retraining .institutes probably will have to be estab-
lished independent of existing colleges and universities,
for the politicization and resistance associated with a
retraining program would immediately destroy or distort
this very subtle process. The institute staff will have to
develop, or help a college initiate processes for. the as-
sessment of current and potential faculty rer,akes and
needs. If faculty are to be encouraged to shift. disciplines
(level four) or leave higher education entirely (level
five), then their skills, aptitudes and interests must be
assessed to determine which other disciplines or occupa-
tions might be most compatible.

Disciplinary and occupational retraining must incorpo-
rate rapid and highly efficient procedures for the acquisi-

' -bon of the essential. knowledge and skills in the discip-
line or occupation; in addition this new expertise must be
fully integrated with past experiences and expertise so
that the faculty member might provide a distinctive and
highly valued interdisciplinary perspective, as one who
is knowledgeable in,atleast two fields. Discipliinary re-
training should also include a series of sessions on course
design and instructional methodology. Even though the

faculty member might be able to use the same designs

1

and methods that he used in his previous discipline, this
retraining period provides an excellent oppbrtunity for
the faculty member to consider new instructional
strategies and thereby become even More effective as a
teacher and valuable to his new colleagues.

The institutemust provide the faculty mentber (and
family) with, a supportive envfr nment for the retraining
process. Life and career planin and supportive coun-
seling should be offered tZt those culty who want or
need it. The institute should be designed to maximize the
faculty member's sense of self esteem, as well as the
esteem that wip be assigned to him by his new col-
leagues. The faculty member should be introduced to
some of the most prestigious and excitin thinkers in the
new field and should be encouraged to be ome a creative
thinker in his newfield (with the vald'able erspective of
his second discipline).

This type of retraining program will be very difficult
to design and implement. Members of the institute staff

have to work closely with not oily the faculty
member who is being retrained, but also the academic
department or new employett with whom the faculty '
member will be working. NSF should seriously consider
the sponsorshipof a demdnstration program of this type
fOr facUlty in the sciences and engineering.

These eight recommendations represent someothe
more interesting or p icularly important directions ,in
which NSF might m e in its attempt to assist science
and engineering facul in their continuing development'. .
Some of the recommended programs can be rather easily
implemented; others, such as the last4ene on faculty re-
training, will 'take -consicterable time and resources.
Hopefully, some, of these recotturrendations and recom-
mendations that emerge from the previous general dis-
cussion will be both feasible and significant:
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Table One.-ilst of Faculty Development Activities*

TO FACULTY MEMBERS:

For an individual, the strategy is to change environments, to
risk new'exposuress to alter habitual patterns, to undertake new
challenges.

Take on a new jOb temporarily:
I. Exchange witlfIn your college (a sociologist and a his-

torian switch jobs for a term)
2. Accept a visiting professorship
3. Exchange with a departmental colleague in another col-

lege
4. Negotiate a three-way exchange (e.g., an economist

from College A to B, a physicist from B to C, and a
political scientist from C to A)

5: Exchange with business or industry (e.g., a professor
of finance with a corporation's trust officer)

6. Exchange with a governmental agency (e.g., a geo-
graphy professor with a state planning officer)

7. Exchange with a foundation (e.g., a professAeof edu-
cation with a foundation project directo

8. Accept a limited term appointment with bus' ess, gov-
ernment, or a foundation

9. Arrange a special administrate assignment within
your college

Seek new patterns of interaction:
10. Participate in deparunental colloquia
I I. Participatoin departmental colloquia outside your dis-

. cipline
12. Attend Chautauqua-type short course programs
13. Audit courses in your field or cognate fields
14. Participate in improvement of instruction seminars
15. Enroll in a continuing education course
16. Team with a colleague for pure or applied pedagogic

research
17. Enroll in a new degree program
18. Participate in national and state conferences
19. Organize and participate iiNuncheon sessions on the

improvement of instruction
20. Share the first draft of research papers with colleagues

at a departmental colloquium
21. AffiIW(e with iresearch institute on a part -time basis
22. Arrange a joint appointment with two departments

and/or two separate institutions
23. Seek out professional. colleagues familiar with objec-

tive test design, essay test construction, evaluation
strategies; etc.

24. Make an iteni analysis of answers to identical examina-
tions given to two classes taught by two different
instructors.

25. Visit facilities on other campuses and invite them to
your campus

26. Visit secondary schools,
47, Organize a panel on career opportunities .within your

discipline
:,28. Develop a contract between the departure t and your-

'self on a specific area of personal deve opment that
you wish to pursue in the year ahead

'From: David G. Brown and William S. Hanger, "Pragmatics of
Faculty Self-Development," Educational Record, 1975,56,201-206.
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29. Participate in consortia activities-teach through the
`consortium in other departments; write a grant pro-
posal for suppbrt of a consortium project ,

30. Set up monthly meetings with practitioners in an area
(e.g., the faculty of accountancy to visit with the
personnel at a public accounting firm, the faculty of
nfarkeung to lunch regularly with the marketi?ig
department of department stores) 4

31. Join a committee about which you know very little, or
resign from a committee that is not contributing to

7 . your growth or that does not find you offering new
ideas

32. Schedule-brown bag sessions to discuss life and careers
of persons such as Benjamin Franklin

33. Sponsor a session at the prifessional convention on
teaching techniques within your discipline

34. Enroll in an education vacation program
35. Form a group to view films or go to plays
36. Join a group to watch a prearranged series on public

television
37. Attend the artists series on your campus
38. Make a concerted effort to attend 30 of the special

leitures on your campus in the year
39. PartiCtate in the "outward bound" program
40." Take an educational tour of your own campus

Read:
41. The professional disciplinary literature
42. The literature. of higher education (e.g., Educational

Record Chronicle on Higher Education, the'
Jossey-Bass series on New Directions for Higher
Education, the "Yellow Pages of Undergraduate
Innovations," "Innovative Improvements Within
the C.1.C.," "Future Talk")

Write:
43. Submit a faculty development or grant proposal to an

outside funding agency
44. Author a new degree prograne
45. Publish articles, monographs, books, book reviews,

poetry
46. Form paper institutes that provide a mechanism for

scholars from different disciplines to identify to-
gether in an interdisciplinary effort such as statis-
tics, genetics, human development, ecology

Experiment while teaching:
47. Prepare to teach a new course in your discipline or in a

cognate discipline
48. Team teach with a colleague or student
49. Utilize audio- vis6al support systems
50. Try one of the new teaching technologies (e. e,

computer-assisted instruction, individually guided
instruction, television, simulation,, gaming) .

5I Teach a continuing education course
52. Teach ain-service workshop for practicing profes-

sionals (e.g., teachers, business executiveslaw-
yers)

53. Talk with booksellers and manufacturers about equip-
ment and other new items available in your discip-
line

54. Take over a colleague's class in another discipline
when he of she is away

55. Teach an innovative class during the summer such as a
one- or two-week course in residence hall, an
inter-disciplinary summer sessi intensive
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class in a particular discipline utilizing longer
blocks of time .

56. Teach a high school or grade school class for a few,
days

57. Write and distribute to students behavioral objectives
of the courses you teach . .

58. Redesign courses along the modular or sprint curricular
pattern

59. xgeriment with the lecture method of.instructial8 if
you are using the discussion lapproacti and vice,

.
,

.
. Learn a new.nonacademic skill-painting, sculpture,

photography, swimming; hiking, family camping,
pert charting, small engine repair, the metric sys-
tem, computer programming

61. Try the case study method
.

b

Develop advising skills:
, 62. Solicit current information about employment pos-

sibilities for students
4'63, Study counseling techniques and/or human develop-

ment theories
64. Advise a campus group (e g,, fraternity, political '

group, Campus newspaper)
65. Invite a student to live with you for 24 or 48 hours
66. Live for two days with a student in his or her residence

hall
67. Entertain students in your home
68. Interact with the professional advisers and counselors

on your campus to learn the deterrents to success in
the classroom such as differing life'-styles, drug
abuse, sexual conflict, domestic afflictions

69. Act as an adviser for registration, change or schedule
70. Develop an understanding of patterns of discrimination
71. Host a foreigastudent for a year
72. Relearp rules and,regulations and cumculum options

ointide the department -

Seek feedback:
73. Utilize student evaluations...
74. Invite a media specialist to sit in on your class and offer

- constructive advice
75. Video-tape your instruction and have a group of peers

evaluate it ,
76. Analyze how you spend 'your time
77. Ask each faculty member teaching a multiple section

course to xerox lecture notes and share them with
,,,

all other instructors in the same course
78. Develop a peer evaluation system with a few col-

leagues ;,in your discipline or in another discipline

Serve:
79. Run for elective office
80. Serve on local and/or state governmental c,p.nmittees

arid councils
81. Pursue volunteer work with a hospital board or charity
82. Consult
83. Serve on a national or international commission such

as the White Houlk Conference on . . ., a United
Nations Conference on . . ., or the Carnegie
Conilnission on . . .

84. Participate in academic fairs, workshops, or other ac-
tivities for secondary and elementary schools and
counselors

85. Explain the university to groups of parents
86. Prepare recruitment materials and publications

.

87. Agree to assist in the norming of exams such as CLEP
subject matter exams

88. Serve on accreditation teams such as North Central,
NCATE, etc.

89. Call on perspective dqnors of gifts and bequests, ask-
ing for time, money, equipment, artifact), etc.

90. Lead a group to Europe, Mexico, Asia
Utilize your summers:

'91 Attend a summer research institute
92. Intern in business or industry
93. Apply for a summer research grant
94. Take a leave without pay to travel
95 Work at another profession

TO ADMINISTRATORS:

For a college or university the strategy is to reinforce, motivate,
and enable self-development:

96. Introduce a resolution to your university senate on fac-
ulty development as a faculty right and responsibil-
ity

97. Establish a faculty committee on theltRovement of '
instruction-which can in.turn develop a visiting
scholar program (campus hosts eminent scholars
for a week), research grant programs (zero teaching
load assignments), ipmmistrative internship pro-
grams; outstanding teacher or master teacher pro-
grams, and faculty exchange guidelines

98. Provide person power to support faculty enrichment
tolloqilia, in-house settlings and conferences on
the improvement of instruction; graduate seminars
on the improvement of instruction, colloquia with
newly hired faculty shOring new insights on discip-
linary and pedagogical topics

99. Establish a program which causes faculfy to become
aware of instructional resources on campus such 4s,"
the audio-visual facilities, the business computia-
tion laboratory, the music listening center, the in-
strumentation laboratory, 'the speech and hearing
clinic, the language laboratory, the micro-teaching
.laboratory

-.. 100. Organize a program and invite faculty colleagues to
participate in "know your registrar's office,"
"Know your admissions office," "know your
physical plant"

101. Sponsor an all-faculty workshop immediately p rior to
the beginning of the fall term

102. Ask each department to sponsor a "two-hOur disci-'
" pline" specifically directed toward faculty col-

leagues in other disciplines
103. Sponsor a workshop on research grant opportunities

including successful grant letters and presentations`' by government officials and foundafibn executives
104. Urge your president to support faculty development

programs and individual faculty development ef-
forts

%05. Ask alumni to make specific contributions for faculty
development

106. Fill a vacancy in, say, statistics with a visiting profes-
sor

107. Hire a consultant to visit campus for two days and
suggest what next steps you should take for a fac-
ulty development program .

. 18



108 Pay the tuition for a faculty member who wishes to en-
' roll at another university in the summer

. 109. Fill certain vacancies with "practitioners" (e.g., vac-
ancy in business law with a practicing lawyer)

110. Establish a summer grant,program for the improvement
of instruction

111. Increase tra.'el funds in the departments for faulty
members

112. Urge deans to utilize discretionary money for faculty
development and enrichment

113. Increase the colloquia and lecture budgets'
114. Hire postdoctoral teaching and research fellows
115. Proyide $20 to each faculty member so that he/she

'might for one year subscribe to a professional jour-
nal

116. Provide a free lunch to any group of five or more
faculty members who wish to come together and
share scholarly papers with each other

117 Streamline the procedures by which an individual may
request and secure leave of absence and make
explicit that salary increments will be calculated to
an individual even while on a leave of absence
without pay

118 Sponsor a program of departmental retreats by provid-
ing financial assistance fot meals

1,19. Provide special opportunities for faculty spouses
120 Sponsor an educational tour to the same departments in

a series of nearby collegis and universibis
121. Set aside the hours of noon to 1.00°P.M.; when no

classes are meeting, for general sessions on faculty
- development

122 Award a reduced teaching load competitively on the
basis of submitted proposals for innovative teach-
ing

423. Make available a faculty office building where faculty
may,come together from different disciplines to be
housed next door to one another

124 Assign a professor from the statistics department to
teach a course in statistics to the social science
faculty

125. Invite a practitioner to be "id residence" at the univer-
say for &'week

126. Facilitate the.publication of classroom aids, especially
expanded syllabi, for use in local classrooms

127. Provide lecture funds on a competitive basis to propds-
als that originate from more than a single academic
department

'128'. Identify a faculty development facilitator in' each de-
partment as a means of reorganizing a communica-
tion network regarding faculty,development infor-
mation R

129. Submit evidence of self - development to promotion and
teat& committees

130. Encourage and recognize faculties who seek outside
funding for 3 "developmental year"

131. Make available a "quality audit" team that could be
available for invitation to an academic department
and include the possibility of securing individuals-
from other campuses to join in th evaluation

132. Identify a faculty member to act Ka -Consultant for one
term and charge that faculty member with visiting
the meetings of each department to discuss test
construction, small group discussibn techniques,
the application of statistics to the discipline, etc.

35

133. Make a member c& the faculty or staff available to as-
, sume responsibility for becoming fully knowledge-

able about faculty development opportunities and
the types of activities which are ongoing and for

. sharing these with departments
1 Twice a year publish a list of faculty development

ideas in newsletter form
. .

135. Circulate film libiary catalogues to faculty and indicate
a willingness' to consider renting films'

136 Provide a rotating library of audio and video tapes for
playing at departmental meetings

137 Publicly brag aboin the unusual successes that faculty
colleagues- have had in the "faculty development
area"

138. Publicize and facilitate opportunities for fellowship
grants such as the Social Science Research Count
cil, the Guggenheim Fellowship, etc.

139. Subscribe to institutional publi tions describing inno-
vations at local campuses uch as the Institute for

. Improvement of College T ching at the University
of Michigan, the Higher ucation Institute at Ber-
keley, the -C1C monogra h on teaching innova-
tions, the California Colleges "Future Talk"

140 Send a packet of vita from a departpAnt to the same
. departments at all the colleges and universities
- , within 40 miles i

141.'Provide audit; tape playback for college and university
J: automobiles plus cassettes on instructional

techniques, etc. . '

142. Ask every outside speaker to comment on what he or
she does to .keep abreast in the field.

TAW Two.FacultOevelopment
Practices-,

A. Workshops, Seminari, Programs:
I. Workshops or presentations that explore various

methods or techniques of instruction.
2 Workshops, seminars, or short courses that review kub-

Ject matter or introduce new knowledge in a field.
3. Workshops or seminars dealing with new or different

approaches to develop curricula.
4. Workshops or seminars on testing and evaluating stu-

dent 'performance.
5 Workshops, seminars, or progran to acquaint faculty

with goals of the institution and types of students
enrolled. IP

6 Workshops or program to help faculty improve their
academic advising and counseling skills.

7. Workshops or seminars to help faculty improve their
research and scholarship skills.

8. Workshops, seminars, or program to improve the man-
agement of departmental operations.

9. Workshops or presentations that explore general issues
'or trends in education.

10. Workshops or program in faculty affective
developmentimproving their interpersonal skills
or their ability to work effectively in groups, explor-
ing educational values, and similar topics.

*FronJohn A. Contra, Faculty Development Practices in U.S.
Colleges and Universities, (Princeton, New Jersey. Educational Test-
ing Service, 1976), Appendix D.
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es.

B. Analysis or Asessmitit Practices:
1. Systematic ratings of instrucuo y students used to

help faculty improve.
2. Formal assessments by colleagues f6r` teaching or course

,improvement (i.e., v* ti ns or use of assessment
form).

3. Informal assessments beolleagues for teaching of
course iii3provement.

4. Systematic teaching or course evaluations by an ad-,
ministrator fOr improvement purposes.

5. SAtm for faculty to assess their own °Strengths and

areas needing improvement.
6. Classroom visitation by aninstrucubnal resource person

(i.e., a development specialist), upon request. fol-
.

lowed by a diagnosis of teaching.
7. Analysis of in-class video tapes to improve instruction.
8. Faculty with expertise consult with oilier faculty on

teachilig of course improvement
9. "Master teachers" or senior faculty work closely with

new or apprentice teachers
10. Professional and personal development plan (sometimes

called a growth contract) for individual faculty
members.

C Media, Technol*ourse Development:
1. Specialists o us to assist Taculty in use of audio-

visual aids in instriatlin, including cloSed-circult
television.

2. Assistance to faculty in use of instructional technolog

Table Three.

as a teaching aid (e.g., programmed learning 'or

computer-ass isted.instruction).
3 Specialists to assisiiculty in constructing tests or eval-

uating student performance:
4. 'Specialists to assist individual faculty in instructional or

course development by consulting on course objec-

-"tives and course design. C:

5. Specialists to help faculty develop teaching skills such
as lecturing or leading disctissions, or to encourage
use of different leaching- learning strategies such as

Individualized instruction:
6. Simulated procedures which enable faculty to teats and

practice specific teaching skills (e.g., micro-
teaching).

7. Special professional library readily accessible to faculty
dealing with instructional methodiilogy, teaching
skills, psychology of learning,-and similar topics.-

D. Miscellaneous Practices:
1. Use of grants by faculiterinbers for developintn6w or

different approaches ourses or teaching.
2. VisitatiOns to other institutions (or to other parts of this

institution) to review educational programs or in-
mwativ e' pro jec ts ; 400'1

3. Faculty exchange programwith other institutions.
4. Faculty take courses offered by colleagues.

Personal counseling provided individual faculty mem-
bers.o areer goals, and other pe nal developinent

vel and,Type of Activity'

LEVEL

Personal/
Individual

Interpersonal
Group

. Intergroup/
Organization

TYPE

Facilitate
Process.

Diagnosis
Counseling
Coaching
Personal Growth

Plans, Contracts
Grants

Team workshops
Parties
Retreats for

Depts.
Support Groups
Group Process

`Training
Fac. S,0minar

Retrealt fo'r
Total college

Comm:Oily Goal
Setting, Problem'
diagnosis ,
Planning

Chg. Committee
Processes
Norms, Climate

.Task Forces
Surveys of Fac.

Needs, desires

Structural
Technical

Leaves
Two Week Personal

Growth Contract
New Evaluation.'
System

Reading Rooin
Provide Baby-

Loungee;41
,sitt

Redesign Depts.
Classrooms

Establish F.D.
Teams

TV Taping
Set up forum,

Fac. Seminar
Chg. Class schedules
Chg. No. of Courses
Chg. Require.
Foreign Study;

Co-op plans
Chg. Job Desc.
Unionization
Redesign Fac.

. Meetings

Expert
Knowledge

Conferences
Readings,
Visiting Expert

w/Indiv. .

Teaching Clinic
PSI training
Exxon Tapes

Expert Present.
to Group

FLI,CSkraining

Chet() Com-
petency-
Base cum'

NCFIEMS
Work load ir

Analysis

R&D/
Demonstration

Send Indiv. to Demo.
of PSI

"Teaching.Fairs"%

p

Experimental Inner
Colleges

Training Trims for
Campus Chg. Project. ,

4.

5

Centers for Improve.
of Instruction,

Support for R.
FIPSE centers
Liberal Arts

Project
Institutional Change

Project

*Rom Walter Sikes and Laurence Barrett. Case Studies on Faculty Development (Washington D.C: Council for the Advancement of Small

Colleges, 1976)

,
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Table Four.--Organization, Instructional, and Personal Development

,' ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

ir,

Management Development

Personnal 1 Leadeighip I Fiscal
...-..a..

.
7east-Building .

paID* Inter-
Departmental

Institutional

. .

. -
Problem-Solving

64

Assesiing ('Proposing (Implementing

.,-

. Decisipn-Making

Group Dynamics ' Go Krnance
V

. ,
.

Conflict-Managementr
1._

Studied Goals [ Divergent Goals

.4.

*From: William Bergquist and Steven R Phillips, "Components of
an Effective Faculty Development Program", Journal of Higher Vo-
cation, 1975, 46, 1977-211.

°

INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

. ) %

Evaluation of Instruction

Self . j_ ,Peer 1 Student
_ .

Diagnosis of Instruction

Observat ionlQuest tonna ireiVideotaping

c

Instructional Training

Traditions I Methods Nontraditional Mtbd

Instructional Technology

"Softwaee" "Hardware

Curriculum Development

Course 'Department I Institution

.

/

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

Discussions about Teaching

.Interviews Seminars "

.e.

. ,

Personal Planning

Life Career
-

Interpersonal Skills Training

erenrsunicat ing Helping I Solving

. .

r

Personal Growth -

Express ivenes Creativity Awareness

Q 7

lit

"`Per rria I Counsel ing

Supp.ortive *jherepeutici

N



TableMeta Scheme

STRUCTURE,
.

.
PROCESS

.
ATTITUDE

)
1es /
7.'
,13

Instructional Development
/ Consultation *and- training

,on course design, .

curriculum reform and
educational technology

1
Organizational Development
Evaluation of faculty
Faculty reward system

.

Instructional Development
Classroom observation, \

diagnosis and training
Training in interpersonal .

and small group skills
Training in out of class 4

skills associated with f,

faculty roles
.... ,_ _

_

.
,

Instructional Development
Promotion of alternate -

instructional methods
DiscuisiOns about teach-

Values Clarification,

Personal Development
Life and career planning
Counseling

,

LI

.

Instructional Deim/lopment
Curricula. an4 course

design consultation .

Interdisciplinary and
team teaching: - .., .

Organizational Development
Departmental reorganiza- -

Boer

Use of space and time
.

.

Instructional Development
Discipline or department

centered instructional
training programs

Peer observation and
feedback

.

Organizational Development
Group process observation

.

Instructional Development
Knowledge utilization
laepartmen 1/divisional

retreats
ift

Organizational Development
Team-building
Support groups

-
.

'
i3
1

Community Development
Communication and support
networks

,

Institutional Development
Research and development

center

Faculty Development
Program governance

Community Development
Intergroup negotiation

Institutional Detielopment
Implementing development

programs
.
Faculty Development
Program planning and

implementation

lfrCommunitv Development
. Community building,

.
Institutional Development
Development of support

for change
4

Faculty Development
Generating program

support

.

)
Meta-Development*
Funding
Establishment pf formal

networks and consortia -

,
,

-

Meta-Development
Define and clarify new
I.change orientedi .. -( professions . -

Continuing education for
educatiinal change
agents

./
,.. .

Meta Development
Publication of books,

periodicals, etc.
Demonstration projects
Cooperative research

projects

--

-

*From: William Bergquist and Steven R. Phillips, A Handbook for
Faculty Development, Volume II (Washington D.0 . Council for the
Advanetment of Small Colleges, 1977), r 9



Table Six. Current Status and.Potential Future of Instructional Improvement

Current Status

Few institutions have programs.
Few faculty are involved.
Participants are primarily volunteers.

-
Faculty participation is limited and irregular.
Participation is an "overload."

devflopment is a peripheral activity.
Budgets and resources are modest;
"Soft" grant monies are a major source of funds.

114ew institutional p olicies support teaching '
effectiveness or professional development.

Few permanent instructional-improvement centers
conduct professional development.

Pew staff members have training and experience
in consulting with colleaguei.

Little evidence of effectiveness of programs exist.' Impact is limited to selected institutions and
. faculty members.
Modest reforms aimed at better teaching are underway.

4
ar

Potential future

Most institutions have prograrni:- ,

Air-or more faculty are involved.
Participants feel some external pressure to

participate.
Faculty participation is regular and continuous.
PartiCipation is provided for in normal workload.
In-service development is a central activity.
Budgets and resources are adequate.
"Hard" institutional monies are the major source

of funds.
Many policies support teaching effectiveness and

professional development.
Instructional-improvement centers providing pro-

fessional development are permanent.
Many stafrmembers have training and experience

in consulting with colleagues.
Convincing evidence of effectiveness exists.
Impact is widespread among institutions and faculty.

Extensive improvement in instruction and organi-
ihnonal operations are made.

Jerry Gaff, Toward Faculty Renewal (San Francisco. JOssey-Bass, 1975).



Table Seven.Five Levels of Change for Faculty

.

Level of
Change

b
Nature of
Change

I

-

Consequence
of Change

. ,

Resources for Change

Institutional
Faculty

Development

One

.,,

.

Change in one segment of a
new course or '-.

Use of new instructional
method

.

.

.

Faculty member experiences
new challenge: renewed

% interest, excitement, ''
performance anxiety

Faculty member must learn
some new content and skills

Faculty membe 'kely to,
e. temporarily expe nce

some failures, student
dissatisfaction and
confusion.

--

. .
.

Mini:Grants ($50-500)
Mini-Sabbaticals (1-2 '

weeks) 4 i

One-time "experimental"
courses

"Error-embracing"
environment and reward
system: tolerance of
temporary increase in
error rate of faculty .'"
member

.

.

Shdrt-term design
consultation

Instructional design and
- methods workshops

Teaching laboratories
nal innovators'- Instructional

support group
Classroom diagnosis
Peer consultation

.

.
.

TwO

.

Change.in the design of an
entire course or

Use of new,instructional
strategy ..

. .

-

.

.

Faculty member often changes
image of self (role):
becomes instructional '
designer or manager rather
than information-giver.
Temporary feeling of no
longer being valuable to
students

Faculty member is temporarily
more busy than less busy.

Faculty member is likely to .
temporarily experience
some failures, student
dissatisfaction and

- confusion

.

Release time (one month or
- one course)
Equipment
Content-Consultation

"Error-embracing"
environment and reward
system

.

.

. 0

Long-term design
consultation '

Instructional innovators'
support group

Peer consultation
Organization development

(department)
,

.



Table Seven.Elve Levels of Change for Factilty (continued)

Level of
Change

Naturt of

' Change
Consequence Resources for Change

-
of Change

Institutional '
..

Faculty
Development

Three

.

...
Faculty member changes

primary teaching
responsibility to new
area within same
discipline er

Faculty changeNo new
interdisciplinary
program making use of
knowledge in current ,
discipline)

.

-

.

,

.

Faculty member must redefine
role in discipline.

Faculty member must learn
new content

Faculty member must learn 9
.

new instructional methods
and designs

Facultymember is temporarily
very busy

Faculty member is likely to feel
temporary rejection from
some colleagues in
discipline

Faculty member is likely to
temporarily experience
some failures, student
dissatisfaction and
confusion

Sabbatical (at least one
year) , -`,.

Books, content,
consultation,
instructional materials

Money for conferences,
travel, visits to other,
programs, etc.

.

-t ___..-

,

Long-term course design
consultation .

lb. Instructional diagn9sis 10
Instructional

design/methods
Instructional innovators

support group
Life and carter planning
Organizational

development
(department)

.

Four

.

,

,

'Faculty member changes
discipline: begins to
teach in.a new field

, ,

.

\ -\_____
.., .

,

.

..

lk

Faculty member must redefine
self and life purpoSe

. Faculty member must learn
_ 'new field (and hopefully

Integrate with previous
field)

Faculty member must learn -,

new instructional and
research methods, designs,
and language

tfaculty member is likely to-
feel overwhelmed for .

extended period of time v ,
.

. .
.

.

One or two-year sabbatical
Financial support fornew

agencies and institutes
for retraining and
renewing faculty

Safe environment for
faculty member to try
out new discipline on
campui

Support of faculty in new
discipline for new
colleagues

.

.

.

.S

.

-

'

t Help faculty acquire
.,., lainwlqdge in new fieldi quickly and effectively

Help faculty integrate ne*
knowledge and

, instructionalmegiods
Organizational

development
(Inter-departmental)

Supportive counseling to
faculty member and

family_
-

.

.
'5 .

.

I
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Table Seven.Five Levels of Change for Faculty (continued)

Level of
Change

Nature of
Change

,
Consequence
of Change

Resources for Change' . 1

Institutional
Faculty '

Development ---

Five
.,

'

"UP

.
I

. ,...

.

.

.

"'

Ir.

Faculty member changes to
a profession outside
higher education

.

, , .

.
.

.

.

. -

'

n

.

....

.

.

a First major institutional shift \
for many favIty,

Variable consequences
depending on nature of shift

_

.

'
0

I

.
1

.

.. -
) 6

I, .
i

Development of skills and s,

attitude matrix
Collection of information

about manpower needs
outside of higher
education

Match up faculty matrix
with high demand fieldso

. irAt

.e
.

.

\-

.

,

t.

a

OA

.

Career planning ,

Supportive counseling to
faculty member and
family
-

.

i.

.

.

,

r.

it '
401°

.

.



APPENDIX A

William H.. Bergquist and Steven R. Phillips, "Components' of an Effective Faculty
Development Program," Journal df Higher Education, 1975, 46, 177-24.

COMPONENTS OF AN EFFECTIVE
FACULTY DEVELOPMENT

FC
1MOGRAM

William H..Bergquist and Steven R. Phillips *

Since piecemeal efforts to improve college and univer
sity teaching have ,generally proven ineffective, we must
turn to a comprehensive approach to faculty develop-
ment, through ,which we can develop new methods of
evaluation and diagnosis, find viable ways of introchicing
new technology and curricula, and explore new ap-
proaches to instructional improvement. Faculty de-
velopment must give serious, attention to the impact of
change on the ?acuity member himself and on his institu-
tion. Organizational and personal development thus be-
come essential to faculty development. It is only through
such a comprehensive approach that efforts toward im-
provement can have lasting impact.

THE STATE OF THE PROBLEM

Faculty development has become an increasingly
prominent concept for a growing number of faculty and
administrators in American colleges and 'universities. In-
stitutions of higher education face the harsh realities of
cfbcreased funding, steady-state or declining enrollment,
and\ declining faculty mobility, together with demands
for accountability voiced by students, parents,*and state
and federal officials. Confronted with there conditions,

The authors wish to express their appreciation to Ms. fancy
Barber and Ms. Jennifer Grimes for their valuable suggestions in the
conceptualization and composition of this article Many of the ideas
contained in this article were developed and implemented as part of a
faculty developmentorogram sponsored by the College Center of
The Finger Lakes (CCFL) in Corning, Ntw York. Consequently, we
would also like to actnEwledge the important part Dr. Gary Quehl,
then executive director bf CCFL and currently president of the
Coun for the Advancement of Small Colleges, and Dr John C.
Noo an of Virginia Commonwealth University and Dr. William

r of Eastern Wasbington State College, two of the major
consultants to that program, played in' the realization of this article.

William H. Bergquist, formerly of W1CHE, is presently iprivate
consultant based at 819 Hermes Avenue, Leucadia, California.
Steven R. 'Phillips, member of the humanities division, Alfred
Univirsity, this summer will become coordinator of facblty
development at the University of Puget Sound, Tacoma

faculty must considerthe prospect of significant reevalu-
ation of personal and professional attitudes toward class-
room instruction and student-teacher relationships. Fac-
ulty must also consider extensive'retraining in new class-
rqom procedures, as well as vrofound reorganization of
departmental structures and governance systems.

Over the past decade, nutterous articles and books
have been written about faculty develoitment f35, 31,
39, 38,, 18, 41. Furthermore, most college officials can
pl%nt to the existence of one or mote "faculty develop-
ment" programs on their own campus, which range from
new faculty orientations to one-year sabbaticals, from
student classroom evaluations to instructional technology
centers. In almost all instances, these books and pro-
grams have reflected two basic yet conflicting proposi-
tions: (a) teaching is an important aspect of the college
faculty member''s professional role and hence shouldwbe
highly valued, and (b) teachin& is frequently not a Seri
ous concern in the training or hiring of college faculty
and is often neglected in issues of promotion and'tenure.
Most faculty development programs take note of these
two propositions by offering some activities that acknow-
ledge the validity of the first, while really doing little to
have an impact on the second.

PAST APPROACHES

The experience of the past 20 years provides few cues
concerning how faculty development might best be con-
ducted. Past approaches to improving teaching and
,learning"change th curriculum," "get brighter stu- ,

dents,`' "recruit nd'w Ph.D.s from the best graduate
schools," "reduce the student/faculty ratio," "'develop
an instructional resources center," "establish a new
governance system," "undertake a comprehensive 'self-
study have,' n isolation, fallen shoft of meeting the
challenges posed by the dramatic changes taking place in
higher education. This failure is particularly disappoint-
ing when one considers the amount of money available to
colleges and universities in the 'early and mid-1960s.
Three of the most.widely used past approaches to faculty
development, (a) the reduction of student/faculty ratios,
(b) the' purchase of such costly new instructional
technology as videotape systems, nstructionaV,comput-
ers, and learning machines, and t-.) the recruitment of
new Ph.D.s with supposedly fresh ideas, merit consider-

, ation in greater detail.
'44, When confronted with a reduced student/faculty rho,

many faculty members will automatically respond with a

43



seminar. This method is so revered in higher education
that to speak against it as an effective teaching device is
heresy. Yet, in most instances when candor is possible,
many faculty members and 'studspts will describe their
seminar experiences as both disappoititing and frustra-

ing, Seminar leadership necessitates the acquisition of -'
sophisticated skills in group dynamics. The effeOve
seminar leader must be able to move a discussion without
directing it, to bring rational processes to bear upon a
conflict of ideas without prematurely dampening this

conflict, and to bring out the quiet members of a group
without goading them. Very few people possess such

skills. ,

This situation is at times compounded by the faculty

member, who, when confronted-with a smaller number of

students in a class, will assume that class preparation, is

that much less important and, hence, will concentrate a
greater amount of energy on research and publication.

While the student/teacher ratio may provide the oppor-
tunity for several types of instriktion which are not pos-
sible with large classes, lowenng the ratio does not
necessarily improve .the quality of teaching. A teacher
must riot only receive training in small group dynamics
and in one-to-one teaching, bemust have: in addition, an
opportunity to discuss the significant changes occurring

in his relationship with students as a result of small
courses. Finally., the faculty member must be rewarded
for developing these new skills, lest he inrpfet rediiced
ratios as a rationale for reduced,teaching rdsponsibility.'

The 'second approach to faculty development used
widely during the 1960s involved the purchase of new
instructional hardware. In the years following Sputnik.
greater emphasis was placed on solution of educational
as well as other social problems through technology: we
should be able to move students as well as rockets with

new technologies Yet technology has neither moved fa-
culty to use it for instruction nor helped .students toward

dramatically improved learning/
There are a number of reason for the failureof the

new instructional technologies in higher education. First,
few academic iititutions have the financial, artistic, or
technical resources to produce educational programming
that can compete with the products of commercial televi-
sion or motion pictures. Students who, have grown up as
consumers of sight-on:sound rock concerts, commercial1
games (from Monopoly to Diplomacy), and stereophonic
tape decks must be forgiven if they find the technological

0
ortso of many of their professors rather amateurish.

m rond, many teachers, either by their own
teresi or by the default of their institutions, have de-

veloped little acquaintance with the potentials of instruc-

' An increasing student/teaching ratio may. in some circumstances.

actually be a challenge for innovation Exciting instructional
techniques such as simulations. buzz groups. fish bowls. and project
teams work most effectively in a large class Large group settings often

generate openness to new learning and willingness to take nsks Large

group dynamics can. with appropnate group leadership and instruc-

tional skills. become assets to learning and intellectual growth

tional technology On many campuses, the new audio=
visual center is a' source of pnde to the administration
and a must ,stop for visiting state legislators. Unfortu-
nately, the center is rarely visited by faculty. Finally, and
perhaps most fundamentally, the introduction of instruc-
tional technology can have profound and even threaten-
ing implications for the faculty member. If the teacher
'views himself primarily as a dispenser of information, he
may feel that his position is directly threatened by the

new techheogy. Rarely has instructional technology
been introduced by an administration that has also given
the faculty member an opportunity to examine his at-
titudes toward teaching and to explore alternative roles.

Faculty development has also been attempted by
bringing in new facultymen and women with new
ideas anti fresh perspectives. Such people, is hoped,
will serve as catalysts and stimulants, keeping their de-

partments flexible and constantly changing. Two as-
sumptions underlie this strategy: first, colleges will con-
tinue to grow and hence there will always be positions
for new faculty, and second, these new faculty members
will be sources of instructional innovation. The first of
these two assumptions is short-sighted, as are most solu-
tions in our society that are based on The assumption of
continuous giowth [36]. Most colleges and universities
WI the 1970s are confronted with the prospect of little or
no growth in the size of their faculties.

Even if colleges and universities were- not presented
with the inevitable reality of little or no growth, they
would soon have to face up to the fact that new faculty
members are not necessarily, or even usually, a primary

source of instructional innovation. In recent years, a
large proportion of the faculty entering the college teach-

ing profession have graduated from prestigious,
research-oriented institutions. Coming froln such an in-

, stitution, the young faculty member is often an inexperi-
enced teacher; moreover, his only teaching models in
graduate school are likely to have been senior, research

oriented faculty. The young faculty member is almost by
definition an individual who could satisfactorily adapt to

a traditional academic setting. Since innovation in cur-
riculum or course design often requires a certain amount
of risk taking on the part of the innovator, it is unrealistic
to expect a new faculty member, without tenure, infor-
,mal power or influence, knowledge of organizational

les or norms, or even conditional peer acceptance, to
take the innovative step. While there are certainly excep-

tions to this rule, the expectation must be that the new-

comer will first "learn the ropes" and then innovateif
the innovative ideas have not been lost in the process 'of

learning, organizational survival.
In the recent past, efforts at faculty development have

been largely cosmetic in nature or based, at least in part, \'

on faulty assumptions about the way in which faculty, as
well as students, learn, change, and grow. We are left
with veryjew guidelines for new programs in faculty
development, even though such progrims appear to be

essential ingredients in the educational reforms of the



I970s. The following section of this article represents an
attempt briefly to conceptualize some of the components
that might be incorporated into an effective faculty de-
Oelopment program. This component-analysis is not
meant to represent either a definitive statement of faculty
development or a radical departure from the conceptuali-
zations of such authors as Morris [39], Sanford [46],
Eble [18], Milton [38], or Freedman [22]. Rather, the
following section of this article provides a summary
statement of many observations and suggestions made by
colleagues and also provides a new conceptualization of
these several reference points in a single:Comprehensive
model.

NEW APPROACHES

In the 1970s we are faced with new-and difficult issues
in higher education. With decreases in enrollinent and
increases inkpch alternative educational avenues as ex-
ternal degW programs, proprietary institutions, and
CLEF [15], the college professof must be able to present
courses that are meaningful andinstructionally attrac-
tive.

To prompt the significant Change in faculty and in-
struction demanded by these conditions, it is ential
that a faculty development program be both compr en-
sive, touching on most aspects of the teaching-le ng
ente 'se, and based on a set of diverse, though relate

The proposed model is based on the assumption that
significant changes must take place at three levels: (a)'
attitude, (b) process, and (c) structure [52]. A change
effort focusing on only one of these levels will, rarely
achieve success.' In the case of faculty development,
primary attention is usually,given to the process of in-
struction; most often to instructional methods and
technology, curriculum development, and student evalu-
ation of instruction. While these instructional issues are
vital for the improvement of the quality of the institu-
tion's educational environment, they do not constitute
the full rangelkactivities involved in an effective facu
development program.

Frequently, when introduced to methods of college
instruction, a faculty member will turn away or adopt a
stance of passive resistance. Central to this resistance is
the attitude of the faculty member toward teaching. If he
does not value teaching, or does not perceive himself as
being primarily a teacher, he will not spend time learning
new 'techniques or exploring alternative instructional
methods. At the same time, he maybe fearful of display -
in:I:in

ues and philosophies of ed,cation that underlie many
shortcomings as a teacher or may be resisting the

new methods or curriculum proposals. Frequently, he
has neither an articulated value system concerning teach-
ing nor / coherent philosophy of education, and the new
method or proposal may inevitably find itself at odds
with ill-defined values or philosophies. An effective fa-

culty development program, then, must deal with the
attitudes of the faculty member, as well ''as with related
values, philosophies, and self-perceptions. ,

On the other hand, even when the college teacher has
had a chance ?t, develop his own philosophy &education
and has embraced new methods and technologies com-
patible with his now clearly'articulated attitudes and val-
ues, he may encounter restrictions and barriers resulting
from institutional and/or departmentak policies, norms,
and procedures. He confronts, iii other words; the struc-
tural constraints of the organization within which he op-
erates. As is the case with persopal attitudes, orgaMza-.
tional structures can rapidly and thorghly blunt the
thrust of a faculty developthent prograethat neglects the
structural dimension.

These basic a,ssumptions concerning swcture, pro-
cess, and attitude have been translated, in graphic form,
to a model of faculty development (see Figure 1). This
model is composed of specific programmatic compo-
nents (each being represented by a box) which bear some
relationship to one another Irepresented by lines and ar-
rows). Some of these components are based primarily on
Issues of attitude change or personal development. Other
Components are based primarily on issues of process
change ot/kinstructional development. The third set of
components is based on issues of structural chanje or
organizational development.

[fines between two components of the model indicate
that activities in one of these components lead frequently
and "naturally" to activities in the other component.
The arrow indicates the usual direction of this movement
between program areas. Instructional evaluation pro-
grams, for instance, tend to develop and move toward
classroom.diagnosis services, much as training in class-
room methodology should (and usually does) precede
training in the use of specific technologies.

Another dimension of faculty development is also rep-
resented in the graphic model, the dimension of threat'
and its accompanying behavior,' resistance. The compo-
nents tending to. be least threatening and which,
therefore, tepci to provoke leastiresistance, are rep-
resented by Hoes 'with single-lined edges. Those pro-
grammatic components that tend to be most threatening
and are resisted by the greatest number of faculty are
represented by boxes with three-lined.edges. Two-lined
boxes represent components of intermediate threat and
resistance.

Similarly, in dim instances in which movement from
one component tolnother is usually accomplished with
very little resistance, thin lines are drawn between the
two boxes.4n some cases; high threat and resistance tend
to accompany the mevement between components, or
the development of one component from another, even
though such movement is quite logical with reference to
change processes. In such' instances, thick lines are
drawn between the components. In those situations in
which two components are not .linked by a line, it is.
assumed that these two components are rarely "spun

it
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off" from one another, but are instead -related

indirect way under the broad concept of effective faculty

development.
Case histories and personal experiences of the auators

in conducting faculty development programs have con-

tributed to the insights contained in this model, as have
the contributions from a number of books, research arti-'
cies, and theory papers. In the following sections, brief
descriptions are presented for each of the components
contained in the model. Subsequent to these descrip-
tions, attention is given to the implementation of a lac-

' ulty development program.

, .

INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT:
.,CHANGE IN PROCESS .

.

A
An effective faculty development program must con-

tain components that save immediate a 1 1 y, th

is, have speci, cally to e primary function of
the faculty fiber, instruction i e classroom. In this

sense, instructional developme components are pri-
mary, and the personal and organizational components
are secondary. In a parallel fashion,.most effective
change programs begin at the "process" level of profes-

sional relationships and day-to-day activity, for this is
the level where most people experience immediate sys-

tems stress and are hence, most willing to confider
change. Following are brief descriptions Of each instruc-

.o.

O

d`

tional development component that seems to be of pri-
mary importance to faculty developinent.

k.,/nstructional Evaluation
The role of evaluation in bringing about change in an

organization is widely recognized and accepted. Any or-
ganization that wishes to change i a systematic and
thoughtful manner must continually ssesss the discrep-

ancy between current 'operations and desired outcomes.
Such an Assessment procedure is 'necessarily evaluative
hi nature, since values and preferences are inherent in

any stateinent of desired outcomes. Student evaliiation is

ProbablY,the most commonly used method.of'attemptint
toinstigaie change in faculty teaching performance. Twb

,,,other,saurces of evaluation, by the instructorhimself and
blPhispeers, are'used more sparingly,-though most fa-

, cuky acknowledge, the value of both and in many in-
4tances prefer,such evaluation to student.evatuation. A
.brief distusiion of each of these modes of evaluation

, 'flaws.
4 V 41.7

I 44.

Eviluatipn . 4 .

,

culty mber.hiniself Ts, of course, the Lost

critica
- ori apy effective program designed to im-

prove 'instruction. A. attempt at instructional improve-
43' ment on the part of the faculty member will take place

., only if fie,evaIyates his own performance as inadequate

or balot own, personal standards. Several of the
0 " .,

.,. ,
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components of the faculty development model are de-
signed primarily to help a faculty member become fully
aware of such possible discrepancies in a way that will
reduce them through insight and training.

Another way to conceptualize this aspect of change
can be borrqwed from Kurt Lewin [32], who describes
the "unfreezing" phase of change. An individual must
have experienced sOme discrepancy, dissonance, pain,

- or stress before he will commit himself to the difficult
task of change. Lewin believes that this unfreezing must
precede any significant learning experience if change is
to occur: Without this unfreezing an individual will
either proceed "pro forma" through the change program
without really being affected by it or will resist the pro-

., gram before it Ls even begun.
An .effective faculty development prograln should.con-

tain a phase in which faculty are asked to assess their
own strengths, weaknesses, and areas for improvement.
One procedure that can be followed is to have the faculty
member fill out the same evaluatict instrument that is

't being completed by his peers or students. Discrepancies
can thus be noted between not only the faculty member's
own.actual and ideal ratings, bit also between them and
the ratings of others. This "consensual validation" [51]
procedure is essential to personal growth as well as to
instructional development.

. 2. Peer Evaluation

This form of evaluation is rarely found in faculty de-
velopMent programs, though several instances of peer
evaluation are cited by Eble [18]. The evaluators in these
cases were not actually "peers': in the strict sense ofthe
word, since they were either senior and usually tenured
faculty observiog untenured faculty or were untenured
faculty okserving graduate teaching assistants. The reluc-
tance of many academic institutions and departments to
develop a peer evaluation program is quite understand-
able given the shortage of time and the low level of trust
found in many academic organizations. These factors
must be faced and managed if peer evaluation is to suc-
ceed.

One effective way of reducing the time factor is to
encourage team teaching. By attending another team
member's classes, one can provide informal peer obser-
vation-and evaluation while participating in a-course for
which one is partially responsible and compensated. Al-
ternatively, if a department regUlarly rotates .class as-
signments, then it will benefit a faculty member to sit in
on a colleague's course, knowing he will eventually be
teaching it. Designating one member of the department
as a master teacher is another means of encouraging peer
evaluation. This person would be chosen on the basis of
such Widely accepted /criteria of success as course en-

..rolUnent, student peiVormance on standardized tests,
reputationror teaching experience. This master teacher/
could, in turn, be assigned a reduced teaching load, sig
that he or she might attend colleagues' classes. Tins as-
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signment should probably be rotated among several fac-
ulty on a yearly basis.

The trust factor in such peer evaluation is difficult to
'deal with, for it really merges with both the personal and
organizational ,development efforts to be discussed be
low. The individual faculty member must, first of all, be
relatively nondefensive about evaluative feedback con-
cerning his teaching. In preparation for such feedbatk,
many teachers should receive some personal-growth. and
interpersonal-skills training, though such training itself is
often somewhat threatening. Alternatively, the indi-
vidual who is offering the feedback can try to present it
in as nonevaluative, descriptive, and helpful a manner as
possible, which is usually much easier for the faculty
member to receive and absorb. Interpersonal-skills train-
ing for the individual who is offering the feedback is
therefore valuableif not essential. Alternatively, one
can develop the kind of training program foiAassroom
observation and diagnosis discussed below.

Trust may be increased through various organizational
efforts. Structures can be changed to increase communi-
cation, and status differences, such as having peer evalu-,
ation of only nontenured or graduate student teachers:-
can be reduced. Awards for good teaching can be de-
veloped0a3 lki team-building efforts can be undertaken at
the departmental or divisional level. Of potential benefit
at both a personal and an organizational level is the lager
faculty interview, discussed below, which helps to create
interpersonal trust, while establishing an organizational
norm for openness about teaching. ,

Once established as an acceptable, relatively low-
threat means of improving instruction, peer evaluation
can be conducted by either formal or informal means.
The faculty member can invite a peer to sit in and make
comments on one or two class sessions, or &department
can establish a balanced program of exchange, using a

structured observation schedule. Peers might quite prof-
itably be asked to evaluate on the basis of categories that
are being used by students and/or the faculty member
himself.

3. Student Evaluation

A great deal has recently.been written about studtnt
evaluation of college teaching (371 An attempt will not
be made here to review the methods &student evaluation
or the research that bears upon its validity. Rather, atten-
tion will be given to the actual (or .potential) role of
student evaluation in faculty development. Consideration
will first be given to several of the more positive aspects
of student evaluation.

While the primary reward structures of many colleges
and universities are directed toward research, student
evaluations of teaching draw attention directly to instruc-
tion. Research -based criteria for promotion, salary in--.
creases, and tenure are popular, precisely because they
are fairly easily objectified and even quantified. Such
criteria are rarely found in assessments of teaching, ex-
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cept in the case of publir shed textbooks and various kinds

of teaching,aids (1,31. Student evaluations allow for.such

criteria and hence, give teaching a "fighting chance"
against' research as a bails for evaluating faculty per-
formance.

Research is also given first priority in many institu-
tions because it is a prized enterprise with tangible re-
sults' Teaching, on the other hand. does not allow for i

comparisons. Precisely because most classrooms are au-

tonomous and because,most professors grade either on
the basis of a curve o on some subjective.standard, one
is unable to comp e the production of two or more
teachers. If effeCtively 'conducted. student evaluations

produce data that allow for valid comparisons between
teaching performances, even if tile differences in quality
of production are not directly masured or compared. In

other words, the student evaluation c help increase the
teacher's "accountability" in the cla 'room, thereby In-
creasing the balance that might e assigned to
doctimented effective teaching.

Student evaluations may also provide a new medium
for student-faculty interactuan, thus hopefully assisting
the faculty member in the development of instructional

skills. The student becomes an active participant in deci-

sions concerning classroom instructioh and serves in a
"helping',' role by providing the instructor with per-
fornaance feedback. The instructor, in turn, assumes a
temkorary "recipient" role. He is being provided with

new information, emanating from a consumer popula-
tion, concerning his own capabilities and style The in-

structor, then, beconies accountable to the students who.

. in turn, become responsible for providing the instructor
with valid, and useful information about this classroom

performance,.
Accountability is also enhanced by student evaluation.

Frequently, when teaching is used as a pnmary basis for
performance, evaluation, either because research is
deemphasized (as in many private and community col-
leges) or because the faculty member has been trained

specifically for teaching purposes (oftvl in
nonresearch-based humanities disciplines), the pnmary

criteria for s evaluation may too often become hear-

say, orthod , or politics. In each instance, the faculty
L-member's' e ormance in the classroom is not being di-

rectly or justly assessed. The student evaluationprovides
fair, though limited, input concerning instructional per-
formance in the classrown and hence can be useful in

both faculty evaluation And development.
The negative aspects of student evaluation should no

be ign red. First, a negative evaluation may result in
defens e behavior, which can only block the process of

---litach ge. One of the pars oxes inherent in change is that

both people and institute s are least likely to change

when someone tells them that they should change [441.

Thus, when presented with negative evaluations, many
instructors are inclined to rationalize away the informa-
tion ("The students don't know what is good for them,"
"The instrument isn't valid," "That isn't really a/Vim-

portant' dimension of teaching anyway") or simply' to

ignore it, particAdarly if the information is at odds with

their sense `of4eielr own teaching ability. One way of
possibly avoiding a defensive response on the part of
faculty member' is to develop the kind of multilevel eval-

- uative instrument discussed below, which would provide

general and,,summary information for use by adminis-
trators and department chairmen but would reserve
specific diagnostic and evaluative, data for the use of the

faculty member alone [50]. Such an evaluation would

'provide both administratively useful and diagnostically

helpful,'nformation.
A s and limitation of student evaluation is that the

useful ess of the information generated by most instru-

is, often questionable. A typical course evaluation
instrument will include items such as the teacheedstab-

. fishes a warm rapport With the students" or "the teacher

presents a clear, coherent lecture." What can a teacher
learn from low ratings on either of these items'? Neither

item 'provides the type of discrete, concrete information
that leads to change. Furthermore, most items of this sort

are highly correlated with general evaluative items (rat-
ings of overall course quality) and hence may not be in

fact measuring anything other than how much the student

liked the course content and /or course instructor.
Third, student evaluations are also a disservice to the

development of faculty when, the case, they

are as the only means.of feed ck to the instructor.
While student evaluations are important, they provide

only one type of information while ignoring the useful-

ness of self and peer evaluations, classroom diagnosis,
behavioral outcomes, and postcourse followup. Student
evaluations are very seductive: they are inexpensive,

they involve student time (expendable) rather than fac-

ulty time (valuable), they are easily quantified and
computerized. Constquently, many administrators and

some faculty may assume they are an adequate and suffi-
cient means of evaluation. No information may be better

than partial information, but when such crucial decisions

as those of promotion, salary, and tenure depend on such

information, it ,would seem the development of reliable

and helpful student evaluations is essential.
Finally, mechanical issues may cloud the picture. The

student populations being sampled by the instrument are

often biased. Those students for whom the course is .a

4 failure will frequently not be in attendance to complete
the instrument. Furthermore; the instruments developed

and used by many campuses are psychometrically naive.
they may possess rather high interitem reliability

(often because the general evaluation factor is being
tapped by most of the items), they usually are inefficient

(too many items to measure one dimension) and rarely

have been shown to be valid with reference to widely

accepted, external criteria.
Several steps can be taken to improve the quality of ,1

student evaluation procedures: (a) the instrument can be

reduced to a Minimal number of items by means of factor

'analyses and relate istical techniques, (b) the in-"



strument can be designed to be minimally evaluative and
maximally descriptive, using checklksts and =eke situ-
ationat,descriptors ("under condition X, the teacher is
likely to do'a, b, c, or d"), (c) the instrument can be
designed so that some items are primarily designed fog
tenure, salary, and promotion decisions, while other
items are primarily designed for instructional improve-
ment: The items on the former should be evaluative and `
the data Should be made available to department chair-
men and deans; the items on the latter should be descrip-
tive and should be made available only to the instructor.
The student evaluation procedure should als%be closely
integrated with other segments of a'facultyelopment
program. Any category of instruction being evaluated
must be an area in which training opportunities are avail-
able; otherwise the evaluation procedure becomes a

weapon rather than an instrument for change: a teacher is
told he is doing an inadequate job yet is given no way to
improve that job.

4. General Conclusions
41.

The strengths and weaknesses of evaluative ap-
proaches have been discussed at length because they

, highlight a number of key issues occurring in other com-
ponen$ of a faculty development program. First, self,
peer, and student evaluation can be useful 'aspects of
faculty' development. In isolation, however, each of
these approaches is potentially more destructgethan not
and consequently should be integrated into a comprehen-
sive, multistrategy approach to faculty development:
Secondly, change is a subtle and complex process. lt,is
not encouraged by the use of an insensitive, often arbi-
trary, reliance on evaluative ratings of performance. Pre-
paration for change ("unfreezing") in instructional per-
formance occurs when the teacher is confronted with
information that is discrepant with his self-image but
which does not deflate his self-esteem This information
is requested by the instructor, rather than forced on hipi;
it is descriptive, rather than evaluative; it is concrete,
raper than general; it is presented in a context of trust,
rather than threat. The process of change takes place only
when the instructor is 'presented with information, train-
ing, and consultation directly related to perceived needs.
It is to these components of instructional development
that we now turn.

B. Instructional Diagnosis

This component is directly related to- such widely held
academic values and enterprises as objectivity, empirie
cism, and problem analysis. Nevertheless, instructional
diagnosis has become a recognized component of fAculty
development only within 10e.last five years. It still is not
used by many collegiate instructional improvement cen-
ters. Extensive diagnostic programs, to date; have been
developed only at the University of Massachusetts, the.
University of Idaho, and ,the Univtrsity of Cincinnati.

Instructional diagnosis consists of three primary ac-
tivities, each of which is essential to any consultingpro-
cess [32]. These three activities are: (1) contracting, (2)
data collection, and (3) data feedback..

L Contracting

The instructor must first determine what type of in-
formation concerning his teaching he wishes to receive.
The consulting team must, in turn, decide if this type of
information can be collected, given their own limits in
time, money, and expertise. The mutually agreed upon
areas of information form the basis of # contract between
the cli4t (instructor) and consultant (diagnostician).
Without this contracting phase, a diagnostic team is
forced to make assumption's about what the instructor,
wants or needs. Such assumptions may prove incorrect
and result in a waste of time and money. Furthermore, if
the instructor is not involved in decisions concerning the
type of information to be collected, then he cannot sense
any "ownership" for either the data-collection process
or the actual collected data. He is consequently more
likely to dismiss or,resist this information when it is
presented to him. :

Generally, an instructor will choose-toreceive infor-
mation about areas in which he is moderately competent.
Such selectivity is productive, for areas which are highly
threatening are probably alsO areas in which little learn-
ing will actually take place. Once an instructor has re-
ceived and made use of information in less threatening
areas, he will be more inclined to accept information of a
potentially more threatening nature.

2. Data Collection

While each diagnostic contract must be tailormade for,
the instructor who requests the service, some basic in-
struments should Ipe available, and members of the team
should have a grz4 on some basic conceptual categories.
Among the basic resources that should be available to a
diagnostic team are (a) observational instruments related
to such basic microteaching categories alio questioning
skills, set-induction, and closure [1]. These instruments,
used primarily in traditional lecture-based courses,
should& directly linked with a microteaching program,
as has -been done at the University of Massachusetts
Clinic for the Improvement of Teaching. (b) Itheraction
analysis instruments should be available'to the diagnostic
staff, Ideally, the team should be trained in the use of
seTal different interaction analysis instrunienrs, like the
Flanders IA and the Reciprocal Categories Systemsl4l].
Additionally, the basic Bales Interaction Analysis.should
be available for potential ,use in a diversity of instruc-
tional settings. (c) A variety of student evaluation in-
struments should be kept on file, so that new instruments
can be easily developed that assess students' attitudes on
a number. of different dimensions. (d) The diagnostic
team should be trained in thease of small and large
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group data gathering techniques. Members of a diagnos-
tic team, for.instance, might use a force-field analysis to

define et*ments of the classroom that facilitate or hinder

movement toward some specific instructional goal. In
using this analysis, members of the diagnostic team
would interview members of the class, either individu-

ally or iu a group, concerning their perceptions of the

facilitating and hindering forces. With advanced train-

ing, a diagnostic team could conduct more complex in-

tergroup (teacher-student) [I I }-or even large-group (51
data collection procedures. (e), For use in instructional

settings outside the classroom, the diagnostic,team should
be prepared to deliver or develop a senes of "field-
instmlq.ents" related to small group functioning (seminar

groups. project teams, -"buzz" groups, etc ) Similar
instruments should be developed for obserdng students

in off-campus placements, and students and faculty in
'advising settings. Instruments to diagnose small group
funttions are available in abundance (21, 47, 491 The -

team need only choose or redesign tooll'related to such
dimensions as leadership styles, communication pat-
terns, group norms, arrd group roles Instruments which

can be used to assess field settings. especially instru-

-ments which measure actuaJ behavior rather than at-
titudes about behavior, are less readily availabl . A
diagnostic team might quite'profitably look e of

the new performance-based teachereducano ograms

for guidance. (f) Finally, a diagnostic team should be

able to produce a verbatim transcript of a classroom,
seminar, or advising session,and/or an audiotape or vid-

eotape of an instructional session. The information
gained by an accurate performance replay is, in and of
itself, diagnostic to the instructor, especially if accom-

panied by more condensed, descnptive data. The major J
problerh associated with the use of transcriptions and.

tapes is the "richness" of the data. An instructor who
makes use of this data should go throiigh it slowly and
carefully to avoid the risk of "informationoverload."
The Omary advantage of this type of information is its

almost totally nonevaluativeitharacter..OnlY in the cam-

era angle that is:chOsen or in the seleition of a particular

medium for collection and feedback alt biasenter the

process. When dealing with a highly defensive faculty
melbber,br when,first offerir* its services, a diagnostic
team should make rather extensive use of this procedure.
The written transcript or videotape can prove quite valu-

able in the training of diagnostic team members. Fur-
thermore, these recordings can be of assistance to a diag-

nostic team member who may rto be able to record all

necessary observations during Ale actual classroom
'seminar or advising cession.

3. Data Feedback

Change processes are usu quite subtle,

necessitating an'Interpersional s itivity to the strengths

and weaknesses of the client (i stnictor), as well as to

A

areas of high an low threat Interpersonal stills are of
primary importance at the point of data feedback.

In most instances, a written report should be resented
to the instructor within two or three weeks after'S speCific

observation is made_out-of-date feedback is practically
worthless. The report should be brief, with all major
conclusions careftilly documented and based on observa-

tions anti analysithat can be clearly articated and jus-

tified. Jargon should be' kept at a minimum; moderate

informality is ustially effective. The self-esteem .ol, the
instructor must be preserved throughout the report.

The written report should be followed by a diagnostic

meeting in which the, report is thoroughly discussed.
Verbatim transcnpts, audiotapes and/or videotapes may
be presented at this time to justify or illustrate conclu-

sions reached by the diagnostic team. In the early, stages

of a specific diagnostic program; the meetin may con-

sist almost exclusively of a review of these r cordings._
The sequence of contracting, data*c ctio , and data

feedback will often recycle. The facu ber who
has gone through one sequence may wish to recontract
for information of a different type or for information of

greater depttrin some specific area. The'diagnosticlro-
caOure will ofte1 lead the instructor to consider er

in?tructional training, new instructioal met ds or
technologies, and ultimately new designs for the curricu-

lum of his department: These newly emerging concerns
should be supported by the diagnostic team. The team

members should also be able to offer the. instructor

, specific suggestions as to where-appropriate assistance
Can be obtained.'ithout the followup resources of a
comprehensive faCnIty development program, the in-
structor who has received the diagnosis isblikely to be-

come disillusioned with the entire diagnostic procedure.
Instructional diagnosis is probably most effectively

implemented with a team of from six to twelve students

and faculty (fo'r a campus of 3,000-8,000 students). The

team -should be composed primarily of students
salarted staff, if the budget allows. Volunteer factilt
_members normally do not have extensive time to allot to

such a project.
Once the student is trained to 4 an effective diagnos-

tician and instructional consultant, then he or she will be

a valuable resource to the instructor. Under such condi-
tions, the instructor is confronted with a situation in

vihidh he can learn from the student, thereby reversing

the usual roles of students and faculty. Confronted with

this role reversal, many instructors will begin to change,
their overall orientation toward students and, more gen-

erally, theirconceptualizati,gn of the learning process.
Initially, it is helpful iffraculty ale included on the

diagnostic team, as diagnostic input from students will

probably not be immediately acceptable to many faculty.

A faculty member on the team can also brinta different
perspective tb bear on the diagnostic procedure.
ins or himself, he can empathize with his colltagues'

pro ms. Furthermore, if the faillty member of dm
diagnostic staff is not affiliated with the behavioral sci-

.
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ences or education, he is more likely to be accepted bf
faculty outside those fields. A chemist, electrical en-
gineer, or historian is not l?urdened with the jargon-
ridden language a behavioral scientist is'inclined to use.
Furthermore,,if the faculty Member (and some of the
students) are acquainted with the subject 'matter being
offered by the observel, instructor, then a wideerange of
comments can be made about the instructor's per-
formance: The team may be even more positively re,
ceive4 if the more visible members (faculty or students)
are identifiedas being "neutral" with reference to cam-
pus (and as being "objective': and
empirically oriented and as being educationally "mod-
erate."

So far, the desc ription of the "idealinstructional
diagnostician appears impossibly bland. However, there
are more interesting and complex qualities and skills
needed isiy"this individual. He should not be exclusively a
technician. Rather, he should be a consultant skilled in
the use of interpersonal, as well as data-gathering and
data-analysis, skills. The diagnostician must be flexible
in adapting standard instruments and procedures to the
particular needs of the client (instructor). Contracting
skills are essential iii assessing what an instructor wants
in the way of feedback, 'as are diagnostic skills that ena-
ble him to collect valid information so that it is useful
[3].

C. ailicroteachIng

This ning procedure was first developed by- n wight
Allen and vin Ryan [ I] for use with under 9 .1uate and
gradu students entering primary or secondary sae!
teaching. While the procedures found in a microteaching
program appear to be applicable, in modified form, to
most instrudtion at a collegiate level, they have not been
extensively used to train faculty. Currently, an excellent
instructional improvement program has been developed
at the University of Massachusetts,, under Allen's super-
vision. Microteaching is a significant component of this.
program.

The primary limitations of microteaching reside not
only in its origins outside of higher education but also in
its focus on rather traditional student-teacher settings.
Without rather extensive modifications of, and expan-
sion on, its current structure, the microteaching program

` can hav nificant impact only in the traditional class-
room. the other hand, if the traditiAdclassroom
lecture or discussion leader can be trained to be more
effective in this setting, then,he may be more inclined to
try nontraditional approach8 to instruction. If the micro-

- teaching program is preceded by an effective classroom
diagnosis incorporating tnicioteaching-based categories,
this.component can be particularly valuable in the early
staged of-a faculty development program. Microteach-
ing, on the other hand, should probably not be the first
stage of the program, for l't tends to be threaterling to
faculty when considered in isolation.

Even tholigh the microteaching program, as it is'sur-
rently structured, is somewhat limited with referenal to
nontraditional instruction, the basic assumptions under-
lying the program are directly appropriate to all forms of
instruction. Microteaching Wbased on the assumption
that teaching can be subdivided into relatively autono-
mous skills, each of which can be separately taught using
dethonstratiohs , practice teaching, and feedback. Com-
parable training programs should be possible' with other
instructional procedures such as seminars, simulations,
and laboratory training. Mitroteaching procedures are
already available in the area of student counseling" [2

The microteaching program, through its analysis
teaching skills can also provide college instructors with
an introduction to-alternative educatiOal methodologies.
Allen and cyan [I], for instance, ineroduced the concept
of "set induction" as a preinstructional technique to be
used by teachers. A number of specific methods can be
used to induce a set for students: a class can begin with a
brief simulation or role play, or with excerpts from a
popular television program that illustrate the value of,
common occurrence of a particular phenomenon. The
"unfreezing" phase of change [32] is in 'litany ways
comparable to Allen and Ryan's concept of "set induc-
tion." Other microteaching concepts have similar
'applicability in higher education instruction.

D. Educational Methodology #nd
Technology

When offered in isolation, the availability of educa-
tional methodology anditechnology will usually not ac-
complish significant _classroom change. Most faculty
view themselves as already being excellent teachers, or
may not view themselves as primarily being teachers at
ajl.'Conversely, a few may place considerable value on
teaching' but view themselves as irredeemably bad

-leathers who cannot make effect-NE use of-traditional-
mettiocl,and technologies let alone new ones. Con-
setiuently; training in educational -methodology and I

. technology should always be cnducted with the attitudi-
nal arid structural supports that are needed to sustain
experimentation in the classroom. Often instructors will
come to training sessions in orderto learn a few tricks for
the clas'Sroom, hoping that these tricks will save a course
or an instructional style that is actually in need of much
more profound reconsideration.

As 'one of a.series of components in a coapretrensive
faculty development program, training in educational
methods and technologies is essential. An instructor may

hive critically examined and even changed his values
with reference to teaching and student-faculty relatim2-

,ships. He may have received helpful feedback and train-
ing with reference to asassroom instruction. At a certain
point, however, he will want to explore new ways of.
presenting the material for his course anevvill want to.,
design a course in such a way as to make it more compat;
hie with his new-found-style of relating to students, New
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educational methodologies will provide him with the
needed information. Knowledgleof contract learning sys-
tems, self-paced courses, and experience-based learning
programs allows the instructor to tailor-make his course
to the students he is serving, to the educational environ-
ment in which he and the student are operating, to the
4i,ning objectives of the course, and to his own pre-
ferred teaching style. Similarly, in acquiring knowledge
of new technologies, an instructor will 'experience
greater freedom in planning courses and in making -him:
self available to students in a variety of roles.

Methodological and technological resources are of
course available in colleges of education throughout the
country. Many of the means and mechanisms that have
been do7eloped for primary and secondary education can
be adapted for use in higher education, We should also
look to nontraditiefal educational-institutions for assis-
tance in these areas. In particularthe armed force's edu-
cational and training programs \offer vast technological
resources that are increasingly aVailable to, civilian edu-
cational institutions. We should not forget that "simula-
tions," as instructional devices, were first developed and
used by the military. Innovative methodologies and
technologies are also available in many _proprietary
schools and in the training and educational program of
many large corporations. At present, American higher
education seems to be less in need of new ideas than in
need of mechanisms for learning about and using the
innovations emanating from other educatiohal and train
ing institutions in the society.

An effective faculty development program should also
provide consultation on methodblogicakanci technologi-
cal problems for faculty. Furthermore, campus resources
should be identified and made available to faculty for the
design of specific learning programs, as has been done at
Syracuse University. Experts in the design of simulations
or in the production of multimedia presentations can also

-Provide a valuable service, provd the faculty have
made use of other resources and experiences that make

,these technological resources something more than
pedagogical bandages.

E. Curriculum Development
From a long-range perspective, the greatest impact On

the educational process, will probably come from cumcu-
him development. Consequently, one of the greatest
challenges to a faculty development program is influenc-
ing the design of cumcula in the .various departments of
the college.) or university. Curriculum development
should not only move the institution toward more
anA and interesting instruction, but it should also make
the institution and its curriculum more responsive to the
changing population of students and their changing edu-
cational

for curriculum deyelopment, attention should be
cational needs [I6]. Certainly in training faculty mem-
bers
given to educational philosophies and theories bf student
development [1409, 34].

t

Departmental and divisional curricula, however, are
deeply embedded within the structure of the organization
itself, for they reflect not on" number of assumptions
about how various professional fields are organized and
should be taught but also a Sense of organizational entity
and autonomy. To tamper with a department's curricu-
lum is to become involved in its very existence as an
organizational unit. Consequently, consultation should
be provided to individuals and departments on not only
specific curricular matters but also on the process
whereby those decisions will be made. In other words, as
faculty development moves from issues of instruction to
issues of curriculum, it moves from instructional develo-
pent to organizational development. Colleges and uni-
versities are complex, many layered institutions, and
serious and cafeful consideration must be given to the
.ways organizations workor do not work---if faculty
development is to have long-term success.

ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT:
CHANGES IN STRUCTURE

A faculty member seeking to develop innovative
courses based on nontraditional perceptions of student
needs, faculty roles, and, institutional objectives will
soon encounter the powerful and demobilizing resis-
tances of his colleagues. Even the best-planned instruct
tional or. faculty development program will frequently
run aground at This point. Like the junior corporate
executAie *do returns from a two-week sensitivity train-
ing session to find that his new skills are neither under-
stood nor accepted by his colleagues,'the faculty member
who has just returned from an exciting two-week work-
shop on faculty development will often be immediately
confronted with the barrier of skepticism, suspicion, and
even open antagonism. To deal directly and effectively
with thil issue, a faculty development program must be
designed to deil with organizational development issues
and the process of change in traditional decision-making
procedures. r

With a few notable exceptions, the use of organiza-
tional development as a, tool in higher education is basi-
cally untested. These exceptions include the work of
Walter Sikes at the Center for Creative Change in Higher

Education,, of VOLindquist at the Strategies for.Change
and -Knowledge Utilization Program; Saratoga Sprit-cgs,
New York, and of several instructional development cen-
ters around the country, such as the Insti to for Research
and Training in Higher Education at e University of
Cincinnati and the Center for Human and Organizational
Research and Development at the University of Idaho.
Organizational development has been more widely used
in primary and secondary education [49, 26, 27], in
business and .government [8, 7, 6, 23].

The organizational development components of fa:
culty development are: departmental (a )"decision-
maicing, (b) conflict manotement, (c) team building, and
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(d) management development The division of organiza-
Ilona] development into these four components is some-
what arbitrary Each of these elements more accurately
represents alter Live perspectives on a single entity, the
organizational functioning of the department. De-
partmental, decision-making, for instance. can be con-
ducted most effectively if the academic unit adopts
methodrand relevant norms for the management of con-
flict. Similarly, departmental team building is a useful
precursor of conflict management Conversely, if a de-
partment has adequately addressed the problem of de-
partmentadecision-making, then it has indirectly dealt
with issues of conflict management and has probably
also conducted informal team building Nevertheless, it
may be useful to discuss these components Separately.

a,

-A. Depart
filet Ma

ental Decision-Making and Con-
gement

These e mponents are relevant to the curriculum de-
velopment component mentioned in the previous 'section
A department can make significant:changes in the curric-
ulum only if it is willing to tolerate conflict and is able to
make decisions in relatively shop periods of time.
Academic departments are frequently unable to change
curricula because departments are simply incapable of
making -significant ,decision i\_;volving high levels of
conflict. Instead, departments ften dwell on such rela-
tively trivial matters as whether or not a particular course
should be offered to juniors or to seniors, or if particular.
courses should have certain prerequisites.

The organizational ineffectiveness of many academic
departments is intensified by the diversity of goals and
missions in the institution itself and by the enduring
norm of intellectual autonomy. Given these complex,
disruptive forces, it becomes essential that academic de-
partments receive traimng and consultation in decision-
making and conflict management. -.

. Several models of decision-making Seem to be particu:
larly appropriate to academic departments, one being Jay
Hall's [25, 24] adaptation to decision-making of the
managerial grid [ I I , 12]. Hall [25] describes the two
primary concerns of any decision-Maker as (a) toncern
for the adequacy of the decision and (b) concern for the
degree of commitment of members of the organization to
the decision Hall differentiates among decision-makers
who are primarily onented toward decision adequacy,
toward commitment of the group to the decision, toward.
compromise,,or toward withdrawal He believes that it is
both theoretically and practically pos'sible to combine
both decision adequacy and the commitment of the group
to the decision made -One of the limitations of traditional
decision-making is that decisions are frequently not
made by the people who have to carry them out The
original decislon may have been a perfectly good one,
but if it.is one that does nIrcommand the commitment of
the group which must implement the decision, its
chances for success are distinctly limited In identifying

, _ ---,--,

a decision-making model that combines adequacy and
group commitment and in linking this Todel with ":con-
sensual" modes of decision-making, Ifall has defined a
particularly appropriate objective for academic depart-
ments. for the very individuals who make decisions in
many departmentsthe facultyare also the individuals
who must directly implement these decisions in the class-
room.

A useful conflict-management model for academic
departments has been developed by Fosmire and Wallen
[20]. They identify different types of conflict through
examining several steps to be taken in any effective
analysis of a problem. A person or group must define and
examine ,'ituatioNal variables that impinge on the prob-
lem, target variables that define the problem goals and
directions, and proposals whereby the person or group
can move from ,jts current situation to the defined
target(s). Fosmire and Wallen believe that conflicts
emerging from situathmal issues can be resolved through
the collection of additional information, whereas target

.conflicts can be resolved only through equitable com-
promise. Given the clear statement of current situatidial
variables and targets, Fosmire and Wallen believe that
conflicts surrounding proposals can be adequately re:
solved using consensual modes of decision-making.'In
departmental decision-making, situational variables may
include accurate- assessment of 'student needs, de-
partmental strengths and weaknesses, and available sup-
porting resources. Target consideratiOns may include a
clarification of departmental gcraW, of personal values
and attitudes, and of desired behavioral outcomes for
students. Member k of the department involved in pro-
posals ansin from these situational and target.consid-,
erations will nd to feel more ownership for these pro-
posa and, rhaps, work' mot actively for their irn-
plemen n.

Departmental decision-making and conflict manage-
ment can be improved through training programs and/or
consultation. Training can be received from many differ-
ent institutes, though most, like the Sloan School of
Management at MIT and the _UCLA School of Business,
are primarily Oriented to nonacadethic institutions. The
Center for Creative Change in'Higher Education (Yellow
Springs, Ohio) has offered an organizational develop-
ment training program specifically designed for
academic institutions' The Western Interstate Commis-
sion fort Higher Education (WICHE) (Boulder, Col-
orado) has offered a "Management of Innovation" pro-
gram for higher education that provides training and con-
sultation services t schools within ,specific regions of
the West. The Strategies for change and Knowledge,
Utilization program offers training programs for
campus-change teams from selected collegq and univer-
sities throughout the United States.

B. Departmental Team 'Building
In the past decade many organizations in th'e United
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Stated have recognized the value of preliminary' team
ilding for any task' group: especially if the group must
ction over a short 'period of time as a "temporary

society" [9], Like any task-oriented group. team build-.

ing for academic bepartments can lead to improved
_

decigion-making, Such team building might include dis-
cussions of future directions for the department or
departmental roles, feedback to the chairman on ways pi

which he helps or hinders departmental functioning. and
extensive organizational diagnosis, usually by an outside
observer, At a different level, a team-building effort
often focuses on'the emotional climate of the depart-
ment. Memberspf a department are encouraged to estab-
lish more open and meaningful contacts with their col-
leagues as a means of breaking, down barrieli often as-
sociated with isolated college ,teaching and research In

summary. a team-building effort requires the academic
department to pause in its current deliberations in order
to focus on its own operation.

Team building has not been widely used in campus
organizations. As in the case of departmental decision-
making and Conflict management, this component of fa-
culty development tends to be highly threatening to fa-
culty. and often erroneously seems irrelevant to the im-
provement of instruction

higher education op fiscal accountability, and with the
availability of new cost-finding instruments such as the

RRPM programs of the National Center for Higher Edu-
cation Management Systems, (NCHEMS), department=
chairmen and other middle-level administritors will be-

come increasingly anxious to avail themselves of fiscal
manageinent training. NCHEMS (Boulder, Colorado)
currently offers training programs throughout the count!),
.in the use Of their planning, and managenient 'systems

instruments
The, relevance of management training to a faculty

development program may not seem to be immediately
apparent, yet with some reflection on the linkage be-
tween the several components of the model, the direct'
relationship of fiscal management to faculty develop,
ment becomes clear. A faculty development program can
begin /at many places and arrive at many goals that are

not immediately identifiable when the program begins.
-'

C. Management Development
This particularactivity,is.probably the least,threaten-

mg component of Orgamiational development. Most fa-
culty accept the value of management training, espe-
cially if it is for their department chairman rather than for
themselves. Furthermore, management development has

r high face validity with reference to the daily functioning
of the department, as it often involves training in such

tangible skills as fiscal planning and administrationn
The - management- by- objecti'es (MBO) training pro:.

gram is widely used in management development ll"/..le"
42, 28. 30]. Given the diffusion oVmission and goals in
most academic departments. the MBO program may be
particularly helpful in providing"Zrarttrind consistency
in the often chaotic management of academic depart-
ments (3t)]. MBO programs are currently being offered

to academic administrators thrOugh the National
Laboratory in Higher Education (Durham. North
Carolina). The Managerial Grid fl I, 12] and Teleomet-
ries programs (Austin. Texas) also provide valuable and

somewhat differeit training resources to academic ad-
ministrators, though the programs are pnmanly designed
for corporate executives. Simillrly, many of the
executive-level management training programs of the
National Training Laboratory are of potential use to the
college administrator.

A management development program might alterna-
tively focus on the financial aspects of administration.
The chairman or other administrative members of the
department can readily benefit from training in the Man-

agement of budgets. With the ,increased emphasis in

I

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT: CHANGES
IN ATTITUDES

An effective faculty development program often
causes a faculty, member to reexamine his own life go'als
and value's. He may try to improve his interpersonal
skills and his ability to be creative and risk-taking in his
design and execution of course programs. Such changes
in personal style inevitably have a profound effect on
other aspects of his life In designing a faculty develop,
nient program, one must be fully aware of the spiii-off
effects from a successful program, which, by definition,
changes people. All too frequently: we compartmen-
talize our images of change. neglecting the fact that
when we change the professional performance of an in-
dividual we have usuallYktouthed his family life, his
relationship with his colleagues and students-, and
perhaps even his life soals. -

An effective faculty development program may tem-
porarily producefeelings of isolation from his colleagues
for the new educational innovator. This isolation'can be
very difficult to cope with, especially if one of the prim-
ary forces previously preyenti9g the individual from ex-
perimenting with new ideas was his fear of rejection. On

the other hand. the professor who has suddenly found
teaching to be personally gratifying and has found his
relationships with students to be satisfying may find that °

such changes are viewed with mixed feelings by hi,s own
family, who previously held a much larger proportion of
the professor's attention and interest. '

The personal development 'dimension 'of Neu* de-
velopment makes three basic assumptions. First, one
must be prepared for events which superficially may in-
dicate tharthe program has been at best unsuccessful or
at worst tlestruttive. Faculty members who have partici:

ity.paced in afaculty development program may expene ce
emotional problems that reflect the difficult steps usua
-associated with significant personal growth Such "prob-



lems'' point to the second 'assumption, namely. that a
faculty development program must provide personal as-
sistance to the individual who is struggling with personal
issues On a preventive level. informal discussion ses-
sions led by trained counselors or personal growth lead-
ers should be provided. Preferably the program should
offer life planning 1400ratones, in which faculty mem-
bers can deal constructively with personal issues in a
low-threat and supportive environment Given the unfor-
tunate fact that some instructional styles are elaborate
defensive structures covering serious emotional prob-

y that corrective, supportive, or
available to individuals participat-

ing in a faculty devel ment progi'am. Any workshop-or
personally oriented training session being conducted as
part of a faculty' development program should be de-
signed in consultation with a clinical psychologist, coun-
selor, or psychiatrist, who should be,csonsulted concern-,
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g both the level of stress in the workshop and the

means of dealing with any pathologies that might-possi-
bly develop Furthermore: the training staff should be
knowledgeable about clinical referrals. Since participants
who have gained trust In the faculty development staff.
may wish to/ask for referral assistance A third assump-
tion, however, must be made. a faculty development
program is not a therapeutic enterprise To concretize,4he
distinction of theprogram from psychotherapy. each par-
ticipant in the program should indicate, When signing up
for.,,the program. that he fully recognizes that the program
is neither psy.chOtherapy nor a .substitute for
psychotherapy.

it is also n
\therapeutic services

, -

Personal development in almost any form may be
somewhat threatening to many faculty and may have
rather low face validity as a means of improving ihtlitruc-

non. Consequently, faculty development programs are
perhaps best not built around a personal 'development focusing the att
component, although that component must.nevertheless assumptions ab

the task to be both enjoyable and beneficial. The faculty
members; according to Sanford [46], "are given a
chance to reflect on important matters that have been
little in their attention." Giyen the self-definition of most
faculty a§ -members of specific disciplinary groups, the
information that is produced by directing questions to
them concerning their teaching and-not their, discipline
can pe insightful to both the .professor and the inter-
viewer.

The faculty interview has usually been administered
by a trained professional or student in a one-on-one set-
a*. Tile interview may last from one to four hours.
Questions range from "How did you, decide to become a
teacher" to "If you were not a teacher, what do you
think you would like to be?" The one-on-one interview,
procedure has been tried at a number of different colleges
and universities in the United States, and has been incor-
porated as a significant comporit of several recent in-
tennstnutional programs*[4%/Alternatively. the ques-
tions contained in the Wright interview schedjile can be
introduced in a small group setting. Members of the
group reflect on each question for several minutes, then
discuss their answers with other members-of the group.
While this latter proCedure does not usually, allow for

-in -depth investigation of any one member's answers,
each participant can compare his own responses with
those of the other members, thereby providing a social
reality against which to compare. values and attitudes.

The faculty interview. focusing as it does on teaching
and learning, is usually acceptable to most individuals,
especially if it is perceived by the faculty -ft iember being
interviewed as part of a research project and if the inter-
viewer is genuinely interested to the responses that are
requested. The faculty interview thus becomes a valuable
introduction to a faculty development program. By

fion of a faculty member on his own
't teaching,- one can awaken. him to a

be present if the need anses There is, however, another qtst array -of issues and concerns: "Why NI I teaching?"
compdnent of faculty develop\-nent that has the ac?van- " "Do I really value teaching if Ispend so little time.think-
tage of encouraging faculty to eqlore personal aspects ing about it?" "Are there other faculty who are also
of their teaching profession and is usually not threatening , interested in talking about teaching?" If the,faculty in-
and has high face validitX This compbnent is the fatuity terviewl, s combined with the other components that have
interview procedure developed by Nevitt Sanford'and his been identified in this paper, then the process of change
colleagues at the Wright Institute (Berkeley: California) may eventually extend-in many different directions. The
1461 We shall turn. firt, to this component before rapport that can develop between interviewer (a represen-
consiiienng life planning workshops, interpersonal skills tatiwe of the faculty development program) and inter-
training, personal growth 4orkshops, and supp-riti,e and ciewee may sustain-further explorations by the inter-
therapeutic counseling.

A. Faculty Interviews

This particular procedure was .first used in a study of
values and attitudes of college teachers Like most effect
tive 2action- research'' projects [45], however, the inter-
view procedure proved to be of value not only to the data
collectors but also to those faculty members wbo were
interviewed. When asked to 'examine their values and
altitudes concerning teaching. college prcifessors found

`viewee of the available options in the program.

B. Life Planning Workshop

This procedure cars be a very effective means of
facilitating the faculty member's cntical reflection on the
personal aspects Of his own professional life. The life
planning workshop model is based Jan the assumption
that many life decisions are made,from an inadequate
base of information. Life planning enlarges this base by
identifying relevant personal feelings, attitudes, values-,
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and experiences, and using them as part of of the
decision-making process. This model has 'bee
quite extensively with students through student life an >

counseling Centers.
The faculty member who participates in a life planning

workshop will find it to ,be a fogical extension of his
faculty interview. He will be asked to reflect on a
number of questions concerning both his past (e.g.,
"Describe a peak expenence in your life") and his future
e.g., "Briefly describe a typical day in your life ten

today"). The life planning workshop also
tifocuses n the participant's assessment of current re-

sources

fs:oin

sources and liabilities, and provides opportunities for
him to explore and express some interrelationships bet-
ween feelitigi, attitudes, and fantasies that he experi-
ences. A final step in most life planning workshops is the

f development of a specific project related to newly ac-
quiredserspectives.

C. InterpersonarSkills' Training
The professiOn of college teaching involves a great

deal of interpersonal cointact in a number of highly com-
plex settings. Given these demands, the role of interper-
sonal skills training in a faculty development program
becomes quite apparent. Though this type of training
program is somewhat less personal than either, life plgn-
ning or faculty interviews, it can be highly threatening,
especially for the faculty fnember who has never been
openly confronted with the effects of his interpersonal
behavior. This component should not. therefore, be
among the first steps of a faculty development program
but should folldw those components like the faculty in-
terview and the life planning- workshop which provide
personal support for examining difficult interpersonal is-
sues andthose components like classroom diagnosis and
microteaching which provide the faculty member With
interpersonally onented feedback on his perforMance as
a teacher.

Several different interpersonal stills are oficarticufar
imortance to the college teacher. Paraphrase is a very
mportant communication skill =as are perception checks

d desctiptions of feelings [491. A college teacher could
al 'rofit from experiences in'unstructured interpersonal

'setting Ike T-groups [48J and from such structured in-
.

terpersona training exercises as role reversal, "shadow-
ing" (trying to follow the thoughts and feelings of
another person), and "fish-bowling" (one group of par-
ticipants observing end providing feedback to anoth4
group), to memion but a few [43J.A...wide variety ,,of
interpersonal theones can also be profitably introduced,
ranging from transactional analysis [ 1O] to the Jqhari
Window [33]. , -

The individuals who are conducting these workshops
must not only be familiar with the theoretical basis for
the training but must also be skilled in the translation of

conversant with communication theory or transactional
analysis but are inexperienced in workshop 'design and
implementation. Conversely, many individuals on col-
lege campuses have participated in numerous T-groups,
encounter groups, gestalt groups, and so forth, yet are
not in a position to convey their learnings from these
experiences in a helpful Manner to other people. The
individual who has command of theory, as well as exper-
tise in conducting Workshops, A times for skeptical
populations, will be a valuable asset to any faculty de-
velopment program.

D. Personal Growth Workshop
When first considered, this component of the faculty

development model is probably the most controversial.
For many faculty members, personal growth workshops
conjure up the image of a small huddle of people 'bab-
bling in an incoherent manner about their loneliness,
frustrations, or sexual inadequacies. Phrases such as
"strip and crawl" and "grope group" are bandied-about
in a humorous but nervous manner when personallrowth
groups'are discussed in conjunction with faculty devel-
opmek. Unfortunately, these prevailing attitudes are
founded on ignorance of the substantial and positive im-
pact that competently run personal growth workshops
can have.,While personal growth workshops are not the
panacea for all social ills as some "groupies" would
have us believe, they can be vehicles for significant per-
sonal learning and ire, at their best, safe places for an
individual to explore new dimensions of his persqnal life
and resources.

Several specific personal growth workshop models are
particularly valuable for college teachers. The personal
growth workshops conducted through NTL by John and
Joyce Weir offer a personal growth model of ':self-
management" which would seem to be very appropriate
for instructors or advisors who wish to loosen their con-
d.()) on (or by) other people. The NTL "Centering"
workshops also offer the potential of increasing an indi-
vidual's command of personal, creative resources. Simi-
larly, some of the gestalt workshops, if chosen with care,
can be usefu) personal growth experiences for the college
teacher.

With proper training, members of a faculty develop-
ment staff could ,specifically design a personal growth
workshop that focuses on instruction-related issues.
These workshops must, 'a course, be conducted under a

_strict code of ethics, with adequate clinical consultatioh.
Furthermore, this segment IA a faculty development pro-
gram must be considered "advanced"; it should be
opened only to faculty who have participated in other
aspects of the program and have 'exhibited emotional,
stability and an absence of pathology.

E. Supportive and Therapeqc Counseling
these theories into training modalities. Unfortunately, on
most -campuses there --are molly inthnZuals wlio arevery A fd.0 ty-devetornentstaff-stpuld make counseling
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and therapeutic resources available to faculty members
who have found, through the faculty development pro-
gram, that they have significant -emotional problems
which are preventing them not only` from being effective
teachers but also from leading fulfilling lives. In many
instances' the counseling component will preCede the
other components for Use individuals who exhibit some
pathologies. The faculty member who has benefited from
supportive or therapeutic counselilig may, subsequent to I
this treatment, wish to make use of the other resources of
the faculty development program. With personalized and
professional-attention, most faculty should ultimately be
able to benefit from all 'aspects of the faculty develop-
ment program.

,IMPLEME TING A FACULTY DE-'
T PROGRAM

The vrtous com'onents which have been discussed
by no means encompass all 'activities that may cokiprise
a flculty development program. These components,
however, are among those that have been shown in di-
verse settings to produce the greatest impact on the
teaching-learning environment of a campus. In construct-
in a program that incorporates theSe components, one

face the limitations in time and resources. A com-
preh sive faculty development program is certainly not
a art- *me responsibility for one faculty member or ad-
ministrator, nor is it a 'program that can be carried out
exclus*ely with volunteer help. A faculty development
progr* begun with serious intent must be adequately
staffed by professionals, with additional support pro-

. vided b9'other available campus resources, including
;.. both faculty and students.

A critical decision, for any faculty development pro-
gram comes when an entry point into the system is iden-
tified.' Although this decision may have already been

t- made as a result Qf previous prograrhs, the mOst appro-
priate entry points are probably faculty interviews, eval-
uation (especially self and student), and managelnent.de-
velopment. The first of these entry' points is preferred,

A

becatise it is both of low threat and of direct relevance to
teaching and learning. The second entry point is rather
threatening, while the third entry point is not directly
related to instructional improvement, although it can be
an effective first step if the faculty are more immediately
concerned with administrative than instructional issues.

Critical decision points are also often found in the
movement from one component or aspect of the program
to another. Movement between components may be dif -'
ficult either because one component does not lead logi
cally to the next or because one component does not
adequately prepare the faculty member for the next.
Though all of the components should be defined at the
start of a faculty development program, theyshould be
2ublicly introduced only when they seem to be appropri-

te from the developmental perspectiveof the partici-
' pants in the program and the institution being serviced by

the program. Thus, components such as personal growth
and departmental team building should not receive high
visibility at the start of a faculty development program,
but should instead emerge as the participating faculty
members recognize the need for these services.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

The 'processes of change, as they involve any person
or institution, are always subtle and ill defined, and a
successful faculty development program will not
necessarily answer all df theproblems of the institution
ft which it has been conducted. Theifact, that some
changes in faculty attitudes, processes, or structures have
taken place, however, is itself justification for the pro-
gram. But a faculty development program that is suc-
ces.sfuKwill usually have a broader impact on the campus
than may have been. initially anticipated. Faculty de-
velopment may merge into academic, community de-
velopment*. Under such conditions, we will be con-
fronted with new challenges as well as new insights into
the protgerns of higher education. If such is' the case,
then our efforts at faculty development may be of greater
significance than any of us may now hope or imagine.
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN

DESIGNING A FACULTY.
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

"Faculty'Develppment" is a term which encompasses
a remarkably diverse set of assumptions, activities, and
goals. While every, faculty development program should
hold increased' student learningeas its primary goal, there
are many justifiable ways to enrich the quality of learn-
ing that can take place in higher education, for both stu-
dents and faculty.

A. Components of Faculty Development
In examining these various approaches. it would

perhaps be useful to identify .and interrelate the various
components which constitute faculty development. The
expository sections of this handbook have provided a
discussion of some of the More important components in
a training or consultation-oriented faculty development
program. To summarize this list of components. we
suggest the following organization:

I. Instructional Development is composed of
A. Eviluation
B. Diagnosis
C. Training: Traditional Methods
D. Training: New Methods and Technologies .
E Curricular Development

H. Organizational Development is composed of
A. Team-Building

'B. Decision-Making
C. Conflict-Management
D. Problem-Solving
E. Managerial Development

III. Personal Development is composed of
A. Discussions about Teaching
B. Career and Life Planning
C. Interpersonal Skills Training
D. Personal Growth
E. Therapebtic and Suppornye Couirling

While each of these components can play a potentially
major role in creating a successful faculty development
program, the sequence in which they are presented may

I be even more important. Some of these component
should be introduced before others, either because one
develops logically out of another or because some are

less threatening or mor4easily implemented than others.

Early success can build a basis of credibility for the
program that will allow for the introduction of other
components.

As an example of a developmental sequencing of
components, consider the relationship between instruc-
tipnal diagnosis and training. Frequently, faculty de-
velopment programs provide training in basic teaching
kills or in the use of new instructional methods, without

having first provided the faculty ,member with informa-
tion about his current performance. In essence, this
sequence asks the instructor to make decisions about sig.
nificant changes in his style or method of teaching with-
out adequate information abo his current performance
in the classroom. A diagnostic co onent clearly should
be Introduced along with or before a aining compOnent.
Conversely, an evaluation or diagnostic component
should not be left standing alone in a faculty develop-
ment program, for if the faculty member receives eyalu-
ativ e or descriptive feedback about his performance in
the classroom, yet is provided none of the resources that
are necessary to bring about change in this perforifintice,,_
then he quite justifiably cannot be expected to improve
his teaching. Every piece of information that is generat'ed
from an evaluative or diagnostic instrument should be
coupled with an available training component; 'other-
wise, diagnosis is likely to be more punitivdthan
cial .

As an example of a sequencing of components to build
credibility and suppprt, we can examine the relationship°
between "discussions of teaching" and "life planning."
While the, latter is extremely important in any faculty .

development program attempting to touch on the per-
sonal domain of a faculty member's life,-it is often mip
understood and consequently rejected out of hand by

_faculty. Discussions about. teaching, on the other hand,
are obviously appropriate, to faculty development, and ,

hence should precede, 'and may lead toward, the life
planning Component.

The problem of sequencing is particulfrtly important
when considering the first steps in a faculty development
program. In some instances, these will have already been
decided. A president, for example, may decide that fa-
culty should receive training in the use of self-paced
instruction, or that facultyshould all be evaluated by
students, or that incentive grants should be given to fa-
culty who try out new -methods in the classroom. The
effective faculty development consultant will at this
point usually not try to change such decisions unless they
violate His ethical _or professional standards. Rather,, the
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consultant should work fr nstitution's own defini-
tion of the problem and desired outcome; he may wish,
however, to expand the plan and possibly even redirect
its definition, while at the same time providi g servic
that directly confront the initially defined pro

If the consultant is given the opportunity to define a
point of entry, he should make this decision on the basis ,
of a systematic assessment of institutional environment
and goals' and on the basis of institutional acceptance of
the services being proposed. One specific entry service
(for example, faculty evaluation) may seem right for ,a
particular institution, given its current problems and
goals, and may m4,E developniental sense, in terms of
the other componeifis of faculty development. However.

anotrentry service should be illientified which is hot as
if lty find this service to be too threatening, then

threatening, like discussions about teaching. This
service, in turn, should be designed to lead the partici--
pants. and eventually the entire instinition, toward a rec-
ognition of the importance of more far-reaching ac,-,
tivities.

Several of the components identified in this book are
particularly appropriate entry points. (1) "Discussions
on Teaching," (2) evaluation (especially self and stu-
dent), and (3) managerial development. The first of these -
entry points is particularly effective, for It is .of low-
threat and is directly relevant to teaching and learning.
The second entry point may be rather threatening, while
the third may be an effective first step only if the faculty
is intimately involved with administrative issues.

B. Strategies for Faculty Develqpment
Decisions. concerning the sequencing of various fa-

culty development components unfortunately are often
made neither on the basis of an assessment of institu-
tional envitonments or go-als nor on the basis of a logical
sequence of development. Frequently. these decisions
are based on untested and even unstated assumptions
about how people and institutions change. These as-
sumptions often form an elaborate construct or
"paradigm."2 a configuration of particular concepts,
materials, methods, technologies., and modes of evalu-
ation ,through which the process of change is seen
Paradigms vary from individual to individual and institu-
tion to institution. To the extent that these paradigms are
untested and unarticulated. each individual and institu-
tion not only is unaware of holding a particular paradigm
but also is unaware that any other paradigm mightThe

e9ually valuable. '
Jo

' For a fuller discussion of this point. see an article by William
Bergquist forthcoming in a collection from Jossey bass tentatively ti-
tled Elements of Survival

2 This tern' has been used by Thomas Kuhn in his important study
The Structire of Scientific Revolution (2nd ed Chicago (llouversity of

Chicago Pres4 1970).

. In order to -increase- awareness about alternate faculty
development paradigms we offer a list of eleven
strategies. Each will be briefly described in terms of
three issues. (1) assumptions about- change,, (2) assump-
tions about teaching and learning, and, (3) assumptions
about the tlitory, concepts, or tools of facdity develop-
ment. Four program designs ,based 'on several of these
strategies are offered as supplementary documents to this
,chapter. A forthcoming book by Jere)/ Gaff, to be pub!
lished by Jossey -Bass, will describe in. some detail the
activities of numerous instructional improvement centers
'throughout this country (see Appendix A) and will hope-
fully provide a much more sophisticated Categorization
and descripliqn of these various faculty development
strategies. ,

gib_

.1. Strategy Number OnetwTraining
'Fatuity development' programs that exemplify this

strategy.tenY to be based on the assumption that -change
occurs primarlly by giving people new skills thatsan be
used not only' in the performance of specific tasks like
teaching but also in the accomplishMent of change itself.
It is assumed that reward or punishment systems per se
will not change people; rather individuals must be pro-
vided with new skills, attitudes, and behaviors that are

' appropriate to the desired change. Faculty de,;elopment
practitioners who embrace a training paradigm usually
assume' that faculty will be more effective, teachers if
they are provided with now skills in conducting tradi-
tional courses and in using new methods or technologies
which reflect new attitudes' about Waning and learning.

The training paradigm' emphasizes the use of both
short and long-term workshops, as well as classroom
diagnosis. Personal and instructional develgpmen both
tend to be emphasized in this paradigm. Organizational
development is only partially employed; faculty are
trained..ln the use of such organizational skills as
decision-making and conkt-,management, but there is
usually only indirect concern for organization-wide
diagnosis, feedback, or intervention.

Several sequences of faculty deyelopment components
have been frequently used with some success in
training-oriented programs. One, sequence, which is
more fully descnbed'Sn Planning Document Number
Four, involves, first, one or more basic weak-long in-in-

structions evelopment workshops, usually held during
. the sum er. These workshops focus on teaching

methods, training and teaching skills, exploration of as-
sumptions, values, and philosophies associated with
teaching, and training in decision-making and problem-
solving. Once a certain number of faculty (usually at
least ten percent) are involved in the training program, it
can begin to expand beyond the workshop level. Faculty

(il(may be lred classroom diagnostic services. Contacts
may be e ished between faculty who want to explore
cortain'areas and faculty who have expertise in that afea..
Departments and divisions may be trained in the use of
specific organizational skills.
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An altate sequence begins with short-term, on-
campus SEmiriars that focus on specific Methods or

°technologies. Usually a rather large number of faculty
will :participate in these seminars over a two- or three-
year Period, though these seminars in and of themselves
will rarely have a significant impact. Once the credibility
of the program is established through these seminars;
other types of services may be offered, including more
extended workshops, peer assistance programs in which
one 'faculty ,member works with another in a specific
area, and classroom diagnosis. This more cautious
sequencing of components is appropriate in a ceifege or
university that is not particularly supportive of faculty'
development or the improvement of teaching from a
nondisciplinary perspective.

2. Strategy Number Two: Con ltation

The consultation- oriented pproach to faculty de-
velopment, on the surface, g .ms to be similar t6 the
training strategy. However, th e are distinct and impor-
tant differences between the two The cons ation
paradigm does not begin with an assumption that tr fining
is always an important aspect of change. As a matter of
fact, at least one consultative model begins by rejecn6F
the basic assumption concerning the desirability' of
change itself.' -

A person using a, consultation approach to faculty de-
velopment will not begin with any well-developed pre-
conception about what the-problems are in the teaching
and learning process. He will usually make extensixe use
of information collection, analysis, and feedback after
having taken the most critical and often controversial

°step in the consultatve process, the identification of the
client: is the client the faculty, the president, the trustees,
or the students?

The client, once identified, willdefine the goals of the
program. Given the necessary responsiveness of a con-
sultant to his client: np onesequence of components can
be defined as being "typical" of this strategy. Only in
the case of the entry point is there a common pattern
among consultants. Prior to any consultative intsen-
tion, some clarification of the cliekt's problem uNally
occurs, along with the establishment of a preliminary
contract in which the obligation and expectations of bot),
client and consultant are spell out in some detail.
Many consultative proc re basically a recycling.
between information collection and clarification and con-
tracting between the client and consultant The primary
goal of the c sultan* in this procesS is to generatvalid
and useful imation for the client, wIftincreasing his
optiohs for action. Needless Isp say, this type of dispas-
sionate, almost detached. process can rarely bo,achieved
by an individual who works within the orgaiiizationto be
served. At an early 'stage, external consultants usu-

. .

1 .
' Chns'Ar,gyps, Thgorxand Method A Behavioral St

ence View (Reading, Mass. Addison-Wesley,.19701

f.

ally do a more effective job than consultants who are
based within an organization -

....?..

--/ 3. Strategy Number Three: Personal and Taniia-
tiopal Development _

Personal and organizational development strategies
are grouped together because they both emerge from the
single paradigm of applied behavioral §Oence. Begin-
ning with the work of Kurt Lewin in the 1930's and early
f940's4 a steadily accumulating set of theories; models-,--%
and techniques have developed around the, basic assump-
tion that the, process as' well as the substance of change
must be p anned and managed if change is to be success-
ful and pr uctive. Both the personal and organizational
aspects of hange are empfias&d,, with attention being
given to such issues as (1) sense of ownership for the
change process, (2) development of collAPorative rather
than competitive relkionships in the solution of personal
and organizational problems, (3) recognition of the per-
sonal as well as organizational benefits and costs of a
specific policy, and (4) creation'of an organizational,cli-
mate that is characterized by trust, openness, and inter-
dependence.' Many of the exercises, handouts, and in-
struments offered in this.handbook reflect this paradigm.

The personal and. organizational development
strategies differ somewhat from the training or consult-
*fig strategy in that their orientation is not primarily to-
ward instruction. Herein lies both the strength and
weakness of both the personal and organizational strate-
gy for higher education. In the recognition of personal
and organizational dynamics that are conown to all
human systems, the applied behkvioral scientist is able to
translate important !earnings gained in one setting to a
seemingly quire different institutional setting. These
practitioners, however, often ignore some of the essen-
tial differences between the systems which they serve,
and at times neglect the essential problem with which
they were initially confronted by the client system. A .
faculty development consultant, for instance, who indis-
criminately uses sensitivity training, team-burfding, prq-
cess obserrvation, or life planning will often find that his

r client grows impatient in waiting for him to directly re-
spond tikan entry problem that is likely to be concerned
with bm teaching.

.. , .
.

4. Strategy Number Four: Method-Prrotion

The fourth strategy to be considered also, initially re-,
sembles the training strategy. Method-prdmotion,
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" Alfred 1 `Marrow. Practical Theorist. The Life and Work of Kurt
Lewin (New York: Balic Books, 1969).

s For further discussions of this issue, see Edgar Schein and Warren
Bennis, Pe rional and Organizational Change dr.liagb.Group Methods
(New York racy. 1965); Warreh Bennis. Kenneth D. Berne and
Robert Chin he Planning o7 Change (New York: Holt, 1969); Warren
Bennis, Organization Development. Its Nature. Origins, and Prospects
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however, differs from the training strategy in that the
primary focus le on a specific method of instruction or a

'particular educational technology. This strategy has been
widely used in recent, years for the promotion of
critenon-reference instruction, self -paced instruction,
the Keller Plan, and personalized self-instruction. These
methods enable a student to master specific skills or
knowledge in order to pass a course or receive a certain
grade. Programs which promote the use of these instruc-
tional tools have been widely established in such diverse
settings as the United States Air Force (the Community
College of the Air Force) and Cleveland State Univer-
sity.,,Similarly, a dominant emphasis has been placed in
some faculty development programs on the use of expe-
rience-based metgods,, instructional simulations, or
audio-tutorial devices.

The specific methods or technologies being promoted
are, of course, assumed to be at feast partial answers to
the4aching and learning problems encountered in col-
leges and universities. The sequence of implementation
usually leads from an emphasis on the specific method or
technology to either classroom evaluation or diagnosis.
Personal and organizational development components
are generally only important to the extent th they pro-
vide support for the personal and/or institution accep-
tance cif the instructional tool being promoted

5. Strategy Number Five: Instructional Materials

This strategy is often hard to discnminate from the
previous strategy, for in mApy instances new i c-

tional matenals are developed as part of the p ess of
promoting the use of a specific method or technology
This strategy, however, can embrace a far more eclectic
approach to the development of instruction and will at
times much more closely resemble either the training or
consulting strategy. The assumptions about change that
are usually associated with this 'strategy center on the
availability of resources: people are not more effective,
or do not change their mode of operation, because they
are neither provided with the necessary resources nor the
expertise to generate new resources Specifically, faculty
have neither the training nor the time to develop highly
sophisticated instructional matenals. Change, it is as-
sumed, will take place when these resources become
available.

The new instructional resource centers that have been
established at several institutions, most notably Syracuse
University, either provide faculty members with pre-
pared instructional materials or work closely with the
faculty in the design of matenals that are specifically
tailored to the instructor's goals, knowledge, or pedagog-
ical onentation. This type of faculty development pro-
gram holds great promise for the future, especially with
the increasing emphasis being placed on fiscal accounta-
bility. Though many faculty resist the idea that an in-
structional specia t who is not trained in their discipline
may be help , this type of service is being used with

1
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increasing frequency i

k
many of the instructional re-

source centers now in existence.
The materials-oriented faculty development program

usually begins in a consultative manner, with members
of the staff working with a few faculty on tire'identifica-
non of existing materials or on the development of new
matenals As the program gains credibility, the instruc-
tional resource center staff will often offer training pro-
grams both to acquaint faculty with the diversity 'of
pedagogical tools that are available and to improve the
skills of faculty in the design of their own materials.
Woikshops on instructional simulations, for instance,
canelp faculty in designing their owii simulations, as
well as in selecting existing simulations that are appro-
priate to their own specific instructional needs At a more
advanced stage, the instructional resource consultant
may work with an entire department or division on total
instructional programs. At.this point, the resource con-
sultant may be moving, into the much ,broader area of
curriculum development If the resource center staff is
aware of and prepares for this expansion of serv,iceSit
can gain even greater credibility and can produce even
more significant change than it may have originally
thought 'possible.

6. Strategy Number Six: Equipment

As mentioned in the introduction to this handbdtak,
many of the major attempts in the past to improve the
quality of instruction have focused on the acquisition of
new instructional eqtfipment like slide projectors, video
tape equipment, and computers Several current pro-
grams that p.re described as "faculty development': con-
tinue to be/primarily-concerned with the acquisition of
such equipment. While there are numer y us weaknesses
inherent in this approach to change, can be a viable
strategy, particularly when used in large, research:
onented institutions, provided it is coupled with an effec-
tive training and promotion program. ''

The equipment paradignf in higher education clearly
reflects the more general "technological" paradigm held
by our society. It is assumed that many social system
problems: like physical system problems, can.be solved
through technological innovation and dissemination. If
we can send a man to the moon, so the argument goes,
then we should be able to develop qnd distribute instruc-
tional equipment that will increase The efficiency as well
as the quality of the teaching-learning proces The
methods and concepts embraced by this paradigm focus
on the invention, innovate e use, and dissemination of
technology. Many of the ople Who ptibrace this
paradigm are fully aware of e personal and professional
problems associated wi h these three phases of
technological change.6 Thus, the strategies of training,
Consult'ation, and organizational development may be ef-

" Donald A. Schon. Technology and Change The New Heracluus
New York Delacorte, 1969)
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fectively employed in conjunction with the equipment
strategy, Without this expanded conceptualization
technological dreams which ...idany hold will never be
fulfilled.

7. Strategy Number Stven: Discussion

This strategy reflects the traditions of higher education
and is readily embraced by and rarely threatening to
many faculty members,. Practitioners who employ this
strategy usually assume that faculty entering into in-
depth discussions about thedteaching will gain a ,more
mature perspective on the teaching profession and a more
explicitly defined educational philosophy If the discus-
sions are held- over an extended period of time with the
assistance of a trained leader, they may produce signific-
ant Avsonal'and/or professional change The work of
Nevin Sanford and his colleagues at the Wright Institute
probably best exemplifies this strategy (see Chapter
Twelve) The faculty development program now being
conducted at California State College in Northridge by
Daniel Sedey exemplifies a variation on this strategy A
small group of faculty are selected each year to partici-
pate in a 'seminar on college teaching These faculty
members are given release time to attend as well as pre-
pare position papers, research projects, and s(forth for
the seminar group Through the seminar discussions, fa-
culty explore awide variety of issues related to college
teachi0 In the pfocess of discussing these issues with
their colleagues, the participating faculty clarify their
own assumptions about teaching4and explore alternate
modes of learning:

8. Strategy Number Eight: Evaluation

As indicated in Chapter Three evaluation is an essen-
tial, though oftgn abused,' c iw,i-pnent of any goal-
ditsclate system It often serves as an entry point for
faculty development and is among the most widely used
tools for the improvement of instruction. The evaluation
paradigm is based on the assumption that chdnge takes
place when a faculty member is confronted with informa-'
tion about his performance in the classroom, through
diagnosil and evaluation. 1

A faculty evaluation program is based on the assump-
iion that evaluation can serve a constructive and de-
velopmental purpose Some evaluation programs,
however, are implemented primarily to provide

-academic administrators wiai information to be used in
making decisions about tenure, promotions, andsalanes.
This latter use of evaluation is frequently associated with,
The reward system approach to faculty development to be
discussed next. -

Since we have already alliessed the use of evaluation
i.

and its sequencing with other compgiaents in some detail
in several other chapters of this book (particularly in
Chapter Three),.4t is enough to say at this point that
evaluation should not be dismissed as an inappropriate.

faculty development strategy, for many colleges a nd
univ rsines are eager.to begin at this point.

9. Strategy Number Nine: Reward System

Most practitioners in the fitijd of faculty dbvelOpment
would agree that support for faculty development must
ultimately come through a set of policies and procedures
Which tangibly reward the improvement of instructional
performance. If faculty are not rewatded foj the im-
provement of 'their teaching skills, then a faculty de-
velopment program must rely on more subtle, and often
fickle, motivators like student acceptance, colleague
recognition, self-esteem, or a sense of personal achieve-
ment A college or university must embrace a policy
which provides (1) an equitable, objective system of per-
formance evaluation, (2) resources to the faculty member
for the improvement of his performance, and (3) tangible
rewards in terms of salary, promotion, anitenure for the
improvement and/or maintenance of a high level of in-
structional competency.

A number of difftrent approaches have been taken in
the use of this strategy. Several state systems have given
small grants to individuals who wish to experiment with
new methods in theclassroom.Other institutions provide
release time or sabbaticals to particularly competent in-
structors. Still other institutions, suct as Gordon*Col-
lege, hale moved toward "growth contracts" whereby a
faculty member and his academic supervigir establish
explicit criteria fog assessing andrewarding not only per-
formanCe_but also improvement. ,.

The question is often asked: "Ho' do we 'motivate
faculty to improve their teaching?" One alsaver to this
question is a tangible reward system: If faMty are paid
to teach better, then they will teach better. This answer
should be and usually is followed by a statement that the.:

-institution must provide additional services to help the
faculty member improve his teaching performance. Un-
fortunately, on some occasions this latter statement is
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neglected, which indicates a simple-minded and
mechanistic approach to change. An alternate response
can be given, however, to the question of motivating
faculty: improvement in instructional abilities is itself
often rewarding. Like most people, teaching faculty do
not enjoy doing an 'inadequate job in their chosen profes-
sion. The experience of repeated failure in the classroom
is usually painful and humiliating. Once faculty have
acquiredInd begun to use new instructional methods or
have improved their skills in Using traditional approaches
they begin to experience greater success in the class-
room. This experience, in and of itself, often Motivates
faculty to work even harder on the improvement of their
instructional skills..

10. Strategy Number Ten: Career Transitions

This strategy has been used less frequently than any of
the others, yet in the near future it may be among those in
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greatest demand and potentially of great significance. As
faculty members critically examine their roles as
teachers, some will find that they are not in a profession
which they highly value. During the mid-1970's the rec-
ognition of this fact may be particularly catimon and
painful, for many faculvdho view themselves primarily
as researchers or schoGis have found that adequate fi-
nancia) resources for these endeavors are no jonger
forthcoming. As they turn toward teaching, they find
themselves in a role..they do not prefer. Turning in other
directions, however, they find professions which are
either over-employed or inaccessible. When this di-
lemma is compounded by the problem of steady-state
financing and faculty retrenchmen the problem of
academic career transitions becomes area of poten-
tially major concern in the very near future.

Faculty development is an appropriate vehicle for as-
sisting faculty members through major career transiti43.as,
Several institutions, like the Kansas City Regional
Council for Higher Education, have incorporated this
type of activity in the initial planning of then- faculty
development program. In other faculty dev*pment
programs, this area of concern will gradually emerge as a
natural extension of efforts at improving the performance
of faculty in their current jobs. Workshops can be con:
ducted, for instance, in which faculty engage in a de-
tailed carper and life planning sequence, or in which
faculty aYe trained in various managerial skills.

A faculty development program staff mig elp a
faculty member assess his current skills and compare
these skills with skill profiles from other prhessional
fields in order to identify common areas. The interper-
sonal, design, and research abilities of many faculty
members are very appropriate to certain other profes-
sions. This diagnostic process can alsiitt of value in
helping the faculty member identify areas for further de-
velopment. Exchange programs between faculty and
administrators can further aid the, career transition, as
well as provide an institution with potential channels fOr

' reemployment of displaced faculty.

11. Strategy Number Eleven: Comprehensive In-
stitutional Development

*his final strategy hopefully reflectl the future direc-
tion of faculty development plograng in American
higher education. Presently, faculty development is a

t,
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movement with many disciples, detractors, prophets,
and princes. At times it looks like a fad. It certainly is not
a panacea, nor will.it eve solve all of the problems
facing colleges and universitiks today. If is ted from or
even working against other vi I issues confronting an
Institution, It will have little or no impact. Yet if faculty
development is systematically, and patiently impleffitated
as part of a comprehensive program of inskitiond re-
newal, it can have profound and lasting impact on the
lives of faculty, their administrators, and their students.

dangerxists, however, in making facul#,de-
velopment part of a larger pro-gram of institutional_
growth and development. incorporation can lead to diffii,
mon and even elimination. Just as the central functionlf
a College or universityteaching and learning -can be
come lost or neglected in the Press of committee meet-
ings, professional conventions, and research contracts,
so, too, can faculty development become lost in institu-
tional goal setting or administrative team-building.
Perhaps the one thing.held in common by previous ap-
proaches to instructional improvement is a failure to
reach faculty, particularly faculty in the arts and sci-
ences. Even at this early stage in its growth, faculty
development hAshown that it can reach these individu-
als. Faculty development may well become 'part of a
larger process yet, when this happens, care must be .taken
that it becomes an important component of that process.
If this happens, faculty-development will find its appro-
priate place as a major force for improving the quality of
learning taking place in the nalion's colleges and univer-
sities.

The processes of change, as they"! involve any person
or institution, are *rays subtlePd ill-defined. One
should be amazed that any significant change ever takes .

place and should feel gratified if thislhange has in part
been ttributable to one's own efforts. The fact thajesome
chankA in the performance- of faculty in the classroom
haveJaken place is itself justification for a program of-

-*faculty development. However, a program that is suc- '

cessful will usually have a bro impadt on the campus
than may be initially anticipatea.:4s.the potential source,
ora comprehensive institutional -development program, .,

faculty development will be confronted with new chal-
lenges as well as new insights intothe problems of higher
education. If such is the cap, then our efforts at faculty
development may be of greater tsignifica. than any of
us now hope or imagine. re

4
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APPENDIX C

William H. Bergquist and Steven R. Phillips, "Models for Faculty Development,_" A
Handbook for Faculty Development, Volume II (Washington, D.C.: Council for the
Advancement of Small Colleges, 1977), Chapter 1.

CHAPTER ONE

MODELS FOR FACULTY
DEVELOPMENT

Higher education in'the United Statei has undergone
in the last ten years a transition so profound as to be
revolutionary.. Vietnam, student unrest, declining en-
rollments aid financial retrenchment have all brought at
nines almost unbearable pressure on educational institu --

ions and structures. Faculty development has been very
much both a part of and a response to'these, rapidly
changing ainditions. Administrators and students have
voiced legitimate concerns over the quality of teaching
and learning in higher educatiop. Lack of faculty mobil-
ity has forced institutions to tools inward for new sources
of growth and chalfenge.,, The need to survive in the face

-of increasing financial constraint has led both faculty and
administrators to reexamine organizational patterns and
structures. These and other forces are clearly beilind the
emergence of faculty development. Yet it may be that
faculty development, broadly conceived as a movement
concerned with the entire state of higher education, is
considerably more than simply a response to crisis.' At
this point, as many recently established faculty develop-

programs begin to move toward 'maturity. some
reflection on the state of facility development seems in
-Order. Consequently in tills opening chapter we would
like to begin by examining some of the implicatio,ns of
faculty development for higher educatidn. Next we

'would like toJook at -some of the competing theoretical
approaches to faculty development Current today and,
finally., we would like tOsuggest a newer and somewhat

'broader way of conceptualizing the place of faculty de-
veli,pment in-an institutional context.

A. .Paradigms and Assumptions F
In The Striicuire of Sciintific Revolutions Thomas

Kuhn articulates ,a theory of intellectual change that has
had significadviinpact not only on the history of science
but also on cxther historically oriented disciplines aS well.
Although faculty development is not directly concerned
with the shift from a Ptolemaic to a Copernican- world'
view or with the change from Newtonian to Einsteinian,
physics, the process outlined by Kuhn can nevertheless
offer-a useful way of identifying faculty developm,ent's
place ih higher. edilcation.
. According to Kuhn, one scientific' communities have
reached.a certain level of maturity they begin to operate

on the basis pf some implicit body of intertwined
theoretical and methodological belief"' that he calls a
paradigm. This get of assumptions and beliefs' about the

ay the worldor a part of itfunctions identifies for
the scientific community the nature and limitation of its
research. "The success of a paradigm," Kuhn writes,
'whether Aristotle's analysis of motion,. Ptolemy's

computations of planetary position, Lavoisier's applica-
tion of the balance, or Maxwell's mathematication of the
electromagnetic fieldis at the start largely a promise of
success discoverable in selected and still incomplete
examples. Normal science consists in the actualization of
that promise, an actualization achieved by exteinding the
knowledge of those facts th the.paradigm displays as
particularly revealing, by 'creasing the extent of the
match between those facts and the paradigm's predic-
tions, and by further articulation of the paradigm it,'
self. "2 'Although a single paradigm can never explain all
the phenomena with which it may` be confronted,, such
issues are most frequently either excluded from the area-
-of proper research or assumed tg\be ultimately but not
currently explainable: . 7_it
' Occasionally, however, the scientist

7

beBbrnes aware
of a significant anomaly, an important fact or event that
cannot be explained by the current paradigm or that vio-
lates one of its fundamental assumptions. If, over time,
scientific activity is unaiile to solve the puzzle of this
particular phenomenon Whin the rerms of the current
paradigm, that paradigm itsbAf maybe called into serious
question. As Kuhn writes, "Because it demands large -
scale paradigm destruction and major shifts in the prob-
lems and techniques of normal science, the emergence of
new theories is generally preceded, by a period of pro-
nounced professional insecurity. As Ane might expect,
that insecurity is generatedllj, the persistent failure of the

of_normal science to come out as they should.
Failure of existing rules is the prelude to a search for qv/

,ones."3-Out of this state of crisis, -howeN%er, a near .

paradigm may emerge, 'one that more fully seems to
explain significant phenomena than did the 'efder
paradigm. "Almost always,"- Kuhn very interestingly
_suggests, "the, men who achieve these fundamental in-
vent* of new paradigm have been either very young
or very new to the fiel&whoseparadigm they change. "'

' Thomas S Kuhn. Th? Structure of Srientij7c Revolutions.(Ch,cago.
Univ. of,Cincago Press. 1961), p.

Kuhn,-pp. 23-24.
Kuhn. pp. 67-68

' Kuhn. pp. 89-90.
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After some time, and frequently not without significant
opposition. the new paradigm becomes accepted as the
current tradition.

pro-
posed by Kuh may be se as consisting of five steps.

In summary. the ocess7of scientific revolution pro-

The commu ity begins with (1) a belief in a particular
paradigm, which is (2) upset by the discovery of novelty
and subsequent confusion. (3) disagreement over solu-
tions follow until (4) the ,community an begin to
coalesce around a new candidate which promises to be
come (5), a newer and more satisfactory paradigm.'

Numerous schblars have applied Kuhn's speculations
on the structure of scientific revolutions to a wide range

. of disciplines, perhaps these\ ideas may help explain
some of the changes that have been taking place -Ai higher
education over the past several years. We would suggest
that up until the mid- 1960's the educational community
shared a common. discipline centered paradigm of the
leaching learning enterprise. Primary emphasis was
placed on expertise within the discipline, generally as

. represented by advanced defrees and publicatidns. A
close relationship was seen between active research in-
terests and effectiviteaching, 'advanced undergraduate

. and graduate teaching assignments were the most desira-
ble. The teacher was viewed as an expert Whose primary
responsibilities were to communicate inforination and to
evaluate, 'Faculty development" consisted Of additional
research possibilities, reduced 'teaching loads, lower stu-
dent,faculty ratios, sabbaticals aid leaves of absence.

This traditional Paradigm served, to organize the ac-,
orwillies and interests of higher education until the mid-

19160's, when a significant anomaly, was discovered or at
least acknowledged. college and university teaching was
frequently ineffective, at times incompetent. For some
this realization came about through student unrest. as the
Danforth Foundation's Annual Report for 1964-65
suggested. ','Nearly every discussion of student unrest
points out the relation of that problem to the poor teach-
ing that is often found on college and viv,rsity cam-
puses "6 For others the realization camerthrough re-
sparch evidence on the impact of college on students: as
one summary of. that literature puts it, \'the quality of
teaching has relatively little effect up,orii the value out-
comes of gentlial education . . . so far al, the great mass
Of students ig concerned .4 7For yet others, this realization
came about through an increased awar4ess that higher
education was pnmanly serving the research interests of
the military industrial complex_ at theixOenSe of its sup-
posed clients, its students However this anomaly came

This five step sequence is taken from a similar sequence suggested
shy David A. Hpllinger. "T S Kuhnis Theory of Science and Its Impli-

i.ations for History.' 'Amertrun Historical Revte.. t18 (1973). 374
Joseph A'kelrod. "Teaching Styles in the Humanines," William H

MOrns. ed . Effecctve College Teaching (Washington, D C Amencan
Council on Education, 1970). p 39

' Jerry G Gaff. Making a Difference. The Inipacts of Faculty[
The Journal of Higher Education. 44 (1973). 606
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to light, it precipitated the period of crisis and confusion
Kuhn finds characterisjic of the failure of a once firmly
held paradigm. Out of this crisis has come faculty de-
velopment, a potential candidate for a new paradigm

In the f011owing section Of this chapter we will discuss
a number of alternate concepralizations o: faculty de-

,velopment, in some cases these are compleinentary, in
others conflicting. Yet for all their differences, each of
fhesetheoretical appraches to faculty development shares
the same set of assumptions, the same paradigm of teach-
ing and learning. Those assumptions, summarized from
Jerry Gaff's recent study, arew follows:

1. Faculty members are the most important educa-
tional resource of a college or university.

2. Teaching is the primary, though by no means the'
only, prOfessional activity of most faculty ,
members.

3 Scholarship and researchanother majdr profes-
sional activity of many faculty membersneed
not be antithetical to effective teaching.

4. Teaching is much neglected by academic tradi-
tion.

.

5. Although there is littls-ystematic evidence out
how good the quality of teaching and,le ing
'actually are in most institutions, there is a gen-
eral feeling, shared by many within and outside

tacademia, that it can be improved.
6. Improving teaching requires working with ad-

ministrators and studentsperhaps even mem-
bers of the larger communityas well as with
faculty members.

7. Just as faculty members receive little preparation
for their instructidnal roles, administrators have .

ittle training for the leadership, policy formula-
tion administrative, and managerial roles of
their work. Department chairpeople, deam,
vice presidents, and presidentsno less tail,
faculty membersneed to 'develop and, furth-
ermore, they eed to encourage and support the
growth of the individuals in theircharge.

8. Teaching is a complex set of attitudes, knowl-
edge, skills, motivations and values. The im-.
provement of teaching and le ing requires an
awareness of the comple ,jties in ved in fac-
ulty, students and institutions and ence the
avoidance of Simplistic solutions.

9 Effective teaching involves helping sttrfdents to at-
tain desired learning objectives.

10. TIN is no single model of effective teaching or
learning.

11. There is great diversity among students. Their
various learning styles, Which are based on dif-
ferences in ability, interest, educat1onal
background; future aspirations and personVity
orientations, call for,different kinds of learning'
experiences.

12.'Faculty,members, too, are a,diVerse lot.

1



13. An indivdival's professional work is intimately,
connected with his personal life.

14: Intrinsic interest rather than extrinsic dgoatidis
what leads individuals to seek improvement.

15. The willing involvement of faculty members and
others in the various programs typically is seen
as a necessity if enduring improvement is to be
obtained.

16. Every institution contains many-persons with ex-
pertise and experience :which may be included
in instructional - improvement, programs.

17 Teaching and learning are individual but not soli-
tary activities; they occur within a social con-
text. The climate of the institution, the relation-
ships between faculty, administrators, and stu-
dents, and theliolicies and practices of the
school affect the ,character of teaching and
learning .8

These assumptions.underlie and structure the faculty de-
velopment paradigm. It is;ynportant to point out, howev-
er., that in KiOn's terms a signifiCant paradeigirift has
not yet taken place in higher education gen , faculty'
development is at best 'only a candidate for a new
paradigm. Many still cling tb the traditional pafadigm,
many hope that the events of the past several years w
only a minor eruption in the otherwise tranquil ow of
academic life. Whether or not the paradigm of ered by
faculty-development will become the new tradition is
largely -up to all of us.

B. Three Models for Faculty Development
Although the assumption's contained in the paradigm

identified above will be shared to some extent by all of us
' concerned with faculty development, there are perhaps

as many approaches to faculty development as there are
individual programs. Three general models, however,
can be identified4opeful4y, aspects of one or more of
these can- help all of us crarify our thinking about the
nature of the enterprise in which we are engiged

Even though, as we shall see, each of the models
discussed below has certain areas of disagreement, all.
three are nevertheless based on Goodwin Watson's belief
that change can be seen-as taking placeon the areas of
structure organization, use -of space, authority

proe'esshuman interaction, communicationand
.attitude.values, assumptions, philosophies .9 Although
Watson, as a social psychologist, insists fairly heavily en

Lille modification of structure as the genesis of significant
change chafed structures cause changed processes
which in` turn cause changed attitudesthe three models
of faculty development discussed &low all suggest that a

,
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"14erry G Gaff. Toward Faculty Renewal (Sat ran&isco Jossey-
Qass. 1975), pp. 54 '

' Goodwin Watson and David/Johnson, Social Ps)d6ology. Issues
and Astglits (Ptilladelphia. Lippincott, 1912), pp I96-2
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program may theoretically begin at any of these three
levels. Emphasis on a particular level witl be determined
more by. timing, the needs of the prograni and the needs'
of the institution than by Watson's assumption about the

'sequence of change.
The first model of faculty develowent was presented

by the authors in a 1975 article in The Journal of Higher
Education; this model' sees faculty development as
composed of the related activities of personal develop-
ment (attitude), instructional development (process} and
organization development (structure). In our original. ar-
ticle we stressed our belief, whichwe continue to main-
tain, that instructional development is the most logical
entry point for most emerging faculty development prb-
grams and that, while personal and organizational de-
velopmnt are necessary_elements of a comprehensiVe
prograrti, they are nevertheless usually secondary. It is
important to emphasize, however, that a comprehensive"
program of faculty development will;be able to operate at
all three levels of attitude,-structure and process.

A second and related Model of faculty development
has been presented by Jerry Gaff in his recent study of
the entire field. Gaff identifies three alternate concep-
tions of instructional improvement: faculty development
(attitude)apparently for him "Paculty Renewal" as
used in the title of his book is the mordbroadly encom-
passing terminstructional- development (ptocess) and
organizational development (structure). Although the lat-
ter approach is the'same in the two models, a &fin at
the accompanying diagranis' will indicateAuWere is
considerable difference in the first two categories, for
Gaff's concept of "faculty development" contains ele-
ments of both what' we define as personal and instruc-
tional development, while his idea of "instructional de-
velopment"focuses much more closely on course and
curriculum design. A perhaps more important differente2
between the two models is that while the first suggests
that all three elements _shduld be present in a mature
faculty development program, the secondseems to imply
that any one of the three alternatives_ may be im
plemented without necessary reference to the other two.
Hopefully when examined together these two models ,
will do mote to clarify than obfuscate efforts in this area.

A third model of faculty development has been more
recently- developed, which extends some of the ideas
contained in the first two. While maintaining a concern
with attitude, structure and process, this model broadens
the definition of such terms as instructionalarid organiza-
tional development, adds the concept of community de-
velopment, a concern with the entire environment of an
institution, to the vocabulary of faculty development and's'
extehds the area of faculty development to issues beyond
the level of individual institutions., Perhaps the most
serious weakness of the first ewo models is that instruc-
tional development is limited to the procie level and that
organizational developrent Is limited to the structural
level. This third model indicates, hopieverf how an in-
tervention like instructional development can have im-
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pact at not only the level of process but at the level of
structure and attitude aslwell. Finally, the third model
clarifies the focus of various kinds of efforts in this area
by suggesting alternate approaches to the individual, the
group, the institution and the Meta-institutional.

C. Faculty Development in an Institutional
Context

Each of the three models disdussed in the previous
paragraphs attempts to isolate and define particular fac-
ulty development activities in a way, that hopefully
helps clarify their particular orientations and assurnp:
tions. Yet as anyone who has actually worked in faculty
development knows, no particular activity retains in
practice the precision of theoretical definition. Hence it
may be better to visualize faculty development as a set of
overlapping and concentric circles as presented in Figure
One. Instructional development, for instance, can be
considered a subset of professional development which,
in turn, is partially, though not exclusively, an aspect of
faculty development. Organizational and community de-
velopment can be considered overlapping, yet distinc-
tive, components of a faculty development program, yet
both areas of activity also exist independently of faculty
development, Organizational developmept can be distin-
guished from community development in that its ultimate
aim is increase in,productivity through improvement in
the working conditions and climate of the institution.
Thus, the focus, is on the product and the way in which
people work together in the accomplishrhent of institu-
tional goals. By contrast, the focus in a community de-
velopment program is on the individuals in the institu-
tion; how, if at all, are their personal needs being served

p

a

in the context of the institution (community) to which
they belong? Organizational and 'community develop-
ment, on the other hand, do overlap in that both focus on
the institutional settingthe 'way -in which it operates
and the way in which people relate, to it.

By contrast, personal development focuses on the
growth and development of the individual, with only
secondary reference to the institutional setting or respon-
sibilities of the individual. Personal and organizational
development are interrelated, however, since both place
an emphasis on interpersonal processes and the creation
of supportive. settings that are conducive to the develop-
ment and expression of professional competencies. Per-
sonal and community development are 'interrelated in

) their concern for the welfare of the individual.
'Since faculty development is a rapidly expanding'

field, this somewhat broader model is offered as only a
tentative and temporary structure to describe the current
and possible emphases in faculty development pro-
gramming. Faculty detelopment is more than merely a
response to crisis and retrenchment, for it fundamentally
offers a new and considerably more complex paradigm
of higher education than that held in the past. This new
model, in, spite Of its tentativeness, hopefully reflects
both the' order and complexity of this new vision: Ii!

. many Of the following chapters of this handbook, we will
attempt to fill out several important aspects of the new
paradigm through discussions of personal, instructional
and organizational development and some speculations
concerning the possible implications for facillty.devel-
opment of a new area, community development. Perhaps
these efforts can play some part in continuing to establish
fadulty development as the new and tiominant paradigm
for contemporary higher education/
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ATTITUDE

Model Number One'

PROCESS STRUCTURE
,

Personal Development
A

Inst ructional development

i

Orginisiticeal development

.

'Individual
Faculty

Individual faculty
Individualeourses

,

Curricula .

rc.
,

° .

Academic and administrative
programs, departments
and divisions

-

.

I
e

..
Clarify values, attitudes

iixi philosophies
Improve intrapersonal'and

interpersonal-functioning

.

4

.
1

Improve instructional
effectiveness

.. Zi

. ..

.
.

- 3

,

Improve organizational
effectiveness

,.. r.
, . .

II
II

3'=
ue

,

Life planning
;Faculty interviews
Interpersonal skills train-.

ing
Personal growth workshops
Supportive and therapeutic

counseling

Classroom observation
and diagnosis

Microteaching / .

Instructional evaluation
Instructional methodology

and technology
Course design °

'Curriculum development
. ,

. Team-building
Coeflict-management
Decision-making
Management training

,

* Source William H Bergquist and Steven R Phillips. "Compo,
nents of an Effective Faculty Development Program.'% The Journal of
Higher Education, 46 (1975), 183
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ATTITUDE

, Model Number Two*

PROCESS 'STRUCTURE

glf
Faculty Development Instructional Development Organizational Development IS

0
8
4.

Faculty 6 k
members

.

Individual courses '

Curricula
Organizations

. Promote faculty growth
Help faculty acquire needed

knowledge, skills,
senditivities and
techniques :- ,

Improve student
learning

.

Create an environment
which promotes effective
teaching

C130=.
..=
c.$
,,,e

,.. .

Seminars .

Workshops
Evaluations

/
.

.

New learning materials
Redesign courses and/or

curricula h.
Workshops on settilig

objectives
'Evaluating students

.

, .

Workshops for group leaders
or team members

Action research
Revise organizational

policies

I

Source: Jerry G Gaff, Toward Facuky Renewal (San Francisco. Jossey-Bass, 1975), p. 9.
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Model Number Ttiree*

-- --STRUCIURE- PROCESS ATTITUDE

_

i
1

. )

Instructional Development
Consultation and training

on course design,
curriculum reform and
educational technology .

Organizational Development
EvaluatiOn of faculty
Faculty reward system

.

Instructional Development
Classroom observation,

diagnosis and training
Training in interpersonal

and small group skills
Training in out of class

skills associated with -
faculty.roles

i.'
..

Instructional Development
Promotion of alternate .

instructional methods
teach -Discussions about teach-

lug
, Values Clarification

Personal Development
Life and career planning
Counseling

tteam
ci

Instructional Development
Curricular and course

design consultation
Interdisciplinary and

teaching

Organizational Development
Departmental reorganize-

tion
Use of space and time

.

Instructional Development
Discipline or departinent

centered instructional
training programs

Peer observation and .

feedback

Organizational DevelOpment
Group process observation

.

Instructional Development
Knotiledge utilization
Departmental/divisional

retreats
, .

Orga ;:gA Development
Team 'MUM.......,,
Support groups

.
.0

....

g
3
=j

.

Community Divelopment

,
Communication and support
networks .

Institutional Development
Research and development

center

Faculty Development
Program governance

.
.

Community DevelOpment
Intergroup negotiation .

.

Institutional Development
Implementing development

programs

..

Faculty Development
Program planning and

,
Commu Deve t
Community building .

Institutional Denelopment.
Development of support

for change

FacultirDevelopment
Generating program ,

support

I
i,4

Meta-Development
. S

Funding
Establlshnient of formal

networks and consorts

Meta-Development
,. Define and clarify new .

change oriented ,

professions' - c
Continuing education49r

. education* change .

agents . .

,
Meta Development,
Publication of books,
'' periodicals,etc.
Denionstration projects
Cooperative research
projects

6
..

Source. Prepared by William Bergquist for the Association for Innovation in Higher Education in conjunction with a preserillition attic 1976
National Conference on Higher Education sponsored by the Amencan A'ssociation for Higher Education.
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APPENDIX D

William H. Bergquisrand Steven R. Phillips, "A Community Development Approach to
Faculty Development,' Handbook for Faculty Development, Volume H (Washington,
D.C.: Council for the Advancement pf Small'Colleges: 1977), Chapter 13. .

CHAPTER THIRTEEN
.

A COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
APPROACH TO FACULTY
DEVELOPMENT

to's-
During the past decade, the field of community de-

velopment has emerged as an area rich in new insights
about change and action in complex social settings. As
social institutions' which act in many ways like small
towns or municipalities, American colleges and univer-
sities can benefit by an examination of the !earnings from
this new field. Though community development is rid-
den withvonflicting philosophies, goals and images con-
cerning the ideal societyas are other fields of social
and behavioral scienceit is a field which has produced`
a number of -provocativesApproaches to social change.

Central to the field of community development is the
' distinction between lower-order (or first-order) and

higher-order (or second-order) change. Lower-order
change can be defined as action which alters social'
outcomes but does not alter the way in which these out-
comes are derived. A lower-cdder change might, for in-
stane, influence the policy of a social system but will
change neither the way that decision.was made nor' the
way related decisions will be made in the future. A
.higher-order change, oir;the other hand, influences not
only,social outcomes but also theeactual social process as
well.

The concept of higher-order change is emphasized by
Michael Lauderdale and James Peterson 1n .Community
Development. Ma* community changes, according to
the authors, bring -out new modes of thinking, behav-
ing and interacting. These changes" 'alter the total frame
of reference and produce revolutionary Gestalts, which
in turn modify interrelationships among all elem ts."'
In Thomas Kuhn', terms (see Chapter One),
community changes involve the destruqtion of e
social paradigms and the creation of new ones.

Lauderdale and Peterson present an excellent example
of higher-order change when they describe the effects of
technological- breakthroughs in transportation on our
concepts of space and time:

We do not become more efficient in traveling by horse
but rather we change the 'mode of travel, first through

iMichael Lauderdale and James Petersoh, Community Development
- ( ashin,gton. D.0 , Educatton, Training and Research Sciences Corp
li 71), p. 2. '

mechanized means on the ground and thenthroughthe
air. This:change of mode then redefines the psycholOg-
ical'concepts of time and distance. . . .

In the villages of the 1800's anlanc!'s neighbors were
tisually little beyond his vision, or the sound othis
voice. Community was'a spatial, concept clearly de-
fined by the boundaries of the village and reaffirmed
every day by person-to-person contacts. Concepts of
larger community, such as the city or the nation state,
were still quite new and fragile M the nineteenth cen-
tury, yet were rapidly being" reinforced by the
technologies of the railroad and the telegraph.2

Higher-order change is usually very difficult to bring
about, whether ones seeking. ch ge in a community or
in a college, faculty; in many c s successful execution
of lower-order change may e all that is reasonably pos-
sible". To clarify, therefore, the various approachef.that
may be taken to communityand, academies change,
Lauderdale and Peterson outline five different ap-
proaches to social development. The- first three of
thesecapital infusion, leadership and group dynamics
and service coordinationare usually lower-order
Change efforts; the last twopressure groups and natural
groupsoffer the potential at least for more profound,
higher -order change. An 'examination of each of these_
five approaches will not only providra systematic over-
view of alternate approaches ,to change but will also
suggesca range of activities and options for fatulty.de-
ve int.

A. Capital Infusion
This is probably the mast donfinant mode of communi-

ty development. It is represented in most foreign aid
programs, the Peace Corps', and domestic and foreign
agricultural assistance efforts. Capital infusion programs
bre resource oriented; they "deal with thra*nctional
aspects of a community's organizational patterns by in-
puting massive gmounts of.resources."3 Since existing
governments and institutional structures become the ve-
hicles for implementation of -the program, capital infu-.
sion can be carried lout with relatively little resistance
from sources of power. It is often, however, a disjointed
and insensitive response to complex social problems.
The existing structures are reinforced, when in fact they

Mnight be contributors to current prOblems.
. .

2 Lauderdale and Peteisoh
3 Lauderdale and Peterson, p. 13.
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Faculty development programs often operate on this
model. Typically, there is an infusion of such new re-
sources as time (release time or sabbaticals), money (sal-
ary increases), transportation (support for travel to a na-
tional convention), communication (subscriptions to
major journals or newsletters in a discipline ayn highe
education) or machinery (purchase of a new comps er
terminal). As with other capital infusion projects, this
type of program is usually administered through existing
organizations and campus governance structures and
hence tends toereinforce their existence. Faculty de-
velopment efforts of this type are quite common pre-
cisely because they are subject to minimal resistance by
the -faculty who receive the resources or by the adminis-
trators who make the decisions Concerning their dis-
bursement.

The infusion of major new resources into institutions
of higher education will not be a common occurrence in a
penod -of financial retrenchment Yet even though large
amounts of money are not generally available, funds for

, certain priority areaslike faculty developmentmay
be. In designing a program based on the addition of--
significant new resources to an institution, it is worth-
while to keep in mind the strengths and limitations of
capital infusion. Faculty have_a legitimate and pressing
need for the resources required to remain current in their
disciplines, to conduct research, to obtain subscriptions
to professional journals and to attend professional meet-
ings; it is crucial that these resources be made available,
either through institutional budgets or external funding.
Yet it must be emphasized that capital infusion primarily
reinforces existing structures and attitudes; to the extent
that faculty deyelopment is an effort toalter patterns of
operation and behavior capital infusion.will be unproduc-
tir. Greater command of 'and commitment to a disci-
pline can result from increased resources for research and

professional travel; changed attitudes toward interdisci-
plinary studies, toward colleagues and toward the pro-
cess of teaching and learning is not likely to result. While
protecting and supporting traditional faculty needs, fac-
ulty,development ust look elsewhere for more signifir
cant change strategies.

B. Leadership-Group Dynamics
This approach to change, which frequently emerges in

response to disillusionment concerning capital infusion-
, models, focuses on improving the quality of leaders

and of small group functioning in the community.
Leadership -group dynamics is used widely by social
workers and psychologists as well as by church and.civic
groups. It makes use of insights and expertise concerning
human relations training developed in the last twenty or
thirty years, largely in industrial settings. Faculty tde-

--velopment practitioners have also made extensive use of
this approach, ovpdacting leadership training workshops
and conferences on small group dynamics for both fac-
ulty and administrators.

An emphasis omchange based in leadership and group
dynamics faces two major problems. First of all, many
people resist this type of training, labeling it "sensitivity
training" or "touchy-feely." Although thisvisfrequently
the response of ignorance, some resistance may be jus-
tified, for the humeri relations movement has often
lacked precision concerning training, goals; the experi-
ence itself, and not theJearnings generated by the experi-
ence, at times seem to be the major objective. $econd,
leadership and small groupi.training experiences are
primarily focused on individuals, not on their social sys-
tems. Unless all influential members of a community are
exposed to this training within a short period of time, and
unless all major structures and procedures of ?the com-

munity e operated in accordance with the procedures
and st, es being protnoted in the training program,,the
p 'pants will return to an alien community which is

t supportive of significant change in behavior
On the other hand, it is essential-to recognize that this

approach can be an important element in a change effort,
or a fuller understanding of leadership skills and an

increased sensitivity ,to the dynamics of small groups
cannot only improve the current functioning of existing
structures'but can also over time change the very process
by which thole groups operate; manipulation and power
plays can give way to consensus. Although an emphasis
on leadership and group dynamics hag not proven to be
the papacea some had expected, it remains for many
social systems 4 viable approach to change.

C. Service Coordination
Efforts atcommunity development based on this ap-

proach involve an erltification of community needs,
process and program atielefforts to resolve these needs
through utilizing existi g resources and the development
of supplemental resources."' Typical ofthis approach to

community development are community councils, united
funds and social welfare coordination, while in recent
years the role of "ombudsman" has gained increased
credence in a service coordination , function. The om-
budsman'assists a member of the:Community in working
through existing structures and procedures to address
grievances or obtain services.

In college communities, the service- coordination func-
tion has'been provided for "students through student un-
ions, Student counseling services and the office ofDean

. of Students; Even the role of student "ombudsma was
given serious consideration by some colle s and
-universities--and adopted by a ewduring -the late
1960's and early 1970's. Oh m campuses, however,
there is no comparable service T r either faculty or ad-
ministrators. Cettainlythis is one of the new directions in
which faculty (and administrative) development might
wish to proceed. A faculty development program might,
for instance, provide faculty with information about

74'7
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menial health,' financial counseling, day care or recfea-
tion services, since each of these can,be shown to have
an impact on the perforniance of faculty in their profes-
sional lives. A faculty development might also provide'
faculty with valuable research assistance. One California
college, for instance, is now exploring a consultation
project in which several Members of the computer
service staff, who are also trained in statistics and re-
search design, work closely with faculty froth the begin-
ning of their research, so that at the. point when pro-
gramming and computational services are needed, the
data will be fully compatible with the available computer
programs. The faculty development' director- on this
campds will coordinate these research-consultation
services: '.

Service-poordination Helps make currant available
resources ore accessible and useful and lieNce tends to
establish the credibility of a program which provides this
coordination. At a relatively low cost, a faculty de-
velopment practitioner can incorporate this type of
coordination into his program. The practitioner in either
community or faculty development, however, should
recognize that this model, like most capital infusion ef-
forts, involves only first-order change; the existing struc-
ture is helped to function more effectively. The two re-)

, maining community development models, however,
both speak to at least the possibility of structuAl change,
the first by bringing about profound change in.curreni,
formal structures, the other by creating or reinforcing the
emergence of an alternate, naturally-based structure.

D. Pressure-Group Model
Closely associated with the work of lab& unions, civil

rights groups and other protest groups, this approach has
been described by Lguderdale and Peterson as the "or-
ganization of individuals into a cohesive, action-oriented

(5) development of irdigenous leade'rship is an effec-
tive form.of change;

(6) local. people desire to be self-directing and
(7) action plans can, be self-supporting once they are

--Thradditfciii to the localization of effort which Lauder-
dale and Peterson emphasize, several other themes tend
to dominate this approach. First, although the pressure-
grdup model emphasizes the destructive quality of cur-
rent social structures and policies, it requires of the effec- .
tive practitioner an extensive knowledge of this very

.structureboth,of its weaknesses and its strengths. An
effective organizer of pressure groups will use those re-

' sources of the current social system Which haglib been
desiined to prevent change from within the system as a
vehicle for blocking effectiVe response to change that has
been generated from outside the system by the pressure
group. In.a college or university, for instance-,,the very
fact that a new policy. or action will take two to three
years to 'pass through the complex committee structure of
tholoistitution .can be used to advantage 'by a change
agent, tor this sanie encumbering structpre may prevent
one's adveisaFiesfrom effectively blocking a program
that has beep started Outside the formal structure.

Second, this approach requires the composition and
maintenance of a support group which can sustain ac-'
tivities through periods of personal doubt, failure and .
evenlIntishment. Charismatic leadership in this support
group may not be essential, though it certahAcan be
helpful,. The support group certainly needsits safe,
isolated setting, where the ideologies and aspirations of
the group can be reviewed and reinforced. i .. ...

Third,-the effective pressure group requires a diversity/
of roles and functions. There is a need for both
dreamer* who has construe d an alternate fliture.and tile
revolutiony who is effect me in bringing about the over-
throw of the current system. s.group" with-a focus primarily p "changing "organiza- zr" The frequently confrontational tactics employee bytional characteristics of the community that have made
pressure grOups in community, development are notthe solution of human needs impossible. "s The work of
necessarily antithetical to the more collegial norms (orboth Saul Alinsky and Ralph Nader, in quite different
ideals) of higher, education. Physical confrontation, ofways, illustrate the use of this approach in the achieve- ' course, is not likely to be productive but the intellectualment of significant community change.
confrontation of a well prepared pressure grtip calf beThe pressure group model may incorporate a variety of
effective. Like theshange teams described iiMenewingapproaches to social change, including boycotts, demon-
Nigher Education from Within,' a committed group of ,stratior, political bloc voting, civil-disobedience, inves-
indivlidaals can have significant impact on'the sttucture .tigato reporting and dissemination of privileged fnfor-
of academic institutions. A faculty union need not be themotion. Lauderdale and Peterson identify" seven bast nlyor bestway of exerting pressure for change;assumptions that are central tethis model:
thertfforts, working at least tacitly within institutional'

(1) local people want to solve their pr
1
oblems, norms, can have significant-and lasting success and may a

(2) local .organizationt can be utilized to carry out form,an important part of a faculty development effort:,
action plans; tit

(3) planning for action en passes all needs of the
community;

(4) democratic socitti respond t Ssure;

s Lauderdale and Peterson. p. 16.

E. ,Natural-Group Model
This approach to community development 'seeks to-

Liuderdale and Petersoh..
' Walter Sikes, Lawrence Schlesinger andCharles Seashore, Renew-

mg Higher Education from Within (San Francisco' Jossey-Bass, 1974).
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focus upon the organizational patterns of communities'
and nations which inhibit human need resolvement
through broadening decisionmaking roles.' Natural re-
lationships which exist among people with unresolved
needs are systematically blended to form a functional,
.action-oriented organization. This relatively new ap-
proach to community development usually is based on a
Systematic assessment of a community's needs, the iden-
tification of natural helping networks and relationships in
the community and the establishment of efforts to work
with the networks to increase their capacity to meet these
nteds.

Several community developncent agencies in the Un-
ited States, like Jim Kent's Foundation for Urban and
Neighborhood Development in Denver, Colorado, have
worked with communities in the identificatiOn anclde-
velopment of their own, internal resources. In the area of
health care, for instance, developers have 2;4ensively
interviewed members of the community to determine
their needs and the informal ways they go about meeting
them by asking such questions as Who do you talk to if
your baby is sick'?" and "Who cy you go to when you
are feeling sick?" The community developer will then

ice rather than set up an alternate and
work with the helpers" thu's identified to im-
proxe their services
competing health care delivery system.

A,(aculty development practitioner can make effective
use of both an assessment of community needs in her.
Institupon and an assessment of the natural helping net-
work among faculty. Commbnity needs can be identified

.in.a Variety o ways. through in-depth interview's of fac-
ulty and other members of the institution, through ques-
tionnaires, through psychometric devices, and through
sessions which bring together d small grotp of individu-

ssess and discuss systematically various aspects of
utional life. Similarly, the natural helping network
college or university can be assessed through the use

of -depth interviews, questionnaires, objervations and
small group discussions.

as
procedurb can .be ex-

tremely valuable norclnly as a source of information for
the faculty development program about potential sources
of assistance but also as a vehicle for establishing the
greogram among those people who have been contacted.

The information which is collected about the natural
helping network can be used in several ways First, if no

11130
" Lauderdale and Peteisbn, p Pei"
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informal network is found to exist at the institution, that
is, if faculty indicate that they do notsonsistently go to
any other, person for help in solving a specific type of
problem, then the faculty development practitioner has
access to valuable information concerning 'one or more
vital needs of the campus. Second, if thelmterviews,
questionnaire, observations and/or small group discus-.

lions do reveal a helping, etwork; then this information
can be used to assist the institutio in deciding where to
distribute most effectively various sources such as
money, time and materials (thus blending the capital in-
fusion and natural helping group models of community
development). Finally, a faculty development program
can become a source of information to faculty about
those people on campus who might be of help in solving
'a specific problem.9

F. Conclusion
In this survey of "several "models of comm

velbpment, we have touched lightly on a few pf tire many
ways in which this new field might be-applied to faculty
development. The problenis and promises associated
with work in a collegiate institution might be more effec-
tively addressed by the faculty development practitioner
if he has examined a wide variety of strategies and
techniques for change in complex social systems. The
themes and models just described should provide not
only several specific suggestions concerning faculty de-
velopment, but also a conceptual context within which

'programs might creatively generate new approaches to

750
change and professional growth.

' A progratillased on internal linkages such as these niay extend that

strategy by pr Kling faculty with information on resources outside the,
institution througlilinkages to NEXUS (the national clearinghouse. on
information about human resources in higfier education. 800/424-
9775). ERIC (Educational Resdurces Information Clearinghousea
national network on information about printed resources in IU.her edu-
cation); the Yellow Pages n Innovation in Undergraduate rducation
(change Magazine), the CSC Consifting Network (clearinghouse for
information on human r ources in 'the small, liberal arts college:
CASC. Washington, D.0 ) and Resourcei for Planned Change
(clearinghouse for information on human resources in state college
and universities, Association of State Colleges and Universities, Wash-
ington. D C ) Many of these cleannghuses were established to pro-
vide, on a national level, theitype oymkage services that are being
described here for the individual campus Such a linkage servic4 can
effectively combine the natural group and service-cifdination models

, of community development . .
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THE RISE AND FALL OF PSI IN
PHYSICS AT MITE

Charles r. Friedman°, Stanley Hirschie, Maim Parkttd, Edwin
F. Taylor', Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02139

Abstract -

Small-scale trials of the Personalized System of In-
. struction (PSt) in Physics at MIT under the sponsorship

'w of the Education Research Center were followed by
adoption of large-scale introductory PSI courses in the
Department of Physics. After four semesters, all intro-
ductory physics PSI courses were suspended. This study
investigates what happened. We point out organizational
difficulties in going .from small-scale to largefcal use
of the-PSI method. We also identify certain conflicting.
Orceptica among participants and observeri that con-
tributed to the suspension. The study, we hope, is an
example, of an ,inforniative " ,mortem" of a type
much needed in higher educatio

REASON TOR THE STUDY
4(7:

This paper reports, and gettlttrato understand, the rapid
growih and sudden decline of a major innovation in un-
dergraduate physics instruction at the Massachusetts In-
stitute of Technology (MIT). The Personalized System'
pf Instruction' (PSI, sometimes known as the Keller Plan
or self-paced study) was first tried out at MIT by Ben
Green of the MIT Education ResearcIrtenter in the
spring of 1969, when the second-semester freshman
physics course was offered to tWenty undereaduate vol-
unteers. Fiveyears,and over 3500 students later, a PSI
course=iii substantially altered formwas given to 650%,
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physics students for the fourth time under the auspices of
the Physics Department. Immediately following the last
course the Physics Department decided to offer no more
major introductory courses in this mode during the fol-
lowing academic year; the return'to a standard lecture-
recitation structure was announced.

The questions we posed ourselves were "What hap-
,pened?" and "Why did it happen?". What were the
..combineefactors that led to adopting the scheme in the
first place, its rapid expansion, its evolution over time,
and its final suspension?

We have ttvo audiences in mind. First 'cut those al-
ready acquainted with PSI. Green's 1971 paper "Physics
Teaching by the Keller Plan at MIT"' was one of the

,.most'popular and widely reprinted papers ever publiShed
by the American Journal of Physics. During 1971-1973
MIT was one of the leading centers for dissemination af
PSI. Many hundred college teachers visited or wrote to
the (then) Education Research Center3 for an introduc-
tion to college teaching in this format. There is thus a
considerable constituency who ,legitirnately might want
to know why physics teaching by PSI has been discon-
tinued idle large introductory courses at ma.

SeconZ.we hope the Raper will enepurage others to
attempt historical appraisal and revie f education'al
innovations. Educational experience and syl rn is sel-
dom codified, distilled, and transmitted: traditional edu-
cation researchfor whatever reasonsis of scant rele-
vance or use in this respect. If even 10 percent of the
time'and other resources spent in innovating were reallo-
cated to discoveriu what went wiong with past
schemes, it might pay handsome dividends. We seek
here to document the evolution of one particular innova-
tion at a major univeiity, and at the same time to
nate conditions and circumstances associated with
pedagogic experiments more generally. Wei explore
significant single instance but oh that is representative
of othersr

"Thereis nothing terribly sophisticated, esoteric, or ex-
pensive in the way we wen ,about this study. Faced with

V,Ben A. Green, it., Am. J. Phys 39, 764 (1971).
'Set up in 1960 as the Science Teaching Center, the Education

Research Center. (ERC)developed a university physics course to follow
the PSSC higli school physics course and later-undertdok a variety of
other curriculum developments. The Center dicd in- the summer of
1973, partly as a result of the recent general reduction of federal fund.
mg. A major project during its last three years was to act'as a national "
center for the dissemination of the PSI method. The ERC staff AaYe
talks about PSI country-0e, ran workshops at MIT and elsew
respopded to inquiries about existing PSI courses, and held the f
national conference on PSI (October, 1971).
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the cilleVtions we sought to answer, we pursued
common-sense lines of inquiry We talked at length with

most of the principal actors. the vanduOinsiructors in
charge of the PSI courses and those with more seneral
responsibility for undergraduate teaching in the Physic*
Department. We rit ced together, retrospectively, a nar-
rative of what had happeneda more difficult procedure
than anticipated because of incomplete records and un-
certain memories-We read student evaluations solicited
at the time. We discussed sequential drafts of this paper
with an ever-increasing group of those who had been
involved and a late draft with the Physics faculty as a
whole. Obviously there is much else we could have

sent detailed questionnaires to every instruc-
tor, interviewed and tested PSI students two years later,
and so forth. But these would have turned our relatively
informal study into a major piece of social science re-
search We ore brash enough to assert that the additional
insights generated by this more ambitious effort would
not have justified the increased exptiktturcs of time.
effort, and money.

This is not to say that we did not exercise caution and
care in how we went about the study Interviews were
conducted with two of the authors present and detailed
'notes compared to insure accuracy In compiling the rec-
-4d of successive events and procedures, we cross-
checked with other sources. We sampled student evalu-
ations randomly. The general methodology derives from

evaluation,'' a style of research into edu-
cational practices and phenomena that emphasizes the
close interaction among °content," "method," and
"'context," among the intellectual substance of the cur-

"Nriculum, the instructional Means of delivery and the
-4-awider institutional circumstances Students and faculty

respond to all of these factors concurrently, separating
them to reduce complexity is ofteniparbitrary and artifi-
cial, and divorces the study from educational reality as
experienced.

NARRATIVE
40'

The evolution of PSI in physics at MIT falls intoiltree
phases: (1 ) the growth phase (centered on the Education
Research Center); (2) the initial large-scale trial (c
out by the Departrriat of Phys'ic,$), and (3),s seiluent

large-scale trials (lasting for, three
the

semesters )
order to-understand this narrative, the readel needs to
-know that;the "mainstream" setuence of physies
courses foan.MIT physics major cniisisl.c-of five one-
semestet courses, of which the first three deal with New-
tonian meeiwics and electricity and magnetism.' nd the
last two deal with quantum physics. All MIT freshmen,

' Malcolm Paden and David Hamilton, "Es aluatitin as illumination

a New Approach to the Study of Innovatory Programs". Occasional
Paper 9, Centre fur Research m the Educational Scumccs. eixit,), of

Edinburgh. 1972
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not just physics-Majors, are required to'take a year of "

introdlicfory physics Most of them satisfy this require-
ment by taking the two courses desenbeOder-"large-
scale trials" in itetitn,421 and (3) of the native below.
Freshmen are graded -"pass" or "fail," while 'up-
perclassmen are generally graded A through-F

A. final introductory point. to simplify the account we
hav e dispensed with names of all participants except for
Ben Green, Robert Hulsiter and the authors. of this arti-
cle This may tend to overemphdsize the roles of these'
players in a production that had, in fact, a caseof hun-
dreds.

(1) The GrOwth Phase (centered on the
Education-Researcli Center)

Newinitiativ es in college instruction are often trace-I
able to single individualsin the case of/PSI at MIT, to
Ben A Green. Jr Newly arrived in the fall of 1968 as a
staff physicist, in the Education Research Center (ERC),
he was asked "to work out what he was going to do."
Green, a long time eiithusiast of programmed learning
and Skinnenan psychology, had been impressed by Kel-
ler's original ,paper about PSI called "Good-bye,
Teacher . .,"5 seeing in it a way of applying Skinner's
pnnctples in a generally acceptable manner. After some
discussion within thg ERC, permia*n was sought from
and granted by the Department of IThysics for a second-
semester physics course to be given to'a limited number
of volunteers using the PSI method.

We will not describe PSI here, but as first tried by
Green it had the customary characteristics.6 Students
worked thrdugh a progression of self -study guides at
;heir own- pace, taking u testsif necessary,
repeatedlyin order to qualiPr t

4.t
o-move from one unit to

the next. Student proctors (or tutors) handled the testing'
and Green, as ittstructot, pursued managerial and tutorial
functions, supervising the s and dealing with un-
usual student difficulties. Occasi al lectures had a
strictly "motivational" function. Green himself 'pre-'
pared the fifteen study guide§ covering the customary -.
MIT second-term freshman syllabus in, physics More
than 100 studentsvplunteered; twenty were chosen by an
informal method intended to include student with ava-
nety of reasons for Cakingthe -61"-

Glen's first PSI course wps widely considered to be ar-
success It led, in the folVotng four esters, to a
-startling rate of growthof.P 1 courats eVetal others on
the ERC staff (including' orlFriedirrin, and Hirsehi j --
and"(aculty in other depart nts at MIT joindd'Crreen in *°

offenng a range of PSI courses,' which most often were
given in parallel with rggular sections of the samesubject

F S Keller, I Appl havior Anal /, 78 (1968).:
See, for example. referent. I, 2, an ;'

7 For. example. by the fall of 1971 (in addition to the ia/ge -scale

- physic~ trial desvnbed below) there were five, other PSI courses in
physics. and five other depart7nfs we irenng USI courses
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taught by the conventional methods In the Education
Research Center study guides were (fey elevecL4aed our.
rewritten. tried out again, an initial enrollment of twenty
to thirty in each new course was allowed to increase,
toward .100 as confidence in the effectiveness of the
materials and procedures increased, a number of
"pedagdgical anagement" and admirnstrativ prob-

Tedins were ly ironed out This growth pha. e way
marked by (a) students'volunteering in large numbe for
the P% courses and asking for more subjects to be of-
fered in this mode; (b) step -by -step adjustment of proce-
dures in the light of expenence; (c) increasing expertise.
a continuity of key staff Membecs. 'and,,sharing of ac-
cumulated know-how with newcomers. (di an expanding
level of interest, with numerous inquiries from within
MIT and frum many other institutions. and (e) a concert-

`tration of PSI, activities in fre Education Research
Center The Physics Department approved the offering
of each physics PSI course. and several caulk> members
participated. but most'of the initiative 4,0me from ERC
physicists

(2). First Large-scale Trial (uwiler
Department of Physics)

With consistently good reports emanating from The
ERC, it is perhIps not surprising than the Physics De,
partment decided to apply PSI' to its-own !Age co se
offenfiggs. especially the two semesters of introduAry
physics ,required of all freshmen Again. the response
when it came,was due to individual initiative. that or-
Professor Robert I. Hulse F, a senior Physics faculty
member and former direcaff of the, Edfication Research
Center Hulsizer had two pro tous. expenences teaching
in relatively srfiall PSI classes and `was strongly
thusiastic on account of the greater amount of personal
contact PSI ?Worded between students and teachers. and ,

also becuse the method ;'accomthodated well to both
the slowest and the fastest students Assumut re's'pon,'
sibility for die large first-semestershysicl course in the

'fall of 1971. Hulsizer soirg.hr and received appro% al
have it taught on PSI lines He realized that such a course
could not be organized on the same pattern as the earlier
ERC-sponsored trials Instead of a span company of
apprkimately 100. volunteers. it was to be a battalion of
approximately 600 students. most of them conscripts tak-
gig a required come

During the summer preceding this new .1351' course.
Hulsizer begati'drafung study guides for twenty -seN:;en
units per semister. a number he understood Keller to
have recommended in a personal kfonversationiThe
course s to have three regular lectures per week. given
jointly. b tor faculty member. and by the (theft)
Associate Head theDepartment (Regular lectures are
not part of the standard PSI format. but were included
both to set astandard pace" and to ptosidc- a.v erbar
preseneatie of the material for ear oriented students
Aside from lectures. groups of 40 students ware assigned

4

to sections each supervised by a faculty memberwith one
or two,paid graduate teaching assistants and two or three
undergraduate tutwS who received academic. credit for
participation. The staff of each section, was to be avail-
able six hours per week. dunng which time students
would Lome in to ask:questions and lake unit tests. With
27 units in the semester. students would have to com-
plete= two units per week on the average to keep abreast,'
of material covered in leclures, but they could run,

' somewhat slower or faster than this pace without serious
consequences. In addition to unit tests. final exam-

' inations were to- be offered at three different tunes. Al-.
though Hulsizer had had Lonsiderable.,earlier conta
with the ERC staff.-the Dep 'ar*ment's)specific plans r
tht large-scale trial were developed independently of the
ERC

The ses enteen faCialr:ection leaders were hose
routinely assigned to the inttoductory ciourse and wen
notss dun ers (although one or two asked for

ar
reassign-

ment when es lened that thePSC method was going to.
'Ste used). Th e section.leaders were introduced to the °

4 ne.wIteaclitui j shod at two initial staff meetings, and v
during the t staff meetings were held to discuss the
method and the progress in -the course

Despite the extensive planning. the initial operation
the new course was described by morn than one observer
as There were initial problems in getting
multiple copies .of study guides and unit tests into the
hands of students arid vetion leaders, two unit tests-per
,.teek per studentipros Arto N more-than the staff could
handle. ;tudents had to wait in lines to ask questions anii

_have their tests gradtd. and grew: restive, theyecruitment
of undergraduate tutors was dettyed and. when -ap-
pointed; tutors often could not come for, all six of,,the-
meetin2 hours (if their sectionand so would apOar for'
an hour or t o only to disappear again. faculty instruc'
tors found t entselves shouldering a large part:Of the
test-grad tirden and were free neither to superVise the

, operation of the,gystem nor to talk in'ajeisurelylmanner,
with studentS" whO had special qtiestionS.

Initial dialcult[es often accompany niajor changes
pedagogic format. and emergency steps are sometimes
called for as. the3, were. here. After three wieks. the
number of remaining units was cut to one per week-as the

erage rate-. the flow of study guides and unit 'rests In; -

Lame more dependable, and more yjidergraduate tutors
were recruited With these changes the ,course settled
into a more placid state., though still characterized by
softie complaints. For Instance -the unit tests were much
easier than the assigned exercises so that students soon
topped wkorking the exercises, even though they wate
repeatedly encouraged to do them_ Students also tended ,

to, put.off the "physics work, since classes in other sub-
jects still employed regular qusizes%; problem assign-
ments. and other-deadlines. .

.
Td counter this "procrastination." the organizers es-

tablished several target deadlines and urged students to
finish certain units by these dates But this created fresh

r
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problems: students came in iirge numbers jpst before
these deadlines, swamping the attention of staff and giV=
mg students the impression that the staff coati not give
them adequate individui-battention. During the time be-
tween .deadlines the section staff now had little to do
Instructors thus got a double 4mpr scion. that they were
under-utilized as teachers during the, s periods and
overworked as test-graders during the busy periods.

As the end of the.term approached, it became apparent
that a significant fraction 0( the students Were not going
to complete the course on time. The organizers, had
allowed for this by planning three similar final'
examinations. the first three weeks before the end of the

-term, the second at the endof the term. and the third six
weeks after the end of the term at the conclusion of the
MIT January Independent Activities Period Students

could take one of more finals Print they passed one of
them In order to be at to compare, student performance
in the Psr coutse with that of students in earlier lecture-
recitation versions. final examinations were'designed to
be similar to Anal examinations given in. prey lolls years
The level of mastery required by this test was higher than
that of the unit tests and was more nearly equal to that of
the problem sets, which studentsthad stopped doifig early
ui the term: As a result. 27 percent'of the students had
not completed the examination satisfactorily by the end
of the term and 15 percent had still not completed the
course six weeks later. Hufsizer went to considerable
lengths to'assist these studelik,-6,en to the extent of
organizing a fourth final exarrlilation six weeks into the
second term (This resulted, in some perplexity and even
resentment-in other departments. they did not like to have
some of their students still working on first-semester
physics so far into the second term.)
, Despite these clifficuft0. 'there is considerable evi-
dence (presented below i that students in the first large-
scale trial, of PSI learned an -acceptable amount of
physics. and that the majOrity was not unhappy with,the
PSiotiethod. But ibis clear that the method obtained a
bad name in several important' constituelcies.,The narra-
tive below traces the gradual improv ement in the opera-
tion, of three later large-scale trials (one per semester).
yet the consciousness of the MIT _"academic public"
never caught up with later improvements. and the aware-

.
ness of the initial difficulties dominated the general repu,
tat= of PSI in.physics thereafter

(3) Subsequent Large-Scale Trials
After the first large-scale trial.. the PSI method was

used with various modifica,tions for three more semesters
by the Department of Physics beforq discontinuance. The
second semester oftntroductpry physics was taught for
two years rwimng by two,,yd&fig faculty members acting.
as coordinators and the.(then) Chairman of the' Depart-
.
ment as lecturer. No department official suggested that
they try the PSI method, but late in their preparation for
the course they decided to give PSI andther trial." This

r

decision was based not on any personal commitment to
PSI but rather on 'the conviction that they could run a
satisfactory- PSI course by learning from the experiende
of the preceding semester While maintaining the general
organization used in the first laret4cale trial, they car-
ried further some of the modifications already begun iii

the first semester. the number of units was further cut to
eight per semester; new attempts were made to combat'
Inocrastination by imposing "hard' deadlines" such as
two one-hour exams and "moving windows" That

specifiedvon earliest date and latest date on which credit 4-

could be obtained for passing a given unit; and in order to
encourage students to work the-assigned exercises, unit,
tests were carefully matclked to some of these exercise's

Students who had taken the first two semesters of the
PSI course felt, by and large, that- there had been an
immense improvement in the operation of the second
trial compared with the first A few ,flew grumbles ap-
peared, such as the complaint by some faculty and stu-
dents that the exercises were of highly variable difficulty
and that dividing the subject into-only eight units made
each unit too long and too 4.fficult to examine with one
or a few, test questions, but these difficulties were rela-
tively minor. . .

We will not give a detailed description of the two
large-scale PSI courses which followed in the academic
year 4,972-1973. Overall; the modified P,SI courses of,'
these semesters saw steady improvements in study mate-
nals. administiatiVe procedures, and level of satisfaction
reflected in student ebmmerkts Manj, /5,,the faculty sec-
non leaders who participated in the first trial were not,
howev'er. invoiced in the'course thereafter, and sa were
nbt aware of the improvenients that did take place The
drift Of the changes was clearly away froth "classical"
PSI. away from self:pacing and toward deadlineS In-
deed. by the end of the large-scale trials the PSI features
'of the course essentially were being added on to a, con-
'vennonal tecture.forrRot, with only the section meeting
serving a function different from,the conventional 'recita-
tion.

In the spring of l973 the ASsociate ent Head
assembled a committee to discuss the ove proble,Ins of

the introductory courses he informal discussions of
this group 'provided some oi the 'information used by a
more formal depalmental committee appointed to study

the entire undergraduate physits program during the
summ er of 1973. One of ,us (EFT) was a member of this
summer committee,wVich examined, among many other

subjects. the PSI in4oductory courses, A near-unani-
mods dissatisfaction with these courses was expressed by
faculty members on the committee As far as we can tell
this dissatisfaction was not based on any evidence of
widespread, lowering of standaids or other academic
grounds, nor on evidence of organizational difficulties,
these ha-vitig been largely" overcome However. the
committee voted to recommend a "cooling qff period'
that the large introductory courses should not be taught
by this method during the folloi.ving academic year The



a

Department, realizing that so many faculty were dissatis-
fied, acted pn this recommendation, returning- these
courses to the lecture - recitation format.

4

DISCUSSION
. -

Inthinking about the rise and fall of PSI in physics ati-"
MIT, we have come to recognize two layers of analysis.
The outer layer Consists of some relatively straightfor-
ward conclusions about what seem 'now 't'o have been
organizational errors made in going from small- to

®, large:scale use of the PSI method, Hulsize ?, who in-
iliated the first tar& trial, has identified, in retrospect,
two initial policies that had serious conkquances. the-
frrst was to compose and use new study guidwith the
full 600 students without first trying 'them out ,with a
small dais; the second was to have 27 i.inits per semester "--
rather than 15,or fewer tintts as used in previous MIT
trials.

More than one organizer of the large-scale PSI trials
ha's said that since the 'courses- involved- were required
subjects, PSI 'should-have been offered as an alternative
option rather than as atop displacement of the standard
lecture-recitation meth Had this been done and
faculty members teaching.by the PSI method also-been

. volunteers, this alternative inethod.might well have at.
tracted participants .who found it compatible to their'
learning and teaching styles, and the number of students
taught by PSI could have reached some ,equilibriurh
level. ,

These are straightforward ,conclusions, reflecting a
consinsus among those close to the experiment

The response of the Department toPSI was consistent
with the way it had handled innovations in the past. The
custonikry practice is to grant to faculty who request it,-

- perruissiNi to try innovative materials, to. provide sup-
porting facilities and staff as needed, and otherwise to
give them freedonf td teach the course in their own way
This pattern has resulted in a series :of Well/known
textbooks that have contributed substantially ta4MIT's
reputation intphysics education. Siatei and Frank. Frank
-alone. Morse and Feshbach, Sears and Zeinansky, I
gird. and Kraushaar, and more recently KlePpner a d
Kolenkow. Benedeketlnd ?he new itittoduct
course developed in the late sixties in itie.F.clucanon,
search Center was introduced in the same, way. Althodgh
it included films, background publications, and '`oor-
rid,or experiments:: as welt as texts (aUthored principally
by A. P. French), the course format was the usual
lectuft-recitation one.

Hulsizer's request to teach the introductory course by
PSI was handled in the Ctistomary way that had been-go,
successful in the past Only after the large-scale trial was
underway did it become apparent that the changed(ormat
of PSI involved more fundamental dislocations than had
been experienceid in the ,earlier innovations. With-the
-widorn of hindsight, several observers agree that it would

ry
e-

- ,

hai>e be.en'ttNpful have organized at the beginning an
ad hoc dep ntal committee that could have per-
formed one or ore of the following tasks: collected
from a variety of sources (including the ,ERC staff)
suggestio'ns and recommendations for how the first large
course should beeorganizeci. Solicited personnel to run the
offerings subsequent to the first trial while providing
then! with continuity of experience, information, and ad-
vice; provided a neutral forum in which faculty feeling
about the course could have been vented and examined;
actell as a buffer between course managers and other
departments; and organized,an independent evaluatiOn Of
the results . i ..,

We feel that useful insights:may be drawn frOni tlitt'fore ing discussion by innovates in other Cir.
cums hces.1,13ut if we stopped with these straightforward
conclusions we should have failed to grapple W,itti, a
ohole set of more basic and puzzling questions thatIgad
to a second layer of analysis, questions such as:

Did the large-scale PSI trial truly succeed pr fail?
What conclusions follow about the PSI method

itself? -
.

. ,
.

Do students want what PSI has to offer? .

Whose opinion was f y o onsequence in
suspending the PSI trial.

How useful is education research to those making
educational changes? ,

)
Since. the original-actors in the drama are still available,
one might expect to be able to Obtain direct answers to
these questions., However. in attempting to do so we
soon found that reactions of different participans'to the
same events differed markedly from one another.
Moreover' the evolution of PSI in physics at MIT seems
to have been determined not.,,by the answers to 'these
questions but by the conflicting perceptions of different
participants and observers concerning the issues that un-
derlie these questions. To move, as we do now, to a
digcussior. these perceptions.,4° rid conflicts of view is to

--alit. a inore complex and inevitably more subjective
,

r&alm'. It is difficult to treat such issues in a systematic
manner,:but we cannot avoid them if our account is to
reflect moire than a superficial analysis. Ipat'were the
central underlying disagrgements and other factors that
we hate identified? We discuss the principal ones below.

Points of view on fiiilure

We have already noted that th*acadenhe public" at
MIT began to perce,ive the large-scale use of PSI in-
Physics a's a failure as soon as the first trial ran into
trouble. The -failure" label was pinned on PSI at that
point and stayed put 'through four iemesters- despite, suc-
ces4 in overcoming various management difficulties and
pedagogic problems. The label was read relatively un-
iformly across 'other' departments and certainly by the
large group of physicsfaculty members not directl in-'
Vorved in the course. Among those physics staf whogo

14.
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actually taught the sections there seemed to be three
.groups: small miriohnes who were strong advocates or
opponents, and a larg& middle group holding views that
could be clescnbed as mildly negative First impressions
are often,lasting, in academic communities as-in others.
and it takes a long time for general opinion.to catch up
with any gradual improvement in a situation iRinally per-

ceived as unsatisfactory.
Those actually in charge of the large-scale PSI courses

felt that after the first semester their courses went, quite
well. In describing the second of the four trials. Our of
these innovators.recalled.

"The feeling was Oa' it i ly, wasno worse than
' before. the faculty were n rnbly urthappy, student

ratings and grade reports were typical It was just
ordinarywe were relatively satisfied

Student reaction to the course can be determined
somewhat more precisely. As part of the freshMan pass
fail system at MIT. students are asked to fill out two
forms descnhing their progress in each course, one in the
middle and one at the end of each semester We have
trancnbed, on an anonymous basis, a random sample of

more, than one third of the student comments on the
courses we ate studying " After reading .through these
comments, we were inclined to ask, Whatfailure;)
Aside from a very small number of situpeatise broad-
sides and a larger number of mild suggestions ditected at

lane or another,admimstrans e procedure, the vast majdr-
ity of students seemed satisfied :

This concluswn has been questioned by some readers
of early draftstofthis paper on the following grounds

although all students in a course are supposed to fill out
forms on the course, in fact students who drop it or fail it

often do not fill out the forms. Therefore, so this reason-
goes.:the opinions expressed on the forms are domi-

nated by 'those who have profited from the course. 'Ind
the comments will be more favorable than a balanced

picture warrants. It is difficult to es aluate this criticism.
Nt but we fcerthat a co'ntrary effects'presenr also. of those

who do fill ortt forms. dissatisfied ,students tend.. to ex-
press their :'gripes" more often than satisfied students
extetid praise.

One other sburce, reflects student opinion about the
course The student- published' course evaluation for the
first Igge-scale trial was negative but was principally
concerned with the fact that the unit tests gere thought to
be too easy The published evaluations-for subsequent
trials showedlgradual Improvement in virtually all areas.
but especially in ctijirse organization

1

' Files of student comments are maintained by the MIT Freshman

Advisory Council The Council insisted that the anonymity of student

comments be stnc-tly preserved They made the files available to a

-Skill Bureau typist whom we eivployed to transcnbe the ,omments
bout names No one at MIT connected v.ith this study has seen`the

of students who`tnark the comments or of staff mernt*rs men-
tioned n the comments we arc grateful to the Freshman Advisory

Count for their cooperation in thn procedure '

x

We havj already mentioned that the final examination

in the first PSI trial was made very similar to those ad--
minist iered in previous years. Hulsizer's interpretation of
the relatively new,pass-fail grading system for frespien
courses led him to raise the dividing line between pass
and fail inihe course he administered by some 20 percen-

tage point's over-what it had been in previous years. He
felt this highei level of achievement could be demanded
witbout undue penalties by allowing each student to take

as, many as three' similar versions of the final
examination. Consequently, it is clear that in terms of ,

conOentional test-passing criteria, the students on the di-

vidingline between pasts and fail were "learning more
physics" under the conditions of the large-scale trial

twithits repeatable testing feature) than similar students

had under the former lecture-recitation format (with its
non-repeatable final). We have not been able to assemble
comparable information for the subsequent three semes-
ters of large-scale PS1physics.

.w

The mystique of physics teachihg

In our ,discussions with faculty participants in the
large-scale PSI trials, we encountered a widespread opin-

ion that the*PSI method itself lacked some essential in-
gredient necessary to the teaching of physics This opin-

Kip was variously expressed': PSI failed to display the
''richness" Of physics or its "interconnectedness," or to
provide the "extra something" conveyed by lectures, or

train. students to 'solve exeSses. a skill sometimes
'taught in the elaborate recitations- of a regular course..

. till others felt that the large number of units focussed

attention on the paperwork. allowing students 'to move
from test ty test "in a closed way" that'accentuated the "'

all-too-common student inclination to "go fbrihe right
answer" rather than to understand the,power of the 'sub'
`jest in a-larger c9ntext Somehow or °their accorditg to-

this set of opinions, what is important in phy4ilics teaching

is tneffable, it cannot be compressed into objectives, car-
ried out by means of study guides, or justified by, pert

forrnance on unit exams aimed directly at these Objec-

i,k8 Although there is no spetific agreement among
those holding, this general view Of 'physics teaching, the
following paraphrase, of a statement b-one faculty
'member who taught a PSI course demonstrates this ob -'

_learn!) to PSI:
.

PSI units are rather wstncted, the Method lends qself
to material that can be taught in a mechanical fshion.
not the subtle stuff. The physics presented In,the units

must be transparent and as elementary as possible,_bilt .
physics is not really transparent. The PSI units I Have,

seen do not contain satisfact
physics to simplicities and.
problems have to be straightfor
mental ideas4re really stibtle
diffteult .problem really; nod
units concentrate on one
that way the more povie

sics. They reduce
standard. The -

yet the fUnda-;
aced courses a,

indents' The*
cannkbyild in

hysics requires.
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Over this question there was marked 'disagreement.
For example, the reaction of another faculty member to
the paraphrased opinion above (and otheta's like it) was as

follows:
. . . Baloney . . . I think there is nothing, in-

compatible = about PSI and physics. Every possible
level of skill and complexity and conceptualization-
can be achifved in 44Icontext. And I would say that
on the wholi the ability of working on a one-to-one
basis with students allows you to encourage then; and
help them work 'problems and think about things at a
mach more sophisticated level than you can when you
Just toss them a bunch of problems and ledVe them in
iheiedormitories to wrestle with it 'with whateVer help
they can get from_their colleagues. My feelings is that
a well-ru? PSI operation can do a much better job of
teaching physics than a standard lecture and section
format."

.
These two opposing statements reveal underlying fun'-

damentddisagreements about the teaching of physics. Is
something lost by breaking down complex ideas' into
simpler ones? Ate lectures the best way to communicate
"the subtle stuff"? What goes into helping students to
think at a "More sophisticated lever.? We, cannot' re-.
solve such questions here What is,cleal, however; is that
individual teachers have their own pnvateVieWs oh such
questions. often strongly held. and that thesetvere not

.eiblicly debated at the time. College fathlty rarely dis-
cuss their fundamental convictions concerning teaching

g trilich as they avoid discussing igloos beliefs Y
ttiEse convictio4 influence iudgme s -and policy posi-
nons,despite their subterranean na es Genuine consen,
sus demands that disagreements "and. dissatisfactions be -'

'traced ,to her roots and acktowledked

/
What Sfudentd-Really Want

I
4

Alai PR gives students some freedom in the
-scbeduli g d style of their work on a course, many
faculty feel that- this, freedom rmns counter to 'what
students-MIT students at leastate trained for and ex,
pect Listen to the organizer of.one of the large -scale PSI
trials in physics

`'One thing that we were all trying to eel awayfrCim,
is the thing tha,t it was very easy to get lack do.
namely, it is well known that MIT students lose to be
dnven, And if yod set them difficult goals with tough
schedules and hard examinations and very diffictilt
situationg, they will rise to those demands s . If they
hadn't bear theta' against'the tough schedules and
compeiitive-eihr *atwins, they wouldn4 hay):
into MIT. They're all primed for that kind of approach
and it is guaranteed to work

At the time we interviewed.anotherilf the organizers. he.
was teaching the 'sarr4subrect again, but this time by the
regular lecture-recitation 'fonnat He had added to this-

(

regular method very stringent scheduling and detailed
instructions to students and section leaders. Here is the '
paraphrased descnptiOn of this lecture-recitation course
and its results:

This term the morale of the faculty is extremely high.
The student evaluations are excellent, though we don't
hwie the final rating. They.know what they will be
taught in class on a particular day, they know what
they've got to do. There is a quiz in class every week,
they know the dates from the beginning . . . . Not
only' students'aretold what to ao, but instructors are
told what to teach in each section meeting. They love
it even [one of the section leaders most enthusiastic
aboo the PSI version) is happy.

Some evidence confirming this perception of what
students want can be found in the midterm and end-of-
tent freshman evaluations. One student wrote at the end

, of'the first large-scale trial:
A

"The..idea of a self-paced course is great for students
WHO WANT IT, BUT IT SHOULD BE OPTIONAL.

students coming in from all different
backgrounds, it is ABSURD to think _they ate all qual-
ified to pace themselves."

'83
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The number making this complaint was balanced by an
alindst equal number of students who apparently felt
stimulited by the added fredbrrt of PSI. Halfway
through the second 'semester course, one student re-
Marked:

;l prefer it this 'way. i e., self-pacedno tension and,
perhaps most of q, lots of room for personal innova-
tions.

For some students procrastihanon was a by-product of
having only one of fair or five courses per semester in
the self-paced format:

'I can't quite decide whether I think. self-paced
courses are gOod or not. I don't really think they are-a'
good idea fora pass/fail coin-se, that when all a
student's courses are pass/fail. There is a tendency to.

, let yourself get behind in ,the self-paced courses, and
concentrate more on the courses that have stringent
deadlines on their apignments."

Apparently at least some freshmen requite reltively un-
ambiguous direction about how to manage their time.

These students find the greater freedom of PSI to be a
hurdle in itself.

1r
The Role of the Faculty Section Leaders

Thb faculty section leaders in the Large-scale trials oc-
cupied a central position in the execution of the course.
Yet they often did not feel that they were ,themselves
innovators. By and large' their role in the large-scalejPSI
course v,,\as more passive than the one they vferCaccus-
tOmed to play in the conventional lectuce4eottation for--
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mat, and also different from the role played by instruc-
tors in the earlier small-scale trials'of theNIPSI method in

physics. In 4 regularJecturegeitatiOn cours,e,faculty
recitation instructors have a Ober deal of autonomy: al-
though they are expected to reinforce the presentation
carried out in the lectures, they have considerable inde!
pendence in running their.sections, both in the style of
teaching and in the coverage of subject matter. Arid in
the trials of the PSI method in the cation ,ResearoV
Center, instructors' hemselves prepared study guides and
unit tests-(and therefore contrdlled the preselltation ur
detail) and also supervised the tutors (rather than them-
selves grading 'unit tests);' their "teaching time" was
spent supervising the system and answering student and'

tutor questions about the subject.
The' position of faculty. section leaders in die large,-

scale trial of PSI in physics was altogether. different.
Typically they had not volunteered to teach by PSI. 're-
ceived only a brief introduction to the method. were not
involved in wnung study guides dr unit tests. and had
little control ov'er,the way their sections were run. Whe1i
they ,were not overloaded as' test graders-. they were
underutilized as teachers, a difficult position MIT
faculty. As a riesult they cynically did not identify, with
the new scheme: it was someone else's innovation:

When we asked kulsizei how Much- of the negative
reaction by some sectioh leaders could be attributed to
general resistance to any teaching innovation, he replied,-

part. '
"lcdon't think tht the resistance. the negative reaction
by some section leaders, ig neceSsanly attributed to
resistance to any,teaching innovation J just think that
some people prefel the section situation in which they
_pray amore dominant role in the teaching process'"'

If pie large-scale PSI tnals changed the role of the stc-- ,

'nob leader in the-manner we have described, it is under-
standable that a powerful- facultyconstituency. should

, have finally weighed in against continued use of the
method.

Tht Usefulneth of Education Research

FWe wondereyilabout the, hesitancy of some physics,'
faculty to draw upon the experience of the ERC staff
during the planning stages of the.large-scale trials. Local'.
pblitics and personality factors may have been partially
responsible and peed not be aired.fier,e, However, during
our interviews we became aware`rofa widespread and

--very recognizable attitude mire often implied than
qpressed:---that there is little profit to,be gained from
taking the titne to study carefully the non-curricular as-
pects of th'e t:clucxighal ptocess and environment. is

*
not quilt correct to #ay that most physic Ofessors feel
that "anyone competent in physics can teach

-there 'was certainly strong undercurrent -of skepticism
Atout the usefulness of Most educational research -and a
"crorr,sponding disinclination to involve in the deslnof

. ,

newcourses individuals whTe main professionractiv-
ity is education research and Innovation When we inter-

*
'viewed one of the principal supervisors of MPT under-
'graduate physics teaching. he-remarked. Na don't follow

the education busines,"
SVpticism about education research is not .uncom\

monl..and we have a gbod deal of sympathy with it4One
of Us (EFT) has assembled a bibliography in 'physics

education and has been feed to acknowledge that-while
articles treating the subject matter of physics are often
helpful, good articles about hoW to improve theformat of
courses or how to analyze the context adequitely to in-
sure that an improved format-survives,rare in short sup-
ply. The -literature in this area could charitably be de-
scribed as "dilute."

Yet the present study has reinrorced_our opinion that' .0
anyone who undertakes an:academic innovation must
take into account far more than the Coursontent and -
the te,chnicalities of running the course The wider con-
text also,has to be 'considered: how to ensure that all
InVoplved are informed about what.is happening: that di-
vergencck of b'asic viewpointskarebrought to the surface:
that attention is drawn to the good points as well as to-the
bad, that difficulties are quickly rectified: that there are
'compensations to counterbalance the reluctance °to 'un-

dergo the upheavals attendant to innovation.
The general lack of confidence inlie value of educa-

tion research was strengthened in the present case by a
specific distaste for "motivational'' and "rein-
forcement' techniques associated with the name of Har-

vard psychologist B. Skinner. The. PSI method, grew
out of the behaviorist school of) psychology identified-
Ivith Skinner. and b2th Keller and Green were influenced
by him. SomeMIT faculty kin departmeius other than
physics have been the most vocaipubliecritics of Skin=
Iter. and are nintentionakdid not emphasize Skinner's
ConnegtiOn ni Nevertheless,, several mans rs of
the lairgdIcale PSI physics curses haveacknowle
that they hoped to make use' of -the, "obviously
ble" aspects of PSI lkthout the lkinnerjarkYektone'
and "exitreme measures" such as "lectiire as 'reward"
and other' "contingency-managEment techniqueg used
by 'Green in ERC courses. least some,of'these
Aranagersi-avoided asking for advice because they ex-.ex-
pected trot tcrbe able to accept it. ,

CONCLUDING REMARKS .

,Some readers will be d'isa'ppointed that we pave not
provided a definitive sine answer to the question "Why
was thelarge-scale rorial of PSI in the,,MIT Department
Physics discontinued'?" We are ourselves convinced that

A

' After reading adraft ofthis paper. Green has.conimpnted that. in

his view. the'faculty attitude toward contingency managemetit dou.

bly.ironic The firsclarge-scale trial suffered "student procrptirra

Lion." e inadeq cantingenc-y manageme . the changes made

attuation involved the use of deeddnes..later semoters to
which lire contingencies tr most direct form and in fact Warsher

'contingencies than Green f used in hisdown

<. r

r
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there is no such single answer, but that a .variety of
events, circumstances and reactions combined to
produce a widespread impression of failure.'Indeed, a
case can be made that the large-scale trial of PSI did not
"fail" in its central funcijon of teaching physics to stu-
Ients. Instead it seems to usthe large-scale trials were
discontinued beca se_of the pereptions of both particip-
ants and non-panic pants;

The "failure's label derived particularly from the days
Of initial difficulties with the trials. But if many faculty
had enjoyed teaching this WaN; if there had been a vocal
group'within the physics faculty strongly and persistently
advocating PSI; if PSI had been offered simply- as an..1
option for teachers and students who found this style
compatible; if the critique of the s ndard age-long teach-
ing methods implied in PSI had en made explicit re-
peatedly; if there had been conti tiny or organization
from small-scale to large-scale tri is, then these initial
difficulties might have been rapidly forgotten, being de-
signated as "teething troubles As it was, the moderate
success of the lat6 trials\vas not sufficiently publicized
or acknowledged. Mpreover, with successive modifica-
tions of. PSI the scheme beNrne more conservative, so
that even the attractions of the "radical alternative" were
eroded. At the same time the undergraduates became less
critical of established forms.

41. ab

,

A

What characterized the first phase and rendered it I if-
ferent from what came later was that it was orga by
.a group who made PSI a 'major professional c, mit-
ment, Who acted as an anchor group (with steadily 'ac-,
cumulating experience) from semester to semester; who
were in touch with (as well as furtficidrwoting) a na-
tional PSI movement'. They also worked Mith
volunteers--4.e., students who purpossifully opied, out of
the conventional course format to try the PSI version.
This pattern contrasts, with the large-scald trial, which
was modified in form, imposed with minimum consulta-
tion on an educationally conservative, highly research-
oriented and extraordinarily busy. faulty group, and re-
quired of incoming students.

In retrospect it ippears straightforward to point to the
need for appreciation of "scale" changes, for extensive
communication and consultation in the early stages of a

.major new venture, and,for understanding of changing
roles that follow in the wake.of anewlY imposed course
structure. But we realizeas well as our readersthat
these lessons are theliardest to learn except through per-
sonal eipericnce. If, as a result of this post-inortem,
some intending innovators revise their plans to take more
account of their own particular circumstances and build
in extra supports for their fledgling idea's, then our study
will have been worthwhile.

:4
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Summary Report ef the CASC Advanced In.-Service Faculty Development

THE CASC AbVANCED IN-SERVICE
FACULTY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

The Council 'for the Advancement of Small Colleges
(CASC) is a national association which was founded
more than twenty years ago to meet the unique needs of
the small liberal arts ollegefLin recent years, CASC has
devoted considerab attention to the emerging needs for
faculty developme in these colleges.

The first stage of the CASC faculty development pro-
gram was made possible With a grant for $150,000 from
the Lilly Endowment CASC provided expert consulta-

tion to CASC college teams that wished to plan r in-
stitutionally basedfaculty development programs unng
the annual CASC Summer Institute in August of 974.
Forty teams consisting of three faculty members, the
president, and the academic dean, met to ,expand on a
tentative plan for faculty development which they had
each prepared before participating ,in thelational insti-
tute With assistance provided during thFweek by ten
nationally known consultants, each campus team re-
viewed, studied and refined its plan through group dis-
cussion, personal reflection and negotiation. This plan-
ning process continued in the fall Jtf.1974 at a senes of
regional CASC conArences

The second sjage Rf the faculty developmbnt program
began in the spring of 1975, when faculty from forty-five

-CASC colleges were selected to -receive training and,
consultation in the implementation of faculty deielopi
meht projects Approximately one-half.of these colleges
were ampng those involved in stage one The second
stage of the program was supported by a generous grant
of $190.000 frorethe W K Kellogg Foundation. ,

The forty-five faculty traineescalled "on-campUs
consultants OCCs)--attenddd four national institutes:
(a) a seven-day basic training institute which wason-
duted in August. 1975, at Lake Forest College.,(b) an
advanced sire- -day training institute which was conducted
in January. 1,976, at the College Of Mount Saint Joseph,
(c) an advanced nine-day training, institute, involving
two three day specialized modules and one three-day
core modyle which was conducted in June, 1976, at the
Snow Mountain Ranch near Denver, Colorado, and (d)
an 'advanced five-day training institute involving two
Iree-day specialized modules and a one-day core Mod-
ule, which was conducted in November, 1076, at
Bethany College.

These Institutes served several important functions
,p First, the OCCs were exposed ala wide Variety of faculty

develop,ment servic nit provided *IA sufficient in-
formation and skil 'offer many of 'these services on

rogram.

1

APPENDIX F

their own 'campuses. Some of the areas to which the
OCCs were exposed in depth are: instructional diagnosis
and improvement, student evaluations of instruction;
coursd4lesign consultation, leadership training and cur-
ricularxtdesign and reform. During the core modules, all
of the OCCs were also trained in the use of consulting
skills,, and were provided with information to assist them
in grantsmanship, planning futuristic curricula and eval-
uating faculty developmeat programs. Second, the-,insti-
tutes provided an opportunity for the OCCs to establish a
close and enriching learning community. As faculty de-
velopment practitioners who come from similar institu-
tions, the OCCs were able to share successes and fail-
ures, and to provide important interpdhonal support at
times of difficult personal and professional challenge and
change Third, the institutes enabled regional groups to

ix established which reflect natural patterns oftelp and
communicatiop among CASC colleges. Finally, thg in-
stitutes proved to be occasions for ehch4:0Cightcr tep-
potarily leave her busy and pressurized exisNce at a
CASC college in order to spend several days reflecting
on her current and future professional life.

The OCCs received six other services: (a) cdpies of
two voiutiies of A Handbook for Faculty Development,
which were written by William .Bergquist and Steven
Phillips for this prograM, (b) a senes of three to four
on-campus consultations by seven nationally known ex-
perts n the field of faculty development, eadh epert serv-
ifig as a mnkor to four to eight of the OCCs; (c) nreetings ;
of four to eight OCCs from colleges in a specific geo-
graphic region of the country with the mentor assignect to

r, , each region, (d) provision of monies to each legion so
that the region as a totality, or individual OCCs -in the
region, could ,plan, implement or attend training work- ,
shops. conferences, or other activities associated with ;")
professional growth, (e) a four-day training program for
ten of tle OCCs-in the u§e of illuminative evaluation, and
(f) visits by the ten trained OCCs to:thirty-five of the
participating CASC colleges, where an illuminative
evaluation of the faculty drefopment program at each
institution was conducted. ;

Participation ineach of these activities was Aatifying.
At least forty ()Cgs attended the first dime Institutes,
thirty -four attending the fourth (which° was held at a time
when classeS were in session). The regional meetings
were attended by most OCCs, and the mentorship pro-,'
gram has been actively used by vi ally all OCCs.'At '
least fort-y-74wo of the onginal fort -fiv OCCs an be

`"' said to have actively participated in thi program. ,
Several important benefits lire cl y emerged for

the OCCs who have participated inthis program. First,

J
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the OCCs have gained infOrmation and skills that they
Can and have used on their campuses. Second, because
of their participation in the program, the OCCs have
gained it ceased credibility at home. fhird, the OCCs
have often moved into pogitionsof academic leadership
(or were already in a leadership position prior to entering
the program). They are able to work in this.position with

Seater insight into the nature 'and:development of fa-
culty, and more knowledge of current and future trends
in American higher education. Fowl*, the OCcs have
acquired new friends, a continuing mIntorship relation-

. sKip, and a functioning riegifinal network, Aich allows
them to continue their own professional development
after the 'program has terminated. Fifth, in many in-
stances the QCC has, worked closely with a faculty de-
velopment committee or team, conveying important
'earnings from the CASC program to other faculty and
aolmmistrators. In this way the impact of the CASC pro-
gram has been extended, and probably will be sustained

9

.31

This program has also had a significant impact on.
CASC. For the first time, CASC is working with faculty
!father than administrators over an extended Period of

a time. The CASC staff has 1 about faculty in these
colleges, and the faculty ha Pained about CASC. For
many faculty at'the participa g 'colleges, this is the firsV- v
CASC activity that has been felt at the "grass roots" of
the college. Furtherthore, this program has allowed
CASC staff members'to better understand how they can
most effectively facilitate this renewal. In general, the
traning instituies (especially, those With focused themes),
the mentorships, the handbooks and the regional net-
was have proven to be successfuLdevices for the provi-
sion of services by CASC to its participating colleges..
One of the indirectand perhaps most important
benefits of the CASC 'faculty development program has,
been the insights provided by the participants concerning
hoWlfacult development can be effectively implemented
in the sm 1, liberal arts college.

4
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APPENDIX G

(
Satukle Design of A One-Week Intensive Faculty Development Workshop.

a

SAMPLE WORKSHOP DESIGN

. Duration: One Week
Focus: Instructional Development (Secondary emphasis on personal and organizational development) .

Day & Time Activity Brief Descnption

WEDNESDAY
Evening ' Orientation to Workshop

Informal Social Period

Review Workshop Design.
Review Rationale for Workshop

a

THURSDAY
Morning Discussion Session:

Roles as a Teacher
Short Theory Session:

Teaching Styles
Discussion Session:

Teaching Styles

. Micro-College Planning

Respond to question: "Who Am
I As A Teacher?"
Presentation(oj ataxonomy of
six different teaching styles
Small group discussion on
implication of ideas from
theory session

Afternoon -\`'` Micro-College

-

Concurrent presentations by staff
and interested participants on
topics chosenby entire group

Evening 1 Skill Training Session:
Helping .

Theory and.piactice\in
establishing a helping
relationship

FRIDAX
Morang Discussion Session:

Roles as a Learner

Role Play:
Student Learning Styli;

Short Theory Session*:
Student Learning Styles

Micro-College Planning

Participanti reflect on their own
learning processes in a variety
of settings
Presentation of six different
learning'styles

Afternoon

Evening

/sAtuRISAYI Morning,

Micro-College
Teaching Laboretory

Skill Training:
Problem- Solving

Actual teaching in a video-taped
laboratory

Presentation and practice in
using a variety of problem
solving techniques

Discussion Session.
The Influence of the
Institution on the
Classroom

Mkcro-College Planning

Use of problem-analysis to assess
nature of institutional influence;
frislividual assessment, phis
small group discussion

Afternoon The Dilesnmn'of Power

89 -)
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...

. a

Evening Free

IF
SUNDAY ' t;

Morning Exercise: Small Group

..
,. Decision-Making and

Conpict-Management
Atcro-College Planning

...

'Consultation and Jinef theory,
, session

Afternoon

Evening

.
Micro-College
Teaching Laboratory .

A

Skill Training Session.
Decision-Making

Use of Decision-Making games,
plus theory

.
MONDAY

1., r Morning

,Afternoon

Discussion Session i
Reflecting on Planning
for the Future

Teaching Laboratory
A. Preparing for Return

Clissroom i i'

..........4

Evening

.:

Dthcussion Session:

4
Preparing for Return to
Sign4anrOther People

: . .

Use of Life Planning Exercises
modified to specifically
focus on teaching

Participants provided with
opportunity to try Out new
teaching methods t

Reflection on personal felrnings
from workshop, how, to convey
these to spouse, children,
friends, and so fofth

TUESDAY
-morning-

-- 1
, Ng

4 OF

I .

.
Workshop Evaluation' _ Participants Interview each other'

,

Inlay toys regarding significant !earnings
from workshop; particularly, what
did each participant learn about
the way he learns, how to continue
the type of development begun at

a ' this workshop

Workshop Evaluation.
Evaluation form given out to

Questionnaire participants

g

.
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FOREWORD

The following report is a very brief overview of the use of multi-media techniq es in i
---"\ continuing, education for engineers and scientists. In the time allotted'this is all that can be --1

done. This subject could very easily lend itself to aii ,extended study and require one man

year of effort.
In the report ,are illustrative examples of uses of media in continuing education for

engineers and scientis4 The author is aware that many more examples could be given, to

but the erve to show the scope. The Appendkx.contains some lists of people, materials,

s and sou of producers/users of media based programs to serve as a starting point for

future d mentation. Although the use off' these techniques are not insignificant, they

represent only a small fraction of the confirming education effort of industry, professional 4

societies, and universities in this emerging area of education. .

The-potential for increased use of these techniques for bringing more continuing educa-

tion to the practicing engineer/scientist are many,. if certain problems gan be overcome.

The National Science Foundation has the capability of providing the leadership in getting

this initiated if they would exhibit the interest to become actively involved.

The author is deeply indebted to Lenore Biedenbach, Donna Ford, and Linda Maynard

for their help in compiling this report. Without their help and advice it would not.have

become a reality.

-J. M. Bitdenbach . .

Director of continuing Education
for Engineers

University of South Carolina
Columbia, S. C. 29208

.803)777 -6693
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PROPOSED COURSES OF ACTION FOR
NSF

Introduction

Most continuing education programs In universities
have to be self-supporting and therefore, the continuing
education director is under pressure to make sure his time
and effort are spent on doing those things that will make
his programs successful. As a result he does not have
much time, nor is he willing to make the effort to prepare
in detAil proposals to NSF or' other agencies (with little
chance of. success for funding), to undertake research
projects for disseminating information on continuing en-
gineering education. Although there has been much 't-
ten on the-continuing engineering education field. it is
a general'nature and very little hard research has been
done. This is a tragedy because people are making deci-

t. sions on programing with insufficient hard data to make
the best decisions. Because of this, the author would like
to 'propose that NSF use a different approach in asking
for prciposals.

Rather than using the "scattershot" approach, and re-
f questing individuals to submit proposals on their ideas,

the NSF should ask for 'sfrecific proposals on topics
et

where they perceive a need for research. This would giv,e
some direction to the field of continuing education and
would enable some research to be done which
would help all those concerned. This is especially true in
the engineer need assessment area, individual motiva-
tion, evaluation of programs, and other such areas of
general interest to people involved in the continuing edu-
cation field. In addition, one of the serfous problems
facing continuing engineering education personnel is the
requirement for upfront funds to do some basic research
in* getting. information out to their colleagues. Even
though the funds required to do the job are approximately-
$10,000.00 to $30,000.00, organizations just cannot
take that risk in the hope that they can recoup these funds
from. selling the Jmonographs or booklets in the various
research areas. If NSF could develop a strategy to over-
come this problem, there ak a great number of people in
the field who could participate in the development of
many studies.

I've listed below some specific items that NSF should
consider in trying to develop a progressive looking pro-
gram over the next three years.

I f Support four regional workshops around
the country to determine "grass roots" per-
ceived- needs from, engineers, industry, and
universities..

2. Support study on the Current Status of
TelevisionNideo Tape,Programs for CEE.

*. 3. Support study pf the-,Current Status of
Professional Society CEE Programs.

4. Study on Current Status of CEE Pro-
grams in the Academic Environment.
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5. Study on Current Status, of CEE Pro- ;
grams in Industry.

6. Study on. How Engineers/Scientists
Learn as Adults. ,

NSF Actively Participate in an Interna-
tional Continuing Engineering Education Con:
ference. ,

8. Support the Development and Produc-
tion of a Compendium of CEE Program Mono-
graphs.

9. Make a Need Assessment study of CEE-
, for the Practicing Engineer.

10. Support a study on the motivation of en-
gineers, industry and universities to participate
in CEE.

I 1 . Support and encourage proposals such
as the AMCEE and GENESYS Systems al-
ready under consideration. (Consortia looks
very productive in the future an the Carnegie
Commission reports seem to bear this out)

12. Make a study of the effective evaluation
instruments that should be used in CEE pro-
grams.

13. Support and study investigations de-
signed tobring continuing education programs
to engineers in small and medium size com-
panies.

14. $tipport the development of an annual
university and private proprietary institutions
catalog of continuing education programs
available to industry. (Take the place of Learn-
ing Resources catalog which has become de-
funct. With a different format, it could be self
supporting in two to three years.)

15. NSF personnel should, actively, partici-
pate in FIE Conference and CIEC each year,
and have a session devoted to NSF (give `and
take) each year. ..

16. Make a study of the ciirteria referenced
continuing education programs being de-
veloped in the nation today. This shows good
promise for the future.

17. Support several workshops around the
country on the techniquewf offering.and mar-

, v.kenng CEE progra
48. Support m h on how to use

dustrial advisory c mmittees for CEE prOgram
development. .

19. Support and study the effect which
mandatory registration, re-registration, certifi-
cation etc. would hive on the CEE programs
around the country.

20. Support and study the status and future
of the Professional Development Degree (or
equivalent) as a reward system for continuing
education. (Not to include CEU's. This is what
everybody is worried about.)



INTRODUCTION

Before one begins to distuss the use of media-based
instruction as a technique to bring continuing education
to the engineering and scientific professions, he must
have a thorough well thought out philosophy of continu-
ing education' Over the past decade continuing education
has become vitally important for anyone in'an engineer-
ing or scientific field. It is obvious that the technological
exploSion, the competitive environment fOr consumer
products which prevails in our society because of recent
economic conditions, and the necessity for greater pro-
ductivity for all people in our working society makes it
mandatory that the engineering departments of industry
become much more productive. Tbis places a great strain
on the individual engineer's personal time if he is work-
ing in industry, and'on the engineering manager's budget
who must be concerned with a shOrt term profit goal for

his department
In any context. education is hard work One cannot

learn a new technology. remain abreast of the existing
technology or releatn things forgotten without great ef-

fort. If one considers the forgetting curve, it becomes
readily apparent that although one may have learned a
particular technology in the past The natural forgetting
phenomena rapidly lessens one's expertise irla scientific

area.
The responsibility:for continuing education of the en-

gineer must be shared by the individual: ihdustry. col-
leges and universities, and the professional societies. It is

important to realize, however, that the individual cannot
abdicate his responsibility for maintaining his. own, pro-
fessional ddelopment. The other organizations men-
tioned can assist. but individuals are accountable for
their expertise in any particular technology at any given
point in their career.

THE ENGINEER'S/SCIENTIST'S PROB-
LEM

If we look at the engineer's problems. we find that'he
is iqotivated to do certain things,- utilizing Maslow's

`Hies by of Needs. Figure 1 is a simple graphic illus.
,trating this theory.

Self-Actualization
Self-Esteem Needs

Social Needs
Safety Needs

Physiological Needs

Figure 1:-1- Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs
Under the influences of our present society. most en-

gineers are working at the self-esteem and self-
actualization level. Physiological, safety,-and social

needs have largely been met in our affluent society;

therefore: cAtinuing:education programs must put spe-
cial emphasis on the self- esteem and self-actualization
level. Many of our current programs for utilizing

. multi-media techniques or live instruction do fail to em-

phasize this fact.
In addition, the engineer, because of the pressures of

his job. family, and society has set some very specific
priorities in his life style. Figure 2 lists the typical
priorities of a modern adult.
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Figure 2:Typical Priority Listing of aniEmployed
Engineer

Activity

The Full Time Job
The Emergency Job
Wife and Children
Community Affairs
Hobby, Personal Fitness
Family Emergencies
The Other
Education

Priority Level

Top
Top-Top
Top
High
Irresistible
Top-Top
Unavoidable
If Possible

Obviously an engineer's full time job and family come
, first in his priority listing., It is important that all
educators and managers realize -that the engineer will

participate in educational programs only if he has the
time and if there as a "payoff" for his participation in
learning activities. This is especially true if he must par-

ticipate in learning activity after his working day. Al-
though' most continuing educational programs through-

out the country are termed successful, when one looks at
the number of participants in these programs one is hard

pressed to determine whether or no:4 the majority of the
educational needs of the greatest number of professional
people working in this industry are really being met.

An engineer develops life long learning patterns and
styles from the time he is in elementary and secondary
schools.' Figure 3 gives us some indication of how an
engineer currently keeps up to date.

Figure 3:Engineer Life Long Learning Patterns

Reading the Literature
Discussion with colleagUes
Attending the Conferences

On the job learning
Formal purses

It is this author's observatioh thal although most
-people say that they learn best on the job and from read-
ing the literature, this is not really the case. Very often

we can say that a man with twenty years of experience
really has one year's experience repeated nineteen times.
One often wonders if other people can read and digest all
the literature better than he, himself, carin, for one,'
never test myself on whether or not I got 90% of the
knowredge from the material in the literature that I read,
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and it raises a question on how much I really learned. If
one examines the for-getting curve again and the ability to
remember things that.are read, he realizes the truth of
what educational psychologists te4I us: the maximum,
under ideal conditions, that the learner could possibly
absorb is 50% of the material read e first time through.
Very few of us have the time to read r articles three or
four times to get the maximum benefit om any particu-
lar program unless the...job .requires e rgency proce-
dures imniediately.

The problems of the adult learner loci ie personal
time, finances individual motivation to le . and his
inability to determine always what his actual eds are
In many respects, time and motivation are the t o most
important aspects of this problem. The use of multi-
media prog,rarriing techniques in most, programs could
help solve these two major reasons for not participating
in a life long learning environment Because of the prob-
lem solving and problem definition ability most en-
gineers and scientists possess, they are asked to serve on
many community committees. Therefefre, their motiva-
tion and time available to participate in other educational
programs of any length is lessened.

Most engineers And scientists,-if they have a problem,
c'onsplt their peers, §upervisors, and peruse the literature.
It is interesting to note that anyone whd works with con-
tinuing education programs for any length of time begins
to realize that the academic level of information which
engineers'need most on the job is not on the graduate or
post graduate academic level Most of the problems con-
fronting those working 'in manufacturing or industrial
environments are people problems, and the skills which
are needed to solve many of these problems could be
classified on an academic scale of elementary, high
school or the bachelor of science degree level. This fact
sometimes is a verlerude awakening to young engineers
in the field aild they feel that their skills are not beifig
fully utilized within industri.

Cyril Houle;,' niverity of Chicago, stratifies profes-
sional people irt four classifications. innovators, pace-
setters, majority adoptors and laggards. In many respects
thig is very a5curate, Although many of us,spuld like to
think we are innovators, we really aren't., The majonty
pf us are pace-setters or majority adoptors, and in our
profession we have approximately 1.0% laggards. In-
novators are those persons who come up with the new
ideas-'which set the pace for our profession, our profess'

. "sional life, and are definitely in the minonty. The pace-
setters take what innovators have designed and thought
out and put it into practical terms so that the rest of us can
benefit froin these ideas: This is the ideal person, then, to
be used to develop the multi:media-packages for the
majority...kadoptor. This. model gives -us a very good
Pe.rspective on how we should develop continuing,educa-
non programs, which should be designed for majority
adoptors and for pace - setters; primarily.the former. Con-
tinuing' education programs as we envision them in in-
dustry and the univrsity will not help the innovators or

.

/ laggards'. The innovators do not have the time to
ttend meetings from which they will probably glean

little. They learn from' their colleagues who are alsob
working on the frontiers of their particular technology.
Laggards lack the motivation to...keep up to date. No
matter what; they will find an excuse for not-participat-
ing, and nothing will increase their individual motivation
substantially to benefit from prOgrarns, whether they be
multi-media, or live instruction. Therefore, continuing
education programs should be designed for the middle
two clAsifications.

The continuing education director or manager in-
terested in the professional career development of his
constituencies must look at the entire spectrum of an
engineer's life and realize that he learns in different ways
and at different spAls. Each individual is different; one
multi-media program will not work for all kinds of mate-
rial. As you look at the educational career-lice of an
engineer or scierilist,you would come up with sohlethfng
similar to figure 4; which Bill O'Bnen froni Princeton
University has called "The Continual Learning Dia-
gram". (See-fig. 4.)

it 'is obvious th5Tttre-- engineer and scientist at
minimum Opts for the bachelor's degree and moves up in
various stages through his entire career span. He enters
the work life at different stages and retires at approxi-
mately age 65..

With this brief background of the problems encoun-
tered by an engineer in maintaining his life long learning
competence, we will attempt to show how multi-media
has been utilized by the engineer, university, profes-
sional societies and industry fo help solve these prob-
lems. .

\
WHY USE MULTI-MEDIA MATERIALS
IN CONTINUING.EDUCATION?

The use of multi-media techniques to bring continuing
education to practicing engineers/scintists is becoming
exponentially more popular each day.

Some of these are behavioral in origin: the individual
needs mental refreshment; some are the result of good
merchandising by both academic and.proprietary institu-
tion, more efficient equipment more innovatively used.
There are several very good reasons for this:

I A large number of people can be reached over a
widely scattered geographic area.

2 Working in small groups is a more effective way to
communicate technical skill educational mate-
rial.

3. It is more cost effective if we consider large masses
of people

'4, It is space and time independent.

The development of self instructional material which
can be used easily by an individual, or groups of three
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Figure 4:Continual Learning Diagram .
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and four enables an industry to have open enrollment in

programs without requiring prerequisites; allows flexible
scheduling of the indiViduals' time2There is tremendous
savings of learning time, and individuals can proceed at
their own pace. And,last, but not least, a more effective

program can be developed over a period of time because

it can be evaluated for the results very efficiently. When
one considers the personnel required to provide a

FORMAL CONTINUING
EDUCATION PROGRAMS

LINE OF DEGREE

multi-media package, five different categoriet acme to
mind. The producer, director, educator isseminating the '4

information, instructional technologist, and the partici-,
pant who will eventually take thiS program. These five
categories of people have different characteristics, and.
unless a team is organized efficiently the parttcipant will
not get the program needed. In too many, instances the
participant's needs are riot well trifierstooci and the
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multi-media programs that have been developed have
been very inefficient and ineffective. This is one of the
reasons that some of these materials have not been read-
ily accepted by many practicing professionals.

Multi-media programs are very, convenient for the par-'
ticipant, requiring no travel on his part and allowing for a
minimal itherntption of the work schedule. Most impor-
tant probably is their suitability for small groups and
classes which normally would require twenty registrants
to render them cost effective. A program can be de-
veloped for four or.five people if there are sufficient
groups throughout the nation that need the material. ,
Probably the most important facet of such programs is
that they are portable in terms of time And place. These
programs however, to be successful, must be attractive
to the participants and meet their perceived needs, be
challenging and up to date, and give the participant a
sense of gratification upon completion. Hopefully, they
will be habit forming if they are convenient to his place
of business. In the previous section it was noted that one
of the problems associated.with continuing education
was the motivation of the engineering manager and the
engineers themselves to participate. Only those multi-
media programs which can overcome some of these
problems will succeed.

What is a multi-media program? Some people would
consider a text book a media based instructional tool
which is very inexpensive,. However, the 1970's has up-
graded the electronic modes, and most people learn a
great deal by being able to see as well as hear the infor-
mation. Among educational psychologists it has been
known for some time that people learn better by using
more than one sense for any particular learning experi-
ence. A multi-media package properly designed can
expedite this result very cost effectively.

What is a good multi-media package? One ,thatis effi-
cient and attractive to an adult has several charactenstics.
They must of course include the three l's: Information,
Instruction and Inspiration as part of their-development.
They also must be,designed properly to be accepted as
fulfilling the adult learning process. Facets of the learn-
ing process are shown below.

. They must have the willingness and desire to learn.
2. Adults learn only when they feel a need to learn as

proved* Houle and Knowles.
3. Adults learn by doing.
4. Adults learn by solving realistic problems.
5. Adults have had previous experience which affects

their learning.
6. Adults learn best in an informal environment.
7. Adults respond to a variety o f t erching methods

and not just a single media tec4nque.
8. Adults want guidance and not grades.
9. Adults want to be treated as adults.

, Thus, anyone who is attempting to put together a
multi -media course or program must take these charac-

teristics into consideration if the program is to be-suc-
cessful. Many current multi-media presentations do not.

When one looks at the work day of a typical scientist
or engineer, he finds that it can be broken dpwn.into the
following:

Activity
Sleeping
Bathing and
Eating
Traveling to Work
Working
Personal Time

Time (Hrs.)
8

Grooming I

3

8
3
T.4

The above table is important in analyzing multi-media
techniques because, unless the employer is willing to use
some of the eight hours of the working day an individual
has only three hours to do everything he would like to do
(including continuing his education). This is a minimum
time each day for this itimortant activity.
' When designing a multi-media program the director-
producer must continually worry about the educational
pedagogy requirements of adult learning which include
visual contact, flexibility with visual aid projection and
object presentation, and also provide an opportunity to
recall the information that theoretically was learned.

The most commcly used multi-media technique& in
programs for 'engineers and scientists today include the
following:

Media Used Knowledgeable
Contact Person with
Practical Experience

William O'Brien
Princeton University
(also Stanford, Wisconsin)

Lionel Baldwin
Colorado State,

Electrowriter

.Video Tape

tClose Circuit TV D id Waugh
U iversity of South Carolina

ITF-S Albert Moris
Genesys Systems,

1

Computer
Assisted
Instruction

Satellites

Dial -A-Tape

Self-Paced
Instruction

?
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Kenneth S. Down
Stanford University ,

Donald Bitzer
University of Illinois

Lawrence P. Grayson
National Institute of Education

Medical School
University of Wisconsin

,

James Stice
University of Texas, Austin
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Telephone John Klus
University of Wisconsin

Audio Cassettes William Ledgerwood
Exxon Corp., Houston. Texas

Henry Cauthen
South Carolina E4TV,
Columbia, S°. C.

Radio University of Wisconsin 4

The-people listed above are known by this author, and-
whose judgment about the pros and cons of the
techniques he trusts. There' are other -"everts" it reach

area, however. As can he seenby the list of programs
that are available for using multi-media techniques in the
appendix, a variety of these formats are used. You will
also notice that some of these programs contain different
kinds of media to convey the cognitives It is important
in developing any media based package & learning that
different techniques be used throughout the program to
assure maximum retention by the participant..

The most important problems associated with the de-
velopment of multi7m4lia. programs are:

I. The needs assessment forthe proposed.participant.,
2. The programming. ,

3. Evaluative techniques.

It is wise for the developer of any multi-media package
to remember the old adage "better equipment does not
neeessanly mean better programing", and that content bf
the program is what most professional engineers and sci-
entists are interested in learning We muir,t not lose sight
of the learner's objectives, and must utilize his available

minimum time efficiently.
Present variables of most programs'utilizing live in-

struction could be summarized as follows.

Teacher CenteredFormal

Degree OrientedPnmary emphasis
Evenings or weekend formats

Somenon-degree7tinie and location vary
travel involved.for participant.

Established 'curriculum repeated ea

ClassroZim Settitit---;some Audio Visual'Aid
Use (Usually Poor)

University Developed Courses

Cable TV

./
2. Degree or non-degree orientationthe time and
i location of presentation at convenience of the

-learner
3. Although they may use.the present curriculum of

colleges or universities, the modules developed
can be based on the education and skill needed
by the participant

4. The learning packages are flexible and have a vari-
ety of delivery modes and supplementary teach-

ing aids
5. They are usually a joint university-industry pro-

gam, jointly developed because they can or
must be sold to industry

6. They are developed strictly for the working profes'-
sional engineer or scientist

7. They can be used contidually, at any location for the
professional development throughout the life
time career of the engineer or scientist

8. The programs-can be reviewed by the individual as
often as needed to get the information required
by:the participant at any given time, and for
varying purposes.

CONSIDERATIONS RI ,QUIRED IN
PLANNING AN EDUCATION DELIVERY

-SYSTEM

-
University Faculty S Teachers usually .

rograms n _
The above characteristici are in conflict with many of the
adult learning characteriitics` mentioned earlier.

The characteristics 2f a, good multi-inedia program
ihat.dould be used many times at location throughout the ''
nation woulci.include: , .

.

I. Individual Orientedlearner centered information .

.4

:.
,

100
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In designing a multi -media educational delivery sys-
tem, several items must be considered. They ihclude;-

1, A very detailed cot-sideration of the market and
how to dichotomize it geographically.

2. The delivery system must be comfortable- to the
participants, those who developed the program,
and the sponsors.

3. The texts should not be overlooked and shoiild play
a part in the program. This author has found that
supplementary workbook materials containing
all the visuals and supplementary material en-
hance a good multi-media program immensely.

4, The capitol and investthent cost to start a particular
program are paramount. This probably is the
biggest problem facing the development of more
multi-media packages today.

5. Logistics of delivering materials are tremendous,
and the cost of using telephone lines and mailing
of materials are factors that are often overlooked
in the development of efficient systems.

6. Whatever system is decided on must be responsive
to changing needs. Video tapes could 'be re-
placed by video disk although this author does

- not believe this will happen except in rare situa-

' tions for the engineering aud.scientific continu-
. ing education programs sequired in the next de-

cade. The market is only rarely largetnough to
warrant the expense of making the original disk.

7. The effectiveness of the delivery system from a
learning wird of view must not be overlooked.

1- _



V

. Educational Systems Viewpoint Required for Multi Media Programs

Because video tape is involved does not mean
that one should use it as the primary delivery
system. Audio tapes may be better, dr perhaps a
well-designed self-paced individualized instruc-
tion workbook would do the job better.

8. The reliability and timeliness of the delivery sys-
tem must be considered. As an example, it is
well known among educators that in most in-
stances black and white video tape is jusr as ef-
fective from a learning point of view as color..
However, most people are accustomed to color-

'TV for entertainment programs in their homes
and a black and white tape seems inferior.

The system must be designed to work..Below are dia-.
grams.showing graphically how the system' must be imr
plemented if it is to be effective. It should be noted here
that if our "live lecture techniques" used in mostmder,
graduate and graduate programOwere analyzed M this
fashion, the time required for a student to receive an
advanced degree in enginegring.pr science might be read-
ily reduced. However, most facility are comfortable with
the present system, and It is well entrenched even though
it may be somewhat inefficient. There is a tremendous
resistance to change in the academic community because
these individuals are somewhat conservative, as pointed
out by Mary McCauley in her article published in the
College Industry Education Conference Proceedings in
1976. (See bibliography).

Any instructional materials that are developed in a
multi-media program Must clearly state the instructional
objectives, save practice exercises, have the capability
of providing feedbackto the student, have a pr'e andpost

test capability, and somewhere have an attitudinal mea-
sure of the participants%real reactions. This is very'dif-
Ocult to achieve and the costs are often prohibitive. This
is one of the reasons many of the professionally de-
veloped materials are not being readily *accepted by
adults. It is worth noting here however, that 011ie Holt
with the Bell Laboratories in Piscataway, New Jersey,
who ha's a group working on the evaluation of pre-
packaged learning materials, feels very strongly that it is
much more economical to buys somewhat less expen-
sive multi-media program package and improve it than to
start from scratch and develop your own. The cost facto,'
is about a 10 to 1 ratio. Developing multi-medi'a pack-

, ages is expehsive and the market must exist or the pro-
gram will not be saleable.

It would again be wise hereto reiterate the adult learn:
ing characteristics which must be acknowledged if the
multi-media packtiges and delivery systems are to Ile
effectiye. They include:

1. The adult time perception is different than during
youth. We do not teach adult engineers and sci-
entists the same way we do undergraduate and
graduate students. The techniques of androgogy
must be used rather than pedagogy.

2. Convenience needs of adults are very imkt...-tant
and must be adhered to; time is important.

3. There are,gr.eater differences in adults than'ybuth in
learning and motivation.

4. Adults have developed many predispositions, pre-
conceptions and sets concerning learning, and -

they must be-taken in.to account in the develop-
ment of the programs. )
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5. Adults havea much higher self-perception than do
young people.

The persistence of an adult is different and is gen-
erally much longer than youth because they want
to learn more rapidly the particular topic they
have enrolled in.

In developing the educational delivery systemthe
adult learner (engineer/scientists) must be taken into
consideration in developing the educational process. It is
important for the producer-developer to realize that:

I. The adult is anxious and wants to make sure he gets
the information he needs as quickly as possible.

2. "tie adult is usually a much better goal setter than
is the younger student.

3. The adults also 'want to know what their goals
should be; therefore, the behavioral objectives
and results of the program must be spelled out in
some detail.

4. The adult begins to learn immediately because he is
highly motivated to 'get the job done.

5. Again, it is wise to remember that the adult persists
longer than the young student.

6. An adult is usually well aware of whether or not he
is reaching his own individual goals, and will not
tolerate inefficient, time consuming . learning
techniques. As every continuing education direc-
tor knows adults vote with their "feet". As a
result multi-media progrhms must be planned to
have active participation.

7.. Allow for individualization of instruction, be prob-
lem centered, be relevant to life and meaningful
to the participant's present employment, and as,
he grows older he Will want to be responsible for
his own learning because of his mature self-
assessment capabilities.

Delivery System Factors to be Considered

Primary Comparative Costs to Other Systems
Convenience for the Participant
Existini-tearner Motivation'

e.1

Secondary Convenience for the Instructor
Fl ility for Changing

I truction Content
Course Program Content

When all costs of an educational system are considered
(i.e.: travel, time away from work, tuition, etc.) multi-
media programs become highly cost effective, especially
if the teaching expertise is not readily available locally.

Certainly the advantages of multi-media materials are
somewhat obvious, but probably should be stated briefly

, again. Most media piesentations allow for short sessions
and the participant can select the time in which he can
participate in`the educational program. And last but not
least, participants can set their own pace. Additionally,

the material can be reviewed four' or five times to in-
crease comilrehension-and to take into consideration the
inchVidualized differences in learning rates.

WHAT SYSTEMS ARE IN COMMON
USE?

Introduction

There
used at

a variety of multi-media systems
being used at all levels of education. It is obvious that
many of these techniques have had successes and fail-
ures, but one characteristic of all of them is that they are
growing in use. It is true that some of them are progress-
ing slower than others, but it is important for the reader
to realize that a generation of Americans is gro ing up irr
the electronics age and will accept new metho s of in-

. struction much more readily than the older geh rations
who are in the power structure today. It is very fficult,
if not impossible, for a detailed discussion of each of
these techniques to be comprehensive in such a short
time frame, but it is hoped that each technique can be
highlighted.

Video Tape/Cassettes/Videodisks

Video Tape, ,Cassettes, and Videodisks provide an in-
dependent and flexible time table for the program par-
ticipant to receive further education. Not-only is it time
flexible, but it allows the participant to have such pos-
sibilities as motion, synchronized rewind without losing
the audio and _visual portion of the learning experience,
but afso the capability of using the original tape re-
peatedly for other kinds of programs, reducing library
storage costs and large inventories of tapes for the indi-
vidual user. Each can be shipped throughout the country
in a relatively short time span and is easy to obtain. One
need only recall the acceptanee level of this type of for-
mat, as it progressed from reel-to-reel to tape cassette, to
realize the potential it has for common everyday usage.
The recent announcement by RCA and others of the
2-hour and 4-hour videolape cassette machines will en-
hance their use even further. The versatility of this type
of material will'be very evident. The author has himself,
purchased a recording unit, for his own personal use,at
home so dim movies, news programs, and otheti pro-
gramming of personal interest can be taped while not in
the confines of his home, and the tape stock used again
later. As time goes on, this will become more prevalent
and will cause all kinds of enforcement problems, such
as copyright and reproducing of material for local
distribution. These social and legal problems, however,
may be worked out progressively if educators can learn

Chow to develop supplementary systems enabling interac-
tive communication between instructor and participant.
Additionally, this author hasfound that in small groups it
is a very effective teaching tool. It is important for all
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educators to realize that the practicing engineer/scientist.
does not need to know everything about 'a particular sub-
ject, but is only interested in specific aspects of the prob-
lem. Therefore, it can be used as a facilitative device.

Closed% Cir cuit TV/ITFS/Cable TV

Many closed circuit TV and 1TF Systems have been
developed in industry and universities throughout the
country. Great promise was held for such approaches,
but the major interest at the university.level has been for
credit and degrees; developing goal:oriented programs.
Cable TV probably has a great opportunity for the dis-
seminatitiii of formally structured continuing education
programs for those whose time is-unstructured enough to
allow their participation as part of a rather large group,
Although cable TV has the possibilities of providing con-
tinuing education programs, it has not been as successful
as closed circuit TV and 1TFS Systems This should
change, however, as enrollments decrease and tinnier-
sines try to increase their erfrolthients with housewives
and retirees, and if they begin to see their role as know-
ledge disseminators rather than strictly entertainment
This will require 'a great deal of re,-evaluation by the
managers of cable TV networks and the universities

Satellites

The satellite is a futuristic type disseminator Of infov
mation which can cut across state liners and not only
enables' regional,televised educational programs to be
delivered, but haS the possibility for a national.impact.
Hopefully, it can be operated 24 hours a day and act as a
delivery system, Utilizing video tape cassette playback(
units scattered around the country to deliver educational
programs on a non-real time basis. Itis conceiyable that
the large companies, in conjunction with consortia of
universities, will form a viable combination to dissemi-
nate technical information to :'pockets of engineers"
scattered throughout the country where the need to know
a particular subject is evident The author visualizes a
satellite as,having the capability of disSeminating infor-.
mation about a "new tee' linological breakthrough" in a
short 'time frame to alr of industry and universities
throughout the country. One good example of this would
have been the proliferation of the need-to-know about
micro-processors and mini-compute whin has been
thrust upon us in the last 18 month . With the proper
satellite systeM, the latest information about micro-
processors could be developed by a national scientific
educational center and distributed in all parts of the coun-
try within 30-day time period, facilitating instruction in
the theory and use of these important electronic devices.
Currently, I believe the most popular electrical engineer
inrg education programs in the country are
one-, two-, and three-day micro-processig,., courses.

iSatellites
would enable.th s job to be done on an Interna-

tional scale at much tess cost,

Computers
r.

The computer will serve as an even greater educational
tool in thp near future. Not only will-it be an effective
means to interact with participants to enable them to
interact with different industry and university branches in
a self-paced instructional mode,but it will also enable us
to control the learning system for any particular learner.
The Flaw; system and the Mitre system seem to be the
best examples.f this to date, with the former becoming
the more recdinItedisuccess. By controlling learning
speed, the teacher wi 1 be better able to determine what
the needs are and the progress being made by the learner
as he goes throuiq a articular program. This is beconi-
ing more and more a necessity, as the technology
changes at such a rate that we must keep up with where
the individuat stands at any point in his career.

'Electrowriter '

Theeelectrovvnter is ,,a device which enables the teacher
not only to be seen but heard at a distance from the
source of instruction, using telephone cortnections..-This
technique is being used in many auto plants to keep track
of production scheduling at several locations, assuring
that proper stock is availableos needed. Sficess has
been effected using this technique at Stanford, Princeton,
and the University of Wisconsin, but has not had as
much impact in other areas because of its cost. The utili-
zation of commercial telephone lines, video tape and
closed circuit TV has replaced this mode of instruction
because of the "jerky motion" that usually accompanies
the technique.

Telephone

The telephone has.not had the impact that it probably
should have in' education over the past decade although
several networks have been very successful, in particular
at the University of Wisconsin which offers various
forms of programs for be credit and non-credit recogni-
tion. It has the advantage of being real time and allows
feedback from the participants with the institictor very
quickly, although,the major disadvantage is the inability
to transmit any photographs and other visual aids,that the
instructor may deem pertinent. From this standpoint the
electrowriter previously mentioned has good potential to
transmit graphs and chats to be drawn by the instructor

,..as be works through the formal instruction,
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Audio Tape Cassettes

Audio Tape Cassettes have proven successful for vari-
ous kinds of media where only the sense of sound was
important to the learning process-. People are able to
listen to audio tape cassettes as they drive in a car, or
while doing other rote tasks. When used in conjunction
with slides, it is a very effective learning technique, as it
allows one more of the senses to be-used. Many busines-

)



ses develop many kinds of machines which synchronize
audio tapes to,slide presentations. The one major fault
with these approaches however, is that when one at-
tempts to synchronize the slides with the'audio tape there
is an initial capital costs since compatible standardizatign
has not as yet taken place.

Audio tape/slide programs have been used extensivkly
and effectively in the ,oil industry. Training directors
have found them very.useful because of the worldwide
distribution of their engineers and scientists and their
need to know information about specific operations. It is
quite effective for individual instruction beerise tape
recorders. and 35mm projectors are common place and
the programs are very cost effective to produce.

Radio

Radio never achieyed its potential because it was pre-
empted by TV. However, radio probably is the most
economical method for transmitting current educational
information to remote areas, and has found wide
applicability in medical continuing education instruction
in New York State, North Carolina, Utah, California,
Wisconsin, and Ohio, where the best educational radio
operations exist today.

THE FUTURE OF SUCH SYSTEMS;

I believe it is safe to ay that technology disseminated
by electronic media n and Is making significant con-
tributions to the future of continuing education. Over the
past decade we have witnessed many isolated examples
of how TV, computers, electrowriter,an0 other systems
have been used effectively to solve problems confronting
producers and users of instruction. This trend will Con-

, iinue and will enable higher education to better meet its
goals and objectives for a tee-hnically based society. I
personally feel that' a recent article by Martin N.
McCartney entitled "The Future Revised" in the Wall
Street Journal of April 8, 1976 sums it up best. He indi-
cated the educational trends as follows:

1. Increasing the demand for continuing educatiOn.
2 Flexibility in the content and structure of educa-

tion.
3. More uses of the computer in education. .

4. The use of video disks
5. More use bf communication techniques and

multi-media programs.
6. The need for productivity is increasing
7. More use of low cost open modes in education.
8. The growth of learning, centers.
9. Weekend colleges patterned after Mid-America

4 , University, sponsored by NIE.
10. More emphasis on the development of values.'
11. More use of video packaged instruction.
12. Increased use of testing and a trend toward criter-
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ionreferenced testing based on specific objec-
tives.

13. Increased studeiitexpettise in computers and per-,
sonal portable calculators.

14. The price of mini-computers driwping from
0 , 000 . 00 to $1,000.00 over, the next 15

yearr.

How soon these trends will become fact will be deter-
mined by the ingenuity and innovation of the people in
the power structure in our educational establishment.

I believe it will come about in the near future whether
through government support, or from the civilian-oper-
atedeconomy. The speed will bedetermined by the de-
mand, and the need-to-know.

. -,. .
PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH MUL-
TIMEDIA liACKAGE DEVELOPMENT

C.- -.
The problems associated with multi-media packaged

learning are many, especially for engineers and scientific
personnel becatise of the rapidly changing technology.
Anyone who has attempted to put together a program
realizes that the number of potential participants is small
and their geographical distribution is relatively large
compared to other participants in education. The
heterogeneity of the participant population is obvious
and a greater umber of packages must be made availa-
ble than woul be necessary if one used the More tradi-
tional modes. In dition, the support personnel needed,
for proper instructional feedback and course manage:
ment is great and must be taken ittto consideration. The
rate of change of technological information is so rapid
that care must be exercised in putting only those pro-
grams into media-based instructional modes that have a
payoff life expectancy. ,

A. Development of Materials

The development of instructional materials that go into
the proposed *media package, is probably the most critical
problem facing an institution..onee it decides to develop
some media based programming. The problem basically,

Snaking the necessary need assessments of industry and
the individual engineer on what they would like to
purchase and view for their professional development.
Many programs are put together without this needs as-p
sessment resulting in programs that do not have a suffi-
cient market appeal to sell. This is critical because most .

of these programs live to pay for themselves and the life
of the Materials may be too short to recoup thejnitial
capital investment.

When developing a program for a field such as elec-
tronics, one is faced with a tremendous diversity,of needs
even within a given specialty of electronics. For
,example, if one decided to put together a program ofi
micro processors, it becomes important to know whether

w -
9
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or not you are going to make just a survey program or
whether you are going to go into the deep technical de-
tails of the Intel! 80-80 or the Motorola 6800 system.
This requires a great deaf of judgment on what equip-

-1 !bent is currently available in ,industry and being used
The university then is in a dilemma since their goals and
objectives are much broader than any indivdual entre-
preneur and they are open to criticism if they develop
materials which "sells" one particular product over
another. This doisn't bother the engineer since he is just
interested in learning more about the matenals he is
working with, but it causes a great deal of difficulty
within the academic community on what the goals and
Objectives of the institution' should be.

Another important problem in the development of
materials is the selection of the instructor who will put
the matenals on the media based package. Most college
professors are not familiar with developing programs in
this format. They have been very successfiil at the typical
stand up lecture format with a group of students in front
of them. The instructional1/4matenal people required to put
together a multi-media package have much different
charactenstics This author has found that approximately
one out of sevesrri acuity members can easily make the
transition to change their leaching sl-yliNn developing
media based programs. Its not an easy task. Many
multi-media packages have been put together utilizing
professional actors or speakers, once it has,been de;-

, veloped The RCA expenence has shown, however, tf6t
engineers and scientists would much- rather listen to
"real live working engineer/scientist types' than they
would heanng afrrofessional speaker/actor rattling from
a script. Therefore, instructor selection N very impor-

...
Gant.

When any, multi-media package is put together, the
' evaluation of that package becomes paramount. This is a

crtena, which although used in typical graduate and un-
dergraduate prograbiming done in universities by teSts
and exams, is much more cntical with media based in-
struction. Tapes can be viewed several times and peoplez----- .-Overcoming opposition to using new techniques' of

not familiar with the subject matter will be in the evalu-

.. ation processlo determine whether they should be purch:
ased or leased. The present curriculum is evaluated not
necessarily by each indiVidu4course but ratheri combi-
nation of courses which lasi" dyer a period of four years
and tbeil the students evaluated on what they can do upon
,graduation. The multi-media package, however, must
stand alone and must evidence a change in behivior im-.
mediately. This is very difficult task to achieve and
subjects the multi-media package to close scrutiny by
many individuals_. Much more research is required-in this

area.

,-

- venture. Such.question's as What is the market?, How do
we find the person in a particular industry to speak for
that industry to determin program content?. and What

' are their needs'' need to be 'answered This is a problem
which needs much more research andtectiniques must be
developed to. successfully resolve this problem 1

The "up-front" costs in developmg a multi-media
package are quite large If one does not know the market,

r this can be lost very rapidly. Continuing education direc-
tors who utilize short courses, institutes, and workshops
have found that they, too, muit develop some marketing
skills, but they need not be as sophisficated as the ones
required for the development of multi-niedia packages.
This probably is one of the biggest deterrents to univier-

s sines to develop more video tape programming. They
_itiskclo not have the 5I5,000'00 to $20,000 00 tq put into
programs, hoping for a return on the investment over:, a

period of three to five years The idea of consortia, as
suggested by AMCEE, is one possible soldtion to this
problem. Together the consortia may, be able to .develop

.programs to cover these initial costs and still allow the
program to be given at a price that can be afforded by

small and mediunj size companies.
In te marketing of materials on a national scale, many

cqlleges and universities find themselves in conflict with
the goals and objectives of the university. Many univer-
sities are committed CO.Serving local clientele in a par-
ticular region: Multi-media package, development,
however, assumes that a great number of people can use
the same 'Materials, and the universities be in to cross
into other peoples "turf" This means that any prob-
lems have-to be worked out with various institutions to
get their cooperation AMCEE is probably the one or-
ganization that has been able to acciplish this on a

,national,kale to *a. -, .,..1)

.
-

.- 'Overcoming . Oppositiolla to New
echniqueS

B. Marketineof Materials
1 ,

The marketing of multi-media pack4es is very impor-
tant and is critical for the survival of,iily multi-media
deVelopment program at a university or by a business

, . , .,,, ,.... ,.. -

teaching is also, vet)/ critical,' The "noeitiVented here"
syndrome, our faculty is betterthan your faculty, and We

111can do it better, are Some of the.most impq problems
that must be overcome. With the pro* ection of
teaching materials as well as subject matter, this can be
minimized if the-faculty involved do not have-die skills

,which exist in.other groups.'With the diversified industry
-iii this country, it becomes. apparent that all uniyersitits
cannot be all things to all people, Therefore, with the
exchange of multi-Mediapackages, a service`can been.

. dered to local indiAtry by institutions that do not have
particularex,pertiso. IsIotonli do the,Taculty express op'
position to trying new techniques which are upsual.to.
them, the potentiarpartieipars, and the,peopl% who are
in the power structure who can sign off for purchase
requisitions for lease or pui-base of the materials have a
problem. They have come up throug 4. an edpeational
system which has.not used these new techniques and they 4 ,

r
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are leery of whether or not anyone can \learn in this
fashion, Everyone knows this is contrary to the published
%search but it' still probably is the biggest single factor
against their wide spread. use.

Another problem whicb opposes the use of .these
lechniquei is in the whole area of copyright, who owns
the tape, and who receives the payment for their use.
This author,believes that these problems are superficial,
are really of an administrative nature, and can be solved
rather easily. The best way to do this is to offer royalties
to 'people who have put them together and, as many
industry people already know, a fair and equitable share
of the cost and profits can be gotten by all whet con-
cerned. '

Of even moreeconcern 'w (acuity members, however,
is how long can these-icitious eduCational progiams be
used-before new techniques in tlie field. make athe tape
somewhat obsolete. It require someone to make a judg-
ment however. The adannistrItor is trying to get his
return on his investment back,as quickly as possible and

' the professor certainly doesdot want to be shown on the
tape as not knowing the latest tichniques. This problem,
is being worked on by mirioils organizalions and should
be solved in most people's minds in the next two to three

. -years.
Discussion of problems associated with multi-media

packaged development would not be complete, howeyer,
if a comment was not made about the reward structure in
most institutions. The rewards in most educational in-
stitutions are for research and publishing, 'and to date
most of the .multi -media package deyelopment has not
been one of the criteria used by most universities for the
faculty in their quest to secure tenure and promotion.
Until thiS is worked out in the whole field of a reward
structure, little will done from the educational instito-.
tion viewpoint. /

L

SUMMARY-
.

Inithe appendix of this report can be found a long list;
of programs that have been developed by various organi-,
zations over the past few years, and which are currently
available from proprietary vendors as well as university
organizationki In a later part of du report some of the
more important techniques that are being used bpth in
industry and universities will 13e discussedThe reader is
encouraged to look at the bibliography to better under-
Aland the scope.

4 4
INDUSTRY

e

A. Growth of In-House Programg
The,growth of in-house programs in industry over the

past decade has been quite substantial , particularly in the
large industries. There are many ns for this but mast.\
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large idclustries are beginning to realize the need for con- I

stant updating of technical people in their organization /
and to help lower their resistance to change in an ever
changing technological society.

The industry in-house programs are very well defined
because it has become obvious to the people within the
industry what thejr educational problems 'really are4if
people are not working efficiently and with increased
productivity ducation will not solve all of the problems
that industry faces with the new technology but it is a
plac o start. The i -house education *grams are Igo-
ally hig y successful for a variety of reasons.

I. The-needs of the employees are very.well defined
from an educational point of view, and the in-
austry, does not have to worry about the overall
education of the person. They jusrzero iri on the
educational needs for the moment and develop a
program that will meet theSe objectives rather

2 There are no prerequsites for any coursesthat the
industry develops. They give the programs to
people who have a need to_know and do not
worry about upgrading those pepple who
perhaps could do the job if some prerequisites
were taken first,

3. Industry does not differentiate between employees.
If the technologist needs to ,know something,
about differential equations) they are the same
classes as the'engineers who need to know sotne.
thing about differential equations. It is some-
times hard for academic personnel to realize that -

industry is interested in solving the problem and
are not worried about degrees, accreditation of
their programs or worry about the validity of
their graduates. If the graduates can do the job
upon completion of the course it is good enough.
They do not worry about many of the other de-
tails that they hope the universities do to m'ath-
tain tkir accreditation.

4. Industry is interested in trainingthe largest number
of people for the lowest possible cost in those
areas of expertise that are needed in their own
organizationAley can educate a larger number
of people with the same dollars it costs them to
send a few people, to special short courses and
other progiams within the university. Once these
people roan to the work environment they
often cannot communicate effectively with the
people who did not attend the educational pro--,,
gram. Thus in-house programs have a greet deal,

tof appea
5. Participati

the majo

to them.
in in - house programs solves one of
tumbling blocks to university pro-

grams: personal motivation. If the chief engineer
and plant, manager give an imprelsion of being
interested in pepple participating in education
employees participate. It is as simple as that. By

41.



presenting programs in-house after hour, lunch
hours, or even during some part of the workday,
people are motivated to participate because they
do not have-any travel time, it does not cost
them anything, and it does not infringe upon
their free tirhe as much as the university program
does:

6. The programs that are developed in most in-house
situations are centered around real life problems
within that industry. The instructors are well
qualified and are the participants' peers who
work with them.- They respect each others'
judgment, and this author has found that instruc,,-
tors from industry seem to talk up to the study, Fs .
rather than down to them and this is not always
true of academic personnel.

7. Most industry instructors for in-house programs
have little hangup on techniques that are used for
educating people They will use anything that
works and thus redueetome of the problems that
are associated with university education

8. Although industry in-house programs cost a lot
more than they are willing to admit, these costs
can be hidden in all kinds of budgets within an
industrial organization. A good case could be
made that it is cheaper to send the individual
than it is to train him within the plant, if one
looks at all of the costs. This is very difficult to
do because of existing accounting systems

B. Payoff for Participation in CEE
The payoff for participation in continuing education is

still the biggest stumbling block to Motivating people to
participate. Industry does not promtSte or give pay raises
to individuals just because they participate in continuing
engineering education programs. The payoff is on job
performance during any given year If this begins to slip,
the individual does not receive a merit increase Or is he
promoted. Job performance is the key to all industrial
promotions on the average There are exceptions to this
but people who get promoted for other reasons usually do
not remain with an organization very long once they are
"found out"

A great deal of additional research must be done on
determining the payoff for participation in continuing
engineering education. There has to be some intangible
benefit for participation in continuing,education which is
at leak evident to through self evaluation. NSF may find
this a fertile field for future research projects.

C. Industry Use of Multi-Media Programs
Industry and government have probably made the

most efficient use of multi-media programs of any of the
major inItitutions in our society. The reason is thafthey
have specific requirements which are very well defined,
indicating which employees need a particular educational

experience The..military has probably led the way in the
development of multi-media materials to train their per-
sonnel. The major reason, o1 course, is that they encom-
pass large numbers of people who need the same kind of
educational or training expenence and also are widely

"dispersed, therefore, it behooves them to develop a pro-
gram which they know will work and then distribute it
widely to all personnel who requirethat particular skill.

Industry has a unique problefn in that they are profit
oriented and the training dollar must come from that
source, therefore, they are very careful to insure that the'
educational expenence is the best possible cost-effective
method of/ gett. the information across. This leads to
difficulties at tim , however, since training directors
can develop tunne vision and overlook the 'difference
between cognitive and affective learning. They are
chiefly interested in short-run objectives, and one won-
ders why they are surprised when employees do,

'I

grow,
and d o not maintain their professional vitality as plan-
ned. I believe it might be inappropriate here to discuss
what is the engineer's job. Alden Jones has deftly de-
fined it by stating. "The job of the engineer is to design a
product to meet a customer's need and which could be
manufactured at a profit." I believe this is an important
concept to which the univecsities must address them-
selves in the near future if they hope to maintain their
viability in the continuing education market and to de-
velop the multi-media programs reqUired to do the job.

Dr. Lindon Saline from General Electric has done a
study within the company and determined the factors
leading to improved engineering and scientific per- 4
formance in'the following manner:

80% Work Assignment
10% Coaching and Supervision
2% Career Planning
5% Education
2% Others.

Although these figures are in the nature of educated
guesses based on wide experience, they indicate to most
engineers in what priority their efforts,should be placed
in orderkto progress and to improve their performance.
This means that the 5% of the effort that the engineer or
scientist should* spend on his education must be very
efficiently scheduled. Multi-media techniques can expe-
dite this, therefore, the "Not invented here" syndrome
has less effect on their planning.

Below are )i,sted, with a brief description, some of the
better types of programs utilizing multi-media techniques
currently being used' in industry. The reader should
realize that this is not an exhaustive list, but is a repre5en-
tative sample of the programs which have been used

-successfully in companies throughout the United States.

RCA

RCA was one of the first companies to utilize very
extensively videotaped programs for training engineers.
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Their uniqtie problem required updating and maintaining
professional technical knowledge for approximately six
thousand engineers deployed throughout the world.
Specifically their need was to develop those ,programs
that would maintain basic skills so that engineers could
be transferred from one related technology to another as
it developed from research laboratories

They decided on video tape as the best method since it
was easily transportable and relatively easy to make.
With a modest investment of less than $75,000.00 for a
three-camera, black and White TV Studio, they were able
to produce a series of courses for less tha,n $10,000 00
each. In addition, they were the first organization to
pioneer the concept of a systems approach to the educa-
tional process. Not only did they make video tapes, but a
text book was.assigned for each course. A workbook was
given to each student which contained replications of all
the slides that were on the video tape cassettes The tape
stopped every ten minutes. and active participation on
the part of the viewer was required in solving a problem
which answered questions that were on the tape. Written
assignments were given for each period to be returned to
a central location for grading and comments by a know-
ledgeable \expert in the field Letter grades were not
yen, but rather encouragement was indicated in the re-
marks to motivate the participant. QuitE.es and
examinations were periodically placed in each of the
programs. Although no grades were recorded nor entered
in the personnel file, the learning experience served as a
motivating factor and enabled the participant to assess
his' own achievements.

It might be noted here that this particular systenthas
served as a model in many of the programs that have
been developed since, and along with the SURGE pro-
gram at Colorado State, probably has set the pattern for
video taped instruction-as we know it today.

Union Carbide

Union Carbide is another company which has utilized
the video tape media to get information disseminated to
all of their plant sites. They have developed a high qual-
ity series of video cassettes concerning energy conserva-
tion in industry and the various machines which they use

. in their own facilities. This,has been accomplished at
very low cost compared to university type operations and
is quite effective. Both the P4A and Union Carbide pro-
grams are exampleA of what can be done inexpensively,
with an eye on the "bottom line" of a budget sheet, and
still be educationally effective. .

, Sandia Laboratories

Sandia Laboratories probably has the bet technician
training/education program of any industry in the United
States. They utilize study carrels, individualized instruc-
tion video-tape, and 35mm slide and filmstrips for their
program. They probably have pioneered in industry the
whole concept of criterion-referenced educational en-

deavor, clearly indicating the necessity of defining the
problem and all of its constituent steps so that the train-
ing effort can be maximized Evaluation of their pro-,
graming indicates that they 'achieve. very close to 100%
competence after the training. It is important to note here

, that the industry makes no distinction between the en-
gineer technologist or the technician, if those individu-
als "have a need to know". -

Bell System Training Center

The Bell System Training Center in Lisle, Illinois has
probably the best system for simulation of technological
problems of any training school in the country. They are
able to simulate technical failures in atypical telephone
system Engineers must be able to determine from re-
mote locations the cause and effect of such a breakdown
and repair it as quickly as possible to preclude the loss of
revenue during down time. The educational staff at the
`Bell System uses a very sophisticated technique to de-
termine the needs and assess the program once it has
been implemented Much could be learned from study of
th'is system at this training center on the usof simulation
of problems. This author has seen no other location
where more cost effective education is being performed.

Texas Instruments

Texas Instruments is very deeply involved in video
, tape instruction, especially for training in electronic pro-
grams. They have a very active development of video
tape programs for their employees, and haze become so
successful that a spinoff of their business enables them to
merchandise the material for sale in other.industries.

Hewlett Packard

Hewlett Packard has a series of electronic media pro-
grams on circuitry that probably makes the best use of
visual aids this author has seen for illustrating circuit
diagrams and what is happening in an electronic circuit at
any given time. Their overall use of visual aids is unsur-
passed.

Xerox Training Center

The Xerox Training Center in Leesburg, Virginia is
probably the most up to date and modern training center
in the country using multi-media technitges. A wide
gamut of programs Itas been developed l'isir\Ig 'audio
tapes, shes, individualized instruction and other
techniques. Their video tape in-house distribution system
at the training center is the finest in the world. In addi-
tion, the Xerox Corporation in Rochester has a group
working on individualized instruction, using 35mm
slides, audio tapes and program materials that are second
to none in quality and versatility.

The one characteristic of all the programs listed above
is that the goals and objectives of all the programs de-
veloped by industry are very well defined before they'
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start to put the program together. They do not simply
take "another lecture" and put it on-video tape. They are
fortunate in that.they know their "Audience" quite well,
have defined the problems, and are not interested in
training large numbers of people outside their organiza-
tion. who may have diversified interests. This makes the
job much easier and allows multi-media presentations to
be used quite effectively.

It should be noted here that industry has many non-
degree people employed as engineers, although it would
appear that only baccalaureate level engineers are hired

'for such job classifications. Again, media-based training
programs are used to update and fill in necessary
technological information as needed. Since this has
proved to bed practical and economical solution for in-
dustry, many of the present ,i'on paper" requireMents

, will be inevitably phased out. Additionally, many indi-
viduals e not aware that present government regula-
tions co Equal Opportunity Employment and Af-,
lirmative Action hinng will ultimately force industries
which have not already done so to drop some of the
"paper" requirements, regardless of opinion and convic-
tions to the contrary.

WHAT THE UNIVERSITIES ARE DOING

Over the past decade, rty engineering schools
throughout the country have made a real effort to try to
bring,continuing education programs to the industries in
their region. This has been primarily focus on the provid-
ing of some mechanism by. which engineers in that reg-
ion can acquire a master of science degree. Although
Most of this has been provided through off-campus pro-
grams taught in the traditional mode, several institutions
have instituted multi -media approaches to-help solve the
problem. The major emphasis has been using ITFS sys-
tems or videii tape methods of instruction. The
GENESYS system in Florida, the TAER system in
Texas, the ACE system at Stanford, and the SURGE
(system at Colorado State University have been the most
predominant. These are examples with which the reader
is most familiar.

It is important to note that the most successful multi-
media systems utilizing video tape or ITFS are those that
have been versatile and that have fitted into the existing

structure found in those regions. Thus 'when the
GENESYS system in Florida was designed only for
NASA, it was found that the engineering population
could not support such a system once the Aerospace
Industry declined in that area.

Below are' xamples of successful university systems
which serve as examples only of what has been done.
Many other universities have made similar effortsbut
these are highlighted to illustrate the scope of 'endeavors.

EXAMPLES OF SUCCESSFUL SYSTEMS

A. Stanford/ACE System
The Stanford system,' which began as e television sys-

tem designed to bring a masters degree capability to
people off-campus, expanded into a format in which
noncredit continuing education prograihs became highly
successful and made the entire system economically Teas,
ible. Utilizing a TV system with a very directional an-
tenna system, they were able to meet the educational
needs of an industrial community on the west coast.

The interesting aspect of this system (although the
credit courses continue to be successful) is the continuing
education aspect of the non-credit programming. Indus-
try has supported this aspect of the system quite well,
and it continues to grow. Not only are ,Stanford profes-
sors used as instructog, but the participants also 'receive
instruction from som4of their colleagues whi:i are more
expert in areas of industrial interest,The whole concept
of allowing people to take courses,"even though they d6
not have the "educational prerequisites" required by a
university of the stature of Stanford, has developed in
dustrial relationships with the universit)Dwhich are basi-
cally sound. it

Below ist a list of the enrollments and gives one a
picture of how it continues to grow. The use of 41junct
professors has been documented recently in several jour-
nals and verifies the experiments made by RCA in the
early, 70's utilizing a non-instructor oriented system at
the site where the education is received. I personally
believe this trend will continue in other areas as tiMe
goes on.

Below are some statistics that the reader may find of
interest on the Stanford TV system.

Stanford Televised Engineering Instruction Participation Data

Honors Coop Program
(Degree Seekers)

Non-Registered
Option

Television Auditors
Total Registrations
Number of TV Courses
Average Per Course
Number of Member

Companies .

S.

. i

14

1969-70
762

3e

102
' 901.
- 116

7.8

-23

1970-71
836

106

, 97
1038

148
7.0

24

1971-72
544

66

746
1358

143
9.5

26

1972-73-
562

95

1372
2029

145
14.0

30

1973-74
577

185

1246
2008

150
13.4

.
36

1974-75
685

. ,

'74
i

1475:
2534

i

58

197546'
666

350

1296
2312

154
15.0

42
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Questionnaire Distribution arid Response

Student Category Distntut Returned

Honors Coop Program '100 . 70.
NonRegiCtered Option 87 41
Television Auditor 463 20l

Totals' 45i 312

Motivation-for Enrolling in a Televised Cocurse

Student Category
Degree Conven- Professional .

Seeking fence Development

Honors Coop Program 33 34 11

Non-Registered Option 20 - 15 _ 18
Television Auditor 2 31 189

,Ages of Participants

Student Category Mean Median Range

Honors Coop Program 27 9 27 0 20-47
Non-Registered 'Option 27 I. 27 5 22-46
Television Auditor 38 I 36.5 4-64

The Association for Continuing Education (ACE) also
uses the system for its after hours programs and their
statistics of enrollments are listed below for 1975-76.

1975 -76 Courses Enrollments

Stanford 154 ,2312
ACE 78 - 2483

232 4795
1.976-77
ACE 3366

B. ColoradO State System

The Coloado State System, which was funded some
time ago by IsISFt continues to set-an example of what
can bedone'with video tape. The SURGE system, as
envisioned by Lionel Baldwin, has been highly success-
ful for Colorado State University. Please note below the
current enrollment figures on how they are serving that
area.

In addition, the Colorado State faculty 'has become
familiar with the 'capabilities of such a system and has
developed several video tape programs that are well re-
ceived by industry is a very cost effective format. Tbis
kind of innovation is much needed in higher education
and this author believes it will be one of the models that
will be followed for the decade ahead with some modifi-
cations. The concept of enabling an engineer to ac-
eomplish his entire program utilizing video tape at a site
remote from campus is intriguing not only to the

employer but to the participant who values thV,small
amount of time he has available for educational and re-
creational efforts. ,

A typical year of statistics using the SURGE system
would result in the following statistics:

40 courses/sethester
35 participating locations
SURGE adds average of 12 enrollments to average

class of,16
Delivery cost per credit hour less than basic cost
100 MS Degrees-20 MBA awarded

C. University of Sodth Carolina System
The University f South Carolina system uses a closed

circuit system along with video tape, And periodic visits-
to the campus by the student (approximately 3 times per
setnester). This hybrid system was initiated because the
closed circuit TV system already existed in the region in
which the University serves. The College o
was able to piggyback on a system duri
of the day and evening and not have to
expense of putting a system together
instruction over the closid circuit system once a week
and mailing out video tapes to thindividual sites around
the state twice a 'week. The instruction kequally as good
as on the campus. In fact, live lectures ar sent out-over
the air by an instructor who is teaching a clas
pus. Both the Colorado State system and Sou Caro-
lina's system utilize the concept of increasing class size
enrollment to make graduate programming in.engineer-
ing available not only to their full time students but to the
industry serving the state. Without ,both oft,itiese two
components of the class, it is doubtful that graduate pro-
grams would be h extensive in both institutions.

In addition to the brief descriptions of the three pro-
graihs that are in the forefront in the use of video in the
universities in the country, ,Ifor engineering another

.phenomena is beginning to, take place which has tre:
pendoits impact for mediainsed instruction and espe-
tially video. This is the formation of a consortia of the
major schools providing ,video, material in the country as
.described in Part D.

Some statistics from the South Carolina APOGEE
program should give the reader some insight into the
growth of the effort over the past few years at 24 sites.

APOGEE Enrollments

ngineering
the late hours ,

ke the capital)
utilizing live

Academic Year
69-70
70-71
71-72
72-73
73-74
74-75
75-76
76-77

Enrollments
30

101

l44
215
258 ,

400
486
470 .



D. AMCEE
The Association for Media-based Continuing Educa-

tion for Engineers is a consortia formed by twelve charter
member universities to increase the national effective-
ness of continuing education for engineers utilizing
media-based instruction. These twelve institutions prob-
ably produce the largest substantial percentage of all
video based off-campus instruction in engineering With
these programs as a base, the member institutions hope
to coordinate their efforts in an expanding national pro-
gram of media-based continuing education for engineers

AMCEEwas formed to try,to solve some of the prob-
lems listed betow:,

1. What use of the concept of consortia among uni-
versities and colleges of engineering can be
made that will more effectively meet the needs
of the widely dispersed small engineering and
technical firms around the country?

2. What types of programs are the most successful
for the practicing engineer?

3. What formats are most efficient in teaching an
adult originally trained in a technical field?

4. How can engineering schools, improve the pro-
grams that currently exist and are in the plan-
ning stage?

5. What rules should individualized instructions sys-
tems use to bring continuing edtcation pro-
grams to the geographically dispersed, en-
gineers?

6. What role should media-based instruction play in
the continuing education efforts of- the fully
employed engineer?

7.. What is the most effective way to market continu-
ing education programs to engineers in the
field; off campus?

8. How cost effective are programs compared to on-
the-job training and job rotation?

9. What is industry doing to promote continuing.
education programs for their professional
employees, as has been-done at RCA and other
multi-national industries?

10. How cap a clearinghouse be formed for a one
stop shopping place" for industrial personnel
people who are seeking for programs that are
thrrently

The members of AMCEE include the following uni-
versities: Case Western Reserve University, Colorado'
State University, Georgia Institute of Technology, Il-
linois Institute of Technology, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Southern Methodist University, Stanford
University, University of Michigan, University of Min-
nesota University of South Carolina, University of
Southern California, University of California at Davis. It
is a non-profit organization and has added several ,mem-
bers, to its rolls since its inception.

Ile whole concept is intriguing to this author because

.t

";11., ' v
®'it is the first time that a large number of .pregtigiobs

universities has attempted to solve their 'differences -anti
meet the needs of their graduates in a coordinated rash-
ion. Hopefully it will continue to grow and expand and
help answer some of the problems that are facing^the
dissemination of media -based instruction in'enOreering.
This is probably the first start of its kind in the history of
engineeringschools and will serve as a model for the.
future. No one university has the manpower nor the Fe-
sources to undertake such a wide distribution of pro-
gramming, but together they may be able to solve some
of the problems that are plaguing multi-media program
development at the universities.

CONTINUING EDUCATION IN PROFES-
SIONAL SOCIETIES

In the last few years the professional societies have
initiated many activities in the continuing education field
for their membership. The members or the various pro-
fessional societies have been very vocal over the past
three years asking serious questions from the various
professional society staffs on what they are getting for
their dues.

In order to help to overcome this criticism they have
begun to offer more--member services. The continuing'
education programs 'cif the various societies have thus
increased as they perceive a problem in this area. They
are primarily of ,the Jive lecture variety and are given
throughout' the country. Their biggest problem is that
they have a large membership scattered over a wide geo-
graphic area. They are prime candidates for continuing
education utilizing multi-media techniques and in par-
ticular video-tape cassette programs. The American
Chemical Society is already putting together video tapes
in conjunction with MIT trough an NSF, grant, The
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers.is begin-
ning, to put together a series of video 'tapes dealing' with
microprocessors and they should be completed by early
fall of 1977.

The professional societies have had some experience
with audio tape cassette programs. Societies such as the
American Society for Training and Development, IEEE,
American Chemical Society and. 'others, have put to-
gether audio tapes of some of the main speakers at their
various conferences. In addition, several'of them have'
tried to package and market audio tape cassette programs
dealing with specific subject areas in their field of spe-
ciality. The problem becomes, the cost to the member-
ship. Although the membership is large, the interest in
any one particular scientific segment is very fragmented
and thus the cost per tare is high. In most cases the
individual engineer or scientists !must individually
purchase these items. Several companies have sub-.
vibed to this kind of service And have put it in their
Sraiy, thus making it available to their employees. This
has been a somewhardiscouraging adventure for several



of the societies however, and they are constantly Cooking
for ways of reducing costs to the individual member.

The latest technique that is being used by professional
societies with some success is in trying to develop some
rapport with the various contining education divisions of
the engineering schools around the country. By forming
consortia they have a marketing arm which they do not
hake to pay for in their overhead cost. In this author's
opinion this will increase over the next decade and tl.' se
professional societies will become co=partners with the
universities to serve the,engineers and scientists through-
out the country. At the present time There is asertain
amount of friction between the two groups, as They feel
that each is trying to take over the entire market. This iS
an impossibility. There is more contiriiiing education
necessary thanithere are resources and manpower by any

one single organization to accomplish this objective.
Probably one of the strong points for the professional

societies is their ability to evaluate any program. Among
their various technical groups and organizations within
the society they have experts that could tell the univer-
sities whether or not the information that is being pre-
sented is the latest up to date material. This,is a plus
factor and the universities should be utilizing the profes-
sional society more for this evaluation procedure. The
Institute of Electrical Electronic-Engineers is trying to
work with the Continuing Engineering Studies Division
of the ASEE to accomplish this task.

Multi-media package education programs have the po-
tential of providing quality programs for the various local
sections of any society arou51 the country. Hardware
costs for.each individual section seems to be the biggest
stumbling block. However, a close working relationship
between the professional society and the university or
industry in the local area could help reduce this problem.
The 'NSF could support experiments in this area and help
determine if it is feasible.

An interesting development in continuing education
that effects the professional societies is the increasing
emphasis placed on professionals b'Y thevarious states to
continue their education. his is being accomplished by
state legislative action and the professional groups them-
selves. 'A chart, published in a recent issue of the
Chronicle of. Higher Education, is attached to indicate
the current status of such efforts. If these groups are
moving in this direction the engineering and scientific
societies must ask thems,elves "Can we be very far be-

hid?". If it comes to pass that the scientific and en-
gineering community moves in this direction the profes-
sional societies will play a key role. This will require
extensive use of all multi-media techniques to dissemi-
Ate the> information. The number of instructors required
to do the job over a-widely' dispersed constituency, along
with the cost and individual time constraints make the
typical approliihes of workshops, seminars, etc. ineffec-
tive.

Ti professional societies will not be able to financeo
such an effort alone. Consortia will have to be formed

between societies, between the professional society and
universities, and between industrial employers and the
societies. A new organizational model for continuing
education activities will be needed because of the lack of
iesourcessmanpower, and time by any one of the groups
mentioned alone.

EVALUATION OF MULTIMEDIA
PACKAGES
Introduction

The evaluation of multi-media packages is one of the
most important aspects of all before the purchase of a
multi-media program by any university oraindustry. This
is criticai'because of the cost and the need to satisfy the
specific needs of the adult learner in industry. How does
one go about it?

Whereas most of the evaluation of live instruction is
,s.innewhat objective (tests, quizzes, etc.). by the partici-
pant, those who attend a multi-media package, program
can be viewed by many people of various disciplines and
expertise in a subject area. The universities have had a
long history of success in training people for industry
utilizing the live lecture technique and as a result people
who have graduated from such a system know it works
and accept the rather hazardous judgmental evaluation
(letter grades and tests on small numbers) that most in
structors place on people who attend their programs.
Multi-media package programming, however, is quite
diffent since it can be viewed at any time at any place by
anyone. Therefore, the evaluation instruments must be
designed from an objective viewpoint. This author has
not seen an evaluation instrument that meets this criteria
perfectly for multi-media packages, and doesn't believe
there is one which covers all programs.

It is becoming apparent that the evaluation cannot be
subjectively vietwed for evaluation, because most' of
these programsiare prejudged by people who may or may
not be qualified to understand the learning characteristics
of engineers, and scientists.

Instrument Becoming Available

The one company that has accomplished the most in
evaluating multi =media packages before purchase is Bell
Laboratories of AT in Piscataway, New Jersey. They ..
have developed an;evaluation instrument and field tested
it for several years to meet their specific needs. Although
it is not perfect, Ms. Barbara Bauer and her colleagues
have designed an(, instrument which enables the
labbratories to mix the packaged programs it purchases
with those they themselves devise. This document will
be made available to the public through the American
Society for Engineering Education in the Fall, 1977. In
discussing the instrument with colleagues in the Continu-
ing Engineering Studies Division, there seems to be
lukewarm support to'such an instrument;thowever, it is a
good starting point for one whb develops his own in-
strument to meet specific goals, objectives, and needs.
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"The Catalog" edited by Prof. Lauer at the University
of Colorado, has also made an attempt to evaluate pro-
grams that are listid in The Catalog. They are rather
subjective, and in many respects place the decision re-
sponsibility on the viewer. Thus the "eyes of the behol-
der" syndrome again takes place. However, it is valu-
able to the reader to look at these evaluatitins.to help him
to decide on what to purchase or preview. Much time can
be saved using even these beginning techniques.

In summary, it is obvious that much more effort and
time must be placed on the evaluation of prepackaged

. multimedia programs. It is hoped that the National Sci-
ence Foundation might lead the way in developing in-
struments to enable the judgments to be made more ob-
jectively. In any event, such an instrument helps the
producer-director develop criteria for future productions
to be made available for the market place,
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Bibliography of Continuing Education Arti-
cles

Berow is d'atist of the continuing education articles
utilizing various aspects of multi-media packages that
Would be of interest to readers of this report. It is impor-
tant to note thkengineering and scientific programs have
not been widely put on video tape or other media, al-
though there are very isolated examples of good pro-
grams. Much can be gained from what has been learned
in other disciplines however, especially the elementary
,and secondary school levels where some multi-media
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APPENDIX AND BIBLIOGRAPHY

programs have been used very effectively in educating
large numbers of students. One of the most promising
experiments is the computer based.Plato program with
which everyone is familiar. This has great ricifintial if
one considers the use of the stationary earth satellite as a
distribution system for Plato terminals in the major toopu-
lation areas of the United States. (See Bibliography:
p70).

The entire field of multi -media education is so diverse
and's() widespread that a coherent thesis on the subject
wilt, of nece&sity,,be dichotemized.
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John P. Klus
Dept. Engr. Univ. of Wisconsin-
Extension 432 North Lake Street
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William H. Knight, Director
Engr. Extension
Washington State Univ.
Pullman, Washington99163
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Dir. Engr. & Indus. Extension'
Oklahoma State Univ.
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Assoc. Dean Cornell Univ.
College of Engr.
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University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado 80302
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L. W. Ledgerwood, Jr.
EXXON Prod. Research Co.
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Robert J. Levine, V. P.
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Robert C. Lutton
Asst. Prof. Engr.
Univ. Wisconsin - Extension
/vIdison, Wisconsin 53796

Robert, E., McCord
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Pennsylvania State Univ.
University Park, Pa. 16807

William G. McLean
Emeritus Dir. Engr.
Lafayette College
Scranton, Pa. 18505

A. L. Duff Macdonnell
Dir. Cont. Engr. Ed.
Univ. British Columbia
Vancouver, B. C. V6T 1W5

George J. Maier, Assoc. Dean
College Engr. & Applied Science
Univ. Colorado
Boulder,.Colorado 80302
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Joseph S. Marcus -
Assoc. Dean Engr.
Univ. of Massachusetts/Amherst
Amherst, Massachusetts 01003

James L. Marshall
t Asst. Dean Engr.

Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Said E. Mahar
Coord. Tech. Exten. Studies
Ryerson Polytechnical Institute
Toronto, Canada M5B 1E8

Samuel Mercer, Jr.
Dean Cont. & Cooper Ed.
Drexel University
Philadelphia, Pa. 19104

Donald B. Millet
Mgr. Human Resources IBM Gen
Prod Div 5600 Cottle Road
San Jose, Cal. 95193

G. M. Moeller
Program Manager
Celanese Fibers Co.
P. 0, Box'1414
Charlotte, N. C. 28232

W. B. Moen
140 Mountain Avende
Berkeley Heights, N. J. 07922
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George H. Moore ':'
Manager Engineering Education
IBM- Corporation
Kingston, N. Y. 12401

Jack Mupushian
Dir. Cont. Educ. School Engr.

. University of So. Calif. 90007

sOonald G. Newnan
Prof. Indus. Engr.
San Joie State University
San Jose,,Citlif. 95192

Morris E. Nicholson
Director Cont. Ed. & Engr. Sci.
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minn. 55455

Raymond J. Page
Dir. Cont. Engr. Ed.
General Motors Institute
Flint, Michigan 48502

Mosei Passer; Head
Dept., of Ed. Activities
American Chem. Assoc.
1155 Sixteenth St., N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20036 'Ir

Lee J. Phillips
Asst. Dir. Engr. Studies
Texas Etigr. Ext. Service
College Station, Texas 77843

Bobby E. Price
Prof. Civil Engr.
Louisiana Tech. Univ.
Ruston, Lduisiana.71270

L. J. Quackenbush
Me. E. Dept.
Univ. of Michigan -
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109

Marvin B. Ramsay
IBM Corporation .
Rochester, Minn. 55901

Wilbert Kenneth Ricard
CIgdustrial Sciences Deft.

olorado State Univ.
Fort Collins, Colorado 80523

Anthony L. Rigas
Dir. Engr. Cont. Ed.
University of Idaho ,

Moscow, Idaho 83843

William F. Richards
Proctor & Gamble Co.
7162 Reading Road -,

Cincinnati, Ohio 45222

Williani E. Rowe
Mgr. Engr. Educ.
3M Company, 224-2NW
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101
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Frederick A. Russell
New Jersey Inst. of Tech.
323 High Street
Newark, N. J. 07102

Lindon E. Saline
General Electric Co.
P. 0. Box 368
Croton-on-Hudson, N. Y. 10520

David N. Sawyer ,
Staff Reservoir Engr.
Atlantic Richfield Co,
Dallas, Texas 75221

.4 Herbert F. ScObie
Exec. Dir. Triangle Fraternity
2114 Central Street
Evanston, Illinois 60201

Paul A. Seaburg
U W
Extension

0.929 North Sixth Street
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53203

George R. Sell
Prof.-Prof. Dev. Degree Council
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Madison, Wisconsin 53706

Charles J. Sener
Bell Systems Center Tech. Ed.
Lisle, Illinois 60532

Louis Shapiro
Admin. Engr. Educ.
RCA Corporation
Cherry Hill, N. J. 08101

Howard R. Shelton
Super. Univ. Programs Div.
Sandia Laboratories
Albuquerque, N. M. 87115

Marion L. Smith
Assoc. Dean College .Engr.
Ohio State Univ.
Columbus, Ohio 43210

'Phillip B. Swain
The Boeing Co.
P. 0. Box 3707-M/S 10-12
Seattle, Washington 98123

, \\......,
Thomas F. Talbot
University of Alabama at Birmingham
University Station
Birmingham, Alabama 35294

Dean Taylor, Jr.
xec. Dir. External Devel.

S. Naval Postgraduate School
onterey, Cal. 93940

.William Taylor
Exec. V.P. & Gen. Mgr,
Society Manufacturing Engrs
Dearborn, Michigan 48128

Richard J. Teich
Dir. Continuing Studies
Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst
Troy, N. Y. 12181

John Thornbecry
Mgr Planning & Admin. Tech.
Kaiser Aluminum & Chem.
Pleasanton; Cal. 94566

Richard J. Ungrodt
VP Academic Affairs
Milwaulee School Engr.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201
.

Charles R,. Vail
Associate Dean College Engr.
Georgia Institute Tech.
Atlanta, Ga. 30332

M. Et VanValkenburg
Dept. Elec. Engr.
University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois 61801.

Leonard A. Vanden Boom
Asst. to Academic V.P.
Milwaukee School Engr.
Milwaukee Wisconsin 53201

John R. Van Horn
Westinghouse. Electric Corp.
Gateway Center
Pittsbgh, Pa. 1522,2

Robert W. Van Houten
Pres. Emeritus Newark College
Engr. 34 Addison Dr.
Short Hills, N. J. 07078

VIDEO PUBLISHERS

The following list of companies are producers of video
software for a quick reference by the r er. It is dupli-
cated from the Television Digest, Vide Expo Show
Supplement, and was taken from the new Kndwledge
Industry Publications, Inc. report, "Video In Libraries".

ABC Merchantdising Inc.
(Subsidiary of ABC)
1330 Avenue of the Americas

. New York, NY 10019

C_ H Vervalin
Hydrocarbon 'Processing
Hduston, Texas 77001

Ray M. Wainwright
Stearns-Roger, Inc
P. 0. Box 588
Denver, Colorado 80217

Augustu C. Walker, President
EffectiveiTesearch
141 Westland Dr.
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15217

Raymond C. Watson, Jr. Pres.
Southeastern inst. of Ted?.
P. 0. Box 1485
Huntsville, Alabama 35807

Bruce D: Wedlock, Director
Lowell Institute School
Mass. Institute of Tech.
Cambridge, Mass. 02139

Joseph Weil
Special Asst., to President
Florida Institute of Tech.
Melbourne, Florida 32901

Bob E. White
Dir. Off Campus Engr.)& Tech.

Programs, Wcstern Mich. Univ.
Kalama,zop Michigiell)00 I

Lester.E. White
Cont. Ed. Dir. Ohio Univ.
Belmont Co, Campus .

St. Clairsville, Ohio 43950

Richard Wiegand
Dir. Cont. Ed.
Georgia Institute of Tech.
Atlanta, Ga. 30332

C. Allen Wortley
Asst. Prof. Univ. Wisconsin-
Extension: 432 N. Lake St.
Madison, Wis. 53706

William W. Wuerger
.Assoc. Chairman Dept. Engr.
Univ. Wisconsin-Extension
432 /0.Lake St.
Madison, Wis. 53706

The overwiie.lining majority of these producers of
software develop materials in the soft sciences &cause
that is where the large market exists. As the need for
more engineering and scientific material becomes evi-
dent, it will- also become available.

Admaster Inc.
425 Park Avenue, South
New York, NY 10016
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Advanced Systems Inc.
1601 Tonne Road
Elk Grove, IL,60007



Agape Pioductions
138 East 93rd Street
New York, NY 10028

Agency for Instructional Television
(subsidiary of National Instructional

trilevisionj
Bok A, 1111 West 17th Street
Bloomington, IN 47401

Alternate Visions; Inc.
13 West 8th Street
N York, NY 10024

Am can Cable Network Educators'
Video CaSseite Service

701 S. Airport Road, Box 936
Traverse City, MI 49684

American Educational Films
132 Lasky"Dr.
Beverly Hills, CA 90212

Americantnterpnse Institute for
Public Policy Research

1150 17th Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20036

American Journal of Nursing
Company

Educational Services Division
10 Columbus Circle
New York, NY 10019

American Occupatibnal Therapy
Association

6000 Executive Boulevard, Suite 200
Rockville, MD 20852

American Physical.Therapy
Association

1156 15th Street, N.W.
Was'hington, DC 20009

American Video Network
660 South Bonnie Brae
Lqs Angeles, CA 90057

Ken Anderson Films
Box 618, 152 East Winona Street
Winona Lake, IN 46590

April Video Cooperative
Box 77, Route 375
Woodstock, NY 12498

Artcom
(division of LaRue Inc.)
708 North Dearborn Avenue
Chicago,( IL 60610

Associated Educational Materials
Company

14 Glenwood Avenue, Box 2087
Raleigh, NC 27602

The Athletic Institute
200 Castlewood Drive
North Palm Beach, FL 33408

Audio Visual Productions
1233 North Ashland'Avouue
Chicago, IL 60622

Audiovisual Education in
Neurosurgery

)1N5 Columbus Circle
ew 'York, NY 10023

August Films Inc'.
321 West 44th Street'
New York:NY 10036

BNA Communications Inc.
(subsidiary of Bureau of

National Affairs)
9401 Decoverly Hall Road
Rockville; MD 20850

Biomedical Communications °
Univ. of Nebraska Medical Center
42 and Dewey
Omaha. NE 68105

Blue Sky Productions
Box 548
Santa Fe, NM 87501

Borden Productions
Great Meadows. Road, P.4). Box.520
Concord, MA 01742 ...

Brigham Young University
Green House

,Provo, UT 84602

Broadman Films
127 Ninth Avenue
Nashville, TN 37234

C K Communications
551 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10036

CRM/McGraw-Hill Films
Del Mar, CA 92014

1944 H Avenue
ilkCareer ation Center

Salt Lake City,"UT 84108

CambridgeBook Company
488 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10022

Center for Effective
Negotiatin c.

10686 Sone& Way . '
West Los Angeles, CA 90021

mber of Commer%of the
/U.S. °
1615 H Street, N.W.

! Washington, DC 20062 ,

Chelsea House
70 West 40th Street

. New York, NY 10018

441

Coe Film Associates
70 East 96th Street'
New York, NY'10028

Columbia Pictures Cassettes
711 Fifth Avenue'
New York, NX 10018

Classroom World Productions
22 Glenwood Avenue, Box 2090
Raleigh, NC 27602

Command Performance
Video Network

(division of Educating,
Systems, Inc.)'

320 Interstate North
Atlanta, GA 30328

Communications Gioup West
6335 Homewood Avenue
Suite 200
Hollywood, CA 90028

Community Development
Foundation

48 Wilton Road
Westport, CT 06880

/Contempo Commuiucagons Inc.
1841 Broadway
Now York, NY, l002,3

c.

Control Data Corporau
Individualized Educa

Services
.8106 34th Aven , SoUth
Minneapolis, 55440

Corne ne Productions,
60 Sunset Boulevard

rte 408
Hollywood, CA 90028

Cornell University ETV
Center

Van Rensselaer Hall
Ithaca,'NY 14850

Counselor Films, Inc.
2100 Locust Street .-
Philadelphia, PA 19103

Creative Media
820 Keosauqua Way
Des Moines, IA.50°309

Custom Films, Inc.
11 Cob Drive -

Westport,, CT 06880

Deltak.
9950 W. Lawren6 Avenue
Schiller Park, IL 60.176

Do It Now Foundation
58x 5115
Phoenix, AZ 85010



-Lee Dubois Company
fox G
Hyannis, MA 02601

Education Development Center
55 Chapel Street
Newton, MA 02160

Educatj °nal Communication
ASsociation

822 National Press Building
Washington, DC 20045

Edutronics Systems
International Inc.

3435 Broadway
Kansas City, MO 64111

81ectronic Arts Intermix, Inc.
84 Fifth Avenue
Nett' York, NY 10011

Electronic University
Box 361
Mill Valley, CA 94941

Emcom, Inc.
4000 West 76th Street
Minneapolis, MN 55435

Encyclopaedia Britannica
. Educational Corporation
425 North Michigan Avenue
Cfficago, IL 60611'

ETL, Inc.
1170 Cothmonwealth Avenue
Boston, MA 02134

Exec-U-Service Associates
P. 0. Box 2214
Princeton, NJ 08540 oO

Executive Videoforum, Inc.
0 200 Park Avenge

Suite 303 East
New York, NY 10017

Family Theater P?oductions
7201 Sunset Boulevard ?

HolfyWood, CA 90046

Films, Inc.
1144 Wilmette Avenue
Wilmette, IL 60091

Films for the Humanities, Inc.
Box 2053
Princeton, NJ 08540r
Flagg Films Inc./Bandera Enterprises
Box 1107
Studio City, CA 91604

Fuirnan Films ,
3466 21st Street '

San.,Francisco, CA 94110

Genesys Systems Inc.
1121 East Meadow Drive
Palo Alto, CA 94303

Global Village
454 Broome Street
New York, NY 10002

Grafton Video Services Ltd.
711 Third Avenue ,

New York, IIY 10017

Great Plains National Instructional
Television Library

Box 80669
Lincoln, NE 68501

Handel Film Corporation
870 Sunset Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90069

Hartley Prat-Mons
Cat Rock Road
Cos Cob, CT 06807

Hewlett-Packard Company
1819Page Mill Road
Palo Alto, CA 94304

Hunter & Hunter, Inc.
150Fifth Avenue, Suite 1101
New York, NY 10011

IBM Data Processing
A 1133 Westchester Avenue

White Plains, NY 10604:

Images
' 4696 North Millbrook

Fresno, CA 93726

Indiana University
Audio-Visual Center
Bloomington, IN 47401

Instructional Television Center
Dallas County Community College

District
12800 Abrams Road
Dallas, TX 75231

InstrumenSociety of America
400 Stanwix Street
Pittsbtfrgh, PA 15222

Integrative Learning Systems Inc.
326 West Chevy Chase Drive
Suite 11 Api.
Glendale, CA 1204

International Communications
Company .

244 Thorn Street
Sewickley, PA 15134

International Film Bureau
332 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60604

J.
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Kaydan Records
(division of Stacy Keach

Productions)
5216 Laurel Canyon Boulevaid,4

North
Hollywood, CA 91706

Allan Keith Productions, Inc.*
243 West 56th Street
New York, NY' 10019

Walter J. Klein rpompany Ltd.
6301 Carmel Road
Charlotte, NC 28211

Lab-Volt Ltd.
(subsidiary of Buck'Ingineering

Company Inc.)
5368 13th Avenue
Rosemont, Quebec, H1X2X8,
Canada

Lawren Productions Inc.
Box 15421
Burlingame, CA 94010

Lacy Sales Institute
80 Union Street
Boston, MA 02159

Library Filmstrip Center
3033 Aloma
Wichita, KS 67211

rt.

J. B. Lippincott
(Division of Higher Edticatiorp
Eatt Washington Square ...--
Philadelphia, PA 191Q5

inagement Video Publications Ltd.
369

Tor ntd DominI'on Centre,
Royal Trust Tower
Toronto; Ontario, Canada

Manpowy" Education Institute
127 East 35th Street ,
New York, NY 10016
r .

Marathon International
10 East 49th Street r
New York, NY 10017

McDonnellDouglas Corporation
Film and Television Comtnurkatidds
2525 Ocean Park Boulevard
Santa Monica, CA 90406

McGraw-Hill Films
(Webster Division)
1221 Avenue bf the Americas.
Nevi York, NY 10020

Meacom, Inc.,
2 Dag Hammarskjold Plaza
New York, NY 10017

er



Media Arts Productions
6501 Winchester Avenue
Ventnor, Ni 08406

Media One
, 10 Davis Drive

Belmont, CA 94002

Medical Electronic Educational
Services

1802 West Grant
Si lite 119
Tucson, AZ 85705

Melody Idousd Conipany
(subsidiary of A.B. Le Crone

Company92nd
Street

)
819 N/.92nd

City,)K 73114

Memorex Corporation
1200 Memorex Drive
Santa Clara, CA 95052

Metropolitan Pittsburgh Public
Broadcasting Inc.

4802 Fifth Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15213

Milady Publishing Corporation
3839 White Plains Road
Bronx', NY 10467

MIT Center for Advanced
Engineering Study

Room 9-232
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, MA 02139

Modern Media Services
2323 New Hyde Park Road
New Hyde Park, NY 11040

Monarch Releasing Corporation
330 West 58th Street
New York, NY 10019

Monumental Films Inc.
2160 Rockrose Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21211

Motorola Teleprograms, Inc.
4825 North Scott Street .
Suite 26
Schiller Park, IL 60176

National Editcatiog Assoiation
(NEA)

1201 16th Street, N.W.
": Washington, DC 20036

National Educational Media Inc.
15250 Ventura Boulevard
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403

National Geographic Society
17 and M-Streets, N.N.
Washington, DC 20036

Nauman Films
Box 232
Custer, SD #7730

Ifebraska Educational Television
Council for Higher Education
Inc. (Netche)

Box 83111
Lincoln, NE 68501

New Yak State Colleges of
Agriculture & Life Sciences
& Human Ecology Cornell
University, Media Services

201 Roberts Hall
Cornell University
Ithaca, NY 14853

Nightingale-Conant Corporatio
6677 North Lincoln Avenue
Chicago, IL 6064\5

Northern Illinois University
(division of Communication Services)
Altgeld.Hall, Room 116
DeKalb, IL 60115

Ohiojistorical Society
Ohio Historical Center
Columbus, 9H 43211

Olympus Publishing Company
1670 East 1300 South
Salt Lake City, UT84105

Our Sunday Visitor, Inc.
Noll Plaza
Huntington, IN 46750 '4
Pacific Coast Community Video
121 East De La Guerra Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93101 ,

Parthenon Pictures
2625 Temple Street
Los Angeles, CA 90026

Perennial Education, Inc.'.
1825 Willow Road

Northfield, IL 60093

Pergamon Preis, Inc.
Maxwell House
Elmsford, NY 10523

Pictura Films Distribution
Corporation

43 West 16th Street
New York, NY 10011

Playback Associates, Inc.
30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, NY 10020

Polymorph Filmsinc.
331 Newbury Street
Boston, MA 02115

S133
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Prentice-Hall Media Inc:
(subsidiary ofFrentice-Hall, Inc.)
150 White Plains Road
Tarrytown, NY 10591

Professional Arts Inc.
Box 8003
Stanford, CA 94305

Professienat Development, Inc.
2915 Terminal Tower
Cleveland, OH 44111 r

Professional Research Inc.
(subsidiary of American

Medical International)
660 Souds Bonnie Brae
Los Angeles, CA90057

Professional S614ing Institute, Inc.
625 North Milwaukee Street
Milwaukee, WI 532,02

The Public Television Library
475 L'Enfant Plaza, SiN..
Washington, DC 20024

Purdue University,
116 Stewart Center
West Lafayette, IN 47907

Purpose Film Center
(division of Parthenon pictures)
2625 Temple Street
Los Angeles, CA 90026

Pyramid Films
Box 1048
Santa Monica, CA 90406

Raindance -
71 Nest Broadway
New York, NY 10006

Ramid Productions
58 West 58th Street
New York, NY 10019

Ramsgate Films
'704 Santa Monica Boulevd
Santa Monica, CA 90401

Reader's Digest
(Television Divisidlt)
200 Park Avenue
New York NY 10017

The Reading Laboratory Inc.
55 Day Street
South Norwalk, CT 06854

RMI, Film Productions Inc.
701 Westport Road
Kansas city, MO 64111

S. C. Educational Television
Commission

2712 Millwood Avenue
Columbia, S.C. 29205

-c
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Salenger Educational Media
1635 12thaStreet
Santa Moffica, CA 90404

William Schlottmann Productions
536 East Fifth Street
Suite 18'
New York, NY 10009

Scientificom
(division of LaRue Inc.

Communications)
708 North Dearborn Avenue
Chicago, IL 60610 ,

Al Sherman Films
Box 6, Cathedral Station
New York, NY 10025

Sister Kenny Institute of the
American Rehabilitation
Foundation

1800 Chicago Avenue
Minneapolis, MN 55404

Steeping Giant Films, Inc.
3019 Dixwell Avenue.
Hamden, CT 06518

SmithMattingly Products ns. Ltd.

--.N310
South Fairfax Street

Alexandria, VA 22314

Ken Snyder:Enterprises
2032 Alameda Padre Serra*
Santa Barbara, CA 93103

Social Psychiatry Research
Institute Inc.

150 East 69th Street
New York, NY 10021

Society of Manufactunng
Engineers

20501 Ford Road
Dearborn, MI 48218

Society of Petroleum
Engineers of AIME

Public Relations Department
6200 North Central Expressway'
Dallas, TX 75206

§outham Viodeotel Ltd.
1450 Don Mills Road
Don Mills, Ontario,
Canada

Southern Baptist Radio
*Television Commission

6350' West Freeway
Fort Worth, TX 76116

Sterling Institute
1600 Virginia Avenue, N.W.
Watergate Conference Center
Washington, DC 20037

IL

Stockdale Corporation
2211 West 2300 Street
Salt Lake City, UT 84119

Martha Stuart Communications,
66 Bank Street
New York, NY 10014

Sunburst Communications
39 Washington Avenue
Pleasantville, NY 10570'

TAD Produtct Corporation
TAD Institute
135 Cabot Street
Beverly, MA 01915

Tampa Manufacturing Institute
619 Emerald Lane
lolmes Beach, FL 33510'

Teach 'Em, Inc.
625 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60611

Teletronics-International, Inc.
231 East 55th Street
New York, NY 10022

Tel-A-Train. Inc. .
1600 East Main Street
Chattanooga, TN 37404

Texas Instruments, Inc.
e. 13500 North Central Expressway

Box 5012,
Dallas, TX 75222

Time-Life Films
Multimedia Division
I00 Eisenhower Drive
Paramus, NJ 07652

Time-Life Videb
Time & Life Building
Rockefeller Center
New York, NY 10020

Total Video Library
Corporation

= 514 West 57th Street
New York, NY 10019

TVIV
Box 48-455
Los Angelip.'CA 90048

United States History
Society Inc.

5425 Fargo
Skokie, IL 60076

U.S. Navy Office of
Information

Production Services Division
Pentagon, Room 2D340
Washington, DC 20350

130134

United Synagogue of America
Department of Education
155 Fifth Avenue

p New York, NY 10010

University of Minnesota
Audiovisual Library Service
3300 University Avenue, S.E.
Minneapolis, MN 55455

University of Missouri
Academic Support Center
505 East Stewart Road
Columbia, MO 65201

University of Texas at
Austin

%Petroleum Extension Services
Box S. University Station
Austin, TX 78712

University of Washington
Press

Seattle, WA 98105

University of Wisconsin-
Extension

Electronic Media Programming
in Engineering

432 North Lake Street
Madison, WI 53706

Unusual Films
Bob Jones University
Greenville, S.C. 29614

Valley'Forge Films Inc.
Box K
Paoli, PA 19301

G. W. Van Leer & Associates
1850 North Fremont
Chicago, IL 60614

Video Tape Center of Marin
150 East -B lithedale
Mill Valley, CA 94941

Video Tape Network
115 East 62nd Street
New York, NY 10012

Videvlay Merchandising
1512 Merchandise Mart
Chicago,IL 60654

Visual Education Service
Yale University Divinity School
409 Prospect Street
New Haven, CT 06511

Visual Instruction Productions
(A dept. of Victor Kayfetz

Productions, Inc.)
295 West Fourth Street
New York, NY 10014



Vocational Films
(Divisibn of Telecine Film

Studios, Inc.)
1 1 1 Euclid Avenue
Park Ridge, IL. 60068

West Virginia University
Morgantown, WV 26505

Western Instructional Television,
Inc. '

1549 North Vine Street
Los Angeles, CA 90028

Weston Woods Studio
Weston, Cr 06880

Rah White Productions
(Subsidiary of Rhythms Productions

Records)
Whitney Building, Box 34485
Los Angeles, CA'90034

Wilson Learning Corporation
6950 Washington Avenue, South
Eden Prairie, NM 55343

List of Packaged Materials Offered for
Sale=---Gleaned From Material Coming
Across a Continuing Education Directors

.-"*" Desk
The following is a list of packal , rials

uni-
versities throughout the country. There is nci central
clearinghouse for this kind of information. One leacis of
its existence by flyers in mailings put out by each of the
industries. As a result only those programs that have a
large potential are produced or disseminated to the pub-
lic. In addition, the industrial training director is primar-
ily oriented towards management and Supervisory train-
ing programs because he is mosLknowledgeable in this
area.

As one goes down.,the list, it becomes obvious that
video tape, audio-tape slide programs, filmstrips and
16mm film are the predominent methods of teaching a
particular subject. Although the list contains many types
of material that would be considered "nonengineering/
scientific", the reader should exercise caution in judging
whether or, not it is appropriate for the list, since most
engineers begin to handle some kind of supervisory re-
sponsibility five to ten-years after completing an under-
graduate degree.

Probably the best list available of programs that utilize
multi-media is "The Catalog" which is edited by Profes-
sor Lauer from the University of Colorado. He has eval-
uated many of the materials that have been produced by
multi-media package and has available4he most up to
date, ist.

Ilihould be noted in the charts that the modules all

that are offered for sale by variot

dc

WOI-TV
Iowa State University
WOI Communications Center
Ames, IA 50010

Women Make Movies, Inc.
257 West 19th Street
New York, NY 10011

Xicom, Inc.
Clinton Woods
Tuxedo, NY 10987

seem to use some kind of workbook or manual to help
the viewer understand the material better. Most of the
films and video tapes are now in color to help'satisfy-the
ncvchological market towards color presentation.

r should also be attracted to the price of
the individual modules or the ,sets. It is

obvious thaonly the large companies can afford such an
a dxtensiviiibrary in any one partictlar field. It behooves

the continuing education directors of universities, and
also of industry, to come up with different models to help
reduce this cost sufficiently so that larger numbers of
people can use the material. Consortia and other associa-
tions will have to move into the field if we hope to
expand this market to Make it cost effective for the,
small-to-medium size companies who have small num-
bers of engineers working in their organizations. .

It should be noted also that there are only a few
colleges and universities listed, since they do noi have
the marketing ca bilivy of developing and distributing
programs. my consortia like AMCEE are one way
to go and should be encouraged on the national scene by
the appropriate government agencies interested in pro-
moting continuing education among engineers and scien-
tists. This would help reduce the cost and get the infor-
mation out to business and industry. This author is sur-
prised at the number of companies' in his state that do not
know that this material is readily available. This is not
surprising, however, when one begins to realize that the
primary objective and gdai of the engineering leader and
manager in industry, is to produce products and maintain
efficient, effective work flow. Training becomes very
secondary in their everyday,work situation.

1 ?5
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TOPIC ORGANID\TION
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Cost

Rental Preview Purchase
Miscellaneous

Supervising By Objectives

Performance Appraisal Instr. Kit
George L. Morrisey

Mini Management Conference
Curtis H. Jones & Peter F,
.Drucker

Executive Writ. Speak. & List.
Skills

The Selection Interview
. Raymond F. Valentine

Appraisal & Career-Counseling
Inter.
Don Faber,

The Problem-Employee
Intervies tf
Glenn A. Bassett

The 'Exit Interview
John 12, Hinri6hs, Ph.D.

ii

The informatkon Interview
John R. Hinrichs,

Time Manageme for Mgrs. &
Secys..

Transactional A alysis

Productivi i the'Self-
ing Prophecy

Leadership: Style or
Circumstance?

Addison-Wesley Pub.
Co., Inc.

AMACOM

4

Jit 4.40k

e.

American Information
Service

CJ m McGraw-Hill Films

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

t

Yes

Yes

Yes

Color
16mm

Yes

Yes

. Yes

12 Yes

Yes

3 a. 5.95

6, Yes

r Yes

1 Yes

1 Yes

1 Yes

1 Yes

100.00 3da. 25.00
20.00ea.da.

45.Q0

. 45.00

45.00

75,00

(3)120.00
(1) 50.00

95.00 85.AMA

25.00 20.AMA

25.00 20.AMA

25.00 20.AMA

25.00 20,AMA
$

25.00

460.00

450.00

450.00

450.00

20.AMA
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TOPIC ORGANIZATION 8.
0

:0

0.

tr.

E

5 5

0

§z2
1Z .14

Cost

Rental Preview Purchase

Group Dynamics: ',:Groupthink"
Yes 35.00 345.00

Communication: The Nonverbal
Yes 45.00 450.00Agenda

Woinen in Management
Yes 45.00 450.00-

Business, Behaviorism & The
Yes 35.00 295.00 .Bottom Line

Successful In-Company Training Dartnell Yes Yes 47.50Progs

Instructioniftevelopment
teaming System

Educalional Systems for.
the Future

'yes Yes 19.95 275.00

Speedway Reading IY CITE Corporation Yes 16 33.00 130.40Dr. Wayne Otto

Manager-Level Overview of Integrated Computer Yes 5 hrs. Yes 135.00}Microprocessots & Systems, Inc.
`Microcomputers

Microprocessor Project 1
5 hrs. YesManagement

135.00
Microprocessors/ If

Yes 9 hrs. YesMicrocomputers
185.00 ,

Software Delstopinr Yes 9 hrs. Yes 185.00
Bit-slice Microprocetsors, Yes 9 hrs. Yes 185.00PLA's and Microprogramming

Military & Aerospace Integrated Computer Yes 9 hrs. YesMicroprocessor
, Systems, Inc.

Microprocessors & LSI in Yes hrs. Yes 185.00Telecommunications
Applications

I

,138

Miscellaneoui

139
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'. Cost 1

Miscellaneous

, it
Rental Preview Purchase

Microprocessors in
Manufricturing*& Industrial 4

Control
.

Speed Learning

The Employment Interview

The Departmental Interview.

The Campus Interview

The Unique Applicant Interview

The Assessment Interview
.

-HowSuccessiul Mkt agets
Manage .

The "How To" DrUcker ,

Odiorne/ObjeCtive-Focused
Management

Chris Aigyris On OrganizatiOn

Warren Bennis On Leaders s

Richter/Everyday Creativity '

Morrisey/Management By -
Objects and Results 1k

Hardesty/IA for SecretariesI'
Carter/Career Planning for
Women

Rutherfordaime Management
for Executive Sect. & Admin.
Asst.

Learn Incorporated

Felix M. Lopez & .

Assoc., Inc.

.
6

,,

"

Management Resources,
Inc. .

Masterco Press

.

" -

"

4 .
,, .

ll

.

.

.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Ye4,

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

,

%../

.

.

3

9 hr.

3

6

2

2

4

4

6

. 4

6

4
.

5

7

6
..

3

Yes
,

Yes

Yes

Yes
..t-

, Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

i

Yes

.

i

.

.

,

.

..

. .

-

.

'

185.00

83.00

60.00

b

22.50

28.00
.

30.00

40.00

125.00

120.00

115.00

100.00

. 125.00

115.00

69.50
..

5 -

47.50

90.00

85.00

.

%

.

.

.

.
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, Cost
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Miscellaneous
Rental Preview Purchase

.

Producing Effective Audioyisual
Presentations 7'-i

Executive Seminars in Sound

hinagenient by Objectives

. .

Management by Exception

You - The Supervisor.

Appraisals in Action .

The Making of 'a Salesman

Organizational Transactions

Performance Reviews

Managerial Game Plan

The Joy of Achievement
\

The Peter Principle: Why Things-
Always Go Wront

Management Theory and
Practice "Theory X and Theory
Y,,

Case Studies in Leadership

Break-Even Point Analysis

The People Factor Hawthorne
Studies for Today's Managers

.

Media Research &
Development

Nations Business

Penton/IPC Education
Division _

0

Professional
Development, Inc.

,,

If
.

"
.

0 t

"

ger Educational
edia

"
.

.
II

,,

0

.

.

....

,

41

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes-

Yes

o

.

.

.

.
Yes

t
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

yes

.

.

...

.

Yes

les

Yes

.

'des

Yes

Yes

8

.

8

I

1

..-

Yes

i

Yes

Yes

.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

''Yes

__

0

.

.

60.00

85.00

55.00

70.00

65.00

60.00
. .

.

s

'

25.00

35.00
-

25.00

25.00

25.00

25.00

160.00

.

t

85.00

60.00

60.00

;

280.00

.

'' 475.00

275.00

340.00

325.00

310.00
-

.

.........

.

.

,

'

I 1 143
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TOPIC ' ORGANIZATION Z I ..12 2 Miscellaneous

. 43. 4 4 g E E E 4 g -I-1 Rental Preview Purchase
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Job Enrichment: Managerial . " es 70.00 25.00 325.00
a ''''

Milestone or Myth? _,
. ' , -

I
60.00 ...\)' 25.00Management Training film ,, Yes 310.00

.Program .
.

13.

Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs. L
..

Yes 65.00 p.00 325.00
,

The Finance & Accounting Schrello Assoc. Inc. Yes 12 Yes 295.00 ,..

Cassette Program .

I
Management by Objectives & I 1 I Yes , 6 Yes 4' 295.00'

Results .,
. < .

Collecting Money by Telephone "
.,

Yes A. I Yes - 69.95
,

New NRA Sex Discrimination Science Research Assoc., Yes '"- Yes Yeg ie
' 295.00

awareness program Inc. .

I .

Attitude Surveys . ,. Yes 6 Yes . , 95.00
, ...

. .
.

Manager Under Pressure Stephen Bosustow 16mm . 50.00 245.00 -

Productions .,
. .

P ..
.

Instructional Skills Assessment Training House
, 150.00 '

,

Lab ,
. . - _

A New Sales Training Program training SyAems` Yes . 5 Yes , , 1 0
r"

Division, Bill Sandy Co.

'Winning Techniques or Goal Women, and More Yes . 2 Yes 29.50

Setting 1
4 ,

Basic Arc Welding Westinghouse Learning isaaaJtes ' . 12 '...
Press lessons 425.00

. .
Advanced Arc Welding Yes 8 Yes , 280.00

. .

Gas Metal-Arc Welding 'Yes 3 . Yes 297.00 1, .

. ,
.

Gas Tungsten Welding " Yes 5 .Yes 175.00

Instructional

14,4,
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Cost

Miscellaneous
Rental 'Previety Purchase

Basic Math: An Individualized
Course

You Pack Your Own Chute

You Can Surpass yourself

Training Film Profiles

How to Manage the Boss

Alk

How to Work with Your Fellow
Managers

Helping People Perform, What
Managers are Paid for

Planning & Coal Setting, Time-
Waste or Management Tool?

'How to Take the Right Risks,
The Manager as Decision Maker

How to Make the Organization
Work for You

Entire Series of (6) Films .4
A

Applausi.(7,Steps to Effective
Speech)

When I Say No, I Feel Guilty

The Managerial Grid in Action

.

RAMIC Productions

A.S.T.D. & Olympic
Media Information

BNA Communications,
Inc.

" .

"

.

-

"

"
l

...

The Cally-Curtis
Company

"

BNA Communications,
Inc.

Yes

Yesmm
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

'

.

,

'

.

.

-0,-

16mm .

16mm

16mm

16mm

8mm

Jaktikn
8mm

16mm
8mm

16nuri
8mm

16mm
8mm

16mm
8mm

16mm
8mm

16mm
8mm

16mra
8mm

22

9

--,

Yes

-

.

'

.

69.00

69.06

69.00

69.00

69.00

69.00

414.00

100.00

100.00

. . 69.00

Z
25.00

25.00
l

25.00

25.00

25.00

25.00

90.00

25.00

25.00

25.00'

265.00

A

525. ..00

475.00

1 475.00

47500

475.00
..

. .

. 475.00

475.00
,

2,730.00.
460.00

460.00

480.00

.

.

-

14n 147
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Rental Previetv Purchase

,
The Grid Approach to Conflict
Solving ..-i

(Both of the above together)
.t..

I Undeistand, You.Understand

The Commonsense Way to Deal
with Complaints

a

-What Yodr Supervisor/Trainees
Will Learn

The Tough-minded .

Salesmanship

11 Like an Ace . . . Live Like
a King

Salesman! *

-,.

How to Raise Your Batting '
Average in Selling

How to'Take the Butt Out of a
Sales Rebuttal

Charge - Arnold Palmer
(Motivation Magic

Take Command 4

Runt &hart

.

Explbde Those Sales Myths

"

" .
.

Creative Media, Inc.

"Dartneli

"

,

"

"

"

"

"

'

"
. -

"

...

II

,

,

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

/
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Y es

,
/7'

,

.

....

.

.

.

16mm
8mm

16mm g
8mm

16mm
8n in

16mm
- 8mm

16mm
8mm

16mm
8mm

16mm
8mm

16mm
8mm

16mm
8mm

16mm
8mm

16mm
8mm

16mm
8mm

16mm
8rtun ,,.

-16mm
8mm

3

.
'

.

-

.

o

.

.

.

,

69.00

138.00

85.00

80.00

80.00

256.00
1-95.00

95.00

95.00

95.00

95.00

95.00

95.00

95.00

120.00

25.00

39.00

25.00

15.00

. 15.00

....

,

30.00

30.00

30.00

30.00

30.00

30.00,

30.00

3,0.00 .

480.00 i

940.00

450.00

295.00

,

295.00

1,74.00
1-435.00

435.00

435.00

435.00

435.00

450.00

.

435.00

435.00

450.00'
0

t

.

.

1 .

4
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Miscellaneous

Rental Preview Purchase

Pour 4 On .. .

8mmS'4...

pink ,

,Second Effort -Vince Lombardi

.,
Make It Happen

.

,
The Professional

1 . ..

Top Salesman's Talk Show

Lest We Forget

AV

The Boss.

Wheelchair

Earl Nightingale's The
Strangest Secret

.
GiGo

.
'

Rx for A bsenteeitis
.

Fair Warning

This Matter of Motivation

"
.,

"

"

.
"

"

.

"

"

"

"

"

,

,

/

.

,

,

.

......

r-,

.

.

.

. Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

(Yes

Yes"

' .

.

?d.,

\

.

--.

,

16mm

16mm
1-----/-8 ---

16mm
8mm

16mm
8'nun

16mm
8mm'

16mm
.8mm

16mm
.8mm

.

:.16min
8riim

16mm ---
8

16
8mm

16mm ,
Atinm

16mm
8mm

16mm
8mm

16mm
8mm

,

,

.

'

-5, .

.-

a.

\1/4,25.00

.

.

95.00 4,

,

95.00

05!00

95.00 ,

95.00

80.00.

80.00

90`
80:00

95.00

80.00

80.00

' 150.00
.

30.00

30.00

30.00

. #

30.00

-
30.00

30.00

.

30:00
..

, 30.00

30.00

'.* ' 30.00

30.00

30.00

30.00

435.Q0

435.00

435.

435.00.

435.00

\ 435.00

100.00
(onlS')

295.00

295.00

295.00

435.00

295.S$

295.00

435.00
I ' 'W

'.

-

-

.

.,

,,
,

.

.

150
I

151
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Cost
--$..

Miscellaneous
,Rental Preview

-
Purchase

Closing the Sale

Overcoming Objections

,
Presenting Your S Case
Convincingly

Opening the Sale

.
.

Autopsy of a Lost Sale

Developing Your Sales
Peisonality

How to Make an Effecge Sales
Presentation

..

How to Prevent Objections in
Selling

.

What It Takes to Be a Real
Salesthan ' .

How to Succeed in the People
Business

The Power of Enthuiiasm

.

.

"

,,

,,

"

"

'

"'

"

"

.

-

.

'

.

''

,

,

/
. .

.

'

Yes

Yes

Yes ,

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

.Yes

.
,

-.

,

16mm
(B&W)
8mm'

16mm
(B()
8mm

16mm
(B&W)8mm
16mm

(B&W)
8mm

16mm
(B&W)

16mm
(B&W)
8mm

15nun
(

16mm
(B&W)

8mm

16nun
(B&W)

8mm

16mm
(B&W)

8nurt

16mm
(8
8mm

&W)

k&W)

&W)

.

.

.

-

A.^

. ..

.

:

45.00

45.00

45.00

45.00

45.00

45.00

45.00

, 45.00

45.00

.

45.00

45.00

r

30.00

30.00

30.00

30.00

30.00

30.00

.

30.00

-

30.00

30.00

30.00,

30.00

150.00

150.00

150.00

150.00.
. .

150.00

150.00

150.00

290.00

- -

290.00

.
-

290.00

150.00

.

.

.

.

/

.

t

.

,, 1.
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Rental'

.
preview -

, Purchase

How to Sell Creatively

How to Sell Quality

The Basinger Story'

i .

The Selling Secrets of Ben
Franklin .

,

\ I
Solid Gold Hours

HO4 to Sect Salesman Who
Can and Will Sell .

*
Heiman Holds a Sales Meeting

.

Herman's Secrets of Sales
Success

Keys to Human Relations in -

Selling

Selling ... . The Great, Career .

. -

*

"

,,

"

,

"

,,

,

"

"

"

"

A

7

9

a

.

i

,

Yes

Yes'

des

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

-a

Yes

Yes

Yes

. '

.

/

'Nt

,

-,

.

.

-

.

.

.

16mm
(B&W)
8mm

16mm
(B&W)
8mm-

16mm

8mm

16mm
(B &W)(
8mm

16mm
(Color)

8 mm

16mm
(B'&W)
..8mm

16mm
(B&W)

8mm

(B&
8

35inm-
Color

w/sound

35mm-
Color

w/sound

. .

, ..

1

._

.

ill.

.
2

-

.

'

.

-

45.00

45.00

45.00

45.00.

_

.
95.00

45.00

-

45.0(

45.00

-..
.

30.00

30.00

30.00

30.00

.

30.00

30.00

30.00

30.00

290.0e

150.00

150.00

290.00

335.00

290.00

125.00 -

125.00

, 250.00

350.00

.....,,

.,

,

.

,

15 4,

155
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Miscellaneous
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,5 .

The Challenge of Objections
(From England) . -

A Reason to Buy (From
England)

Time W Spe
England)

Selling On Thie Tele1phone
(From Englaa)

A Matter of Confidence (From
England)

,
Managing Sales en (From
England)

Learning From ctE,perience
(From England) -

Stang The Interview (From
Eng1pd)

V

The Stifiervitor and Equal -
Employment Opportunity

The Confidence Galne

, . . ,..,
A Woman's Place

How to Manage by Objectives'

"

.

"

, ;

,

.
- .

. .

"

,

,,

"

-

Datafilmi - 1.,sos Atikeles

Educational Resources
Foundation

The Cally Curtis
Cotenpany

lMBO,

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

'

.

.

.

-

r

.

V_

l6nun!
Color

w/sound

16mm-
Color

w/sound

16mm-
Color (

16mm-
Color

w/sound

16mm-
color

w/sound

16mm-
Color

w/sound

16mm- -
Color
w/soud

16mm-
Color

vusound

Yes

16mm

, ,

16nun
8mm

16mm
Color

t

,

,

,

4

.

.

° ;

Yes

,

..

95.00

'95.00 :

95.00

, 95.00

95.00

95.00

,

95.00

95.00
.

.

Com.375.00
Ind] 25.00

100.00

325.00
1-95.00

..
30.00

30.00.

30.00

30.00

30.00

,

30.00
.

30.00

'
30.00

-

- 35.00
..

25.00

25.00

375.0b.

375.00

375.00 r

345.00

345.00

345.00 I

.

545.00.,

v 545.00

/95.0d

Com.
1,000.00

Ind. 400.00

460.00
f

085.00
1-285.00

t

,

.i.s

.

.

.

,

157
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E-1

Profile of a Manager

Strategy for Winning

Your Personal Appearance

Professional Management
Program

General Business

Behavior Modification Skills

This Matter of Motivation

Equal OPPortullitY
4

Case Studies in Leadership:
Doctor, Lawyer, Merchant;
Chief

- Focus on Ethics

Alternatives to Dicharge: A
Case Stdy: ,

Overmanagemeni, or How an
Exciting idea Can Become a
Dull Project

,

oh Case Studies in Communication:
A What Do You Mean, What Do I

Mean

,08

National Educational
*Media, Inc.

Research Media, Inc.

ROA Films

Salenger Educational
Media

Yes '4

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes 80

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

16mm
8mm +
$14.00
16mm

8mm +
$14.00

16mm
8mm +
$14.00

16mm
8mm

, 16mm
8mm

16mm

16mm

16mm

16mm

16mm

) 16mm

16mm

12

3

5

12

3

0

3

Cost

Rental Preview Purchase
Mi;cellaneous

Yes

Yes

60.90

80:00

Yes 45.00

Yes 60.00

Yes N\0.00

Yes

15Q°°

Yes 60.00

:Yes

Yes

Yes

70.00

120.00

65.00

Yes 55.00

Yes 70.00

385.00

. 495.00

250.00

290.00
304.00

195.Q0
209.00

395.00

435.00

25.00 285.00

25.00'

60.00

25.00

25.00

25.00

340.00

990.00

300.00,

250.00

15
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Cost
Miscellanbus

Rental Preview
go

Purchase

CotO,ge To Succeed

A

Two Person Commynication

Search for Achievement

Where are You? Where are You
Going?

,
You're Coming Along Fine

How Good is a Good Guy9 ..

The Discipline Interview ,

The Counsel Interview .

The Making of a Decision

le

The Wayl See It
Ow

ThanksA'plenty Boss Series
1-The Rekards of Rewarding

2-The Correct Way of
Correcting '

Something To Work For

Management, Motivation & 'rte
New Minority.Worker _

Saxton Communications
Group, Ltd.

BNA Communications,
Inc. ....... .

,, Teleometrics Inel.

Roundtable Films'
, .."

II

II
s

"

.

"

., ,

.
.

.
.

,, ,

"

4 ......

, " .,000,00;0

.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yea

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

.....

vt.

-

,

.

.

C

.

( _,
q'

/

-

.

,111.

.

.

..

16mm
35mm
Super 8

16mm
Super 8

. Yes

16mm
8mm

16mm'
8mm

16mm
8mm

16mm
8mm .0

16mm
8mm

16mm
8m1n

,16mm
8 mm

16mm
8mm

18 6

m
m

m
mi.

16ma
8nuW-11

16mm
8mm

5

.

.

.

.

Yes

Yes

,

.

.

150.00

345.00
1t69.00

75.00

60.00

60.00

55.00
..

50.00

50.00

(160.00

55.00

60.00

60.00,
.

55.00v

55.00
,

25.00

7$.00
1-25.00

30.00

Yes

Yes

.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
=

Yes

.,
Yes

Yes.
'

Yes
,-

550.00

2,305.00
1-480.00

475.00

400.00

375.00.

325.00

.

325.00

.325.00

400.00

, 325.00

375.00

o

.375.00

375.00

400.

.

.

(
.

.

.

i

.a

1

.

.

ti
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Miscellaneous.L
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The Will To Work .6

I'd Rather Not 'Bay

The Engineering of Agreemeit
. .,

SA,
G
Tell Me About Yourself

-41ks,

Conflict )
.
A Case of Insubordination .

Overcoming Resistance to
-Change__

Is,lt Always Right To Be Righl?

-,.

Time To Think
____

Breaking The Delegation,_
Barrie:

If You Want It Done Right.....

Pattern for Instruction

Critical Path In Use

. _
o

A Matter of Method
ry

I ,--.'

,

,

,

,

"

Roundtable Films

"

. ,

,

It
*

,I

,
.

.

"

`'Yes

Yes

Yes

YeS

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
T

Yes

.

,

,

.

..--

ti

16mm
8mm

16mm
8mm

.16mm
8mm

16mm
8mm

16mm
8mm

16mm
8mm.
16mm
8mm

16mm
8mm

16mm
8mm

16mm
8mm

16mm,
8nun

,

'

_.--

..

.

1..

.

50.00

55.00

55,00i
60.00

60.00

55.00
,

55.00

.
25.00.

55.00

55.00

55.00

55.00

40.00

50.00

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

a
Ye

Yes
.
22

Yes

Yes
- ,,

Yes ,

-Ed

Yes

Yes

Yes

'Yes

Yes

325.00
...-

400.00

325.00

425.00

425.00

350.00

350.00

175.00
,

.
' 375.00 -*

350:DO
-,

400,00

400.001'..

.

200.00

300.00

.
-

_

'

'..

-.

°

.

.. 0, __

.

16md
8, min

16mm
(B &W)

8mm

16mm
8mm -
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Rental Preview Purchase

Value for Money
.

The Bob Knowlton Story i

An Extra Five Knots Series,

Styles of Leadership ,

,Manager Wanted

.
.

Imagination At Work

Problem Solving: Some Basic
Principles '

Problem Solving: A Caseg,Study

Meeting In Progress

, ,.

The Goya Effect
. .

,
The UnCalcultrEd Risk

, '.

The Anitomy of a Presentation
.

Communicating with a ,Group

,......,

" '

.
.

.

(

"

'

.
"

,

,

"
. ,'

"

'
"

"

"

"

"

Roundtable Films

o

. .,

41,

.-

Yes

Yes

.

Yes

. Yes

Yes

Yes

a
. Yes

.Yes

Yes

Yes ,"

Yes

Yes

Yes

,

'

,

'.

.

,

.

.

di--'

.

<

'

,..
4,

's-

.e--

.

16mm.
8mm '

16mm
8mm

16mm
(B&W)3

8mm

16mm
8mm-

16trim
8mm

l6mm
8mm

16mm
8rtim

16mm
8mm

16rpm
8mm

16tiun
8mm

16mm
8mm

16mm
8mm

...t

16mm
8min

.

.

t

7

.

-,

.

\o

1 /
U

.

1

.
-

.

,

Yes :

Y-e''i

.. A
,

Yes

1,

t

-'

,

50.00

55.00

100.Q0

60.00,

.
55.00

50.00

50.00.:,
50.00

65.00 ,

55.00

50.00,

'55.00

50.00

Yes

Yis

30.00

Yes

Yes

, Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

' Yes

,

.
Yes\

300.60

400,00 '

3- 675.00
1-250.00

'
, 40.0.00 .

- 350.00

. 250.00

3$0.00
,

360.00

500.00

350.00

r
375.00

400.00

325.00

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

,

.1.

.
L

.

:

.

-

i;,,

5'

, .

e
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Cost
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PersonPerson to Person
Communictition

.
Welcome Aboard

National Managerial Test

.
Getting Ahead: The Road to
Self-Developme2t

. 2
That's Not My Job ..,

: -7

Talkback: A Study In i
Communications .

A Measure of Understanding
..

,
Judgi4 People ,

Listening

The Telephone at Work

Who ICillel the Sale? '

Letter Writing at Work

`.

Writing Letters That Get 'results

"

"

.1

,,

,,

,,

'

, l'e-
,,

,,

- .....;

t"

.

'

,

..

.

4

'-

.

''

°

OVes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

,

.,

.

4

.

'

16nun
8mm

16mm'
8mm

16mm
8mm

16mm
8mm

16mm
8mm

16mm
(B&W)
8mm

16mm
8mm,

16mm
(B&W)
8mm

16mm
8mm

16mm
8nurf

46mm
8mm

16mm
8mm

16mm
8mm

,

.

,

\

4

Yes

_

.

.

?

.
.

Yes

Yes

45.00

60.00

80.00

55.00 :

50.00

, 35.00t
e

55.00

35.00

55.00

50.00

55.00 .

55.00

55.00
.

,

.

Yes

Yes ,

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

.

Yes

Yes

Yes
,

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

,
250..00

425.00

.

425.00.
.

' 350.00..

300.00

185.00

1

400.00 ,

160.00

350.00

325.00

''
375.00

350.00
4
."'

300.00

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

1 6 6
N a

r--
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.

Count toTen
as,

I just Work Here

.

.

Sam's Secret

I

, M

Mt

"

----

cl--- -----' .

.0

."

.

ROA Films

,,

"

.

,,°

.
/I

.

"

,

"

"

.

.

11

.

.

.

,

.

.

Yes .

Yes

Yes

Yes

i'es

.

Yes

.

.

.

l

1

I

..
.

,

.

1

'

.

16itim
8mm

16mm
&inn

16mm
8mm

.

16mm
8mm

16mm
8mm

9
16mm
8mm

'Color

Color

Color

Color

Color

Color

Color

Color

Color.
.

'Color

g-Fdor--

.

)

.

..

..

"

41

,

,

,

.

Yes .

Yes

Yes

Yes

.
.

i

, )

55.00

55.00

50.00

50.00 '

55.00

0
70:00

100.00

100100 °

95.00

100.03

100.00

.
...- 95.00

95.00

95:00
i

100.00

16o.oc,

,

.15 .90 C

.

.

Yes

Yes
,

.

Yes

Yes' ,

? .
'(es

50.00

50.00 -

30.00

25.Q0

25.00

30.00

30.00 '4

30.00

25.00

25:00

-

400.0b
.

275.Q0

0

195.00

195.00

.

375.00
^

425.00
,

400.00

400.00
,

435.00

. 400.00

400.00

435.00,.

435.00,

435.00

440.00

250.00

,

,

:

-

,

..

..
-

P

.

A

.

..

...i

Close That Sale . ,

The Hidden Side of Selling

I'll Buy That! ..

.

First and Goal -

The Future is Now ,

Manage Your Time to Build
Your Territory

Defense! Defense!

The Habit of Winning . . . ?

Ask for the.e Order and Get It

Your Price is Right . . . sell It
/ 0

KUp's Show on Salesmanship

The Time of Yolir Life

This Thing Called Change,.

Transactional Analysis

/
,

4,
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One by One

Twelve Like You ..

w

The Eye of thetBeholder

Farewell,io Birdie McKeever

I Told 'Em Exactly How To Do
It

Inner Man Steps Out

Krasner, Norman . . . Beloved
Husband of Irma

Let's Be Human

Pattern for Instruction

Shoplifter

Acceptance Sampling

Reliability Training FilmS

Communication for Safety

An Accident Htppens to Sam

Falls are No Fun,,
.

Falls Can Cripple
. ,

Eyes, Hands & Feet Series

Friendly Machines

Housekeeping Means _

Safekeeping

.
.

"

*' I.

"

"

"

"

" .

"

. "

"

"

"

"

"

"

I . ,
"

,

.

-

:

.

.

:

.

,

3

,

v
.

.

..

Color.

Color

Color,

Color"

Color

Color

B&W

ColorColor00
Color

7-Col.
3 B&W

Color
IP

Color

Color

Color

Color

Color

Color

Color

,

.

10

8

5

3

r

1

100.00

100.00

25.00

25.00

20.00

15.00

15.00
x

15.00
.el\

15.11

25.11 ..

5.00ea.

12.50ea.

10.00

12.50
w

11.50

22.50 or
8.50 ea.
12.50

20.00

25.00
,

25.00

.

300.00

360.00

\

... '

.

.

.

N

,

.

.

.. .

.
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How to Avoid Muscle Strain

How to Have an Accident at
Work , . -

If You Hear the Explosion, The
Danger has Passed

The Industrial Weightlifter

Punch Press Guarding

Safety Wise
.

A Simple Choice ,

;

Slips and Falls .

The Split Second

Striking Against Objects
,

Supervising for Safety

The Unplanned,

You and Office Safety

You Can Handle It

Alcohol: A New Focus

Alcohol and the Humait Body'

,

Alcohol and You

Go Sober and Safe

The American Alcoholic

.
America on the Rocks

"

,,

"

"

,,

,,

.

,,

"

,,

"

IP

,,

"

t---.

.

"
.

4 "

4

,

'

'

.

r
010,-

(

.

,

.

'
.

.

.

.

.

. ,

.

.

.
.

*.

Color

Color

Color

Color

Color

Color,

Color .

Color
.

- Color

Color

Color

Color.
S

Color,-

1lor.
Color

Color

Color

. Color

2

.

3

.

..

\

.

.

.

e

..

.

dr

(..--..""715.00

.

'

10.00

10.00

20.00

15.00

12.50

12.50ea.

100.00

.50

7450

12.5Wa.

25.00

20.00

12.50. -

' 25,60

4.50 "

20.00

' 20.00

35,00 ,

15.00

.

,

.

25.00

.

.
,

..1%,

.

t

3,5p.0)3
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Miscellaneous ,

What's Your Excuse?

Snort History

The Summer We Moved to Elm
Street

Accidentally Yours

Congratulations You Made It
Through Anotlier Vacation

How to Have an Accident in the
Home

The Life You Save

...1r4C Self Defense fo'r, Girls

Nobody's, Victim

Post Mortem

That They May Live'

Freewayphobii

Help is .

No Fool-on a Bicycle

Motor Magia

Story of Anyburg; U.S.A.

Not So Easy

Ride On

Signal 30

174,

10

11

Of

11

I

Color

Color

15.00

15.00

Color t 15.00

Color 15.00

Color 20.00

Gjor

Color

Cgor

Color

Color

Color
Oa

Color - 2

,Color

Color

Color

Color .

Color

Color

Color
,

A

10.00

25QO

15.00

20.00

20.00

12.50

15.00ea.

20.00

10.00*

10.00

10.00

25.00

20.00

15.00

r-
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Cost

Rental Preview Purchase
Miscell eons

&fore Tl Happen

Cause for Mann

The Challenge

The Chemistry of Fire

Doitald's Fire Survival Plan
, .

Fl -'and Your Hospital

The First Five Mindres

How to Call the Fire Department

I'm No Fool With Fire

Stop the The-Thief

Stop a Fue Befole itStaifs

A Tale of Two Towns

Train We Must

Until The Fire_Department
Arrives

Cooling of Electronic Eviprnent

Formula for Survival-Stress/
Distress (Exercise, Relaxation

--rtirement by Degree)
Robert 1. Samp

What You Ate Is Where You
Wire When . . . Mori& E.
Masiey-

.

11*

Cooling Courses

Magnetio Video
Corporation

I

Color

*Yes

'Color

Color

Color

Color

Color

Color

Color

Color

(_bloc

Color

Color

Col

Color

Color

16mm
Color

O

3

2

10.00

12.50

10.00

10.00

10.00

15.00

15.00

7.50

10.00

12.50

20.00

12.50,

10.00

7.50

390.00

10days
No charge

Is

750.00

1'77
ta,

to,
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Realistic Cost Estimating

Metric Series

Technology for Tomorrow
.../

Manufacturing Engineering..
Opportunity .

..)
Positional Tolerances

Pkwder Coating

Noise Abatement

The Industrial Robot
b

The Interview. EEO .

Considerations
.

-
I-Interviewing Women

Candidates

2-Interviewing,Mneonty ,

Cadidates
,,

I'll Thin' About It

Artificial Intelligence
Patrick H. Winston .

.
Calculus ...
Herbei t I:Gross

...

Differentiation
o

The Circular Funnsctio

i

.

,

,

.

,

.

Society of Manufactunng
Engineers ..--

"

, "
.

"

.

"..._.
.

"
t

S

0'
XICOM Inc.

.
. ,

"

"

. , .,-

"

Massachusetts Institute
of Technology,

,.).

'
.

.-.

..%-
'...

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
,

.

Yes

Yee

.

r4

Color

B&W
. ,.

B&W

B&W

,

P

.

.

.

1

- .

,

I

,

,

..

,

,'

/'

,
.

1
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`--.........

,
.

'

,

tv

.

,

--. -..

.

-

.--
'
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ycs

Yes 40

Yes;

16mrrt
B&W

16mm.
B&W

16riun
B&W

5

5;

i
6

I

i

1

1
-

.1

I

I

:

-

c

.

,

24

6

II

2

. .

Yes

Yes
.

Yes.

...

.

.

...

.

. .

Yes-

Yes
,..

' Yes

Yes
, . .

.

, -
.

3;5.00pertape

-' \ '.' ''
3f0P..

35.00
. ...

.35.00

3S.00

'55.00

-
.

-0/

,

-

743.00

,,t15.00

313.00

. .,

,,,,,

.

...

;.,

i N.

_

'`
.

.4';

,
- '

...

;'
50.00

. 50.00
.'

, 5o.oir

-

,

.

.

.

925.60
.

915.00
-

200.00 per
tape

. ,1200.00

200.00

200.00

00200 .

2.00.00

-

395.00

.
.

395.00
.

350.00

'5,825.00. .

I ,365.bo
,

,

2,135.00

13.5d

.

.

.

--

..-

- .

.

.

.

'
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t

The Definite Integral. ( .
, . .

Tran.icendental-Futions i

1 .

More Integration Techniques

, . ,, , ,

Infinite Series
.

Calculus of Several Variables ,

Complex Varia,b1cm, rjraintial .
Equations & Linear

Colloid and Surface CheinIstry ,
I. Th. G. Overbeek

Computer Languages
Michael'L. Dertouzos

°pigital Signal Processing
Alan V Oppenheirn , ,

,
Economics.
atrt S. Pindyck

Macroeconomics .

-
Engineering Economy
Sanford B., Thayer

Frictiod. Wear & LubtiCation '
Ernest Rabinowicz ..

Introduction to Fjperigientatiort-;
Ernest Rabinowicz. '

Of

"

"

''

"

"

.

"

,,

..

,

s.

4

.

"

.
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-

,

...

-
,

,,

.
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,

Color

B&W

B&W

BAIN

B&W

B&W\ N

B

SAW

,

Color

C,olcir'

....

Color

Color

'Color
S 4

B&W

)
'

.
, --

-
'

.

e

,

.

'4,

4111

.

-
,

-
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-

-

t
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_

.

'1/416nun

,
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16nun
B&W

0

. '
B16&

nun
W :

B&W

16
B&

16nun ,..
B&W

nu16n
B&w

.4.16nun
B&W:

.,i

.0:

- ,

.

6ttnn1

*

B&W

4.-,

4
...
0

4

..
,6'

.
26

'
.

20

55

39, .

21'

12

. 10

Id

_

12

14r

Yes

..:

Yes

; '`',

Yes,
.

Y'es ,
-,

b
. .

Yes' ......"625.00

..:.. .
Yes _

Yes

'1"

. .Yes '...
, .

-_-

Yes

-'Yes

Yes

.,

Yes

4
Yes

12700..

.'.
10,00

105.00
, ,,

t''.
157.00

.520.00

'
1,595.00'

-

1,529.00

778.00
-:. .1.;-

495.00
,.

454.00-
ii

, ' 306.00
-

476.'00

370.00

.
.1

s.

-.
' ...,,,

.

.,,

'I.

::,,
. 4.
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'

, N .

45

Y

4, '

,

- . _

87(1..00 -

695.00,

,S 'A

725.00

..:
1 ,o40.09

-,;-

4,700,00
2,4

. ,.

3,800:00
r

12,1100.09
,-,

9,945.00
s;

6.165.00
. t
3,670.05. '''.

'3,245.00

" 2,100.00

N
3.405.90

r

2,685.00
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r

.
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Management Sloan School of *-
Management and the Innovation
Group

--\,..
Building an Innovative
Organization

Mechanics of Polymer
Processing . '
J. R: A. Pearson- ' .

Modern Control Theory'
Michael Athens . ,

Deterministic Optimal *Control

DeteiministicOptimal Liar
Feedback .

StochWstimation 7

Stochastic Control - tos,

4Network Analysis . a

The Operational Amplifier

'Nonlinear Vibrations' '
Jacob P. 'Den Banos .

* a

Probability and. Rana
Processes ,, 4

*.
Harr) f. Van trees , *

Quality Control
It

Thennostalics &
Thermodynamics
Myron Tribus

,...

"

"

.

"

"

"

"

- "

.

"

'' "

, I

,.

.,

L ,,

'

.

..

4
.

.
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-

.

.

.

.

.
47

.

-

.

,

...

.

'
..

.

Color

.

B&W

Color

COlor")

Color

Color
-

Color

Color

Color
,

Color
.

..-

B&W

B&W

B&W
.

Color'
.,

Color

4

r

.

.

,
-.

,

,

.

:.

/

'

.

'
'.

as

c.

. -

.

20

'

.
.

0

. I

,_

-

Yes
.

\L.:.

16mm

'

7

32

11

10

20
t .

13

15

a
12

' ;3

49

48

10

i10

,

(

l

-'

4,

.

a

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

A

Yes ,

Yes

Yes
,

Yes

Yes

Yes

.

300.00

600.00 '

1,200.00

461.00

.1382.00*

- 665.00

, 675.00

- 538.00

34y....0

475.00

583.00

920.00

985.00
..c

360.00 '
460.00s

.

-

. .

A

1,200.00
.' ,

2,780.00

9,500.00

3,295.00

2,745.00
'

5,220.00

.
5171.00

J 13

, .

1°-

,

1

2,35.: ! t

3,3§;.00

4,115.00

7,090.00
(Probability)

7,590.00
(Random Pro.

2,485 00

3,305.00

oe

' \
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Management by Objectives .

John Humble
v

Supervisory TraiMng
Allan H Mogensen

Effective Organization
Saul Gellerman .

.

Modern Management

Effective Cqnun$inication
Dr. David K. Berlo

,, -- .
Motivation & Productivity
Sul Gellerman '4'

Managing Discontinuity ,

Peter Drucker
o

Minagement Self Development
Joe Powell

The Effective Exectitive
.

The Motivation to. Work
Dr Frederick Herzbergis .

QrganizationAl Renewal -

Gordon Lippitt ,

,
Tough-Minded Management
Joe Batten. . '
Loss Prevention

Emptb4yee Orientation:

How to Advance Your
Husbaitd's Career
Mildred John.son .

Advanced Systems, Inc.

-/1
.

N

.

.

. .
. ,

/ \
.

.

-

"

.

.
.

16

: : /
.." .. .

".

.....

,,.

..

Yes

Yes.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Ye,s

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
, .

*

.
.

t

.

.

.

,

i

,

1

.,

.

,

,
,

-

,

ti--r,

,.

1
.

.
'

-

e

,4

,

,

*

,-...

.

6

2

1
6

7

- .,-

9

9

9

5.

5

5

5

4

3

2

.

,

-

Yes

Yes

Yes

.

.

1

J

'

.

.

,,
.

.

4.*

,
I

-

.

..-

.

4

.

I

'

.

.

.

\

.
,
i

.

4

.

.
.

.

`

'

°

2,250.00
.425.00ea.

696.00
348.00ea.

2,550.0pr
480.00ea.

910.00
160.00ea.
1,540,00

348.00ea.

2,983.00

2,205.00
285.00ea.

3,080.00

1,925.00
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During the working years of a professional man or
woman, roughly between the ages,of 25 and 65, a critical
issue is whether he or she can maintain a high level of
competence against tfie eroding effect of the passage of
time. Scientists and engineers are especially thrdgtened
by the potentialityof becoming outdated in their skills
and their knowledge. It is not enough for workers in
these fields to maintain the competence acquired in. the
years of formal education: Their information bank is any-
thing- but static; the.nOrm is perpetual change. Scientists
and engineers ha* no choice but to plan for a life of
continuous self-education and self-renewal by keeping
abreast of new developments and new knowledge which
are constantly being generated by research.

Keeping current with new developments in science
and technology is what we refer to as updating. The
reverse of updating is obsolescence. In order to under-

. stand the necessity for updating, we shall first look at the
causes and effects of obsolescence.

OBSOLESCENCE

What Does Obsolescence Mean?

Up until the present time only descnptiT and oper-
tional definitions of obsqlescence have been advanced.
Cqmparatively little exPenmental work has been done in
this fielil. Most of the inquiry and literature,to date have
come from engineering, management and medicine.
However, several investigators have focused on factors
underlying obsolescence. Shearer and Steger (1975),
Burack and Pati (1970). and Shumaker (1963) have do-
fined obsolescence in terms of a reduction of efficiencies
of performance over time, According to Shearer and
Steger, a person is obsolete to the degree That, relative to
other members of his profession, he is not familiar with
or is otherwise not competern to apply the knowledge,
methods and t hniques that are generally considered to
be important y members of hii profession Burack and
Pati found t t obsolescence exists when there, is a dis-
Crepancy between job nee s and managgial or profes-
sional capabilities as a result of intim lion, or when the
knov7ledge and skills of a professional are not sufficient
to accomplish his job.. Shumaker describes, obsolescence

' as a'reduction in technical effectiveness resultingfrom a
lack of knowledge of the new techniques and of entirely
new technologies that have developed since the acquisi-
tion of the individual's education. < '

In tie field of engineering, Zelifoff (1969); Mali
(1970), and Siefert (1964) use the word obsolescence to
mean the erosion of the applicability ger knowledge.
Zelikoff analyzed catalog course offerings for five en-
gineering colleges from 1935 to 1965 at five-yerar-inter-
vals. By identifying courses that were dropped and
courses thaAftwere added, he developed engineering ero-
sion curves for five areaslof engineering. Figure 1 shows
the potential obiolescence\of knowledge in electrical en-

AMP

girieering as measured by the number of Coe* additions
and deletions in the curriculum. The steeper curves in the
later years represent the rapid' increase in technological
advancement. For example, for the class of 1935 the
p&centage of applicable knowledge in 1965'is about 509;
for the class of 1960 it is about '55%.

Another approach to the definition of obsolescen ihas
been advanced by Mali in the form of an obsolescence
index (OD:

OI current knowledge understood by engineers

. current knowledge in the field
.

This.equation is based .on the rate of change versus
time. A high rate of technological obsolescence is related
to a high rate of growth. The growth curve expresses the
exponential rate of technological obsolescence. Siefert
defined obsolescence' or engineers as the measurement
at some point of time of the difference between the
knowledge and skills possessed by a new graduate of
modern engineering curriculuMAnd the knowledge afid
skills actually possessed by the prIcticing engineer who
may have completed his formal education a number of
years ago.

Ferdinand (1966), Norgren (1966), and Mahler (1965)
found several types of obsolescence for, the purposes&
identifying the nature and causes of obsolescence among
engineers and scientists. Ferdinand described three
types: professional (professionally obsolete independent
of competence in his win area of specialization); areal
(one whose technical Mkills in present area of specializa-
tion are nct longer sufficient to the present state of the
art); and ex officio (technical, skills and knowledge im-
paired when engineer orscientist becomes a manager).
Norgren classified the, major types of skill obsolescence
as technology-based and product-based.

The foregoing definitions of obsolescence have relied
chiefly on the idea of discrepancy. Thus they do not take
into account the multidimensional character of the condi-
tion of being obsolesCent or obsolete. Mere identification
of deficiency in the knowledge and skills of an individual
does not provide an ,understanding of the dynamics of
other factors such as attitude or motivation. These factors
may indeed be critical in instances where skills and
knowlitgeare sufficient Init where individuals still per-
form in an obsolescent fashion (Hinrichs, 1973).

In the section on the updating process, we will expand
upon the wider dimension of factors involved in the prob-
lem of obsolescence, as motivation and organizational
climate.

Estimating the Size of the Problem
From the limited data available, it would appear that

concern about creeping obsolescence may be widespread
within the community of scientists and engineers.
cally, it is they themselves who generate the vast eruanN
tity of new information which daily contributes to the
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shortt,:half-life" of their_ previously acquired know.'
ledge. For,example, the number of entries in Biological
Abstracts rose from 40,000 in,1957 to about 140,0(X) in
1976. Chemical Abstracts published about 244,000 in
1967 (Glass, 1970) tor390,000 in 1976.

The size of the problem still can only be estimated
rather than stated in exact figures. Estimates is date have
been generally based on interviews- and questionnaires
which solicit opinions of professionals and their super-
visory technical managers in regard to self-perceived
obsolescence and updating needs The Stanford Research
Institute (1968) estimates that approximately one in five
engineers and one of fifteen scientists may be affected by
job assignment obsolescence. More seriously, the report
estimates that more than half of the engineers and a quar-
ter of the scientists may be professionally obsolete. Sci-
entists and engineers engaged in R&D work are most'
likely to be current in tfteir fields while production en-
gineeTs are likely to be most obsolete. Data collected by
Raudiepp (1970) on 690 engineers and managers indi-
cates that 25% consider technical obsolescence a serious
problem. Three-fourths of his sample recognized that a
problem of obsolescence exists. In Ritti's.(1971) study;
41% of the engineers felt they were "only fairly welt".or
"not at all" up-to-dae. Only 7% saw a "significant"
problem in the obsolescence of technical skills among
their fellow professionals He reported the reasons given
by engineers for causes of, obsolescepce of technical
skills: work assignments do not require knowledge of the
latest developments, 51%, the press of schedule demands
leayves no time or energy for further study, 43%, work is
so 'specialized that die broader base of knowledge is un-
used and forgotten,.40%. developments in the field are
coming so rapidly that it is very difficult for anyone to
keep up, 30%; lack of interest in the technical end of
their work, 26%; managerial duties require little know-
ledge in depth of new technical developments, 20%.

Technological obsolescence was one of the twenty-
five critical scientific issues facing the country in the
opinion of seventy-eight respondents,who are presidents
and directors of major technological industries, members
of an NSF Industrial Panel on Science an Technology.
This finding was reported by the National Science Foun-
dation Board (1976) in a publication entitled Science at

the Bicentennial. In the same sip'ey the NSF found that
directors of fifty-five government laboratories rated con-
tinuing education of older scientists and engineers as one
of two priority needs in order to maintain vitality in the
research system.

Lest it be mistakenly assumed that scientists and en-
gineers are unique in being afflicted by obsolescence,
parallel investigations of other occupational groups alsq.
reveal tendencies toward becoming obsolete in their
skillstand intormatton. Lindsay. Morrison, and Kelley
(1974), in an excellent study of phymcal educators,
found that, in the five areas rof knowledge being tested,
more than hree-fourths of the teachers fell below the
minimum score established by experts Obsolescence

the medical profession was the subject of a report in the
New York Times (December 18, 1975) which gave the
results of a fifty item test on the National Antibiotic
Therapy Test administered by closed circuit television to
4,513 practicing physicians. Half of the doctors scored
68% or less on the test The highest scores were achieved
by the most recent graduates of medical schools. Those
who had been out of medical school for five years or less

' scored an average of 70% correct Doctors with six to
fifteen years of practice averaged 68%. Those who had
been in practice more than fifteen years averaged 62%
correct..

As for measuring the size of the problem in terms of
cost, precise figures are difficult to come by. Yet
Branscomb (1973) does attempt to assess numerically the
capital value of scientists and engineers and the cost of
,obsoleseerice of technical staff. "We do know' that the
graduate education a new' Ph.D brings his first employer
costs the individual and society upwards of 550,000. But
this asset becomes small in comparison with the
employer's own investment in the individual in a few
years. Viewed as a possible liability, the technical man
with forty years of employment ahead of him will cost
somebody something approaching a million dollars be-
fore he retires. It is clear that the cost of allowing the
individual to lose his capabilities and his confidence is
both a tragedy and a corporate waste. Furthermore,,the
cost of maintaining the employee's vitalityeven by
formal training comparable to a second Ph.D., if it is
necessaryis a small price to pay in comparison with the
cumulative salary obligati° of (the) employer."

Detecting Obs escence in Individuals
Given the ap ent widespiead threat of obsolescence

which ,hovers over professionals in scientific and
technological work and the vast waste in money, time
and talent of individuals, their employers, and -society
presumably, which is incurred in the decrement of their
competence by obsolescence, it is obvious that a good
detection device for obsolescence would be a helpful
invention. No such accurate, invention exists at the pre-
sent time.

The present most coYnmonly used method of detecting
\obsolescence is the performance appraisal by the super-
"visor of the competence of individuals under his supervi-

sion. It is assumed that the appraisal will be made on the
basis of observation of the individual at work, and the
product of his wok, as well as on the basis of open
interviews or discussions. The appraiser should be able
to detect weaknesses as well_aLstrengths, to detect gaps
in information or decreThent''in other aspects of
competence of the individual being appraised. The pre-
sumption is that the supervisor himself is well abreast of
new developments and that he has the insight and objec-
tivity to note. symptoms of obsolescence in the early

stages.
Malmros (1963) suggested five signs of obsolescence
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in the professional engineer: he became less and less
inclined to apply rigorous-mathematical techniques to
obtain solutions to his problems, he encountered increaS-
ing,difficulty in reading new technical papers and felt
frustrated because he could not follow the mathematics,
neW technical concepts were confusing to him, new tasks
and assignments began to look400 difficult to be practi-
cal; and contemporaries did not seek his advice. Burack
and' Pati (1970) pointed out to managers some danger
signals that should alert them to obsolescence in them-
selves. Conditions indicative of managerial obsoles-
cence: lack of awareness of change, lack of aptitude to
learn, outdated education, lack of motivation for self-
education because of age and low level of aspiration,
desire to maintain status quo, lack of broader education,
for the development of conceptual skills, and failure to,
perceive potential future change. Roney (1966) reporte4
a number of characteristics associated with obsolescence.
rejection of-new ideas, lack of flexibility and spon-
taneity, inability to ,ideal with conflict, resistance to
change, making no apparent effort to improve, avoiding
goal setting.

ssessment centers offer a systematic approach to
judging an individual's promotion potential and job de-
velopment needs. In the process of assessment of candi-
dates, a portion of the total audit of the individual
touches on weaknesses as well as strengths, areas which
need development, and degree of "obsolescen4
threat."

Symptoms of obsolescence appear not only in the de-
crement of knowledge and skills but behaviOrs and at-
titudes. Both the nominal grouping technique (Delbecq
et al., 1975) and the critical incident technique can be
used to elicit honest responses 'from indNiduals on
specific attitudes and behaviors which they possess. The
author has used the nominal grouping technique with the
faculty of a two-year community college to identify signs
of obsolescence in the faculty. SymptoMs of obsoles-
cence proffered by faculty members, working in discus-
sion groups, were revealing and hit close to the heart of
the real situation at the college. Some sample items: lack
of knowledge of new technicalilevelopments, reluctance
to read professional journals, lack of interest in advanced
study, failure to use innovative teaching methods, lecture
notes retained and used unchanged for an excessive
length of time, the same exams used over and over.
Kaufman (1973, 1974) has used the critical incident
technique to identify Cognitive and motivational aspects

.of obsolescence. Loss octechnical ability and informa-
tion are classified as cognitive; lack of interest and drive,
motivational.

Measuring Obsolescence
No one has as yet devised an exact quantitative mea-

sure of obsolescence in individuals. Measuring obsoles-
cence in any given individual must be attempted in a less.
than mathematical way. One method involves the use of

9

questionnaires

factors

e individual'n divi d

abreast

the researchers studied engineers (Dubin and Marlow,

deficiencies as lie perceives them. Using this self-
perceived approach, the Department of Planning Studies

years. These studies centered on the self-perceived edu-
cational needs of several professional groups in .niid-
career.

Continuing Education at The Pennsylvania State Uni-
versity has carried out a series of studies over the past ten

career. Based vakiously on state and national samples,

and Dubin, 1971); solid waste engineers, consultants and

nest and industry (Dubin, Alderman and Marlow, 1967)
and physical educators (Lindsay, Momson and Kelley,

background, education, employment, .job respon-
sibilities,

(Dubin and Regan, 1977); managers in busi-

sibilities, and so. on, respondents were asked to give
information regarding their attitudes toward the need for

1965), natural resource managers and scientists (George

1974).
In addition to providing data on their professional

f new developments, methods they use to keep up-to-
date, etc. Each professional group was provided with a

,,. -tliSt of some 50 to 60 areas of knowledge specific to its
own field. Respondents were asked to estimatethe extent
of their personal updating needs in each area. In the final
section of the questionnaire, respondents were given the
opportunity to write in the specific courses they would
like to include in a personal self-development program of
study. Analysis of the data collected ,in these studies ,

showed that mid-career professionals gf,all groups -per-
ceived considerable need for updating, but invariably
there were numerous factors which interfered with the
attainment of this goal: lack of time; family priorities,
distance front school, no reward for getting an additional
degree, job did not require furthevducation.

Another method of assessing obsolescence is measur-
ing the up-to-dateness of specific knowledge by objeC-
five tests. Dubin and Cohen (1970) developed a prelimi-
nary test for measuring and evaluating quantitative
competency of industrial engineers. Analysis of a sample,
of 40 engineers identified their weakest areas. in
mathematics. The year in which the engineering degree
was received ;made a difference on the test score. The
more recent the degree., the higher the test-score. En-
gineers with higher graduate degrees performed better
than those with undergraduate degrees.

The objective lest method has been little used in asses-
sing the information of engineers and professionals in
science. However, it has recently been adopted exten-
sively in the profession of medicine. Rosenow (1971)
reported the results of a 700-item objective test of medi-
cal knowledge. Physicians out of school less 'than five
years scored the highest; those etween five and fifteen.
eyears scored slightly lower. P sicians wild graduated
before 1956 consistently received somewhat lower
scores. Medical specialists, however, scored higher than
nonspecialists, irrespective of their date of graduation.
As a consequence of this experiment in testing, about ten
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Figure 2. Technical Knowledge_and,Skills

Person Being, tatte

Being Mated By (check one) Self

Up-to-date in the technical
aspects of his field;shas
extensive knowledge of latest
processes and procedures;
generally knows what.is4going
on in related technical ffeldst

Could be expected to become
prOficient rapidly in the new
work activity with a minimum

4

of instruction because:of his
relative up-to-dateness.

Up-to-date in the current tech-
nologies and skills required for
his present job.

Could be expected to perform
adequately on routine and.for-
mulated jobs but will require
technical assistance when workipg,
on anythinf that involves use at
new techniques.

Co- Worker

Very High
--3' 2.00

13o

-Section .

Supervisor

Could be expected to have a continuing
program of education that keeps him
current with. the full range of newer
technologies in his discipline. Knows
and applies technical advances and
practices in his field.

. 1.254

1.00

.75F-

--> .50

.25

Could be expected consistently to
apply xhe state-of=the art technique'
and processes in his present job.

Could be expected to perform adequately,'
on current job but with some recognized
deficiencies itt newer technologies.

.00 Strong need for technical updating to
Very Low I perform adequately on the job.
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medical societies have initiated self-assessment tests.
The anticipated outcome of this self-assessment ap-
proach in medicine may be to reduce pressure for re-
licensure and recertification by federal agencies who in-
tend to require some indication of competency in order
for a physician to participate in federal health programs.

In an effort to get closes to objectivity in the measure-
ment of a worker's technical knowledge and skills rela-
tive to the'state- of the artthe degree to which he is
current or obsolescentDubin (1975) developed a
behavior-anchored sating scale (Figure 2). The
behavior-anchored scale satisfies three criteria: the di-
mensions are well-defined for the rater, the behavior-
anchor points adequately define the response categories
of the scale, and the response made by the rater is well-
defined. Such a scale, used by supervisors as part of the
professional appraisal, facilitates grouping of individuals
or making comparisons between them as 'to behaviors
indicative of obsolescent tendencies, calling attention
explicitly to weakness in the area of updating in technical
personnel.

Causes of 011solescence

The causes sikiobsolescence are many, and a number of
interacting factors appear torbe involved. These may be
divided initially into two groups: those pertaining to and
arising chiefly from the individual himself, and those
which pertain to what can be described as his work envi-
ronment, causes which arise from situations external to
the individual.

Individual Aspects
4

Within the sphere of the individual, there may be sev-
eral sources of obsolescence. Obsolescence may arise
from physical causes. The physical aspect of obsoles-
cence is not within the province of this paper. Premature
aging or other pathological conditions would have to be
passed on to the gerontologists. But it should be added
immediately that the decline of competence in profes-
sional persons whieh often accompanies the passing of
years is not inevitable or necessary except in the presence
of ill health or other extreme debilitating conditions. ..*

The other aspects within the individual sphere are the
cognitive and the motivational aspects (Kaufman, 1973).
It is Within these two areas that we are 'delving to find our
causes of obsolestence. Briefly, the cognitive aspects
comprise two bodies of skills and lutowledgethose
which the individual has already acquired in the past, and
those which remain to be acquired in the present' and
future. If the individual is obsolescent he may not retain
or review that material he has learned in the past which is
relevant in the present. Or he.may be remiss in his efforts
to keep abreast of new knowledge and skills. Within the
rapidly changing technological scene, today's
competence will not enable the professional to work ef-
fectively on tomorrow's project., In a study, by Mali
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(1970) .50% of the engineers in his inple.were unaware
of new developments. 'Thoriipspn sand Daltonv (1976)
point out that while knoWledgo4 being. produced at a
dazzling rate, our ability to collect and transmit informa-
tion is also increasing. Thus we may conclbde that indi-
viduals who are not keeping .Current in their fields are
failing to make use of the enormous assistance available
in the new systems for retrieving 'anktransmitting infor-
fnation.

s
As,for the motivational aspect, there is little doubt that

a major factor underlying an individual's obso' lescence is
his lack of motivation in maintaining and improving his
competence. Motivational characteristics Which inipinge
on obsolescence are lack of interest, lack ofdrive, lack
of curiosity about new developments, lack of interest in
solving new problems, lack of motivation for self-
education because of age and low level .of aspiration,
satisfaction with status quo. The central role of positive
motivation and positive reinforcement iii Combatting ob-
solescence and promoting updating activity will be dish
cussed at greater length in a later section.

Some professionals are made obsolete by conditions
external to themselves which constitute the extended
work environment, and with which they hive nor been
altogether successful in coping. Chief among these con-
ditions which produce individual obsolescence ale the
rapid rate of change and the generation of vast quantities
of new information in current scientific and technical
fields.

Rate of Change of Knowledge

Precise indexes for evaluating or predicting the rate of
change or decay of technical knowledge do not exist at
present. We have for the most part only educated guesses
about the half-life of information in various technical and
scientific areas.* Lukasiewicz (1971) estimated that
while the half-life of the 1940 engineering graduate's
knowledge was twelve years, it had shrunk to five years
for the 1970 graduate. Armer (1976) estimated that the
half-life of computer knowledge is fWe to ten years.
Bron-dey (1971) in a National Academy of Science report
assigned a half-life of eight years to a physics paper.
Rosenow (1971) of the American College of Physicians
gave a half-life of five years to a medical internist's
knowledge. Hozid (1969). attributed a half:life of five
years to knowledge in dentistry. Mali (1970) developed
an obsolescence index, for engineers, defining it as the
ratio between current knowledge as understood by the
practitioner and current knowledge in the field. U ing,the
index he reported that approximately 56% of env ring
practitioners met half of the model's criterion of o-
dateness.

* In this context, we borrow from physics the phrase half-life, apply-
ing it to information. For example, a half-life of five years means that
after five years a given body of Information is only NM applicable.



Dubin, (1972) estimated that a psychologist's half-life of
.knowledge averages 10 to 12 years. Chaphanis (1971)
calculated that a compulsive well-read engineering
psychologist would have to read 30 to 40 articles and
reports a day merely to keep abreast of current literature
in his field. A degree obtained in 1960 would provide
less than one-half of what the average technical, graduate
would need to know in 1970 (Mueller. 1970). Glass
(1970) stated that a scientist must constantly review his
knowledge or he would be beyond hope as a teacher or
practitioner in approximately eight years. Even more
rapid rates of decay of information have been suggested
in microbiology and in the completely new fields of
-bacterial genetics and genetic engineering.

An enlightening example of-the rate of change jn tech-
nical information is provided by Rosenstein (1968) He
stated that the rate of curriculum revision in an under-
graduate electric circuits course is five years. While
Ohm's Law does. not change, course philosophy and
analytic methods are changing, and changing with in-
creasing frequency. He describes the sequences of
changes. ."In the early 1940's. electric circuits were usu-
ally presented in two. courses. One giving d.c. circuits
and the other steady state a.c circuits. By the late
1940's, transform theory was introduced to provide the
first major change and to give a simultaneous treatment
of steady state and transient conditions. The course
changed again when circuit synthesis techniques found
their way into the curriculum shortly thereafter. Addi-
tional major revisions followed as the methods f signal

flow and then of state space were introdt ed. The
specialized course in electrical circuits is now yie ding to
the unified treatment of lumped parameters. The impend-
ing computerization of linear: lumped parameter analysis

provides the sixth major revision in twenty-five, result-
ing in an average turnover of one every five years."

Zelikoff's study of curriculum obsolescence, cited ear-
lier (Figure 1), provides additional quantitative evidence

of the erosion of knowledge in five fields of
engineeringelectrical, aeronautical, chemical, civil;
and mechanical. In 1965, thirty years after graduation,
only 10% of an aeronautical engineer's information Was
applicable. Fe4 the chemical engineer, applicable infor-
mation stood at 15%, for the electrical engineer the fi-
gure was 5%. Five years after- graduation, the 1960

aeronautical engineering graduate's applicable Jolowl-
edge retained from school was 40%, the chemical en-
gineer's, 40%; and the electrical engineer's, 60%.

Much needed today are refined and current appraisals
of the half-life of knowledge in specific subject areas in
science and engineering. Such data would be useful in

determining the rate of change in these areas and provide
warning signals to those which require accelerated retain-

ing or further education programs.

Maoageinent Policies and Practices

Most-professional scientists and engineers spend their

working years within an environmental structure which
is an organization. Unfortunately, ,many professionals
are made obsolete by the organizations in which they
work. An organization's policies and practices are not set
up necessarily to promote the professional careers of its
employeesOn the contrary: for the purposes of the or-
ganization a erofessional may be kept obsolete by the
limited demands and rigid controls that prevent him from
enlarging his scope An engineer may 6e required to
specialize to the point where he operates on a low level
of use of his technical knowledge On the other hand, an
organization with more enlightened man gement may
see a long-term cost/benefit in promoting the updating
and professional development of its hig ly qualified
workers. Mutual expectancies between t e individual
and the organization can create or combat solescence.

This is what Levinson (1971) calls the ychological
contract". "What the person expects from t e organiza-
tion, his experiences 'dealing with the orga 'zation, and
how much he trusts the organization for nee fulfillment
influencesis updating."

One of the most common organization I practices
()which leads, to obsolescence is the underutilization of
skills. This combines both light intellectual ddmands and
light time demands (Ritti, 1971). According to Mali
(1970).. half of the work assignments of engineers were
within the range of a technician's capability. More im-
portantly, obsolescence occiirs froin the motivational
correlates of underutilization: general lack of interest,
boredom, lack of sense .of purpose and commitment to
the job, frustration at not using one's capabilities to the
fullest, alienation and focusing on other sources of
gratification. Tingey and Inskeep (1974) cite the under-
utilization of professional qualifications as a major cause
for job dissatisfaction.

The pattern of misutilization differs from updernoliza-
tion in that it. combines light intellectual demands with
heavy time pressures. In this case, professionals work
under severe time limitations at assignments so routine, or
trivial that they could be done by a clerk or low level
technician (Ritti, 1971). However, time pressures are
such that "you have to produce like a machine." There
is no time for making changes, for innovation, for mak-
trig an elegant solution, for a better way to do the job.

The management practice of overspecialization is
conducive to obsolescence in the specialist. When a per-
son is kept in the same assignment for-an extended period .
he tends to develop a narrowness of outlook and narrow-
ness of expertise which pporly,equips him for other or
broader assignments in the future. Further, task,speciali-

zation can lead to bqredom, and apathy in fegard-to----;
professional updating in a wider range than his special-
ity. So called functional or Organizational obsolescence
occurs when the professional is cast in a function which
'he has performed over a period of time and which-is no
longer required by the organization (Miller, 1974).

Management practices in handing mg eiwards, incen-
tives and recognition. or ,the lack of these, can slave
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adverse rather Than positive effects on professional
employees. If there is little reward or recognition forth-
coming when A person attempts tq investigate new lines
of thinking, tbinnovate in a produCt br system, there will
be little incentive to update, `to read widely or deeply in
the field. 111 short; the horizon shribks; employees will
take the line of least resistance. Obsolekence sets in.

One of the most frequent complaint's 'of professionals-
in industry is the lack of time allocated an the budget of c,

work time for updatingreaditig professional journalS,
taking courses, interfacing with other professionals ip the
same organization and others. This is at integral 'ingrc
dient of career planning Eurtherm'Ore, professionals
would like to see their Work assignments as compatible
with and in line with their abilities, interests and career
goals; where? company ,an c41, individual goals eonil'kf, the
former is apt to in ,out and the employee becbmes a
good candidate rot-obsolescence George and Dubin
(1971) recommend that 20% of a professional's time
should be allOcared fdupdating. 4

There is oftenabuilt-in bias for youth in the making of
job assignments The technical manager may frequently
deal' out the most challenging job to a young profes-
sidnal, a more recent graduate with up-to-date knowl-
edge and skills (Miller, 1974),- Senior professionals are
thereby deprived of afresh chance to expand, update
themselves to meet the challenge. Instead, they are
pushed a little further in thedirection of being topped out
or obsolete.

Recent Evidence on Age in Relation' to Ob-
solescence

The recent finding by Trice, ThompSon and Dalton
(1975) concerning age in relation to obsolescence has
contributed significantly to a change in understanding of
the competence of 9Ider engineers. A previous study by
Dalton and Thompson (1971) had reported that the en-
gineer's performance as measured by supervisory ratings
peaked in the early or middle thirties. Pelz and Andrews
(1976) had set the peak in the forties. In the new study by
Price et al., a longitudinal instead of the earlier cross-
sectional study was carried out in which engineers were
grouped in four age categories of ten years: 20-30;
30-40; 40-50; and 50 plus. 'Within each category en-

. gineers were subdivided on the basis of performance
rankings into three groups of equal size: high, medium,
and low performers. The results showed that the high
performers in the forty -year age group and the fifty-plus
age group have higher average ratings than do the middle
and low performers in the younger age groups. The, dif-
ferences -in performance are greater whin each age
group than between them. Thoe engineers in the top
third of each age group were doing an excellent job in
maintaining their competence.

What differentiates the higher performers from those
with lower ratings? The authors' most important finding
was that certain job- r;lated factors as job complexity and

challenge were strongly associated with high per-
formance. The individual's performance rating corre-
latedrnore directly with his type of work assignment than

with his participation in college or in-house courses or
rating professional journals This conclusion is a hope-
ful one because it suggests that obsolescence is not in-
evitable and that age is not a major determinant of per-
formance differences.

THE UPDATING PROCESS

A Model for Updating

During the past two decades professional updating in .
engineering-and science has increasingly become a topit
of concern. Behind this emerging concern are two pres- -
sures. the growth of specialized knowledge and the state 11`
of environmental Jinx in contemporary organizations.
Env,ironmental flux. according to Hinrichs (1971), "is
evident in the increasing comprexity of current
technologies and organizations, the cltanges taking place
in our society, and the many ambiguies faced by deci-
sion makers in our society. High levels of skills, broad
perspectives, flexibility and competence in the leading
edge of the appropriate technology-are the hallmarks of
successful enterprise in today's environment.,This im-
plies a need for, professional updating."

Updating is a learning process. Learning is basically
civige.It is a complex 'growth process facilitated by
numerous factors, among which the most important are
motivation, meaningfulness, reinforcement, generaliza-
tion, participation, coaching, experience and feedback of
resul6. Updating is a dependent variable resulting from a
combination of psychological and work environment
conditions. In the updating model presented here.motiva-
tion is the chief psychological component. But an indi-
vidual's motivation is strongly influenced-by, his work
environment. In the context of our model, work envi-
ronment is described as consisting of five components:
organizational climate, the work itself,. managerial sub-
ordinate relationships, colleague interaction, and man-
agement policy. It is assumed, therefore, that all these
factors in the work environment will have some impact
on the learning process which is updating (Dubin; 1974,
1972a,b,c.).

The reverse of learning is obsolescence. Obsolescence
is a decremental proces comprising both the loss of
acquired learning and te non-acquisition of new learn-
ing. This retrograde pr ess occurs unless effort is-con-
sistently made to repair e sion and to stimulate growth.

.

Definition of Keepin Up-to-Date
When we speak of keepi up-to-date in one's profes-

sion we refer to such behavio s making use of current
concepts, practices, theories an points of view in both
one's field and allied fields wh bear on the work of
one's organization. Keeping up-to ate also means being
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familiar with what others in the same field are working
on, what problems they are ,trying to solve; what ap-
proaches to 'Solutions they are taking (NSF, 1969). This
definition requires that the professional be conversaht
with the latest technological, developMents in his field
and that he be able to use recently developed techniques
to solve problems assigned to him. It 'assumes that he has
not overlooked significant implications nor. neglected
significant facts arising from his wort. Being current in
his field enables him to translate theory into practice. He
is capable of 'detecting new features in an environment
and of responding to them effectively.

In summary, we describe, the updated professional
engineer or scientist as showing.the following behaviors:
keeps current with advanced technology and knowledge
in his field; effectively organizes and applies his knowl-
edge in the performance of his work; is current in recent
developments outside his special field; uses all available'
ources of information in reaching_ decisions; provides
information that is accurate and reliable; contributes
ideas relating to activities, outside his immediate respon:
sibility; demonstrates ingenuity in solving problems and
seeks methods and means of continuously improving.his
proficiency.

Self-Motivation for Updating
Most engineers and scientists, especially those en-

,gaged in R&D'work, are aware that keeping current
new technology and information is essential for main-
taining Kofessional competence. Only a 'minority of
highly-trained professionals hold the opinion that the
idea of rapid obsolescence in scientific and technological
skills and knowledge is being overplayed (Dubin, 1975).
Recognition that there is a problemthat knowledge is a
perishable commodityis the first step in the diretion of
updating.

The individual's motivation to update is a corollary to
his motivation to perform well. Generally speaking, the
same motivators which spur him to improve his per
formance are those which motivate him to update. Some
of the behaviors which are recognized as motivators are:
Interest and curiosity, achievement need, advancement,
challenge, recognition, autonomy, and responsibility.
These can be classified as intrinsic or self-motivators
arising from the individual's personality and personal
needs, as distinguished from extrinsic/or extemal)moti-
vators which arise from outside the individual, or, m this.
case, from the work environment Motivational' factors
arising from the work environment will be considered
later.

t should be pointed out that while motivation is un-
doubtedly an important variable in updating behavior,
only a few motivation studies have been made to date
which relate directly to updating per se.

The close parallel between the motivation to perform
well and the motivation to update is evident in responses

as

by scientists and engineers themselves in answer to the
question: What motivates: you in your work?

The most frequent answer is: challengilig problem
(Margulies and Raia, 1967). Why? Because it arouses
curiosity and interest. It has not been solved. Little in-
formation is readily available about it. It ,requires an
innovative solution. It is on the leading edge.p'f knoWl-
edge. It can lead to new technological output. It means
freedom to explore, cari*out my own ideas and-initiative
(Dubin, 1975). 015viously, the person who wishes to
tackle a challenging problem for these reasons is one
who needs and desires to keep 'himself current with the
frontier of knopledge in his field.

Shearer and Steger (1975) investigated six dimensions
of motivation in relation to keeping up-to-date. Five of
the six hypotheses were confirmed. .

1. The higher thecareer 'expectations, the less obsoles-
cent the person. : .

2. Individuals who perceive a dutyto stay current spend,
more off-work time in updating activities in their
field. a

People with, a future time orientation spend 'relatively
more time off work keeping up-td-date.

4. High achievement need influences behavior to pre-
Vent or retard obsolescence.

5. People with strong beliefs-Aat they control their fu- ,

Hire have an orientation which tends to prevent
obsolescence.
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The Expectancy Theory of Motivation

The expectancy theory of motivation poltulates that
motivation consists of a complex combindTion of indi-
vidual judgments concerning the accomplishment of job
goals and the immediate rewards or outcomes gained
from these goal accoriei4plishments. It hastractical applica-
tion to the updating process. It a theoretical model of

-personal motivation which sees an individual as behav-
ing primarily as a function of the rational forces within
him. Applied to work motivation, it conceptualizes man
as one who chooses to behave in a way Mich maximizes
his chances of acgyiring 'future desired revVards. As a
process theory it attempts to explain relationships among
variables in a dynamic state. Tits theory does not specify:
the important variables which imping&on an individual
to create what is called "work motivation." Rather it
provides a theoretical structure to desclibe any cogni-
tively' controlled 'behaviorwithin- any set of
individtlalsnot juSt professionals. The most important
characteristic of expectancy theory is its flexibility, the
result of its,process nature.,

Another approach to understanding the iisdividual's
motivation for professional 'updating was advanced by
Porter (1971) making use of expectancy theory. ACcord-
ing to Porter, the professional evaluatet different kinds
of potential rewards-and selects that combination of re-
wards which is most appealing to him. "From the mod:
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vatiodal theory standpoint his. would utilize high va-
lences of outcomes to increase each individual's overall
motivation to exert effort in this particular direction
engaged in updating activities." Porter presented a
number of provocative hypotheses that require testing: it
must be clearly_demonstrated to the employee that his
effort will lead to effective updating perforniance; sub-
goali for updating should be set which are obtainable and
identifiable for the individual; organizatibnal emphasis
shotild show that updatipg is an important activity; the
reward value of updating behavior, shouldibe enhanced
by tying it to other more obvious organizational rewards
such as promotion and salary.

Hinrichs (1971) reported the results of the applicA.ion
.a two theoretical models of motivationcontent and
process--to 'the problem of skills updating in a large
technology-based organization. He found that higher-
order content-needs based on Maslow's need hierarchy
model were not substantiated. He concluded that the ex-
pectancy process modekseemed more predictive of skills,
updating. '..`Thereliard system of the organization is the
individual's perception of the outcomes that will accrue
to him for updating behavior. This is significantly related
to the effort which he devotes to updating." McIntyre
(1977) relates hbw expectancy theory canbe applied to.
updating in three ways. First, the theory dictates that an
individual's goals should be elicited frdm the person
himself. The same set of goals should never be assumed
to be had by all. If management discovers that a profes-
sional-is not aware. f certain i)otential goals of the or-
ganization, it can intervene and make the goals known to
him. Second, the organization must determine the impor-
tance . . of a set of goals and the-perceived likelihood
*(expectancy) of the occurrence of a set of goals by prob:.
ing at the level.of the individual'professional. Once again
the organization may intervene to try to influence an
individual's valence or expectancy $-a particular goal.
Third, because it is a process theory, it allows the or-
ganization to be flexible in its outlook towards its profes-
sionals. There is no need to establish a specified set of
goals and outcomes for all. At the same time, the theory
does not invalidate, the existence of a set of common
goals. Finally, the organiaation can use expectancy theo-
ry as a tool with which to diagnose the individual's ob-
solescence. The theory provides the organization a
means of asking the important questions 'aimed at the
following, logical sequence of theoretical concepts: ulti-
mate goals, instrumentality, valence, expectancies, and
behaviors. This is thg most valuable aspect of expectancy
theoryits 'ability to stimulate the appropriate set of
questions.

Goal Setting

Keeping up-to-date can be stimulated through goal-
setting activities. Management by objectives-is a mutual
goal-setting method used between managers and subor;
dinates. The' technique aims to elicit commitment and

effort, Locke (19.68);has demonstrated that individuals
Who set hard goals will produce alhigher 'levels of per-
formance than individuals who set easy goals; and that
individuals who -set specific°goals produce at higher

__levels than individuals who donot set goals or who are
told to do "lheir best." In performance appraisal situa-
tions, the process of setting doWn and forrnulatinginutu-
ally agreed upon performances and explicit updating
goals may increase effort to accomplish the goal of keep-
ing up-to-date.

'4

Work Environment 1''
.3 * :.1
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The work environment for most professionals is an
organizatia. The climate of the organization in whiclian
individual works can be a positive motivator kr-updating
or it can be a demotivator which ultimately produces
obsoleteworkers. ,

' o

.

Organizational Climate ;

Pritchard and Karasick (1973) redefined organiza-
tional climate based on a number of previousdefinitions:
Organizational climate is a-relatively enduring quality of
an organization's internal environment distinguishing it
froni other organizations; (a) which results from the be
havior and policies of members or organizations, espe-
cially top management; (b) which is perceixed'hy mem-
bers of the organization; (c) which serves as a. basis for
interpreting the situation; and (d) acts as a sod& of
pressure for directirwactivity.

Updating behavja by professionals is strongly influ-
enced by theprgainzational climate in which they Work.
Organizational and management-practices affect motiva-

`don, condition attitudes, and shape die behavior df
members of the organization (House and Rizzb, 1972).
Campbell and Dunnette (1968) .have identified a high'
organizitiOnal Chafe as having some of the following
characteristics: (a) achievement--a desire of the groupthto,,...---'
do a good job arid contribute to the performance of e
.company;s(b), concern for excellenctdegree to which
the group is Concerned with improving individual per-
formance, being flexible, innovative,and competent; (c)
problem-solving emphasisextent to :which the group...
anticipates and solves problems related to group func-
tioning; (d) reputationorganization reflects- stains arid
reputation of indRldual's work gioup as compared with'`
other work groups; (e) training opportunities-41egfee to
which the organization providestraining forindividuals;
(f) atmospheredegree tOwhich supervisors'generate a
supportive'- and friendly, atmosphere; (g). initial jnb.
orientationindividuals are informed of what to ekpe5t
when they first start on the job. " "r ."

Organizational climate is a major factdr irk maintaining
the technical vitality,orprofessjonai workers. Corporate
policies and pr ctices as implemented by management

'create the works g environment..The environment can
stimulate growth,' novatidn, and Updated professionals,
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or it can stunt growth and stifle creative effort so that
men work at less than their full potential. A vital organi-
zational climate is -charactenzed by high productivity,
Sense of purpose among its employees, sense of personal
opportunity, feeling of accomplishment and excitement.- '

The climate that offers the potential for recognition and
reward, openness to change and new ideas, strong cd'n-
tact with new developments, and outside the organiza-
tion is one which fosters updating (Dubin. 1975).

Management Policy in. Updating

A company should have a written policy statement that
requires updating for its employees. An'example of such
a policy statement is that of the Sandia Laboratories (Ap-
pendix I). Many companies have educational assistance
funds that reimburse employees who complete education
courses, but few companies make continuous updating
mandatory. In our study of engineers (Dubin and Mar-
low, 1965), 79% reported that their companies had edu-
cational assistance programs, but three fourths of the
engineers reported that this availabiluy had no effect in
motivating' them to undertake additional course work.
Similarly, in a stai of natural resource managers and
scientists (George and Dubin, 1971) 52% indicated that
existence of a policy on educational assistance did not
motivate, to undertake further education, Yet 83% of the
same group considered keepkg up-to-date important and
80% said that their job perfainance and job competence
increased as a result of participation in continuing educa-
tion. Only 50% of the natural resource managers and
scientists felt that the organization rewarded them for
their participation in' continuing education. The main
reasons given for lack of participation in-further educa-
tion are lack of time, pressures of family and the job, and
the fact that the job does not demand more education
(Dubirkand Marlow, 1965) (George and Dubin, 1971).

W. E.4/1Wilson (1969), a vice president at General
Motors, warned that "engineers who ignore the meaning
-of technical obsolescence become technically obsolete,
because then they approach problems with outdated view -

,points, theories and techniques." While he stressed
that the indiyidual must be basically responsible for his
own development and updating, he pointed out that the
employer has an equal responsibility to provide tie envi-'
ronme*and incentive to encourage the engineer that
theces a premium put on up-to-date education. "That
premium is going up for the man who is fluid enough to
adjust to change. We must make the engineer aware of
his needs and help him plan to meet them. We must let

' one engineer kngw that his one formal brush with educa-
tion is not going to be enough and that he should expect
to reevaluate Continually *id reeducate himself two or
three times in his lifetime." this is an explicit statement
of management policy that specifically shares the burden

,between the individual and the organization. If technical
Obsolescence is to be minimized then the organization's
commitment to the management of change and develop-

tot-,40

inent of people must have top management approval and
implementation.

Anders (1976), a Texas Instrument persopnel/man,
states his company policy: "The company has specific
corporate goals and objectives that it must meet. One 6f
these objectives is to _create a working environment
where all.individuals are motivated to participate in the
achievement of company goals through the ptirsuit of
their personal goals to the maximum possible extent."

A. G. Anderson (1973), vice president and director of
research at IBM, states a management policy aimed tp
put new life in R&D:

We ap e r to be entering a period where emphasis
will n to be placed on policies which maintain the
inte ectual vigor of the staff which is in R&D now.
Such policies' must* address the issues of making the
organization better through capiplization on its expe-
rience and strength while prese6ing and extending its
vitality. Some individuals will not need help to remain
intellectually alive. However, thousands of others
would be benefited by policies designed to maintain
intellectual vitality. Those policies must address issues
of individual and group productivity, intellectual re-
ceptivity and openness, broad contact with all perti-
nent science and technology, and continuing efforts to
educate and be educated. The growing strength of
R&D outside the U.S. makes the mandalory.-broad
efforts to maintain contact on a worldwide basis."

Anderson proposes to do this through: an extensive
visitor policy to provide continual contacts with. people
with new insights <and experiences as consultants, ,fa-
culty, etc.; aggressive efforts through training to keep
people up-to-date; special efforts to insure that organiza-
tions provide opportunity to ideas and people, and an
organizational policy to develop their best men not only
internally-but externally.

The NSF (1969) report concludes its study of organi-
zational policies and practices by noting:

The three key points in top laboratory management
philosophy of continuing education ate: management
accepts the responsibility to provide at least some op-
portunities for scientists and engineers in the R&D
work force; management expects R&D employees to
keep themselves up-to-date, particularly in their own
fields of specialization; apd,-finally, management ac=
cepts only limited responsibility Tor motivating the in-
dividual.. Managements which provide opportunities
for continuing education believe that those who do not-
take advantage of them are not worth attempting to
salvage. The initiative is left to the individual.

Thompson and Dalton (1976) have formulated a
career-stage model in an R&D orgAnization that helps
explain the difference between highland low performers
at different age levels, A close analysis reveals that the
more'effective organdations have policies and practices
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more consistent with the concept 9f-Career stages. They
identified 'a number of management' policies that have
interfered with the updating process and contributed to
'obsolescence. These are:

Devaluation of-the technical contribution of the en-
ineer: "In engineering organizations the reward sys-

tem is designed to provide an incentive to the brightest
people to move out of technical work and into man-
agement as fast as possible."

Management structures that overemphasize product
planning: "The doMination of product planning over
career planning contributes to obsolescence. When a
project ends engineers find their skills obsolete and
unsalable. An obsolete organization is a major,cause
for creating obsolete engineers."

Cost systems that work against career development.

Inadequate manpower planning.

An organizational approach, that, facilitates the updat-
ing of the personnel is.matrix management. Under this
dual system each professional has two bossesa project
or technical manager and a functional .manager. The
technical manager worries about getting the task com-
pleted; the other worries about staffing, job assignments,
updating of personnel, etc. The functional manager has
the responsibility for the. career development of the en-
gineers in his group. If a person has been working in a
narrow specialty too long, the functional manager has the
power to move him into a new arca to help him develop
greater breadth. This type of management policy does
not leave Oighifdating process to chance; it is integrated

Ns.into a career development program.

TecHcgI Vitality

Miller's (1977) vitality concept is an experiment in
management policy to reward updating It has as one of
its objectives the redesign of the-working environment,
the work and rewards to improve the performance of
scientists and engineers. Its intent ik to improve the
capacity of the environment to provide learning and
grdw th \ opportunities and appropriate rewards for

_growth. These activities enhance updating and, minimize
obsolescence. Similarly Anderson's.-(1973) efforts at
IBM to put new life into R&D is directed to the redesign
of the organization climate dimension.

Miller (1974) uses the term technical vitality as a short-
hand way of describing a set of activities designed to
help engineers and scientists beccfrne more productive.
He describes three ,combined conditions which affect vi-
tality: rapid advances in technology that lead to a form of
human obsolescence; slowed personal growth leading to
aging in professionalse.which raise questions about the
decline in productivity and the need for extending it;
reassessment of the value and cost of technological
progress this creates questions about motivating en-

gineers and the quality of an engineering education. He
believes that technical vitality is the key to future produc-
tivity of scientists and engineers. Further, he describes
the technically vital engineer as one who is able to
effectively at the frontier of his field by contributing both
to increasing and applying knowledge that improves
equipment and systems. -

Miller (197/) has revised his thesis fan- improving pro-
ductivity and personal commitment by introducing the
quality of life 'concept. He has broadened considerably
the use of the behavioral sciences in attacking both pro '
ductivity and person commitment by emphasizing the
psychological requirements of ftiork as: challenge,
greater personal decision involvement, continued stimu-
lation to learn, social support in the work environment, ...............
and a job that leads to a desirable future. In this,c!antol,
he defines vitality as the desire and ability r6 perform
effectively- and vigorously4in life and at Wi;wk and to
derive personal growth and satisfaction from life and
work. The force behind this effort is the condition that
maiitagement is under pressure to improve output and
reduce costs and is simultaneously pushing hard for in-
novation and new products. S

Miller suggesti tat for the engineer be turned on to.
his work he must feel a sense of personal contribution
and growth. He suggests a series of steps for improving
the working environment and epmmitment to growth and
'development: 0

1. Raise the value and priority of continued learning,
growth, and.personal vitality in the work environ-
ment.

2. Fjnd out what causes engineers to grow throughout
life and then provide a better growth environment.
This may involve the redesign of organizations,
changes in styles in management, and'rewards.

3. Define professional productivity and describe its
elements in a way that makes it possible for en-
gineering managers to talk about it and manageit.

4, Encourage engineers to increase their self under-
standing so that each individual canomaximze both
this contribution to organ atonal .goals and
satisfaction he derives from ob.

To accomplish these overall goals, a number of ini-
provemat strategies at both the individual and corporate
level have been initiated at IBM.

1. Raise the value of personal growth. To accomplish
this goal IBM set up two committees: one to obtain
manageinent's .understanding and involvement in _-

the problem, and second to elicit)specifit action
proposals.

2. Redesign 'the organizational environment, work
and rewards. ,The intent hete is to improve t to
capability of the environment to provide I
and,grawth opportunities through job rotation, job
redesign, and increasing continuing education of-

- ferings based on need.-, -
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Miller's program represents some of the most ad-
.. vanced applications of the behavioral sciences to the up-

dating process. It should be watched with great interest
by all organizations.

Branscomb (1973) describes two key attributes of a4

vital technical' staff member: adventurous and inquiring
attitude, and a sense of professional accomplishment..
Other indicators of vitality mentioned are: evidence of
intellectual competitiveness with peers, professional ac-
tivity, and publications; self confidence, as evidenced by
vigorous, well prepared defense'of ideas; willingness to
use good ideas of others; willingness by managers to hire
and promote young people who are more able than they
are; entrepreneurial in spirit and willingnps to take risks
as evidenced by courage to bootleg projecN to champion
unpopular concepts and be willing to do battle with mar:
ket forecasters for truly new products. A person whose
behavior is similar to the ones described above cannot
help but keep up-to-date.

Thompson and Dalton (1976) 'conclude that in
technology-based organizations the most critical factor is
the development and maintenance of an up-to-date and
motivated work force. They recommend three broad
areas in which managers can make improvements and
thus avoid an obsolete organization:

1. Reward technical Contributions by paying for per-
formance, not position; seek inputs in decision
making from scientists and engineers; increase the
visibility for contributors by giving recognition for
accomplishments.

2. Reduce barriers to movemenyby limiting' tenure in

supervisory positions; revise cost accounting pro-
cedures so that senior people are not excluded by
accounting procedures from working on projects
usIttg new technologies; more effective use of lat:
'era! transfers.

3. Focus on careers: use matrix organization methods
to insure career develtipment; provide semiannual
manpower review to assess career professionals;.
Und career monitoring tqc,insure new assignments
every four years.

VA Challenging JobIts Relation to Updating
Margulies and Raia (1967) asked researctrand de-

velopmrnt scientists and engineers, "What was the most
fruitful learning experience you have had over the past
year or two?" The most frequent response was on-the-
job problem solving (42 %). This was described as being

a
3! Impl'ove understanding of producAty. Com-

prehending the productivity of the knowledge
workerthe engineer or scientist, is one of the
most c*nplex tasks.

4. Build, self-confidence and understanding. Increas-
ing self understanding makes it possible for the

. individual to represent himself more effectively at
the interface and egotiate for improved congru-4
ence between the i' *vidual and the organization.

.

assigned to "interesting tas ks,--," "broadening projects,"
and "writing proposals which force me to dip into the
literature and become current on everything connected
with the project." When on-the-job activities include
challenging assignments, the exploration of new tasks
enables scientists and engineers to assess their own
knowledge and fill in gaps and deficiencies. ,

Challenging jobsBrovide learning experiences that can
be interesting, even -ei6ting. They provide experiences
of success that play an important role in motivating an
individual to keep up-to'-date and grow professionally.
Responsibility, job involvement, and challenging' work
assignment all contribute to the first steps in continuing
educationawatenes of needs and individual motiva-
tion.

Pelz and Andrews (1976) reported some findings
about scientists and engineers in their job functions. The
more kinds of research and development functions the

goikntist is engaged in, the better his performance.
Maximum performance seems to occur with four to five ,*

Junctions. To stimulate updating and build diversified
skills in scientific personnel, Pelz and Andrews recom-
mended: "The next time you need to probe a specialized
area, give the job to a man (or a small group) who is
working in a related area. Don't give the job to a man'
who already is ,a specialist in that area. The man in a
related specialty,will dig into the field with new zest and
excitement. He will develop fresh 'ideas that experts in
the area would,overlook."

A challengin and meaningful job is critical to keeping

the engineer ed. However; a number of on-the-job
conditions, job ressures,and heavy workload no time
allocated in the daily budget for reading journals, etc.
ilkiFrfere with the professional's ability to keep current in

FM field, to further his education, and to perform his job
more adequately. Engineers who work on routine
production jobs express the need for more interesting,
challenging, and more significant work. hi fact, en{
gineers consistently point out Ma,50-90% of their work
is routine and could be more easil' done by a technician
(Dubin, 1975). Ritter (1971) reported that t lack of
topportunity to prform meaningful work is at the root of
widespread frustration and dissatisfaction among en-
gineers.

When engineers were asked to describe various as-
pects of their job, less than 50% of the engineers agreed
with the following statements: my job is technically chal-
lenging and broadening; my job makes use of my skills;
my job measurestip to what I want out of a job; and my
job forces me to work up to the limits of my ability

(Dubin, 1975).
Bray's (1975) study of AT&T managers reports a sig-

nificant finding. A challenging job is of great importance
to maintaining managerial Motivation and serious effort
should be iWade to expand-the scope of the manager's job
to fit his ability. Jobs which provide challenge, a sense of
achievement', responsibility, and accomplishment pro-
vide a basis for continuous self-development.
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Shearer and Steger (1975) tested three hypotheses re-
lating the work experience of engineers and managery -to'/
obsolescence. All three hypotheses were positive. They
found that 'varied' job assignment provided opportunities
to use and maintain previously learned skills and for
increasing a person's exposure to new developnients and

'ideas. The second hypothesis stated: the less a person
feels he has used Its skills, the more obsolescent be is
likely to be. Thair findings show that the more a person
is Vining to invest the time and effort to develop new
skills, the less likely he is Jo become obsoleicent. The
third hSpothesis_dealt with participation in decision mak-
ing. Perceived participation in decision making was
found, to be the best predictor for keeping current and
preenting OP retarding obsolescence'

Hackman and Lawler (1971) have utilized job design
as a method of enriching jobs Job design refers jo a
deliberate purpovful planning of a job, including any

. and all of its structural or social aspects. Job enrichment' . attempts to make the job more challenging and interest-
ing, by adding the following diinensions: skill varify;
task significance; task.identity; autonofily and
A professional is motivated to work more effectively on
a job that allows him to feel personally responsible for a
portion of the work, provides outcomes that are intrinsi-
cally worthwhile, and provides feedback on what is acs
complished. IP

Susman (1974) offers four job enrichment suggestions
which can contribute to the reduction of underutilization
and-misutilization of engineers: the partition' of projects
into modules of subtasks which represents a psycholOgi-
Cal whole and a contribution which the engineer can
identify with; the use of horizontal rather than vertical
decision nodes as a means of introducing greater eAnality
in the decision making process; the authority for the
'supervisor and his subordinates within' each module to
make appropriate decisio/ts rather than the projitt man-
ager who isseveral levels hig and allowing engineers

c- to participate in decisions before he Mr/design is ap-
proved. Such involvement gives he engineer a larger
piece of the action in the orgamz ion His responsibility
motivates him to insure that he aintains his competency
in his

field.

The Supervisor's Role in Updating

The supervisor or technical manager plays a crucial
role in the professional developmentof his subordinates
especially in 'updating, and continuing education. A ,
study by the NSF (1969) found three' separate styles of
supervision in R&D organizations employing scientists
and engineers. The study classified the sypervisors by
the manner and degree to which they stimulate and at-
tempt to motivate their subordinates to engage in con -
tinuing-ducation:

The ",Administrator" is seriously concerned with im-
plementing management policy including policy con-
cerned with,'continuing education, and tries to arouse the

gattak
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interest ofsubordinates in whatever ernployer-sponsored
activities are provisled.

The "Innovator" is vividly aware of the potency of. .
new knowledge and.of continuing education and regards r....%

these activities as central to .his supervision of others. t .

The Innovator is alert to opportunities to create continu-
ing education activities in iaddition to pushing those '

sponsored by management. He is.sensitive to the con -'
tinuing education heeds of his subordinate and keenly ,
perceptive of the resources available in the wider com-
munity, both which do and which don't fit these needs.'
Is enthusiasm for continuing education is such that he

will contnve and create both stimulation and utilize such
resources as specific workshops, courses or special
seminirs.(He sees these techni*es as a way to keep his
staff, at the frontiers-of knowledge by incorporating the'
latest available knowledge into easily digestible and ac-
cessible form.

The "Inactive type of supervisor is basically passive
and non-committal in his attitudes. BecauSe he conceives
of selfdevelopment (and continuing education) as a re-
sponsipility of the employee apart` from the working en-
vironment, he_ neither stimulates subordinates to pursue
additional knowledge nor initiates coritinuing eduction
activities on their behalf. He is aware of, and deplores,
theme lack- of motivation shown by particular individuals,
ut he undertakes positive action 'only' if thettployee

takes he initiative and the activity is w'thin 'the
framework of existing policy. He wilt make pious state-
ments about the desirability of continuing education, but
in. fact he subscribes (114 fatalistic and resigned tiew
of people, and, indee f leadership. ,

Prior to the. NSF gn.qy q410ied above, Du in and Mar-
low°(1965) re; e (1. that 64% of 2,094 e.nffineers indi-
cated that their .. I- isors took a non-committal attitude
tower their education and development, orroborating
evidence of-the Dubin and Marlow find' gs is found in
thOSF (1969) study, where almost hal of the engineers
and approximately one-third of the ientists 'reported
attitudes of non-interest in- their professiont develop-.
meat by their supervisors. IllWilarly, 42%,, of 5,598
natural resource managers and scientists reported that
their supervisors were non-committal to their growth and
development (George t d Dubin, 1971). Landis (1969)
irr an industrial study of engineers asked, "How does
your immediate supervisor feel about further job-directed *

education and training?" Thirty-seven percent replied,
-"not encouraging at all"; 47%, "sornevfhat encourag-
ing;" and 167e, "very encouraging." He concluded that
it is the immediate supervisor that counts iA the de-
velopment of subordinates, "If the_poss does not encour-
age a man, he will not take further course work."

Far more serious and frequent' are the barriers created
by supervisry pressures for immediate results. Daily
pressures are stressed to the exclusion of any ability to
concentrate 9n what may be reguired for 'Tomorrow.
Competence is defined with respect to the present, not
the future, sp..that little if any support is given to self-
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development efforts.beyond the employees presently de-
flnWechnical specialty. Under these working environ-
ments, professionakobsolescence is virtually certain.
Frequently- these, Supervisory practices reflect organize-
tional reward dorms, policies to the contrary. Many or-
ganizations base rewards on short term, results which

. seed[ fo imply that personal, development efforts should
occur before joining or at least not on company time
(Miller? 19'12). These findings would suggest that the
pressures of theIdb as eXtirted by supervisors may hinder
the engineer's self- development even if the organization
has "policy to provide educational updating.

Most engineers believe that the development of their
professitinal competence, though basically self-

= motivated, can benefit from the guidance and support

A
provided by . experienced and technically competent
first -lines supervisors. But many engineers believe that
management in its policies and pnorities does not place a

'high, enough value on professional development's and
career goals of its engineers. In terms of performance
appraisal, many engineers feel"that their supeiVisors do.
not ghe"them a detailed performance review on a regu-

--
larly scheduled basis to discuss with them their. specific

strengths and weaknesses.
Engineers proposed numerous suggestions on , how

supervisors can develop and update subordinates: ystab-

. lish good rapport and provideta stipportive atmosphere
for the group; establish iwp-way communications; pro-,
vide feedback on day:to-day performanee;-clO regular and
thorough perfo)mana appraisal and coaching;\ show
tolerance of ocrional mistakes-as Art pf the learning
process; assign obs chill invoLve added responsibilities
and variety; as Wens extend) the boundaries,of knowl-
edge, technology and experience; provide recognition

and reward fqi superior performance;e114partIcipation
by enginedg in design decisions; give engineers the au,-
thon'ty and respect appropriate to his professional stand-
ing (Dubin, 1935). c

Pelz and Andrews (1976) report a study 'of 21 small
teams in a NASA research center. They ,report that
human retail-8ns skill S mattered, little. ,Innovations oc-
curred tinder supervisors whb know,. thetechnical details
of their subordinte's work, co-iiid critically evaluatithat
work, and could Influence worn goals. ,

t.
-., Colleague Interaction and Updating

s.

A stimulating organizational environment which pro-
vides opportunitieg for peers to interact promotel learn-
ing, innovation, and the development, f ideas. Learning
experiences come from interchange with colleagues, dis-
cussion with managers and experts, talking with col-

,leagues from odd disciplines, or participating on panels

and committees.
Colleague interaction bone of the preferred methods

of engineets for gaining needed information.
Aosenbloom and Wolek (1970) conducted' a study °ripe
flow of technical information in engineering and

p

tific groups in industrial laboratories. They studied
technology transferhow new knowledge that originates
in one place gets communicated and used' in another
place. They found that most informoion that engineers
in industrial laboratories acquire comes to them by word

of mouth from colleagues and local sources.
They described two types of professionals working in

laboratories, each with different personal characteristics
and sources of information. The people who use sources
outside the laboratories tend to comprise an easily de-

fined group who publish papers, attend professional
meetings, have higher education, and work on more
basic problems. They belong to professional organiza-
tions and report a lot of oral communications with other
professionals employed in organizations outside their

own. The other group go to meetings less frequently,
rarely publish, and get their information by talking to
people in their own location. A person in this group talks

to the boss, the den in the next department, to marketing
people, and production people. He keeps up-to-date by

talking to people in other divisions in his company and
by reading trade magazines. The existence of an organi-
zational climate that encourages interaction among col-
leagues, superiors and subordinates, cannot be over-
stated for this group. Much learning occurs through' in-

formal discussion and"consultations.
In the acquisition and transfer of knowledge

Rosenbloom and Wolek (197Q) report two different
modes: the use of interpersonal relationships between
knowledgeable persons and the use of professional litera-
ture. Engineers rely heavily on interpersonal communi
cation with people in ether parts of their own corporation
while interpersonal communication by scientists tend to
be with individuals employed outside their own corpora-

.. tion. When using documents engineers tend,to consult
reports in trade publications; while scientists make
greater use of professional literature and written sources

of information.
Colleagues are important sources of information.

Often the most up-to-date infolination is available from
fellowC engineers. Ty a large organization young en-
gineers initially seek out a mentor in a molt experienced
engineer. Co-workers arts sources for answers to
emergehcy, questions. Face to 'face discussions are
considered by engineers to be more productive. and
speedier than searches of the literature. Colleagues trade
information, questions and answ,ers freely. They teach.

each other, exchange tips and uggest warnings about
pitfalls which may be encountered' on certain kinds of

assignments (Dubin, 1975).
Engineers and scientists look to their colleagues within

their working unit for approval and recognition for a job
well done; especially if this recognition is not forthcoiti-

wing from the immediate supervisor or higher manage-
ment. They are motivated by the desire for approval of
their peers 'and to keep up with their peers.

The degree of interaction and communication among
colleagues was vividly described by one engineer, "We
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are constantly moving in interlocking circles." The chief
complaint that engineers have in respect to their col-
leagues in the job is that they do not have enough time
for job related discussions with their peers. More than
75% of engineers responded affirmatively to eachof the
following questions:

Agree that engineers have the opportunity to discuss
technical and other problems with colleagues on the
job.

Agree that colleagues on the job help to identify perti-
nent sources of information.

Agree that colleagues assist the engineer in approach:
ing and understanding a problem better.

Agree that colleagues provide the .engineer with in-
formation on what approaches have been tried by
others and whauesults have been obtained.

Agree that colleagues can help an engineer to confirm
the best approach and improve his ability to decide
on a problem (Dubin, 1975).

Pelz and Andrews (1976) found a positive relationship
between co' league contacts and performance even when
differences in experience, supervisory status, are taken
into account. How can colleagues enhance performance?
"One way is by providing new ideasjostling a man of
his old ways of thinking about things. But colleagues
may do ,much more: Sometimes a colleague may know
something another man needs to know."

"Then there is the possibility of a colledgue catching
an error which the man himself is too engrossed to see.
Still another way colleague contacts may help in keeping
the engineer and scientist on his toeslike providing
some friendly but real competition for promotion or rec-
ognition. Frequent contacts with many colleagues seem
more beneficial than frequent con/acts with a few col-
leagues: Similarly, having many colleagues both inside
and outside one's own-group seemed better than having
many colleagues in one place and just a few in the other.
Set up teams, committee evaluation groups, lonch
gatherings, but Keep the situation loose. After all, the
goal is good communication between individual men,
not a complicated or rigid set of formal meetings. One
important thing that you can4e4is to rnalcesure that men
working in related areas are aware of each other's ac-
tivities, interests, and problems. If this condition is met,
your men caii themselves see the contact which promise
to be useful.';:

In short, contacts with colleagues provide intellectuals.
stimulation, new ideas, a lot of error catching, coordina-
tion, and:even some needed relaxation. These are the
kinds, of activities that foster updating.

Schwartz, Goldhar, and Gambino (1976)report some
interesting ideas regarding the nature, source andllow of
important information used by innovators in the chemical
industry. A large number stated that the open literature
was their host important source of information. Yet a
surprising 80% got their important information by listen-
ing, not reading; and a third reported that the key infor-

mation was readily ,available in the indusiii`.. Second,
internal sources are much more fruitful than. external.
Finally, informal communications chalinels are three
times more commonly used than formal ones.

The updating process 'which we have been examining
is, necessary and complex. It requires the combined
forces of individual motivation and organizational sup-
port. The common goal is to preserve and promotkone of
our most valuable resourcesthe talents of highly qual-
ified engineers and scientists.

Recommendatiim for Active Intervention

A Pilot Project: What Management Practices Can
Reduce Obsolescence In Scientists and En-
gineers?

A number of common management practices have
been suspected of contributing to obsolescence in scien-
tists and engineers. Some of these practices which con-
cern work assignment are: underutilization, misutiliza-
tion,, and overspecialization. Concerning motivation for
improved work performance and updating, certain prac-
tices appear to have a stifling effect: failure to-award
innovation-and excellence rather than position? not al-
lowing participation in decision making, not granting
responsibility or a degree of autonomy, not allocating
time in the budget for updating and career deed pinent.

I recommend that the NSF sponsor a pilot prof t to be
developed and installed in several cooperating in ustrial
or governmental organizations. The project will .ave as
its objective to test the effects of certain improved man-
agement practices against a set of identified criteria.

Personnel practices which coutd be tested: revising
cost accounting procedures so that senior professionals
are not excluded from working on new projects with new
technologies, limiting tenure of supervisors to an agreed
period of three to five years, more frequent lateral trans-
fers, use of matrix organization to test career develop-
ment, semi-annual performance reviews with emphasis
on professional development, reassigning professionals
at four-year intervals. Prerequisite would be the approval
of top management and the training of managers or
supervisors in specific behaviors and procedures.

The evidence derived from this project would make it
possible to demon'strate the applicability and transfer of
techniques to other similar organizations.

Recommendation for Active Inteilfen

A Pilot Project: What Management' Practices Can
Extend the High Performance Years of Older

.. Engineers?

Approximately half the working engineers in the
United States at present are over forty years of age.
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Demographic studies indicate that the proportion of older
workers in the total work force will be increasingly larger
in future years. If technology continues to expand and
advance even at its current rate, we may expect that older
engineers in the future will be under,increasing threat of
becoming obsolete in their skills and knowledge in the
latter part of their professional careers. If the prospect for
the individual engineer is bleak, it is all the more
threatening to industry and national economy for which
the skills of professional workers are the most valuable
capital investment. The magnitude of the problem may
be perceived graphically by visualizing the approxi-
mately 500,000 engineers who are in the category of

,forty-plus,or "older engineers" today.
I recommend a pilot project designed to retard or pre-

vent obsolescence in older engineers by the application
of specific management practices. The project would be
in every respect pa.allel to the previous project except
that the subjects in the sample would be restricted to
engineb> ikthe 40-plus age group.

Recommendation for Furtker Study

Studies in the Rates of Change in Science and En-
gineering Knowledge

It is a generally accepted opinion that the information
explosion is a contributing cause of technological ob-
solescence. The so-called half-life of information can be
used as a measure of the rate of change in science and
engineering knowledge. To determine the rate of change
in a given field, it is necessary to identify concepts, theo-
ries, methods and other information that have evolved
over a period.of Mir and to determine the extent to
which new developments are modifying or making obso-
lete previously held information.

I recommend that studies in specific fields and sub-
fields in science and engineering be undertaken to quan-
tify more realistically the rate of change in these specific

areas Of knowledge and skills. 411
Data derived from this study Would enable the NSF to

chart the pace of knowledge decay and knowledge gen-
eration in various scientific and engineering fields. :the,
NSF could then intervene in those fields where the most
rapid change is occurring with assistance in the form of
training seminars or whatever methods are indicated.

Recommendation for Further Study

An Empirical Model for Measuring Updating in Sci-
entists & Engineers

- The empirical model for measuring updating, de-
scribed in this paper elsewhere, has not been tested ex-
perimentally. Further investigation is needed:

1. Td identify the specific variable of each of the six
components: motivation, organizational climate,

the job, supervisor-subordinate relationships, col-

league interaction, and management policy.
2. To develop a series of scales for each of the vari-

ables. in each of ttie updating components.
3.. To measure each variable against a set of criteria.
4. To test each of the components individually, and

all of the components combined on an experimen-
tal basis.

The instrument is designed-to detect both the motiva-

tional factors and the organizational climate factors
which operate to inhibit the updating processes.

I recommend that the NSF support experimental test,
ing of this empirical model for measuring updating in
scientists and engineers. Data derived from the study

could be used in counseling for individual motivation
and career development, and for instituting corrective
practices in organizations.

Recommendation for Further Study
0

A RehaVior-Anchored Scale for Defining and Measur-
ing Updating

Definitions of technical obsolescence are often con-
fined to technological knowledge and skills in a given
subject area. Perhaps more important are the behavioral
aspectsmotivation, personality and social variables in
updating, learning and growth. (External variables in the
work environmentorganizational climate, job assign;
ment, etc. would be the topic of another study.)

I recommend that the NSF support a study to identify
the precise, motivational and personality variables which

are operative in the updating behavior of an individual.
After certain variables have been established, they can be

used to build a set of behavior-anchored scales, parallel
in format to the scale f6i- measuring technical knowledge
and skills described in this report. (See Figure 2.) Mea-
surements on a behavior - anchored scale would produce
data which is relatively more precise and objective than
the usual rating scale descriptions of behavior, and which
is capable of being analyzed and used quantitatively for

comparative purposes.
Practical benefits to be derived from such a scale:

1. Accurate measurement of strengths and weakness-
es provide a reasonable basis for constructing a
remedial action plan for the individual.,

2. A reliable instrument for measuring the extent of
obsolescence in behavioral terms.

Recommendation for Further Study
,

A Pilot Project; An Assessment-Development Center
for Scientists and Engineers at Mid-Career

Assessment-development centers are being used today
by a number of industries. as a Method of selection and
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promotion of managers which is more reliable than the
cunt& performance appiaisal. The U.S. dill Service
uses this method to select personnel for positions of
GS-15 and higher levels. Assessment-development has
in recent years been assigned a new functionthe pro-

. fessional development of managers. Candidates are put
through a two-day series of tasks and Interviews on
which they are judged by a panel of experts. Heretofore,
organizations have psed the assessment-development
chiefly for managers and administrators; this method has
not yet been applied to engineers and scientists.

I recommend that the NSF support a piiot project to set
up an assessment-deyelopment center in cooperation

with an organization, private or governmental, expressly
for professional scientists and engineers at mid-career.
Tests'ind tasks would have to be designed precisely foe
candidates in general and specific fields of science and
engitwering2Performance its tasks and interviews would
reveal the individual's strengths aj weaknesses, special
capabilities; would identify training needs toward
specifiC goals, and updating or other programs for career
development.

If the project proves successful as a technique for pro-
fessional career developnient,,it could be applial to pro-
fessionals in other technology-based industries.
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Continuing Education Policy Statement
Sandia Laboratories' supports and encourages, as a

matter of Company policy, continuing education that
assists both the individu0 employee aid the organization
to overcome obsolescence-prevent obsolescence, and
'build for future competency.

The Company realizes that techniCal obsolesCence is'
not an all-or-nothing proposition..It is a relative process,
with the degree of obsolescence being a function of new
knoWledge and new techniques along with work pres-
sures, specialization, and lack of opportunity to use cer-
tain skills and knowledge. Sandia Laboratories, con-

, seqtiently, recognizes that there is wmutual responsibility
to be shared by the Compsiltrand by the employee for
activities that tend to overcome and prevent obsoles-
cence, It is the feeling of top management that continu-
ing eduption Contributes significantly to maintaining a

-high effity staff.
Sandia Laboratories, _through the leadership of its

management, desires to maintain an organizational cli-
mite that tends:

1, to develop a strong sense of purpose and direction
9n the part of the employee toward his own .de-
velopment on the job and his responsibility for the
job,

2, to stimulate the employee to use his own initiative,
4nnovative talent, and creative ability past fulfilling_
management expectations of what should be done
on the job, and

.4"
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3. to encourage the empj6yee to use his time, energy,
and abilities not o to carry out present assign-
ments but to do some critical thinking about possi-
ble new assignments.

To enhance the possibilities of attaining such a cli-
, mate, the management feels that the organization should
support and encourage continuing education activities of
its employees:

1 to achieve specialization or'acquire capability in
particular disciplines, new fields, or techniques,

2. to make progress in their job situation by acquiring
knowledge needed as a basis for progress t part of
the job time,

3. to take advantage of refresher and updating oppor-
tunities in order to maintain them at a high level of
work performance,

4. to reorient themselves in mid-career according to
their own needs and the needs of the company, and

5. to keep up-to-date by providing opportunities to
attend technical and professional meetings, publish
papers, participate actively in technical societies,
and other ways of keeping in touch with the world
of science outside the Laboratories.

Stimulating subordinates to participate in activities
which keep them up-to-date, is an integral part of the
supervisor's job. Supervisors are encouraged to discuss
continuing education needs with each subOrdinate and to
devise plans for meeting these needs.
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APPENDIX D. .-

CONTINUING EDUCATION FO SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS,
The Academic-Industrial Interface

By George W. Hazzard, President, Worcester Polytechnic,Institute, July I, 1977
.

This paper was one of six prepared in response to a request of the Science Education Directorate of the
National Science Foundition as part of its consideration of current and possible future 'activities in continuing
education in science and engineering. Any opinions, findings, conclusions or recommendationkexpressed herein
are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of the National Science Foundation.

INTRODUCTION

When I agree to write an essay, on The Academic/
Industrial Interfac i" as part of a series of writings on the
continuing education of scientists and enginyers, I
thought I kneW what those ternis meant. After all I had
spent many years in both acadelhe and industry working
largdly with scientists and engineers. Arranging for con-
tinuing education programs from both sides certainly had
me crossing that interface many times and in many ways.

But as I worked my way through the various aspects of
the academic/industrial interface in the continuing educa-
tion of scientists and engineers it became very clear to
me that I could propose a goodly number of ifitegratink
ideas or provocative questions but that both ideas and
questions were hard to back up or respond to with good
solid facts. Not a comforting realization for a former
scientist though, possibly a normal state for a College
president.

What follows, therefore, is a loose aggregation of
ideas and speculations that might possibly suggest to pe
National( Science foundation some avenues to pursue in
this field for the benefit of many individuals and organi
zations and thus for the United States as a whole. It is my
hope that the expression of these ideas is at least clear
enough to set others to thinking and to their creation of
fine solutions of an important national problem.

Where Are The Interfaces?

Motivation and Continuing Education

Continuing 'education means ny different things
from dining each night with your use to a full-blown
program at the Harvard Business 1. It is that very
diversity that makes the clarification of roles and results
in continuing education so elusive and difficult. My own
feeling is that continuing education really starts in the
pre-career learning period during secondary school and

college. If, through that period, attitudes are established
that will lead a person always to want to learn, then
almost every form of continuing education presently de-
vised will be a resounding success for that person. If
such attitudes are not developed, there is of necessitya
large effort in motivation to be carried out before any
form of continuing education can be successful. Unfoi-.
tunately there seems to be a general belief that all who
seek continuing education have that motivation, a belief
that is badly error.

Later on I will come back toit.the impact of under-
graduate education onthe adult learner. At the moment I
would look at motivation as a differentiating device that
_could deterniine the way one delivers or provides con-
tinuing educatiOn. How one helps adults to learn depends
on their motivation and this in turn depends on-the shap-
ing of their learning attitudes by earlier educationalexpe- .

riences.
Simply put, the person highly ,motivated to learn on

his own can readily utilize the book, the video tape, the
programmed.learning unit, or any 'other individtialized
learning mechanism. On the other hand, most who have
been through the American educational system have
come to rely on a group learning' process., A teacher in
front 'of a class organizing and dispensing dollops of
information,- helping to motivate through rewards and
punishments, and providing guideposts for- progress

'through periodic examinations is synonymous with
"education" for the great piajority of scientists and en-
gineers,/ It may be the teacher and the structure or it may
be tho'classroom competition but that groktip experience

, is the way to learn. Thus there is no "right" way to
provide continuing education. Having numerous and var-
ied delivery modes, equally validated and rewarded,
seems essential in a society as individualistic as ours.

Motivation considerations lead us to another continu-
ing education problem, that of "credentials." Whether
one is an individual or group learner one generally seeks
recognition for the learning one does. Almost universally
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such recognition comes through courses, grades, and de-
grees or certificates. American society seems to be "cre-
dential happy" but is it really in the best interests of both

the learner and the learner's employer to have it that

way?
It seems as if industry has adopted as s motivations

for the continuing education of scientists and engineers
those developed by academe..But these seem to have
developed as replacem nts for those normally seen in the
real world. A frtifful 'nterface between academe and
industry could well be motivation of the learner with
discussion centered arou such topics as individualized
versus group instructio or credentialing versus per-
formance rewards for le ng.

Content and Contimu g Education

continuing education for scientists and engineers
'faces a divergence in purposes that both enlarges and
complicates the design of programs Some divergence
comes from the differences between academe and indus-
try but most comes from content in the material to be

taught.
On the one hand there is a need for continuous renewal

of the scientific or engineering knowledge that enables
the scientist or engineer to perform well in his present
job. On the other hand there is the need for knowledge in

new areas that will enable a person to "advance," either
in his professional area or out of a technical area into the
realm of management. As discussed., later, this di-
verpnce is much greater in indqstry than. in academe,
but it exists for both, primarily because the world of
technology is a world of rapid and constant change.

In all circumstances one can sort out perhaps four
kinds of learning content. Fiist, are presentations that
bring people up to the very cutting edge of the knowl-
edge state of the discipline. Second, are presentations
that initiate people into a new area of science or technol-
ogy (they might be called "mature science for other ma-
ture scientists"): Third, are all those courses-in man-
agement for aspiring managers. And fourth, are those
broad philosophical courses or seminars where the globe
is one's oyster and never mind the shells for experienced
or senior managers. Obviously the same person might
paiticipate effectively in several categories at the same
time, but these varying audiences and content pose some
real challenges to both academe and industry.

These varieties of learning content lead to academic-
industrial, crossovers that could benefit all but that can
also create complications. In some of the aboVe areas the
expertise resides in academe; in others it resides in indus-

try. What kind of interface bridge will bring the beit
knowledge source in contact with those whi) need to
know? What mechanisms will assure sufficient attention
to teaching by -either the academic or the industrialist
whose main job is something else? It seems as if content
in continuing education for scientists and engineers is as

much a challenge as motivation:

Time and Continuing Education

Motivation and content both show up some-of the
many points of overlaVand conflict in continuing educa-
non between' industry and academe. But another.com-
mon problem is that of time. Frequently continuing edu-
cation best takes%place in the college or industry library
in the middle of the day. It is considered "work," but
why isn't it continuing education? The college professor
prepanng his lecture is always incorporating something
new but the time spent in doing so is rarely thought of as
continuing education. So one can't help but ask about
time spent in learning on the job and whether it is

counted in Altair considerations of continuing educa-

I raise the question of time because it reflects so many
attitudes that might be modified if time were tak
think about them. In one sense questioning time

Tfruitless for the person who tontinues to grow i
must be learning new things constantly. On t
hand, many less motivated people could be he to

grow if their learning time wereNpent in more vis le
organized ways. Admittedly, the latter api5roac s s rather
like recognizing long service to an organization. Time
spent is recognized rather than quality of effort. But if
that leads to motivation and performance it is all to the
good.

In considering time we then come back to an enlarged

concern about measuring continuing education either
through credentials or performance. Who decides, and

how, what is the best expenditure of time in the various

modes of continuing education? Is it the industrial
employer or is it the academic purveyor (university or
professional agsociation).

Since time is money, the enlarged concern appears in

who pays or gets paid. If the continuing education is
measured by performance and the learning takes place
wholly within the company, all payments are internal.
But if academe provides the learning it surely wants and

deserves to be paid. (ine can't help but wonder if
measuring time through courses and credentials is not
motivated by the desire to collect compensation. if that is
the case, tin* is indeed of the essence.

Continuirig Education Solutions

The interfaces between academe and industry are
many indeed for the continuing education of scientists
and engineers. One worth considerable thought and ef-
fort by the National Science Foundation is the method of
response to the questions raised above. Is it best just to
let the free market operate with supply responding to
demand in the many ways already extant? Or should
there be more bureaucratic ways of responseindustry
planned and promoted activities or joint academic-
industry actions with direction.and flow from the top
down?

What is the proper way to pay the social costs in-

volved? Should the individual pay, the employer, the
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government? How closely should programs be tied to
immediate job' relatedness or to enlarging future oppor-
tunity?

Finally who should discuss these ptoblems? Can we
rely on the academic director of continuing-education'

, talking to the industrial relations director? Or do we rely
on the disciplinary professional 'societies? Or are there
other groups in the silent majority who ought to be
heard? Somehow one feels' a need for facilitation without
a strong sense diikow best to proceed. In that situation a
mixed strategy is usually beat. What follows may help
develop that strategy.

Crossing The Interface

Organizhig Principles

In looking, for solutions to the problem of continuing
education for scientists and engineers, one looks for
models whose characteristics might be transferable froth
One milieu to anotfrr. In academe, for example, the role
of every professor is at least the transmission of knowl-
edge and, as .freckiently as possible, the creation of
knowledge. Every liEulty member of quality is expected
to be up-to -date in his or her technical field so that schol-
arly or learning activity is the order of the day. In a
sense, some part of every week is devoted to continuing
education and usually through the simple self-teaching
mechanism of reading the literature or attending the de-
partmental seminar.

Could one apply this model to indUstry? Unfortunately
most industrial persons, while learning to resolve prob-
lems arising from work activities, are more frequently in
situations that require acfion -rather than reflection. Or
they are not close to the sources of new knowledge
books, journals, video materials, etc. Or the need for
group activity precludes opportunity for the disciplinary
study that is a natural part of the role of a faculty
member. ,

Looked at this way there might be a common organiz-
ing principle that industrial research people and those in
universities who focus on research ike in their con-
tinuing education needs. They ivalent in their
commitment to their disciplines and rewards received
through peer approval and the many forms of recognition
available, from Nobel prizes on down. One might say fora
them that continuing education is automatic.

But looking deeper one sees a strong similarity be-
tween the industrial scientist or engineer described above
and the great majority of faculty members whose major
role is teaching. These faculty frequently have ,as- little
time or opportunity for continuing education as do their
counterparts in the engineering, manufacturing, or mar-
keting functions of industry. The renewal of ease two
groups of people in -Common programs could reem-
phasize the close ties between college teaching and in-
dustrial practice while giving each group that better un-
derstanding of each other that comes from learning to-

.

1'

gether in both formal and informal settings. So another
organizing principle is to treat these two groUpst ofpeople
as one when it comes to continuing education.

Another cross-sectional view .would lead one to an
opposite organizing principle. I have noTed earlier that
educational credentials seem to be more important to
many of those seeking continuing edkation than does
the resulting improved performance. But if one looks at
the academic versus, the induitrial world, both of which
relish credentials, one notes that academic credentialing
is done almost completely at the start of a person's
career. On the other hand, in industry it is rather com-
mon to add degrees and certificates for quite a priod of a
person's Working life. Therefore thecredentialIng pro-
cess for industrial scientists and engineers ivot appro-
priate for their academic counterparts. Thequestion then
is "should academic or industrial policies be changed?"

An extension of this difference betsfieen academe and
--_44indusny is the policy with regard to organizational sup-

portforcontinuing education. In acaderhe the scientist or
engineer faculty member rarely receives support for
further learning experiences (eXcept travel to the learned
societies). But in industry full tuition payment,is now the
rule rather than the exception. Irthe organ4ing principle
used by industry were applied to academe (as it already is
to public elementary and secondary schoolsPhere could
be major changes in attitudes- and behavior.

A'n alternative organizing principle is probably too
horrendous in its financial implications to be seriously
considered. But to ascertain true interest in continuing
education it should be offered free to all participants. As
several have proposed, society could guarantee so many
units of time, credits, or knowledge to everyone. Then
we would have equality of opportunity with nolimitation
on learning just for the current job but for total enlarge-
ment of ability to contribute-to society. Experimented
with in some area or region this principle might provide
many answers to the questions aboutivho wants- and will
work at what continuing education.

Given these rather conflicting organizing principles I
see considerable opportunity for seeking out situations
where one or the other might apply and ,analyzing them
for future guidance of all of, us.

Where Does It All Start?

I have indicated some of the differences in viewpoint
and behavior between industrial and academic activities
related to 'continuing education of cientisti aridAsn-

linws. Now I would like to move b one stage terthe
place Where divergence first occurswhen the formal
educational process as a full-time activity' ceases, at
graduation from college. It is subsequent to that time

hen organizational attitpdes start to affect the behavior
of the individual scientist or engineer. Byt.those effects
can only modify or reinforce attitudes developed from ot
the sixteen to eighteen years of experiencing educational.
institutions.
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Continuing education's effectiveness-depends in many
ways on what academe has done to the recipient of that
education prior to the job experience. It depends strongly

on attitudes about the need for continual learning and on
a personal bias in favor of self-renewal and intellectual
growth. If those are '.'conditioned out" of the person in

high school' or college, employers are going to have a
$ery difficult time in restoring such attitudes. Therefore,
It might well be that the basic need in good continuing
education is undergraduate education that lays the
groundwork in both the learning 'process and individual

motivation.

What Process'?

There are two aspects of the undergraduate learning
process that are of concern. One is who teaches. The
other 'is what learning. While both have been discussed
at length and viewed from every possible angKi quick

review may be helpful.
First, what learning? Thinking in terms of life-long

learning the undergraduate learning process faces con-
flicting forces: education for immediate effectiveness
upon graduation versus education for the long pull. Thus
the educational curriculum slides back and forth between
teaching material that is immediately useful and material
that emphasizes general principles. The latter was popu-
lar in the Sputnik era and took the form of strong em-
phasis on basic science on the grounds that the major
scientific principles will last forever. The former was

41. popular pre-World War-11 and is coming back into favor
now as emphasizing current engine'ering practice. It-is
very clears that elements, of both are essential acid that a
new round of Hegelian thesis, antithesis, and synthesis is

in progress.
This new synthesis is a strong focus on "learning how

to learn" that creates an alike', participative learning
environment for each student. Such is the case at my own
institution with very positive effects in student motiva-
tion and strong preparation for further learning efforts,
whether formal or informal. If such a synthesis is gener-
ally adopted, the work of all in continuing education
would be eased and encouraged. NSF's past'and future
support in undergraduate-science and engineering educa-
tion has been and can be a major factor in such efforts..

Second, ivho teaches? Many have noted the impact on
engineering faculty of the post-World War II emphasis

on the "theoretical." Those who wished to teach e
gineering had to pursue their graduate studies throug e

Ph.D., emulating the science faculty preparation th its

strong emphasis on research. This.% eminent sensi-

ble in terms of the rapidly increasing leveyif s,phistica-
tion of engineering research and practice. Engineering
faculty would never have been able. to stay ahead of their
students otherwise nor provide the stimulation and ex-
citement so necessary for good learning.

Unfortunately this -method of preparatiOn has led to
almost a generation of engineering faculty without sig-

nificant industrial experience. WithoUt that experience,
faculty find it most difficult to convey the sense ad feel
of the problems faced in operating environments that the
claisroom and laboratory cannot provide. The world of
learning and the world of work appear as two distinct
entities When they should be viewed as one.

Such a'situation offers a major continuing education
opportunity: Sher\ oft-proposed, modestly implemented
use of industrial people as un
professors and the use of migineen
industrial positions. The latter was su
scale under the aegis of the Ford Foundation and ASEE,
but no large sle effort hag ,taken place to my knowl-
edge. The former is of course common practice at the
continuing education level. In fact Most continuing edu-
cation programs could not operate were they unable to
draw significant numbers of practicinfprofessionals into
the classrooms as teachers. Ift many respects their pre-
sence in the classroom may create an information diffu-
sion network comparable in size .and effect to profess
sional society meetings.

Once again, using my own institution as an example,
there can be a joining of these two (industrial and ,

academic people) in the undergraduate teaching process,
In carrying out each of two.projects required for gradua-,
tion a student frequently works at some corporation or
government agency or non-profit institution (e.g. albs-,
pital). The supervision of the project is done jointly b.y

6.

one of our faculty and a practicing professional. With
this kind of involvement both faculty member and stu-,* .
dent get first:hand experience in dealigg with teal-life-.
problems-. At the same time the practicing professional
gets the stimulation 'and ptychic rewards that _always

come from the teaching' procesr--All are involved and
learn from each other.

graduate engineering
faculty in various
cessful on a small

.

If industry and academe could join moredten in this
at the undergraduate level,, motivation for further
ing Mightbe enhanced and the education

job made easi

Implicatki for Continuing Education
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For c arming education ,there are seveial points of
impo se deriving from the undergriduate educational
pr.; ss,These might be grouped user the headings of

tivation, materials, and method. I: 7-17
If undergraduate students are niotighly motivated in

the classroom and laboratory by seeing direct applica-
tions of their work in real-life projects, would compara-
ble mokvating arrangements be possible in continuing
educatfoa? Or do they already exiit? True, most com-
pany support of employee education is for "job-related"
courses. But would the learning in those courses improve
if the teaching were more clearly related to the applica-
tion? Frequently such is the case in company run
courses. Does this mean that more and more continuing
educatiob shoUld be done inside the corporation? Should
universities give more courses to selected corporation



peopleon teaching methods? Should more comparative
studies be done on learning environments and teaching
methods that 'relate specifically to scientists and en-
gineers? ,

One example comes to mind. Much has been done
with various forms of individualized instruction gener-
ally following the Concepts of Fred S. Keller of Colum-
bia and Georgetown Universities. Such methods have the
great advantage of portability to people in locations re-.
mote from university centers. They take advantage of
various forms of modem technology and are said to have
the potential of more effective use of faculty time. But
there is an interesting hypothesis. with minimal experi-
mental proof, that these methods do not work well for
those who thrive on competition and do work well for the
contemplative or introspective types How, then, does
one Match the teaching method to the individual for.
maximum motivation? More feedback between regular
undergraduate instruction and continuing education in-

.struction might be very profitable to both. Met d and
motivation are closely related.

When one looks at material taught the same ch Ilenges
appear In undergraduate education the majority f the
material is discipline oriented, treatMg of some aspect of
engineering or science. The students' are being brought
up to the knowledge level current in the discipline. Most
are being socialized to see the acquisition and application
Of technical know/ledge as the source of psychic and fi-
nancial rewards. Relative* few take, or are ready for,
"management" courses and those who do major in man-
agement and engineering rarely end up as the scientists
and engineers we are considering.

But once out in the producting world, the scientist or
engineer generally comes to see things differently Tech-
nical work is important alright, but equally important is
the management of the peciple who do it. Working with
and through people, understanding and utilizing organi-
zational structure, recognizing the sources of bureaucrat-
id power, the scientist and engineer comes to see the
need for all kinds of new and different knowledge. The
shock of re-socialization is great.

This big swing in perceived ways to "success" seems
to me to lead to an interesting challenge in the materials
area. Could one_ see a sort of life cycle of interest in
material roughly divided between the pure and applied
physical sciences and the pure and applied social sci-
onces? It might go like this.

In the early years after graduation from college a per-
son still wants to grow in his discipline. Hence there
exists strong interest in continued study in the original or
a related discipline. But then corporate socialization
takes over for many. Then applied social science (man-
'agement) courses appear as extremely important to up-
ward mobility for those in their 30's or early 40's Fol-
lowing this there is then a bifurcated demand that de-
velops for persons in their late 40's or early 50's. Both
lead back to scientific disciplines but in quite different
ways. The non-manager desperatel)Pneeds updating in
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his field-or working knowledge in a new technical field if
he is to continue his technical contributions successfully.
He needs very detailed technical knowledge. Otherwise
that bright young new engineer will take his job.-The
manager, on the other hand, needs to know of similar
new developments but over a much Wider spectrum and
in -much less detail. At the same time the manager" is
likely to welcome more knowledge in the "pure" s8cial
scienceshistory, sociology, psychology.

Rarcly. do undergraduate teachers have such a diver-
sity ot1audiences. And because of extrapolation tenden-
cies from regular educational processes to continuing
education,. we Can't help but wonder if many continuing
education programs don't try to mike one do the work of
two or three.

In fact this variation in need for material, or the way it
is presented, may be part of the reason so few older
(50's) non-managers seem to be involved in continuing
education. Several studies have seen little (even nega-
tive) correlation between Continuing education participa-
tion and professional success when this success is judged
by their managers. That is, it seems as if the scientist
engineer who contributes the least is more likely to take
continuing education. Could it be,that the way the mate-
rial is presented makes its acceptance and use by the
middle-aged student either too difficult or too ego-
threatening? Or is there something to the concept that
only the non-creative, by-passed, lower paid engineer or
scientist "individual contributor" ever 'takes courses
'after age 45? Would that person be that way had he had
better continuing education experiences earlier in his
career?

Method of presentation or delivery is thus intertwined
with both motivation and material"! Are there ways that
are "best" for older scientists and engineers that are not
so for those in the early years of their lives? Most studies
of human behavior as it affects learning deal with chil-
dren and young people. Once one becomes adult there
seems to be no further interest in how one learnsit
must be the same as when you were 18. If more were ,

known about adult learners, could we not then base our
continuing education teaching methods on at least as
good grounds as we supposedly do in earlier years?

For example, if learning modes or motivations are
different for adults from those for societal arlolescentsy
one might decide they should never learn together. Even
though we are supposed to have a "youth oriented"
society that seems not to be the case inside most bureaus-
Yacies, be they industrial or govemmental. There the
hierarchy tends to put younger people at the bottom. So
if one had young and old in the same learning situation
the older person -might be seriously threatened by the
success of the younger..

On the other hand, the natural learning that always
come from explaining things might be a positive factor if
done in the right situations, as happens in our project
teaching. Likewise the stimulus of the enthusiasm of
youngefrpeople, even their idealism, mtithtlarrhaving
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more_older people do their continuing education in regu-
lar day-time courses of the advanced undergraduate pro-
gram. .

More knowledge about adult learning could also affect
.

ttce amount of technology applied to continuing educa-
tion. Methods of teaching that make adult learning.
synonymous ,with vidio, compute- aided. or other tech-
nically based teach' g modes might be just' the wrong
way to motivate olde scientists and engineefs. Here lean

area that might be most festively treated by having
academe and Indust oin in stu ies-and-analAses.

For these older learner in the disciplinary. areas There
is a major difference, m motivation between academe and
industry. The faculty member is part of a community
where lifelong activity in the same job is viewed as
natural and good Pay and status and influence increase
with time, especially relative to those in admimstrative
positions. But the industrial engineer or scientist live
under different social forces It is the exception to be or
desire to be an older scientist or engineer and not a man-
ager or administrator Thus there is a much greater drit
ing, force for the academic to relish and carry out actions
that keep him up-to-date in his field.

This problem of the "dual track" in industry Is welt
known to all who work to make the industrial work ex'-
perience productive and interesting. But most of the
analysis and resulting actions come from the administra-
tive side. Could it be that continuing education providers
listen too much to the- managers or personnel directors
and pot enough to the peoplethey want to teach? If so. it
hould be no surprise that older industrial scieptistyand

engineers rarely take advantage of opportunities pro-
vided: their interests are not met. Surely this is an inter-
face worth crossing.

Some Responses

Joining People and Purpose

Continuing education for scientists and engineers {s a
complex problem. As described above part of that com-
plexity stems from diverging Mews of what continuing
education is supposed to accomplish in either academe or
industry. But another part of the complexity arises from
differences in institutional mission apd the traditional
view that "real work"' goes on only in industry and "real
teaching" goes on only in academe

One way to reduce,or eliminate such differences iS to
accelerate the breakdown of divergent views by the real-
ity of good teaching in and for industry and real work
being done in academe as am of the learning process
Especially if managers with the samelevel of concerns in
industry and abdeme were to talk to each other, much
might be accomplished. For example, both Deans of
Faculty and industrial Functional Managers want their
professionals to develop new knowledge and skills.
Should not they discuss the problems in concert with (or

instead of) Directors of Continuing Education and Per-
sonnel Training Directors') Such direct exchanges might

, easily lead to creative new solutions benefiting both
kinds of institutions through better benefits to their
people -

Another way to cross the interface is greater use of the
professional society. It already serves as an Isxcellent
continuing education mechanism through its national and
regional meetings and its journals Could not the profes-..
sional society act more than it does now as a broker? It
could act as a non-profit, hopefully unbiased mediator
between the needs and funds of both academe and indus-
try It could provide a non-threatening forum where po-
tential users of continuing education might speak out
freely about their needs or their learning frustrations. It
could certainly do well in the,material of the disciplines.
It might even dp well by emulating golf and tennis with
special series of courses developed for those "over 40"
or "over 50" or even "over 60."

It may be useful to conic back to the undergraduate
kat-king experience where industry and*Indeme do
work together to teach young krsAs. There, if done
properly. a continuing desire for further learning is built
in airing with the confidence to seek out and use teaming
opportunities. If that modeltrworks well for under-.
graduates, why shouldn't it work for alumni? Ex-
perimentation in this area is a good scientific way to find
out

Achieving Optimization

Of considerable importance in joiging people and in
serving needs is the simple problem of price, a problem
that takes several forms. How one responds to this pric
problem can have real effect- on optimizing the qualit
and aptness of response to continuing education needs.

By price I mean the cost to the continuing education
user. This cost can fluctuate as widely as do college
tuitions. Because it does, theeual market test experi-
enced by an industrialist.ceases to exist. One cannot use
consumer acceptance as a measure for success in creating
a continuing educational product because of two things,
governmental subsidy, and incremental pricing. Both in-
tertwine sufficiently that a brief desCription is in order.

Subsidy usually takes the form of tax support to public
universities so that the price to the consumer (tuition) is
low. Incremental pricing is practiced by both public and
private institutions by assuming that all overhead costs of
operation and administration have already been paid by
ofel'ation of the institution for full-time students. Both
practices distort the pricing process by disguising the true
cost of the services rendered.

This replacement of cost by price in the mind of the
user complicates the decision about the social value of
continuing education and the most cost-effective way to
provide it. How much indeed should society help the
individual through governmental subsidy or employer
reimbursement? How best do you make individual free
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choice available and thus let the market or invisible hand
prevail? Should you let the free market prevail?

If one were to abandon pricing as an optimizing
mechanism, could one substitute some other? Quality of
offering is a possible alternative, recognizing that much
choice based on prige considers the level of quality, er-

' tainly, most students are experts on separating good
teaching from bad and-are never afraid to vote with their
feet.

But again complications arise, this time in t ie form of',
credentials There seems to be a growineiriovement in
engineering circles to adopt the long-time practice of the
public elenientary and secondary schools. They recog-
nize the continuing education of awindiVidual through
the number of cre i massed almost irrespective df
qUality or content hroughout the continuing education
field this use of " ontinuing education units" or CEU's
leads us away from for performance to pay fortime
spent in the classrtMm. Should this movement become
broad enough, quality of learning experience would fail
as an optimization method.

Perhaps the only real optimization method is motiva-
tion. If the individual is internally motivated to learn he
will select a learning format that is best for him. He will

:do so creatively if his employer, either academic or in-
dustrial, sees his performance asmprbved anTrev,ards
him accordingly Thus optimization might best come
from a combination of revised undergraduate learning
and managerial reinforcement based on clearer under-

, standing of individual motivations A hopeless idealism?
Not if we all see continuing learning as critical to societal
survival.

J.--

Delivering the Goods
There are two places to deliver educational goods

academe and non-academe At the moment for all practi-
cal purposes, only academe provides the credentialing
function for academic goods Yet non academic organi-
zations can and do provide on occasion some of the most
creative educational goods, credentialed or not Such a
situation implies one of two thmgs: either academics and. non-academics should Join fon!es, or non-academics
should be credentialed competitors in continuing`educa-
tion for scientists and engineers.

If one looks at academe and industry one sees many
instances of shared educational efforts, Undergraduate
students acting as interns, as project participants, or as

co-op students...regularly leani in real world settings.
Faculty consulting in industry helps keep many, aware of
new ideas and practides to work into their teaching.
Many industrial people give seminars or series of lec-
tures on university campuses. And of course, at the con-
tinuing education level many universities could not run
programs if most of their teaching wer.e...not done by
moonlighting industrial scientists or e4ineers.

Of perhaps equal importance is the gradual growth of
undergraduate performance based programs which avoid

much of the minutiae of course credit counting and pro-
mote or graduate people, as dots industry, on dem-
onstrated performance in problem-solving situations.
Similar continuing education programs using job per-
formance as indicator of teaching/learning success are
developing in a few industries. In other words; the times
seem right for joint ventures, for cooperation to the ad-
vantage of all.

But Americans and American institutions treasure
their independence. Many colleges find continuing edu-.
cation programs to be budget balancers (or deficit reduc-
ers). Are there ways to be found by society to encourage
cooperation without destroying important and necessary
institutions? As I watch the cut-throat competition for
continuing education students of all kinds, i am sceptical
of successful cooperation without strong financial incen-
tives. Can NSF develop such incentives on-an experi-
mental basis?'

One possible answer to such a question might be re-
gionalization. Couldthere be a common market in some
reasohably defined geographical area? In 'that area all
institutions, academic or not, might carry 1)*.the teach-
ing functions, share credegtialing, and share in the com-
pensation for services. Student travel could- be
minimized, personal contact maximized, and use of the
new technologies experimented with because of possible
large audiences. The difficulties are obvious and numer-
ous but the benefits could be very great in terms of net
reduction in social costs. It would be a very challenging
experiment in organizational and human relations with
potentially big, rewards.

Technology may be another aver even though its
promise keeps on -being unfulfilled. Video discs and
tapes, cable or regular TV, and audio cassettes do make
individualized instruction relatively_ easy and (if audi-
ences are large enough) inexpensive. But once again a
competitive market makes each institution or faculty
member wish to produce its,,,br his own version of a

subject or course. Many times it is difficult to work out
"residuals" in proper ways.:to compensate faculty. who
might prefer to be doing other and fol.. them more profita-
ble activities. Could there be cooperafion in this area by
some kind of network like PBS or a commercial TV
network with the academic providers? How does one
decide how much of the market is composed of those
who like such individualized independent learning as op-
posed to those who prefer the friendly, compentrve, chal-
lenging or threatening classroom? A little market re-
search might be a big help in this area.

My conclusion about the problem of continuing educa-
tion for scientists and engineers is terribly middle-of-
the-road. Many experiments in new modes of delivery
should be supported. No one answer exists but many
answers (of high quality) are needed. And if under-
graduate education really ignites the fire of.desire br
continued-learning all our continuing education probletbs
will be little ones.

I(J5 9
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I. Sources of New KnoWledge and 'their Impact on the Educational
CE/S&E Audiences

Differentiation of indisidi0s,within groups of physi-
cal scientists, engineers and technicians into diverse-au-
diences for various kinds of cqntinuing education isriti
cally related to their attitiecto contribute to, cope with
and remain abreast of the cu ent fast pace of scientific
and technological adsan4s. Wide variations of
competence, intellectual capacities and motivation to
keep abreast.of scientific and technological advances
exist amongst titikividuals at all les Is of contribution as
well as with differing echicat nal and experience
backgroundS; Yet. such Ind vi uals usually work to-
gether on rdkarch, develop ent or manufacturing pro-
grams and consequently requ re similar, tf not identical,
new information.

Estimates as to the, rate f knowledge proliferation
abound, although the source., content and uses of that
knowledge are not well unu erstood At present. esti-
mates of the time period re uired for the doubling of
knowledge range between 1I years on the conservative
side to 71/2-years on the radial side. Whatever the rate.
new knowledge and techniq s, particularly in the phys-
ical sciences and engineeri g, are growing at unpre-
cedented rates.

Most physical 'scientists
difficult to stay abreast of
fields and virtually impossi
developnts generally or in
upon their work. .For these re
engineer is said to be 10 year
without effective updating, e
of their knowledge obsolesc
every' 10 years.

d engineers find that it is
evelopments in their on
le to remain in touch with
other disciplines that touch
sons, the "half-life of an
This estimate, implies that
ineers find that about half

s or becomes inapplicable

Vet, where does this mass of new knowledge come
from? Ifcertainly does not grow on trees, nor does most
of it now come from educational institutions or Pescara
laboratories. Most of the new knoWledge'eomes from the
fields of professional practice, from the minds of physi-
cal scientists and engineers working at the very froptiers
of the technological advance. It is they afro enco'unter
the "bamer problems" on the job that yield grudgingly
to the efforts involved in producing or recognizing new
phenomena. improved materials, greater operating ef-
ficiencies, energy conservation, higher accuracy and bet-
ter manufacttfred gads and services.

While enormous, the major portion of this newly gen-
erated knowledge is highly diffuse. Only developments
in the schools and research laboratories are reasonably
well organized to permit prompt sharing of new knowl-
edge through publications, research results exchange,
seminars, symposia and coursework. The vast body of
knowledge being generated in the fields of professional
practice is for the most part proprie ry, but it needs to be
harvested, concentrated, refined a d transferred to ap-
propriate users if it'is to benefit soci y on a large'scale

7

Needs-of Non-Academic*

Universities that had been great fountains of new knowl-
edge. but are not so any longer because of the expense,
refection of classified R&D *port from some govern-
mental agencies, attenuation of learned faculties, politi-
cal restisen(s and Aolation from many current issues
relating to real world developments, may be in a unique
position to work with industry in implementing such
functions.'

Draw ing upon a variety of information sources such as
the National Science Foundation, the McGraw-Hill Sur-
veys and others. Battelle Memorial Institute publishes an
annual forecast and analysis of the probable levels of
R&D expenditures. This report presents estimates of
sources of all research and development funding for the
United States of America and the principal categories of
organizations that may actually perform that R&D. For
example, Figure 1 shows how a total sum of $42.9
billion for R&D (about of the world's`budget for R&D
in all fields) may be funded and performed during 1977.
Assuming a near linear relationship between expendi-
tures and work done, colleges and universities are ex-
pected to supply 2.1% of the funding but, by picking up
additional monies from industry and government, may
perform 12.2% of the work. Industry might supply
43.7% of the total fundingbut perform 70.0% of the
R&D with government support. The federal Govern-..
ment may supply 52.8% of the money, but perform only
14.7% of the work. '

The Battelle document does not address itself to the
amount of new knowledge generated, but while an exact
relationship between R&D performed and new knowl-
edge generated has not been established, and probably
never will be, it does not seem invalid to assume here
that something close to a linear relationship also exists
between R&D performed and new knowledge generated,
considering that a great deal of new knowledge is gener-
ated on jobs associated with advanced project work both
in industry and in government. On this basis, then, it
seems reasonable to assume that approximately 70% of
the new knowledge and techniques to be generated dur-
ing 1977 will emanate from industrial R&D as well as
professional practice, about 14.7% of the new knowl-
edge may flow from governmental laboratories and other,
project activities, 12.2% may come from higher educa-
tional institutions, and 3.1% of the new knowledge may

* Non AeaUemic CE/S &E consists of courses, workshops. seminars
and other educational progrims that may be either industry or univer-
sity based but carry no academic credits.as differentiated from part-time
undergraduate or part -time and full-time graduate studies that usu
carry academic credits'
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Figure 1.Expenditures in the United States,
_Calendar Year 1977

OTHER NONPROFIT INSTITUTIONS

COLLEGES AND UN1V RSITIES
5%

2.1%

INDUSTRY
43 7&

FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT

528%

alAiy Source of Funds

OTHER NONPROFIT INSTITUTIONS
3t%

COLLEGES & UNIVERSITIES FEDERAL GOVERNEMNT
14 7%

b. By Performance of R&D

.rs

The total forecast by Battelle's Columbus Laboratonq is $42 9 billion
Distribution .showittere is by source and performance

,

be generated by other nonprofit R&D Organizations.
Considering the fact that more non-technology-oriented
R &D is conducted by educational, research laboratory
and governmental organizations than by industry, it
seems further appropriate to assume that much more than
70% of the technical R&D is to be done by industry.

The _important point here is to note that the bulk of
R&D and related new knowledge generatidn comes from
professional practice, but the results are diffuse and vul-
nerable to loss for lack of prompt harvesting, transfer

and utilization amongst the practitioners themselves. In
(fact, CE/S &E can be an effective means for gathering
such new knowledge, transferring and utilizing it
amongst scientists, engineers and technicians, as well as
injecting it Into academic curricula as a benefit to the
new crop of students throtigh the involvement of regular
college faculty as resource persons or learners in interac-
tive educational experiences that focus the attention of a
class on each participant's on-the-job problems with a
view to either solving them or establishing a need for

. further R&D in the subject area.
Considering the rapid pace of technological advance

and the interdisciplinary aspects that increasinglj, affect
research and development work, learning on the job by
doing it resourcefully becomes the principal conduit for
new knowledge acquisition and generations; however
modest. Why? Because scientists, engineers and techni-
cians spend most of their alert time on the job. Given
appropriate learning opportunities, a challenging job af-
f ords the greatest Impetus to continued learning. In fact,
unless learning on the job is a central feature of an
individual's professional practice, no reasonable amount
of formal study, reading of the literature or participation
in professional symposia will have appropriate effect.
Without learning oh the job, the individual is bound to
slip behind. The .principal role of nonacademic CE/S&E,
therefore, is to supplement learning on the job with sub-
ject matter that is too difficult, time consuming or
peripheral for an individual to acquire alone or on the
job. Together, the impact of these'two modes of learning
on *dating can be particularly influential, and,
therefore, the combination of learning on the job plus an
appropriate measure of CE/S&E, perhaps 4 to 8 hours
per week on a continuing basis, is optimal.

While learning on the job is the primary new knowl-
edge and techniques acquisition conduit for profession-
als, formal continuing education coupled with perusal of
the pertinent literature and participatiori in symposia en-
large upon,an individual's background, extend the indi-
vidual's interests and intensify comprehension of dif-
ficult subject m,atter at the very frontiers-of knowledge.

What then are the current topics of important learningN4,4
for scientists, engineers and technicians? Tables I. and H
are matrices of emerging and recently-emerged
technologies Having important impact on society in a
variety of actiyity fields.' In the case of the emerging
technologies, little has been published other than in pro-
prietary or atlferwise restricted documents. The related
information is advanced,'Highly speculative and subject
to frequent revision as the information becomes substan-
tiated by experiment or practice. Obviously, textbooks
covering such subject matter are virttially nonexistent,
and in most cases related data has not yet appeared in the
journals. In fact, if a continuing educational offering in
one of these topical areas utilizes a textbook, its currency
is open to suspicion as being "old hat."

Even the recently emerged technologies are in fer-
ment, and text material becomes outdated in a year or so.
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., Few if any graduate courses are given in these subject other .than those in which they are now
areas. The professional must depend upon nontraditional employed or seek employment.
lines Of education if the requisite technology transfer is- 5. Updating the knowledge and skills of engineers
not attainable on the job or though professional chan- who have slipped behind in their own areas of
nels. Only a few continuing engineering studies pro- specialization through either neglect or preoc-
grams across the nation deal with these subjects and at cupation with older technologies, possibly as
(several levels to meet diverse audiences and mixtures related to high-production enterpike.
thereof. , . 6. Reorienting engineers who have been transferred

With theoregoing in mind, the principal professional or *promoted into jobs for Which they are in-
, needs for CE/S&E are as follows:4 , s, adequately prepared,so as to accelerate the pro-

1% Stretching the competencies of alert, up-to-cUte cess of learning on the job and becoming an
professionals in their own areas of specializa- effective contributor or manager'in their new
tion as well as in peripheral,areas affecting their assignments.

Work. 7. Retraining engineers whose specialties are obso-
2.2. Boosting the knowledge of engineers in emerging , lete. .

areas of technology so that they may respond 8 Upgrading the competence of engfnee

promptly to related opportunities in their been inadequately prepared.

Lsotw employment and integrate related techniques
into their current activities as appropriate.

3. Bridging th gap between the theoretical
background f recent eng?neenng and science
graduates and what they need to know about the
reduction of new knowledge to 'practice,
thereby becoming creative and productive on a
specific job in a particular company.

4. Converting professiOnals who have been previ-
ously trained and experience in areas or fields

. .,
1 , °

II. How the Challenging New Knowledge Environment and Penalties for Falling Behind Affect
,, Scientists, Engineers and Technicians. Delineation of CEIS &E Audiences. Categorization of

( Various Target Audiences and Their Interrelationships
-

who have

9 Familiarizing technicians and other support per-
sonnel with engineering concepts and terminol-
ogy so that they may communicate effectively
with professionals and thereby perform closely
related work with greater understanding and
proficiency.

10. Transferring new knowledge emanating from
applied research and development activities
into established patterns of graduate and under-
graduate education.

Professional contributions of most scientists, en-
gineers and technicians are affected by their personal
knowledge dynamics; the net difference between their
individual knowledge losses (over which they 'have np
control) and their knowledge gains (which they can con -,
trol). l'i-sider Figure 2, which represents a balance
loaded by forlotten k ledge (that may still be appli-
cable) plus obsolesced owledge (that is no longer used
full one side of the'fulcrum, outweighed by retained
use 1 knowledge .consistiAi of new knowledge gained
on-the-job by doing it, new knowledge generated in the
Course of one's work and new knowledge acquired
through continuing educatioeas a supplement to learning
on. the job. An individual who has such favorable
dynamics is developing greater competences. The useful
knowledge, which is considered to have a half-life of 10
years,,attenuates through a combination of brain cell
deathnnd obsolescence by virtue of technological ad-
vances that replace it. Professim)als Who are not learning
at least 100% of what they need to know to keep doing
what they are'doing by doing it are bound to slip behind
unless they make up deficiencies by actually generating
new knowledge or supplementing 9n-the-job learning
with continuing education.

In time, Obsotscent individuals will be at risk of un-
employment with littliolikelihood of recouping their pre-
vious status amongst professiohals. Obsolete scientists
will not longer be active at the frontiers of knowledge.
Obsolete engineers will not be asked to work on high-
technology programs nor contribute to further advances
in more mature areas of technology. Technicians who
have fallen behind will no longer work, with advanced
techniques 'for reducing to hardware the R &D performed
by scientists and engineers at the cutting edges of the

,technological advance.
It is important to recognize that a broad range of talent

and intellectual acuity exists amongst these three major
groups of nonacademic practitioners. At the very top of
these groups are individuals who work alone or in mixed
teams on creative contributions to the technological ad-
vance. They continuously need new information relating
to similar lines of work, but at somewhat differing intel-
lectual levels or froni differing perspectives. Below this
'top grouping lies an almost continuous spectrum of con-
tribution, and hence knowledge needs, that ranges from
highly advanced to routine st,,ork in line with their func-
tions and fields. Advances often occur in every work
area and at every contribution level, but the pace of

2 r)
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change usually galls off from very fast towards static with
the maturity of the science or techrullogies involved.
,Practitioners in the more mature fields, however, are
subject to replacement by indivi&als from the more ad-
vanced areas as they obsolesce or otherwise descend into
.the less challenging jobs. Frequently, the replacements
are younger people who have not kept updated in a
higher technology job and are happy to accept lower
paying employment. Sometimes the replaceinents, are
entry level individuals being expdsed to company opera-
tions, but .without much expectation for creative cow
tributions.

A hierarchy of competences can be used to categorize
. CE/S&E audiences, but it is important to realize that a

given individual can readily slip down this hierarchy by
not doing enough to remain abreast of developments at a
particular level. Of course a given individual can also
,ascend the hierarchy, but strenuous effort is required
against fast-moving targets. Every professional faces this
problem, but especially so the entry level scientists, en-
gineers and technicians.

An educational hierarchy also exists that correlates
accurately with the intellectual capacities of individuals.
This hierarchy., given in Table-Ill, categorizes the several

TABLE III.The Teaching/Learning Hierarehy
Applicable

to Seveii-il Levels at Which CEIS &E
Must Be Conducted

levels of learningor teaching/learning prOcesses that may
be used to delineate differences between and within vari-
ous CE/S &E audiences.'

Here, then, are the Principal CEJS&E audiences which
we must serve to maximize their contributions at scien-
tists, engineers or technicians consistent with their Intel
lectual planes, diligence in updating, creativity and
energy.

a. Advanced Scientists and Engineers in Industry and
Professional Practice

These persons are highly creative and generate most of
the new knowledge in the physical sciences and technol-
ogy. They often work together on R&D teams and in
time acquire similar job functions. Differences between
thekcompetences and contributions tend to blur.

As a group, these individuals are highly motivated to
continue their educations informally, but can benefit
from interactive teaching/learning educational sessions
during which they would exchange information, argue
controversial points and invite experts in particular sub-
sect areas to present brief seminars and then remain as
resource persons during subsequent discussions.

in teaching others because the competence of the teacher is
r----challenged and thereby motivates teachers to stay ahead of their

students. Professionals who learn on their Jobs and teach what
has been learned to others reinforce their own learning and
become skilled in applying what was learned.

5. Learning from one's own experiences in the process of
generating new knowledge useful in recognizing it as such. The--
generation of new knowledge usually implies that the profes-
sional has already acquired expertise in a learned field together
with a sufficiently large body of information from which to
draw as an aid in recognizing new knowledge useful for under-
standing new or previously unexplained phenomena and de-
scnbing their effects.

6. Learning by sharing with others one's own experiences in
the process of generating new knowledge and benefiting from
others' experiences gained in similar processes of generating
new knowledge. This level of teaching/learning suggests an
information exchange among individuals working,at the very
frontiers of knowledge in their fields as well as abilities to

111Llate abstractions that can carry over from one field to
er or to differing situations and circumstances so that

subjective problem solving can be done in vanous.fields.
7. Learning by functioning as a catalyst who initiates a

knowledge exchange among advanced professionals, keeps
discussions heated as well as focused on the subject and helps
the group over difficult, controversial or speculative points as
they arise This function is the most demanding, but also
involves the catalyst in a highly rewarding teaching/learning
experience.

1. Learning with the help and example of others - possibly
the most effective means for acquinng basic and even pnmitive
information as in infancy, in adolescence, in secondary educa-
tion and in many instances of what is called higher education.
At this level, the mother helps the child, the teacher instructs
the pupil and the professor lectures to the students. All learners
pass through this level. but for many it is terminal, and the
self-teaching component of the process is minimal.

2. Learning from one's own experiences by applying what
has been learned p.viously to problem solving. This form of
self-teaching/learning May occur at any age, but the frequency
of such learning increases as the content becomes more ad-
vanced and pragmatic, particularly in professional fields. This
hierarchical level of learning seems to be terminal for most
people. When it becomes a-matter of policy to accept only what
one has learned by oneself, however, it is the beginning of a
retrograde process toward pnmitive ignorance.

3. Learning from the experiences of others in their efforts to
roblems. Fewspeople, even professionals, realize the

ge available by studying the expenences of others in the
on of problems with which they are confronted. Libranes

t store information of the kind that could be of benefit to
many are seldom used by engineers, and all too few engineers
seek experienced helpin solving their own problems. This form
of selfteaching/learning is the key to job enrichments and pro-
fessional development.

4. Learning in the process of- teaching others. Teaching
usually includes 'formal classroom lecturing and recitation,
writing or simply communicating with others. Leaming'occurs

* Job enrichment the expansion of a Job's content; hence the
extension of its challenge and its incumbent's responsibilities, authority .

and accountability



In most instances, these persons already have their
terminal academic degrees and are not.interested in ob-
taining additional acadernic credentials. Nor do they par-
ticularly Care for the usual academic controls of quizzes,
examinations, detailed or lengthy assignments, grades
andprerequisites. As a rule, they are interested in subject
matter at the very frontiers of knowledge about which
little has been published. In most cases, the topics co-
vered are years ahead of insertion into academic curricu-
la.

While considerable variation will be found amongst
their formal educational backgrounds, they, are indivichi-
ally capableof comprehending and contributing to class-
room 'sessions because they have acquired the requisite
background knowledge on the job.

b. Technicians Working in Support of Advanced R&D
Activities

Inasmuch as advanced scientists and engineers tend to
lose'sight of the intellectual and educational differences
amongst people with whom they work intimately, these
technicians- are expecte to comprehend the hardware
aspects of work in progress almost as if they were major
contributors In fact, they are expected to make creative
contributions to the development of hardware, and their
advice is sought for suggestions or recommendations
whereby scientific and engineering ideas can be trans-
lated into equipment and their feasibilities dem15nstrated

For these reasons, technicians working in support of
advanced scientists and engineers are expected to be
conversant in the principles underlying the hardware in-

..
volved, the theory of equipment operation,. the appli-
c;ble perforinance parameters and means for measuring
them-, methods of hardware, fabrication and quality tesl-
ing, general design requirements and means for deter-
mining correlation with design, compliance with mate-
rials specification, tests and standards, as well as recog-
nition of errors in the design introduced by scientists and
engineers who may lack sufficient practical expertise
the specification of hardware

fhese technicians learn most of the new knowledgg
required to perform their jobs in the processes of doing
so, but since hardware designs and changes in matenals,
components, techniques, specifications and tests as well it ,
as standards are continuous and rapid, a variety of spe-
cially designed continuing educational programs are re-
quired to help them keep abreast of pertinent develop-
ments.

c. Scientists, Engineer's and Technicians Working on
Routine Assignments

Althpugh a wide assortment and impressive number of
scientists, engineers and technicians appear to be dili-
gently at work, it -is important to understand that only a
small fraction of tilese persons are truly making signifi-
cant progress anct..conttibuting'to technological advances

207

that require ne
ing.

Many scienti ts, engineers and technicians. work on
routine tasks, however advanced they may appear, and
are quite complacent about trot stressing their
corfipetences by needing to apply new theories,
techniques, matenals, tests, specifications or standards
to the performance of new or even old functions under
different or more difficult conditions and adverse con-
s,traints. Concentration on routine tasks contributes to
obsolescence, but seldom forces,the contributor to sup-,
plement on-the-job learning with neNknowledge that
simply is not obtainable on the job. OnAof the earliest
indicators of falling behind is the inability of an indi-
vidual to fully tcomprehend the technicallgiterature in
one's own field. Therefore, despite their. seeming preoc-
cupation with work,, which often consists of brushing up
on well-plowed ground, the contributor to routine tasks
relies on proven techniques and components, that usually
place less stress on equipinent and operate at lower
'speeds but are understandable and useful until replaced
by competitive equipment. For these reasons, the con-
tributors w routine tasks are unduly conservative, seldom
adventurous in the sense of specifying or utilizing radi-
cally advanced technology, they dislike change, ire re-
sistive to miniaturization and tend to avpid increases in
automation for fear of losing control of equipment opera-'
tion.

Unfortunately, scientists, engineers and technicians
who are comfortable in routine work are seldom volun-
tary participants in continuing education: While they
constitute the largest identifiable audience for CE/S&E,
a measure of compulsion is required to make them par-
ticipate. No doubt they can be persuaded to continue
their educations, given sufficient pressure, but it is
necessary to start at the job level and ensure that the
climate is conducive to innovation and consistent with
motivating factors that stimulate rather than compel par-
ticipation in continuing education. Tkielitnate essential
to stimulatinig- participation in CE/S&E so that persons in
this group cairrise above routine tasks is as follows:4

t.,

technology transfer andcOntinued learn-

1. Opportunities to learn and develop new knowl-
edge on a challenging job.

2 Freedom to publish new knowledge within con-
straints Oposed by security and proprietary
considerations'. .

3 Opportunities for creative contribution on the job
despite pressures imposed by contractual corn-

.,,
mitments.. --.-

4. Supportive attitudes of management toward inno-
vation, particularly when not covered by con-
tract.

5 Acclitssibility to resource persons and courses in
t ;plant.

6. Adequacy of related engineering and shop support
for creative activities:

tin



7. Availability of pertinent in-service courses that
can b taken on the job.

8. Opportunities for cross-functional experiences as
a factor in professional development.

9. Encouragement to participate in the work of pro-
fessional societies and contribute to engineer-
ing symposia

10. Absence of factors or policies that unnecessarily
inhibit professional activity or development.

11. Favorable physical conditions in the work envi-
. ,

ronment.
12. Congenial colleagues and generally good morale.
13. Encouragement of younger engineers- to do

graduate work on a tuition refund plan.
14. Support of quality continumg engineering studies

that may or may not be job related.
A

d. Scientists and Engineers in Midcare r

Scientists and engineers in their forties have generally
risen in salary to levels that cause management to wonder
whether it is getting its money 's worth. They have been
on thejob an average of 20 year and should either have
transferred to management. accumulated a track record
of solid accomplishments or fallen behind through com-
placency and routine assignments.

Whatever stage they are in, the technology affecting
their work has usually undergone radical chahge Their
abilities to hold on to their jobs, however (ot r rs
such as business climate being favorable), inch ates
they have some kept productive. Yet they may need
to choose from i variety of CE/S&E educational oppor-
tunities to enlyIncetheir competence to operate at the'
forefronts of the technoloetal advance.

Of this andcareer group. the outstanding contributors
will probably need little if any formal coursework They
will probablyfie the instructors of the science, engineer-
ing and management courses, that then', less able col-
leagues will take They may, however, participate in
interactive teaching,llearning sessions that are heated.
speculative and stimulating while focused on difficult
aspects of work in progress or difficult problems facing
the field and apt to arise in new business ventures.

Midcareer engineers who have not 'established out-
standing records .are generally vulnerable to replacement
by younger people at a fraction of their salaries or subject
to reassignments to work that is less taxing. Olsen a
measure of Sympathetic areer guidance, members of
this group can be reorie nto, ctivities that are
productivestimulate learning on the ob, and are suffi-
ciently challenging to require suppl mentary CE. S&E.

e. Unemployed Scientists, Engineers and Technicians
as Well as Those Fiicing Termination or Designated

. as Surplus

The physical Sciences and higher technology indus
tries have not been stable in recent years. In part the

'feast pr famine" char'acter of these industries, is at-
tributable to perturbations of the economy, but in most
instances a lack of proper planning, political factors af-
fecting defense procurements, and Changes in technology
account for the geographic as well as numerical shifts in
manpower that force physical scientists and engineers to
follow jobs around the' country. Uprootingof families'
and loss of pension contributions by em erg, in addi-
tion to losses of jobs, make the.physicilt sciences and
engineering les*s desirable career fields for young people.

Of course, not all scientists, elitieers and technicians
lose their jobs because of contract terminations; sothe
become obsdlete and leave their fields.-A large number
of scientists and engineers who have, lost lheir jobs,
however, did so often at the peaks of their careers. Their
salaries were high, so their companies couldn't afford to
keep them. For example, the reward for the° successful
completion of Project Apollo, formost engineers in the
aerospace fief& was termination of their employment.

Unemployment for a significant number orscientists,
engineers andaechnicians,Avhile traumatic, is relatively
beef. Those that do get nes7jobs, however, usuallSi do so
at appreciable loss in salary aidopportnnity to contribute,
as,they ha een. A measure of reorientation plus retrain-
ing is requilh, but the principal concern is that of learn-
ing readiness. Virtually no learning can occur when the
individual is preoccupied with financial concerns, lack of
a job, family problems and unmet, community commit-
ments. The first requirement N a job with promise. Then,
with a measure of competent counseling, the individual
can learn on the new job and supplement such learning.
with Appropriately designed CE/S &E.'2

,Pro6ably the greatest waste of scientificand engineer-
ing talent, which is a great national resource, is the
career damage that occurs when creative contributors are
thrown out of employment. Yet, however strenuous the
efforts of retraining, it is pointless to expect unemployed
professionals to benefit from CE/S&E until their per-
sonal concerns are mitigated and they ha`ve a firm offer
of ajob upon completion of the reorientation or retrain-
ing program: ,

f. Entering Level Scientists and Engineers
°d" .

Witatev,er their academic 'levels at the point of entry
info Professional practice, recent graduates of science
and'engineering scbools'face an ever-widening gap be-
tv,,,,c6 their ;heoretical and increasingly lib rah educa:
no 'Atiqlie reqfirernbnts for creative contribution op a
pa co/We"; specific industry. s, .4

ployers have formulated on-the-job' trainirrgIs

progr and spe 1 educational patterns that are effec,
tive in 5,,!, the , even though the recent graduates
face fast-moving targets.\CE/S&E programs for them are

st accomplished pn an in-Plant'basis. While such pro-
grams_generally sUpplerrient learning on the job, they do
twit quite m need for creative contribution at high
levels. Alm8 a rule, recent graduates do not panici-

,:
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pate in out-of-plant CE/S&E programs until they have
accumulat9d about 50years of professional experience

g. Re-entering Scientists, Engineers and Technicians

Individuals who have been away from their profes
sional practice for extended periods of time for reasons
of illness. to raise.a'family, extended unemployment, to

udy full-time for advanced credentials, origave for
ntechnical 'service, find that their fast-moving fields

have rushed past them and that a substantial gap in
knowledge exists between their competence and that re-

qaired for creative contribution. The problem is not un-
like that of the entering recent graduate except that many `
youngerivople had in the intenm moved into their jobs
and are now competing with them. Women, in particu-
lar, find that their new colleagues are often 3 'to 10 or
more years younger and highly competitive.

Probably the most effective v.ay to integrate re-
entering individuals is to provide thei'i with a challeng-
ing job.that is supplemented by in-house CE/S&E aimed
at compreskng the time required to bridge their knowl-
edge gaps."

h. Scientists and Engineers Entering Without f'ormal.
Technical Backgrounds

With the growth of interdisciplinary aspects of R&D,
many people with academic' preparations in mathemat-
ics, theoretical physics, psycholOgy and the like are to be
found working in industry as engineers. In most in-
stances, such people who have not achieved terminal
degrees in their fields have found a career home in en-
gineering. Their talents are welcome and they have made
notable contribiitions, but because they are not particu-
larly cinversan in engineering, they cannot have as
much impact on tIlb job or learn as much on the job as
they should

Some of these people have taken graduate viiIrk in
engineering, on either a part-time or a full-time basis.
Most of them, biowever, can benefit from a combination
of CE'S&E in-plant and university-based programs to
strengthen their engineering backgrounds so that they
may be stimulated'not only to enhance knowledge ac-
quiition on the job, but also to upgrade their contribu=
tions

i. Support Personnel ,

One of the difficulties encountered by indusyy is a
lack of adequate familiarity with technology on the part
of support personnel. This situation contributes to inef-
ficiencies in such functional work as finance. legal

.services, contract administration, purchasing. security,.
manufacturing, warehousing, computer operations and
the like at is not 'necessary for personnel 'in such func-
tions to acquire the conversance with technology
pected of ,technicians (including laboratory assistants,
draftsmen. tat operators, inspectors, machilIsts, in-
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strument repairmen, electricians and other technical
production personnel), but they and the industry can
benefit from a better understanding of their product lines
and processes involved in creating them.

A variety Of awareness programs should be made
available for such personnel on a continuing basis to help
them acquire insights that will help them db their own
jobs better where conversance with technology is in:
volved.

j. Immigrant SCientists, Engineers and Technicitins

The average annual new openings of jobs on a national
basis projected for the period 1977-1985 are approxi-
mately 17,000 for physical scientists and mathemati-
cians, 73,000 for engineers and 59,000 for science and
engineering technicians. The corresponding ayeiage an-
nual replacements expected for these openints based on
past experience in filling such jobs from available
sources, as determined from U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics, are only about 10,500, 40,000and 16,000. An
annual average shortfall of 6,500 scientists and
mathematicians,- 33,000 engineers and 43,000 techni-
cians istevected for the same periods

While IT is projected that the U.S. educational estab-
lishment will graduate an annual average of 52,000 phys-
ical scientists and mathematicians at all degree ledels,
67,000 engineers in all categories and 73,000 science
and engineering technicians, which should be more than
enough to satisfy the openings, the majority of U.S,
graduates will elect not ;o enter their fields. They will go
on to other endeavors for, which science, mathematics,
engineering or technical education seem valid prepara-
tions. -

Some of the job openings will be filled 'by persons
having nondirect but nonetheless pertinent educations
such as scientists or mathematicians workins as en-
gineers.

No doubt, the shortfalls will present opportunities to
foreign scientists, mathematicians, engineers and techni-
cians for jobs and immigration. Those from English-
speaking countries will be readily integrated, but the
majority of such immigrants will require continuingcedu-
cation to help them adapt to U.S. practices.:

Estimates of Nonac' ademic CE/S&E Audiences

The Bureau orLabor Statistics, U.S. Department of
Labor, provides data that canoe used to assess the num-
bers of individuals in the several occupations, who might
benefit from CE/S&E, but mainly on a national basis.
Unfortuna,tely, indications are that only a small fraction
of the technical labor force is now committed to continu-
ing educatiiin. An assessment nationwide remains to be
made, but even in a high - technology locale such as B6i:
ton, Massachusetts, probably less than 3% of the eligible
population currently participates in university-operated
CE courses, and less than 10% of the eligible population



participates in company-Adected programs. For these
reasons, in planning most CE/S&E 'programs it is
necessary to focus or a particular locale or region in
assessing the probable audiences. Yet, even if such data
were assembled, further speculation would be necessary
to estimate the sizes of particular audiences as functions
of their occupational status needs and abilities to par-
ticipate hi CE/S&E,at various levels.

Data taken from reference 6 are presented here to.,,
demonstrate the overall population; nationv.ide, that
could conceivably part' -ipate in CES&E (hereafter
called the eligible pop non). Then, data based on the
Boston industrial complex IS used to illustrate how van-
ous nonacademic CES&E audiences can be estimated
for a given geographic location. Of course, some
CE,S&E programs dray. nationally it internatfonally,'
but the expense and short duration of uch programs
places them in a special category. Theyay augment,
but do not constitute, CE S&E on a continuing basis or
regimen for supplementing learning on the job. It is im-
portant to recognize here that, hov.eNer useful occasional
attendance at a short course of ,several days' to several
weeks' duration may be: such courses do not replace
continuous lifelong learning essential to keep scientists,
engineers and technicians updated, innovative and com-
petitive. Moreover,. the tuition, travel and living costs
associated with such programs, in addition to salary and
overhead paid during employee participation in sho
courses al national centers: precludes attendance by g-
nificant numbers of professional people Most industrial
organizations ,allow their top contributors to attend a
1-week short course about once every 2 years

The National &pike (Figures Based on Estimates for
1977)

About 450,000 'scientists, 1,200,000 engineers and
950,000 technicians are currently employed R In, addi-
non; about 70,000 mathematicians are employed in di-
verse capacities, some of %filch are applicable to Indus/
trial practices.

It is projected that by 1985 about 533,000 scientists,
1.500,000° enginAs and 1,240,000 technicians vv ill be

e rip dyed. Addi ally, 77,000 mathematicians are ex--
pected to be in professional practice.

The size of the potential market is large. but it would
be highly optimistic to expect more than 207( of. these

people to actually participate in CE,'S&E, at all levels, in
the near future: Undoubtedly, with further advances of
science and technology. plus Federal encouragement of
CE. S&E and the possible adoption of certification pro-
cedures for registered engineers and some technicians, it
is likely that 50c; of the national eligible manpower force
in science and technology %ill commit itself to CE,S&E
as an ongoing career-long regimen by 1985.

On the basis of these assumptions, in addition to an
assumed linear attenuation of audiences with age, the
anticipated audiences at all levels, by age groups, are
estimated h re to be as follows:

Althoug the above table is based on participation by
2 of th eligible population in nonacademic CE/S&E,
it is ated that only, about 10% of the current eligible
population participates in all forms of non-academic
CE,S&E. With government encouragement, participa-
tion should rise quickly to 209' for combined
university -based and industry-based CES&E pro_eams
These figures do not include undergraduate and graduate
students seeking academic credentials either on a NI-
time or on a part-time ba,sis.

The-Boston Complex

It seems .important to indicate. at the outset, that the
Greater Boston area has unique Ind stries and educa-
tionaltional institutions which constitute an u tistial laboratory
for CE /S &E in its several aspects. It can also provide a
model for assessing needs and target audience in any
locale.
, Boston has numerous industrial organizations based

oitn advanced technologies that are actually satellite oper-
ations of large companies headquartered elsewhere in the
country, but their practices relative to CE/S&E on home
grounds may differ radicaiy from what they are in Bos-
ton. Fortunately, most of these companies usually have
enlightened policies concerning continuing education,
but they are also very discriminating with regard to costs
and the quality of education. Thus, they prefer in-house
programs if outside opportunities (university-based) are
not available or favOrable. Of course, Boston has its
share of locally centered, sprawling companies with dis-
tant plants and facilities. Some of these companies are
also generous and farsighted regarding educational be-
nefit, for employees. .

Industry in the Greater Boston area ranges from light

Age Group , Sc ientists ----Engineers Technicians

Years 1977 1985 1977 1985 1977' 1985

22.28 27,000 32,000 61.000 76,000 49,000 64,0(10

(Enten els)
28-40 42,000 49,000 97,000 120,0'00 76,000 100,000

,,(Seasoned Levels)
40-50 ,22,000 26,000 51;000 - 63,000 40,000 52,00p

(Muicareei..Levels)
50-65 12,500 15:000 29,000 36,000 23,000 30,000

(Mature Levels)
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td medium heavy, ancrencompasses such things as tex-
tiles and textile machinery, shoe and %hoe maokinery,
leather and wool processing, energy conversion, defense
electronics, electro-optics, shipbuilding, scientific ?e-
search, seafood processing, paper goods, sugar refining,
coffee processing, meat anct dairy foods production, fruit
and vegetable processing, garment manufacturing, med-
ical and dental instrumentation, aircraft and marine
propulsion machinery, specialty rubber goods, printing
and publishing, hydraulic and pneumatic equipment, in
dustrial materials processing machinery and equipment,
furniture, bedding, confectionery productiotWhoto-
graphit equipment, electrical instruments, toy ''',Thnufac-
turing, plastics, industrial chemicals, pymps, blowers
and fans, furnaces and ovens, razor blades, data proces-
sing equipment and a multitude of.sundry manufactured
gdods produced in seemingly countless small production
plants operating on job-shop bases. In addition, regional
offices of numerous distant industrial organizations are
centered here to service their customers and plants in
New England. Since many of these organizations are
technically oriented, a significant group of scientific and
engineering people are associated with thyir offices and
constitute a substantial part of the local educational mar-
ket.

Another factor that makes Boston different from many
urban centers is the large number of leading educational
institutions that provide courses and seminars aarell.as
special programs in virtually all subjects, at all reasona-
ble hours of the day and night, and at all levels. Con-
sequently, it is possible for individuals to update or
upgrade themselves in institutions such as Harvard,
MIT, Northeastern, Tufts, Boston University and Boston
College, among others, both at graduate and under-,graduate levels.

Table IV provides an estimate of the current composi-
tion of most Greater Boston industries and the numbers

of engineers employed by the largest of 200 industrial
organizations within a 15-mile radius of downtown Bos-
ton. This table is based on the latest information (1974)
available from the Greater Boston Chamber of .COm-

- merce. No provision in the collection,or reporting of this
data distinguished betAteen scientists and engineers.
Thus, the assumption is made that the data for,engineers
Includes physical scientists.

More' recent data (1975) furnished by the M4s-
sachusetts Division of Employment Security7showS that
there are 249,688 professional and related technical
workers in the Greater Boston area, but of these only
28,150 are listed as engineers and 20,653. are technicians
(except hetilth)-. On the assumptions that here the en,
gineers do not include scientists and that the composition
of the scientific, engineering and R&D technicians work-
force is similar to the national profile, it is assumed that
approximately 12,000 physical scientists, 28,000 en
gin.eers, and 20,500 technicians are employed in Greater
Bo,ston.

On the basis of these assumptions, the probable target
audiences for nonacademic CE./S&E during 1977 and as
projected to 1985 by age groupings for 20% participation
and a linear-attenuation by age of the eligible populations
are as follows:

These figures correlate fairly accurately with current
estimates of participation for personnel in the LGreater
Boston area covering both company-conducted and uni-
versity-based nonacademic CE/S&E. It is expected,
ticvever, that given' added incentives and governmental

"-Encouragement, participation could rise to 50% of the
eligible populations or 250% of the figures given above.

At present, approximately 1,200 professionals partici-
pate annual)y in the CE/S&E program at Northeastern
University. Approximately 20% of the participants have
Ph.D.'s, 60% have master's degrees, and 20% hold
bachelor's degrees in the sciences or engineering.8r

Age Group Scientists Engine'rs Technicians
Yeers 1977 1985 1977 1985, 1977 1985

- 22-28
(Entering Levels)

600 ; 700 1,500 1,800 1,000 ' 1,300

28-40 1,000 1,200 '2,300 1,700 2,100
(Seasoned'Levels)
_ 40-50 500 600 1,140 1,600 800 1,000 .
(Midcareer Levels)

50-65 , 300 360 700 1,000 500 600
(Mature Levels)

Characteristiq of Productive Scientists, Engineers and Technicians; The Most Likely
Candidates for Continuing Education

What then are' the characteristics of productive scien-
tists, engineers and technicians who are the most 'likely
candidates for CE/S&E? First and f9emost is their pro-
ductivity. Whatever level of science or technology they

work at, they are full'of'ideas for advancing or imple-
menting new developments. Moreover, they are not
stumped by obstacles in the realm of ctjange, theory,
materials, manpower, facilities or funds. They do the
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TABLE IV.-COmpotition and Employment=Greater Buskin Industries

44;

Product or Setvice Lines

Total Employees'
Within

15-Mile Radius
200 Eniployers

Estimate of
Engineers

Woding Within
I5-Mile-Radius

Within'
'-25-Mile kidius
Total Employees
500 Employers

Rubber Goods
Chemicals
Optics
Office Equipment
Building Materials
Electronics Communication
Electronics-Aerospace
Electronics-Industrial
MachineParts
Garment Industry
Domestic Devices

,Packaging Materials
''Paper Goods

Leather Goods
Shipbuilding
-Instrumentatidn
Electrical Machinery
Aircraft and,'Marine Propulsion
Automotive Parts and Assembly
Barbering Supplies.
Biomedical Instrumentation
Energy Con Version
Computer Technology
Toys
Industrial and Product

Research
Spirit Distillation
Military, Planning
Photographic Equipment
Food Processing
Textiles,

and Publishing
Banking and Finance
Domestic and Industrial

Insurance
Wholrle and Retail,Trade
Transition
Utilities
Telephone and Thlegraph
Health and Hospital Services
Higher Eddcation
Hotel and Recreation
Food Products and Services.
Construction

1.

8,200
2,410g

° 2,975,
1;600
5,800
7,617

28,405,-
15,648
11,850

11.0

460
850
40

520
1,800
7,000
_1,600

850
7,960 A20

500
500 30

2,600 225
5,600 *. 50
6,300 150

7,486 2,500
5,500 510
5,200 1,200 .
8,450 175

200 200
800 425

1"

660 350
10,500 3,100

650 35

3,673 2,100
500 15

1,700 990

6,000 1,200
650 38
700 150

7,500 40
12,070 '10

18,900 .260
37,5110 600

,11,000 40
11,320 350
10,000 700-
17,000 125-
38,000 3,000
5,400 60
15,000 10
6,500 850

353,826 32,655

9,50Q
'C 5,000

6:500
200
13,000

15,000
40,000
22,000
18,000

. 15,000
OCO.

1,200
N.3,800e*-

14,500
7,500)

11,000
6,000
5,200

1.406

1,1:130000-4
800

6,000
800

8,500
OO

1,700
7,500(
1,600.
2,500

11,000
13,000

. 20,000
65,00I)

c_.N.16,000
13,500
18,000
29,000
46,000
12,000
40,000
26,000

- .

551,200

best=they can, bow
managelp further th
lit,ht of time because o
hard for new knowledge an
required to do the job right. Above all
municate openly with their colleague
and teach each outer thoses things
iiithoutundue concern for posit

: \
trying the circumstances,- and

in progress. They tend to lose
rption in their work and dig

,'hniques that they feel are
se, they aom-

are information
at must be transferred

n or rank. In particular,

the earmarks of diligent CEili&E learners can be summit=
rized as follows:4 .

1. Assume leadership roles on diftrellt t pfojec s and
proposals.

erve as spokesmen during presentations 'to im-
portant customers of coni0ex proposali or re-
ports.
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.A
3. Document creative colitributions to- advanced de-

, velopmentsor research.
4. Publish papers in noteworthy professional lour-.

nals.
5, Make knowledgeable contributions to business

planning and marketing strategy.
6. Speak before technical -societies, customers col-

leagues and management.
7. Participate in after-hours teaching of in-house

courses or at a university.
8. Are _frequently ,consulted- by colleagues, other

companies, vendors, customers or government
agenciel.

9. Participate in job-related continuing engineering
studies as student, instructor or both.

10. Receive repeated job offers.

Equally important, it is necessary to understand the.
characteristics of professionals . as learners when im-

'plementors of continuing education are formulating
CE/S&E programs If thesedaracteristics are not recog-
nized and acted upon by management as well as the
administrators of continuing education, serious errors in
program design and implementation will be made and the

.effectiveness of the program reduced.
The characteristics of the contributing scientist, en-

gineer and technician as a leirner are:
1

1. Possesses a body of knowledge and experiences
4to share and is often -a generator of new knowl-

edge.
2. uSually has depth in one or more discip and

breadth in several areas of cOnceni pertinent to
work in progress.

3. Typically eager to obtain specific knowledge di-
rectly or peripherally related to his or her work.

4. Often untrained formally in the area of immediate

IV. How ScientiSts, Engineers, Tedmicians, Tea
rial Employees Remain Curren

Probably the poqrest advice that one can give regard-
ing how to keep up with a fast-moving field is to drift
with the stream. It doesn't work well. aesides, there are
rapids, whirlpools, rocks and other impediments that
binder progress. Deliberate, often strenuous, efforts are
required tg steer a survivable course and makEhcadway
in a stream that rushes /ahead and merges %Mil other,

,,ourrents.
The key to keeping breast,Of ajast,moving R&D

field is significant part.cipation in work progressing at
the very cutting edge f thedvance, but, doing
quires much more tha n5fessional ,contribution.

so ire-

First 'and foremost i e need to be knowledgeable in
the theory andpractic pertinent to the field so that,new
Rhenomena or probiei s can be recognized as they occur,
but acquisition of such knowledge rarely occurs in

vocatiqnal specialtypecialty because work conteht is
subject to frequent change or reorientation.

5. Frequently trained in ,discipline differing from
area in which continuing education is underta-
ken.

6. Often capable reserving as instructor in course or
- workshop being attended.

7, icquired considerable knowledge and deep un-
derstanding of difficult subject matter on the
job and through related pigeSsional activities.

8. 'Severely limiter_in time Or studiesgenerally
- cannot affooTto take time-from job. Frequently

is required to travel at times that seriously inter-
fere with CE/S&E. Allowances for absences
Om a program musi.be particillarly liberal.

9. Needs time to digest, flPflect upon and apply
newly acquired knowledge to the ji. before
ready for additional learning.

10. Preoccupied with pressures stemming from pro--
fessional, family and community commit-
ments.

11 Generally concerned with job security and com-
petitive poifion rather than advanced degrees.
Is seldom concerned with grades for course
work, but is appreciative of niodest recognition
for efforts to remain updated.

12. Resents being forced into study programs aimed
at the accumulation of credentials rather than

, immediately. applicable knowledge.
13. Readily discouraged by course prerequisites,

deadlines, attendance or promptness require-
ments, hurdles, quizzes, needling, special fees
or fines for late registration, high- school'at-
mosphere, etc.

14. Is sometimes prohibited to share knowledge with
others to the fullest becaute of security or pro-
prietaryconsiderations.

C

chers, Researchers and Academic vs. Indust-
t,, Creative and Competitive

schools. A sound background is esspntial. Much of it
initially comes from academic preparation, but most of ,

that background eventually is acquired on the job, par- ,

ticularly as the individual grows in competence by apply- ,

mg what is already known to achieve desired'results and
generating or otherwise obtaining such new knowledge
as may be required to achieve those resultst.

An iceberg analogy.9 given in Figure 3, illustrates how
the initial charge of knowledge acquired in school, melts
away with time as the graduate seasons* and ultimately

* Achieves a deeper understaiging,,of difference's betwegn theory
and practice, can cope effectivry with practicaldeviations from the
ideal in applications of scientific principles, and acquires discretion in
design that takes into account constraints imposed by socaseconomic.
political, aesthetic. health and cbmpetitive technical factgrs.
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is replaced by new knowledge acquired in the bourse of
professional practice. The qualities of a professional's
job, however, has much to do with the opportunities to
accumulate new knowledge and transfer it to new work
and to colleagues"! ".

In this analogy, a sunny job that poses few difficulties
leads to complacency, The top of the iceberg melts as the
bottom deteriorates in the sea. Similarly, a stormy job
preoccupies the professional with difficulties and "fire-
drills" that afford little time for growth. The top also
melts as the bottom attenuates. Only a challenging job,
represented by snow, allows for the accumulation of
mass, which in turn also increases the size of the sub-
merged mass: The basic part of an individual's knowl-
edge is obtained originally thrdugh formal 'education
but may be..aug nted by new knowledge of a funda-
mental sort \ac irtd on the job. Basic knowledge is
enduring, ye comes rusty with age unless burnished
frequently t ough use. The applied component of an
individual's nowledge is exposed to the elements and
suffers the wear and tear of daily usage. It may change
rapidly in content, tends to be interdisciplinary as well as
speculative and obsolesces quickly, but it is the part of an

-individual's-knowledge ,that pays off quickly, and its
mass depends upon the underlying .structure of basic
'knowledge that supports it. Addition to the submerged
portion of knowledge, such as thMtigh graduate study,
forces some of it up into the applied area, but usually at a
rate inconsistent with the pace of technological change.
Addition of applied knowledge forces more of the total
mass to submerge, thereby adding such basic knowledge
As is necessary to comprehend and apply new
phenomena, techniques and materials. Continuing edu-
cation that truly supplements on-the-job-gained knowl-
edge-and experiences operates primarily on the upper or
applied portion of the knowledge iceberg. Its effect on
the total mass, however, depends upon the quality of the
CE/S&E program and the abilities of -an individual to
benefit therefrom. In time, accumulations of new knowl-
edge on the exposed portions of one's iceberg may cause
it to tumble into new career opportunities. Ultimately,
with age,. accumulations cease and the iceberg melts

'away..
Scientists, engineers and technicians in industry must

strive for opportunities to work at the cutting edges of
technological advances that ere not always available, but
they are limited in professional growth only by their own
intellectual levels and diligence in keeping ahead. Al:
though their jobs can introduce barriers to growth, they
must exercise initiative to makethe most of their oppor-
tunities and help make their jobs learning experiences not
only for themselves, but for their colleagues and support
personnel as well.

Professionals in academia (teachers) are often con-
strained by fonbal curricula that Seldom grow at rates
consistent with the technoagical advance. One reason
for this slow growth is the need to teach fundamentals
that become firtrily established and change only is new

knowledge is integrated into accepted theory. Unless the
academician is an active participant in RicD at the fron-
tiers of knowledge, either through government grants,
cooperative programs with industry or consulting with
industry or government at high levels, little or no new
knowledge has an opportunity for prompt injection into
academic curricula. Less than 20% of the nation's physi-
cal scientists and engineers in academia participate in
such activities. For these reasons, most academic curric-
ula are years behind the frontiers of knowledge, whether
basic or advanced. For example, the theory and practice
related to coherent radiation and its applications have
existed for about 15 years, yet few science or engineer-
ing courses in academia cover the subject.

Constructive Action Required by Industry and
Academia

With -the foregoing ,in mind, here are some sugges-
tions, to industry and educational organizations, for con-
structive action to'encourage professional development
of various target audiences through participation in CE!
S&E:'°

1. Responsive industries and educational organiza-
tions must takes in developing and offering
educational programs in which the new knowl-
edge content is advanced, often speculative,
frequently not yet committed to print, but suffi-
ciently provocative and pragmatic to be of in-
terest to a sufficient number of applied scien-
tists and engineers so as to warrant an infonna-
tion exchange amongst them. The risks are in
terms f investments of staff effort and funds to
anAlyz the knowledge needs, search out re-

people in the fieldonlist their support to,
ne and develop a program, commit physi-

cal facilities, and promote the offering. Such
programs, almost invariably, fail to pay their
own way at the start, but eventually become
more than self-supporting. A policy in industry
or academia that all CE/S&E programs must

1 pay their own ways from the Otitset precludes
their implementation.

2. Search. for and organize the required teaching
staff from amongst persons in academia and
professionAl practice who are sufficiently
knowledgeable in the field, or in related
peripheral areas, to serve as resource persons to
professionals earning their livelihoods in the
same field. Such faculty members must be cap-
able of planning programs as Well as stimulat-
ing and leading heated discussions, critiques
and interactive problem-solving sessions
amongst informed professionals and be suffi- ,

ciently knowledgeable to help such groups over
difficult or controversial points as they arise
and seek expert assistance from other resource
persons as required..
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3. Continually survey their 3,1wn community needs
for new technology and determine the probable
market for edurcational programs to fulfill such
needs.

4. Assess techpology and explore emergent
technologies with a'view toward preparing edu-
cational programs conducive to technology
transfer and utilization consistent with societal
needs and national priorities, but with a focus
oh their own community interests and practical
extrapolations of such interests consistent with
anticipated means of the cormnunitylo excel in
reducing related R&D tomarketable products
and services.

5. Seek out participants who can benefit profession-
ally from CE/S&E in terms of enhanced per-
formance on their jobs and technology utiliza-

V. Indicators, of Incipient Obsolescence A
Teachers and

tion in their companies' products and services,
transfer technology to colleagues and support
'personnel, as well as share with other partici-
pants their unique experiences anexpertise.

6., Provide interactive teaching/learning oppor-
tunities for participants that draw upon their
unique experiences and expertise, thereby
achieving an important form of technology
transfer.

7. Encourage the participation of local college fa-

culty in continuing education, either as re-
source persons orstudents, and thereby provide
Means for transferring knoWledge from
academia to the professional fields of practice;
but more importantly, facilitate the injection of
new knowledge from professional practice into
academia. .

mongst Scientists, Engineers, Technicians,
Researchers

because of personal avoidance or lack of an invitation, is

a telling sign. Being left out of business meetings where
bid/no-bid or make/buy decisions are made often dem-
onstratesthat one's associates no longer value a particii-

lar individual's" judgment.
Lack of ideas for research or development on dis-

cretionary funds, infrequent or absence of patent activ-

ity, lack of publicationseven travel reports, neglectof
outside professional activities such as participation in
society affairs, and the failure of colleagues to consult
with an individual in the course of work are important,
although subtle indicators, that one is no longer pulling

an appropriate share of the load,
The annual review of an individual's performance by

management should come to grips with incipient ob-
solescence where it exists and, with- assistance from

competent career vou'nselors, remedial action should be

taken.
The question arises: "Why do so few'professionals, as

a percentage of the total eligible population, participate
in CE/S&E? Here are a few tholights on the matter:"

I. Few truly-valid opportunities are offered for
meeting deep-felt educational -needs, particu-
larly in terms of job-related knowledge,

Learning-on-the-job seems sufficient to many'en-
gineers because they are not cornpelled to
stretch their competencies.

3. Feeling that competency or producti,;ity does not
really.,paroff.,Polilics plays too significant a
role in many advancements.

4. Failure to involve them in interactive teaching/
learning experiences-where they are required to
invest their own contributions to the discus-
sions.

Employers, colleagues and students have their ways of
assessing obsolescence amongst their employees, col-
leagues and teachers. Obsolescence, like competence,
has a characteristic signature that is difficult to describe:
but the news gets around fast. Employers can measure
lack of innovation or ,productivity. Colleagues see in
their associate a drop in familiarity with advanced as-
pects of their field. Students sense a professor's lack of
conversance with advanced aspects of the subject being
taught when they ask questions about a new development
that they read about or saw on TV. When such things
happen, it may be kin late. Recovery is difficult; almost

ntless.

Wliciicators are available to th? individual, so that

self-pac: remedial action can be taken in time to pre-
vent obsolescence?

As has already been mentioned,-early indicator is
the inability of an individual to...comprehend the ad-
vanced technical literature in one's own field. To make
this assessment, however, the individual must read such
literature. Unfortunately, few individuals who are slip-
pipg behind are concerned about reading of advances in

- their field and fail to detect their own inabilities to com-
prehend, pertinent articles in the professional Inerature.
For .that reason alone, management should circulate
technical literature relating to advanced aspects of.their
product lines and'services so that its employees might
assess their own slippages from the l$ &D cutting ,edge.

Another indicatOr of incipient obsolescence is a reduc-
tion in the acqyisition of new knowledge and techniques
relating to the work in progress. innovation at-

. tenuates, work becomes routine. Products developed or
improved by obsolescent individuals change very little as
competition captures a larger share of the market.

Failure to participate in proposals for advanced R&D,

I
2.
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5. Universities indifferent to product service (meet-
ing post-experienee .education al needs' of their
own graduates for competence retention and
.growth plus career reorientation).

6. Universities dodging opportunities to be change
- agents (by coupling their own students and cur-

ricula to societal needs and 'national
prioritiesmany 'prefer ivory tower isolation
from real-lilt issues, problems and pragmatic
considerations).

7. Professionals are turned off by prevailing
academic attitudes as to what constitutes qual-
ity gduc prerequisites, credentials, cred-

'Z' its, regula faculty, accredited curricula,
exams, pret t course sequences, inflexible
course content.

8. Absence of programs 'Ideating with advanced,

speculative, highly applied/and as yet unpub-
lished subject matter.

9. Lack of instructor flexibility to swing with the
needs and interests of a, class. Usually offer
off-the-sh if programs such as watered-down
graduate d undergraduate courses.

10. Dogmatic e stulation of theory known to be out
of date, 'mpractical, questionable or ,wrong.

11 . Avoidance of real problems of special interest ,to
students on their jobs when. presented by the'
participants.

12. ,Undue focus on analysis rather than design syn-
' Thesis.
13. Lack of privacy on academic matters -t-in the ex-

treme, the flow of classroom or course per-
formance data to employers.

14. Tuition refunds tied to grades.

Vt. Making Continued .Learning-on -the -Job a Central Feature of Professional Practice

Because scientists, engineers, and technicians spend
most of their lert time on their jobs, a prime objective of

iiCE/S&E sho ld be to help make each individual's job an
important learning activity. Learning-on-the-job may 'be
stimulated several Ways, but CE/S&E focused on interac-
tive 'solving of difficult problems confronting partici-\ pants on the job fosters learning on that' job as part of

) professional practice and encourages them to teach their
colleagues and support personnel how to learn on their
own jobs while transferring sand utilizing technology in
their work. Teaching others is a key to one's own learn-
ing. Therefore, it is the professional's and employer's
joint responsibility to make each job a problem-centered
adventure.

Mast scientists, engineers and technicians learn any-
'where between zero to 100% or more of what they need
to know to keel; doing what they are doing by doing it.
Because the scientific and technological targets of their
Work are generally changing, at anprecedented rates,
those who learn less than 100% of what they need to
know to keep doing what they are doing, are falling

. behind.' Those who learn less' than 190% require
CE/S&E that supplements and further stimulates learning
on the job. ,.

Professionals who learn much more than what they
need to know to ke,ep doing what they are doing,-and are
able 'to serve as resource* persons in teachi4g/learning.
processes with others, should be enlisted to participate in
dE/S&E as teachers. They' in turn will find that they

1.
learn as much' or more from theii students than the stu-
dents learn, from 'them and thereby edhance their own
competemes and reputations all the more.

"In the interactive mode of CE/S&E, a group of
learning-ready participants, from similar to diverse func-
tions, are assembled to discuss a sequence of individual
"barrier" problems presented by each of the participants

at assigned times. The sessions are held once a week for
periods ranging from .3 to 6 hours. In addition .to the
instructor who is competent in the general subject area,,
experts are invited to give short seminars on the particu-
lar aspects of the subject relating to a participant's job-
related problem scheduled for that day. A

After the guest seminar, the assigned participant pre-
sents his or her barrier problem. A brief discussion of the
seminar and problem follow. The session is then, opened
for interactive problem sol2 'ng.during which time either
the instructor or resourc petson serves to keep the dis-
cussions heated, focti ed'on the subject, and 'help the
class over rough spots as they develop.

Various sugge ions and recommendations are made
to the participant hose problem is discussed for applica-
tion to problem ving on the job Burin the following

Nweek. The other participants- have also acquired new
knowledge that may be helpful iii solving theirown prob-
lems. Each participant whose problem was discussed is
required to provide feedback from the job at the sub-
sequent session.

1.

Feedback from the jobs of all .previously presented
problems is called for at each session. If appropriate
progress on a particular problem is not being made, the
instructor and class focus on that problem and make addi-
tional suggestions for additional work to be reported on
at the subsequent session.

In time, each problem is solved or better understood.
New theory and practice are introduced at each session
by the instructor, resource people and the participants
theniselves. Participants .involve their colleagues and
support personnel in the 'activity, which becomes a
learning/teaching experience for each,ef them. Benefits
to each participant become significant as the problem
that they and their colleagues are working on becorbe
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clarified and solved. Employers find that the process
pays dividends not only in extending the professional

*Mt

competences of their personnel, but also that some of

their company problems are solved. '

VII. The Distinctive Role of Continuing Education as a Supplement to Learning on The Job

A variety of indu'siry-based and university-b'ased con-
tinuing education, programs are offered across the coun-

try in the form of classes, seminars, workshops, short
courses and semester-long courses, but most of these do
not cot to grips with the detailed work content of the

particip is nor do they carry over to the work environ-

ment.
To be truly effective in providing scientists, engineers

and technicians with the new knowledge they need on a

continuing basis,- the distinctive role and objectives of
CE/S&E must be as follows:8

1. Provide opportunities for intedield and intrafield
interdisciplinary knowledge dissemination. and
transfer among all participants, but with a spe-.
cial focus on difficult problem solving that in-
cludes appliCable theory and practice, design
synthesis as well as design analysis. Design

synthesis, the prindipal component of engineer-
ing practice is neglected in present day scien-
tific and engineering e6cation. Engineering
technologists are being prepared in engineering.,
design, but higher levels of achievement are.
required to handle the more sophisticated as-
pects of advanced R &D..

2. Achieve the prompt transfer of new knowledge
amongst its users for problem solving in 'the
development of new. or better products and Tor

enhancing services that meet societal needs.

Some of this knowledge may be fundamental,
although highly advanced and .available only
through interactive CE/S&E sessions. A meas-
ure of updating or refreshing of participantsin
prerequisite knowledge, as-an integral parvof
interactive continuing education, may lie

necessary on occasion to increase the overall

\ effectiveness of the learning process, but the
focus of interactive CE/S&E must renfain thtt
of practical prOblem solving.

3. Facilitate technology assessments on realistic and

prompt' bases. Components 6f such assess-
ments are short and long range technical goals,
accurate appraisal of the current state of'the art,
and planned research and stsyelopment neces-
sary to dose the gap between the current art and
advanced R&D goals.

4. Stimulate pew technology utilization for societal
benefits. Such stimulation requires the deter-
mination of societal needs and a realistic as-
signment of priorities for meeting' them. How-
ever constructive the societal*benefits may ap-
pear to be, care should be taken to assess the

,

societal and environmental ,impacts of new
technology especially with reference to national
priorities, filming, costs, cost-effectiveness,
hazards, socio-economic dislocations and prac-
tical alternatives.

5. Encourage further allocation of financial, mate-
rials and manpower resources to R&D for the

- further advance of applied science and technol;
ogy

6. Interest participants to study the pertinent litera-

ture in their fields as well as beCome active in
professional,societies devoted to advancements
of human welfare, science and technology.

7 Afford means for injecting new knowledge from
industry and professional practicr; into
academia; the primary means being to /involve
individuals from academia as resource/persons
or participants in interactive 'programs.

8. Transfer new knowledge emanating from
academia to industry and the fields of profes-
sional practice. Currently, the probable U.S.
percentage ratio of pertinent publications and
"results" jof R&D emanating from academia
vs. industry is 14/68; with 3.5% of publications
and "resultS" of R&D coming from othernot-'
for-profit institutions and 15% coming from

government laboratories. These figures are
based on projected performance ofrelsearch and
development *work, which should correlate
strongly with new knowledge generation,

9. Focus on supplementing on-the-job learning with

new knowledge that is difficult for individuals
to acquire on iheir jobs or through individual
study. Inputs from participants are required dur-
ing CE/S&E td develop this focus.

10. Provide prompt feedback from participants as to
the appliciability of new knowledge acquired
during the tE/S&E sessions to their jobs in

terms of practicality, accuracy, timeliness and
usefulness in solving difficult technical prob-
lems.

11. Deal with current scientific and technical prob-
lems confronting participants on their jobs with
a view to providing them with knowledge relat-
ing to physical principles and phenomena,
materials, production methodologies, environ-
mental impact, functional, performance evalu-
ation, and the like, that may help them under-
stand and solve their own technical problems

over the long haul.
12. Integrate concepts, factors d varied practical
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information from other disciplines that may
serve to enhance the resolution by participants
of their on-the-job problems as well as focus
attention on the applicability of their products
and services to other functions or fields.

13. Explore the compatibility of each participant's
products or services with applicable human
factors, maintainability methods, costs as weL
as with competitive ,systems, products or
services.

14. Help participants evaluate the socio-economic
. and envirptimental impacts ofnew technology,

products and services discussed during the
learning sessions.

15. Encourage industrial and business organizations
to underwrite the costs of employe,e participa-J

.
non, especially by having employees wor,lc on
company problems.

16. Provide measures for.the evaluation of the pro-
gram's effectiveness as a means for knowledge
transfer, technology assessment and the stimu-
lation of applied science utilization in problem
solving that leads to societal benefits.

17. Provide reports or research-type data on the es-
sential features of a particular interactive
CEIS&E; progiam in sufficient detail to make,

'their transferability to other typical areas and
learning settings relatively simple and highly
cost-effective. .

,18. Present specific quantitative and qualitative
measures for the evaluation of interactive
CEIS&E cost-effectiveness.

0

haracteristics of Effective CE /S &E for Persons in Every Category of the Target Audi-ence wIIh Particular Emphasis on Company Size, Individual Ages and Industrial Concentra-.. tibn or Dispersal.
As scientists, engineers and ,technicians advance

through their careers, they should acquire expanded
backgrounds in terms of new knowledge and techniques
as a onsequence of their professional experiences. They
must ve a better understanding of how such functions
as rt services, manufacturing, marketing, finance
as well as plant and community relations,relate to their
own efforts. Additionally, they should develop a broader
view ortheir own field and how it relates to the work of
people in other disciplines as it affects their own efforts.

In the purse of this 'expanded background building,
scientists, engineers and technicians should acquire im-
pressive bodies of knowledge that they should share with
their colleagues on thejob and bring to CE/S&E sessions
as means for exchanging new knowledge with other par-
ticipents and penefiting from their experiences. At its
highest levels, where it meets the,educational needs of
particularly innovative contributors to the technological
advance, the characteristics of CE/S&E are:'°

1. It is highly applied and job related; particularly
focused onpractical deviations froin theory, in-
teracting disciplines, and pertinent- peripheral
considerations.

2. Supplements learning on the 'ob, especially
ficult, time con-

e alone or on the
where the subject matter is
suming and seldom ob
job.

3. Essentially at graduate level or beyond, but rarely
available in formal academic programs.

4. Generally non-academic credit; most participants
already have their terminal degrees.

5. Caters to groups of professionals with mixed
backgrounds and capabilities, but with com-
mon interests just as found on the job in busi-
ness, industry and commerce.
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6. Usuallysptculative and typically related to local
business, commercial or industrial needs. In
many instances the subject matter has not yet
been substantiated by research or experimenta-
tion.

7. Sparsely documented; seldom is adequate infor-
mation found even in the professional litera-.
tore.

8. Interdisciplinary; involves several areas of
knowledge.

9. Flexible format and requirements; the subject
\ matter, level and setting may be varied to suit
`the abilities and immediate needs of the stu-
dents without losing sight of longer range ob-
jectives.

10. Usually consists of round-table discussions or
workshops rather than a lecture-recitation set-
ting.

11. Instructors drawn.mainly from the fiel of pro-
fessional practice rather than aca

12. Instruetors are generally catalys , referees and
resource persons, rather th eachers.

13. Most of the new knowledge volved is drawn
from or contributed by the cipants them-
selves.

14. Frequently requires supplemental enrichment in
special theory or techniques. Instructors often
provide such supplemental information as
needed.

15. Apart from new knowledge acquisition and ex-
change, the prime objectives of continuing
education are to help practitioners learn how
inquiry can ix made, to understand their indi-
vidual present conditions .and roles in society,
remain updated as well as stretched in
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competence and relate effecti,yely to others in

the performance of their worn'.
For recent graduates entering professional practice,

the focus of CE/S&E should be on the theory and prac-
tice pertinent to their work, but aimed at closing the gap.
between thtir academic preparations and the specific

,knowledge requirements of their jobs.
In moslinstances, the subject matter Will serve to aug-

ment the theory with which they come equipped and
translate it into ,competences for creative contribution on

.
he job. The actual conte will be at graduate level, but

well established as ap cable to current practice. In es-
sence, it will be stat of the art material. Such educa-

tional. programs can taught by senior technical per-
sonnel or nearby college faculty for inplant courses, usu-
ally available in large companies who employ enough
professional people to warrant giving inplant courses, or
by faculty from local educational institutions where the
companies are small and cannot afford ,to run, pro ,grams
inhouse.

Relative Merits of Academic vs. Industrial Involvement in Continuing Education for
Advanced Professions

As' subject matter becomes increasinglk.difficult, the
number of people capable of benefiting from a giyen
CE/S&E course, workshop or\seminar series is sharply
reduced. Few industrial _organizations have a sufficient
number of professionals within a given geographic loca-
tion to populate such programs on an inplant basis. In

most instances, industrial organizations find it un-
economical to conduct inplant courses for less than 15
persons. Moreover, if a subject is speculative and pro-
prietary, industries are reluctant to open inplant courses
to qualified persons from other nearby industries howev-

er friendly.
Forsuch reasons, most inplant courses are conducted

in less taxing technical.areas, particularly where there are
enough employees locally to qualify for and benefit from
the offering. Inplant programs' tend to be quite general,
routine, and at undergraduate levels. Only the largest
industrial organizations, with significant numbers of ad-
vanced professionals within a given locale can provide

such personnel with CE/S&E at appropriate levels on a

continuing basis.
Academic instituticCns-, on the other provide a

neutral ground for educational programs attended by per-

sonnel from several industrial organizations, some of
which may be competitors. They have the freedom to
seek the most qualified instructors in the area without ,

concern for having.an instnictor from a particular corn-
pany lecturing to participants from competitive organiza- (
tions. Of course, it is a. joint .responsibility of the.
academic institution, instructors, and participants to
safeguard proprietary and classified information. In fact,
although some academic institutions have giVen hun-
dreds of high technology CE/Sq. courses each year for
manyyears, and involved hundreds of instructors as well

as thousands of students from industry, not a,single com-
plaint has been lodged against these institutions for com-
promising proprietary or classified information in their
CE/S &E progra

Industrial or nizations are generally limited to par-
ticipants from t eir own work forces and instructors from
amongst their own professional personnel. On occasion,
instructors are drawn from local educational institutions,
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but such re-Source people are typically unfamiliar with the
practical aspects of advanced work in progress and are
theitby cony ned to subject matter of general or basic

content. So etimes, industrial organizations bring in
experts fro consulting practice or academia to give
seminars on cialized Topics, but these special events
are expensive and usually attended by large numbers of
employees, most of whom lack sufficient depth in the

subject to benefit materially.
Of course, industrial organizations have the flexibility

to schedule inhouse educational programs to suit their
own personnel and policies. Consequently, most inplant
courses bearing directly on work in progress are given
during regular working hours. They dismiss the costs of
employees being away from their jobs during classes and
generally arranip either to pay. their inhouse instructors a

nominal stipend or nothing. Parking and travel problems
do not arise unless a large number'of participahts com-
mute from other locations.

Inplant courses given by a nearby university, howev-
er, are usually pin of the university's extension program
and frequently carry academic credits.' Participation in .

such courses is limited to students4qualified by prerequis-
ites.,Here the Objective is to accumulate academic cre-
dentials rather than new knowledge that is highly job
related. Such credit courses, therefore, do not constitute -

a form of CE/S4E although in many placesit is pasSed
off as such.

Use of television and other media fOr large,scale edu-
cationaltservices to industrial personnel either at home,
before and after hours, or inplant, raises the question

whether such programs constitute extension education
for academic credentials or are a form of CE/S&E. It can
be either, but it is necessary to assess the benefits to the
participants before a decision is made based on, criteria
selected. The principal advantages of such programs is
that diverse audiences can be served over a large geo-
graphic area, travel-time is conserved, instructors from
various sources can be used, and the timing is 'flexible '
enough to suit the needs of most participants. The princi-
pal disadvantage of these ,media programs is that the
intimate relationships between resource people and other
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participants, so essential to educational interaction, -Sim-
ply do not exist.

The development (14 learning modules in specific
technologies and their availability on .a natidnal scale
through geographically.dispersed reference centers will
introduce an important new diinension in self-paced con-
tinuingeducation. Using a computenzed index, the pro-
fessional can order any available module on akpariicular
topic. Through a system of piogrammed instruction, the
learner can acquire new information and techniques use-
ful in solving on the job problems at a variety of levels,
but primarily where the data and methods pertaining to
the subject are well established. The availability or re-,
source people to back up the learning modules, on a 24
hour Xurn-around time basis, should serve to amplify the
utilities of the scheme and extend this form of CE/S&E
to professionals located in many-areas, but especially to

professiont isolated from other industries and academic
institutions.

From the advanced professional's standpoint, howev-
er, it seems clear that university' conducted programs
afford greater opportunities for beneficial CE/S&E_ be-
cause universities can attract qualified participants from
several local orkinizalions and enlist the support of re-
source people from competitive indhstries without the
usual constr4ints and inhibitions present in company-

( conducted prOgrams. Even consortia of several local in-
dustries to conduct jointly sponsored programs suffer
serious constraints:in terms of subject content, level and
timing. The cooperation of local universities in the plan-
ning or implementation of consortia programs would
mitigate some of these constraints, but it seems virtually
impossible for such consortia of industries to interest
tpeir local academic institutions.

X. Diverse Channels and Methodologies for Technology Transfer and Technology Utilization. On the Job Where -the Scientist or Engineer is a Teacher / Darner

Technology transfer is the process wheieby. a de-
velopment in one field is applied to provide a similar or

_different function in another field. For example, radar
used as a navigational aid at sea was applied to deep
space exploration in astronomy. While the operating
principles of radar and radio telescopes are similar, espe-
cially in the receiving modes, the hardware and in-.
strumentation are physically quite different. In fact, in
pondenng the similarities, one develops new insights to
the actual changes, Costs and.adaptations involved. Fre-
quently, only a fragment of the original content, perhaps
merely the &Ask principles remain intact. Most of the
onginal hardware and much of the original software
cannot be used because of differences in scale, composi-
tion, operating requirements and purpose.

Consider the diverse applications of lasers that require
radical changes in equipment design, light iiimping
methodologies, materials, composition power supply,
optics, and interface apparatus Lasers used for survey-
ing are radically different in virtually every physical and
operating aspect from lasers used for industrial welding,
or in communications, medicine, navigation and photog-
raphy. Each differing application requires substantial
adaptation and special design to meet particular needs
Ind environments. Similarly, gas turbines, originally de-
veloped for jet aircraft, have undergone considerable
Change for applications in such diverse areas as marine

w propulsion, central station powergeneratiodlocomotive
propulsion, automotive applications and helicopter pow-
ering. Even differences in scale for similar applicationS,
as, for instance in small, medium and jumbo aircraft
propulsion, involve considerable variation in hardware,
materials, maintenance, operating procedures, ,and pilot
training. Computers, pnntinrpresses, food' processors.
construction equipment, sewing machinery communica-

non systems, and the like, each invo e a virtual universe
of highly differentiated hardware and methodolOgies,
which, while based on identical basic technology in each
case, account for diversities that make correlation with
each other difficult indeed.

To effect such technology transfer and the utilization
of new technology related to such transfers, scier
engineers and their technicians need to exchange ideas
and transmit techniques-that would otherwise be kept
from benefiting society. Some of this transfer occurs
through business channels where formal arrangements
are made to pay for services rendered. In other instances,
scientists and engineers discover new techniques and
product lines in the process of trying to duplicate existing
developments. One of the .most effective means for
technology transfer and new technology utilization ge
CA/S&E programs' in which new knowledge ig ex-
changed amongst peers to the mutual advantages of those
concemed asiwell as of society.

Yet,. the greatest, impediment to technology transfer
and new technology utilization is the isolation of profes-
sional personnel from each other in many companies and
their, reserve in relating to'bther professionals from com-
petitive organ zations. Most professionals are generally
pressed for ti e, faced with difficult tarp ts, and bur-
dened with a inistrative tasks even though they may
not be part of management. In essence, professionals ate
required to manage their own work and supervise the
efforts of support personnel'. Preoccupation with such
chores seldom permits an objective approach to problem
solving. The scientist, engineer or technician must cope
with the problem at hand in the best way possible,
expeditiously. industry .seldom permits relaxed
consideration of difficulties; every effort is a confronta-
tion.
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However, when professionals are required to apply
new kndwledge obtained during CE/S&E sessions and
report back to a class or instructor as to hb that new
knowledge was applied in problem solving f purpo
of critique, new insights are developed and le
the job can be stimulated.

The professional may discover that in the process of
applying newly acquired knowledge, a better understand-
ing-oPthe problem is obtained ana that recommendations
from an instructor or class are not applicable to the
problem as now clarified. In fact, feedback to a class
may introduce unique features that no one in 'the class
had hitherto encountered on their jobs. Through the
criti e that follows such feedback, new suggestions
mlje presented. These ideas might now be applicable
towards the solution of the clammed problem, butaddi-
tional facti will surface that require further treatment.

Once progress is being made on a difficult problem,'
the interests of colleagues are stimulated. They in turn
offer suggestions and are eager to determine whether
their ideas are useful. In this process of cross-fertilization,
on the job, new knowledge is transferred and, in con-
sequence thereof, new technology becomes utilized.
Each professional then becomes a teacher/learner, and ie
the related technology transfer process contributes to the
professional development of colleagues and support per-
sonnel.

Frequent meetings of such stimulated people, to cons
sider each others' on-the-job problems, can be a most
effective means not only for. technology transfer and
utilization, but also professional development and par-
ticipation in CE/S&E for,personnel at all kvels in diverse
functions. In such meetings, or follow-on CE/S&E
courses, the participants (audiences) might be the entire
project team assembled to solve the same problem, but
from different perspective. The participants could be a
group of scientists or ,engineers who plan to focus on a
common problem or a set of differing problems. The
group could also consist of personnel from diverse func-
tions such as R&D, marketing, milnufacturing, finance,
and support services gathered to consider problems relat-
ing to different aspects of contractual effort or of product
diversification. Participants could also represent unre-
lated activities or companies, but with common, concerns
who wish to focus on a set of similar problems of topical
interest. With proper design of the sessions 'and sound
implementation, substantial technology, transfer might
occur leading to new technology utilization. To effect
'such transfer and utilization, howevr, every participant
must share new knowle,dge. with the group as a teacher
and bestimulated to absorb new knowledge from others

as a learner, '

XI. ,Sources of Appropriate Teacher Talent

4
; for CE /S &E (

.Instructots and resource'persons for GE/S&E consti-

lute a unique audience for continued education because
they must keep well abreast of the fields in which they

teach at levels and depths sufficient to satisfy the 'new
knowledge needs of other professionals in those fields.
Obviously, the first criterion for the selection of instruc-
tors and other resource people is expertise 4 their fields,
but other factors are as important and must be met if their

programs are to be effective.
Thus, printii3a1 criteria for the seledtion Of teachers foP

CE/S&E are:

J . Expertise in fields.
2. Contributions to advances in the field.
3. Ability to teach professionals of appropriate levels.

4. Willingness to prepare, subject matter, outlines and
promotional descriptions of their programs.

5. -Availability to meet classes as scheduled. ,
46."Coonation with other instructors and resource.

persons.
7. Acceptance of constructive criticism for the further

improveinent of their programs and perfo,rmance
as teachers.

Table IV gives the percentage sources and degree
distributions of instmctors participating in the CE/S&E

' program conducted by Northeastern University over the
period 1968-1974.' The ratio of 19% instructors drawn
from academia to 81% frotn industrial practice correlates
well with sources of R&D performed nationwide. Essen-
tially the same ratio prevailed during the years 1975-

1977. During 1966-68, igortheastern also conducted
Project GAP, which was supported in part by Federal
funds as a Special Merit Grant undar,the authority of the
State Technical Services Act of 1965 adminis y the
U.S. Department of Commerce. This pr gram was of-

fered to then recent science and engineering graduates at
the bachelors level working in local industry. The pur-
pose of the project was to.close the gap between their
basic anti. increasingly liberal college preparations and
practical. knowledge requirements for creative per -
formanc on a job in any one of six'key technical areas of
special'Sterest to local industty. industiies paid
tuitions of $600 per year per participant in fulfillment of
the cost - sharing requatment of the grant: Twenty-two
instructors were enlisted for the project on the basis of
meeting criteria listed above. The numbers of instruc-
tors from specific industrial organizations were as- fol-

lows:

1Itek CorporationOptics
2A.,,D. Little, Inc.Consulting
1Baird-Atomic, Inc. -= Electronics
1--:technical Operations ResearchElectro-optics
5Ra on CompanyComputer Technology

6NA pace Electronics Research
1AVCO-EverettBiomedical Research
1Massachusetts-General-HospitalBiomedical Re-

search
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1Go e,eral Electric CompanyMaterials Develop-
ment .;

2National Research CorproationMaterials Re-
search .

1-- Massachusetts Computer AssociatesComputer
Technology .

1GPS Instrument .CompanyComputer TeGhnol-
ogy i

It is interesting to note here that none of the instructors
- were members of a college faculty. The important con-

clusion to be drawn is that the 'majority of teachers for
CEJS&E-must be drawn from industry and professional
practice 'because that is where most of the new knowl-
:edge required by scientists, engineers and technicians to/
continue their innovative work 1s being generated.

Percentage distribution by` activity, affiliation and
field of resource persons (instructors) drawn locally
(96%) and nationally (4%) to instruct in the CE/S&E
program- at Northeastern university over a six year
period. During that time, the program's subje cantent
had shifted with changes in the interests of panic

1
ants in

response to changes in knowledge needs regal d to
propose on new R&D procurements and to execute..-t4
related work upon award of contracts. On An annual
basis, the program offered about 125 different courses
and involved about 100 different instructors. About 50%
of the aourseS and instructors were entirely new each
successive bi-annual term:

. .

Table VI
BS and MS

Degrees Doctorates Totals
Academia

Physical Sciences
Engineering
Mathematics
Biological Sciences
Business
Other

Industrial
Research

ering
Manu cturing
Manage ent

. Other

Special R & D
Organizations
14*ASA

GoveOvient Laboratories
other than NASA,:

";.Not-for-Profit" Academic
Affiliates (Like MIT I
mentation Lab.)
Private Concerns (like A.D.

,:11. Little Co.)
IndividiAil Consultants

1% 4b 5% °
2 5 ,7

1 1 -

4 4
1 1

1 1

3% -16% 19%

2 13 15

15 11 26
2 2

6 2 8

3 1 4
28% 27% 55%

2 5 7
.0 2 3 3

4 7

2 2 4
9% 14% 23%
2% 1% 3%

58% 100%

XII. Incentives for Life-long Commitments to CE/S&E for Target AudielifEes
*

Professional growth'and development, consistent with
the functional responsibilities of the scientist, engineer or
teclutcian on the job, as well as the individual's personal
goals and career plan, are largely a matter of motivation
to keep striving as far -as the individual's energy and
intellectual plane will carry. The motivated professional
recognizes that CE/S&E is an essential ingredient for
maintaining currency, creativity and productivity in a
fast-moving field, but a variety of iricentives are repined
from management, and perhaps -from governm%t, to
make the effort seem worthwhile. When the.climate is
right, the processional beco es "self-actualized4eto
net requirements.

Self - actualization anifest: by initiative, re-
Sourcefulness; intellectual independence and high per-
fOrnrance oh the jobmast be the overriding purpose of
.motivationAlhe questions to which we shobld ditect our
attention is. Why, how and When should employers,
managers, scientists, engineers,, technicians, and their
colleagues stimulate each other to become serf-actuating
and remain motivated? Self-abtua'ted phenomena,stimu-
lated or depressed by the working environitipt and
achievements, reflect prevailingparsonnel policies and
styles of managethent. .Attentiori must be foctised on,.
managernent practices thai seriously demotivate profes-
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sionals because their counterproductive effects can be
catastrophic from career development and employers'
business growth or 'Survival viewpoints.

'Motivation takes much effort and time to buildjust
like a house, which can be destroyed in minutes when
put to the torch. It is important for managers of profes-
sionals to realize that motivation comes slowly, but de-
motivation can occur in seconds. Moreover, as in build-
ing a house, the 4ocagon, foundation and environment
must be sound or little of value to the professionals or
societibavill be achieved. It is virtually impossible to
motivate professionals to the point of 'self-actualization
while working for a company whose products or services
are deliberately poor or have few sociavalues, whose
management is corrupt or preoccupied with political
shenanigans, or whose Personnel practices are abomina-
ble.

Physical scientists, engineers, and technicians wind
the clockworks df industry.' Without their innovative
contributions operations eventually StOp.,Unfortunately,
the timeibetween their research or developments and
sales of Related products can be so long that many people
fail to appreciate the high correlation between R&D
efforts and' a company's marketable products and
seryiees. For this reason alone, professionals need to be



motivated, despite lack of appropriate recognition, so
they will contribute to products' and services that busi-
ness sells and society needs.

How would you recognize a motivated scientist, en-
gineer or technician? A number of direct-and indirect
indicators are, available, but in interpreting them, it is

important to be mindful of the particular individual's
function and background. Here are some key earmarks of
motivated professionals:"

I. Full of ideas relating not only to work in progress,_
but also bearing on many kinds of work and
activities within the company, in vendors* or-
ganizations and at customers' facilities. Takes
initiative in transferring these ideas into appro;
priate channels. .

2. High performance on the job in terms 6f re-
sourcefulness, creativity as well as the dis-
charge of responsibilities, promptly and within
budget.

Open in relations with colleagues, support per-
sonnel and management. Works hard at main-
taining good working relations on the job.

4. Rises above political intrigue even to the point df
appearing to be unaware of its existence. Will
deliberately avoid involvement in petty.,polrtics
and intergroup squabbles.

5. consulted frequently by colleagues for hefp and
critique of their work. Offers help without ex-
pectations of return favors.

6. Maintains an up-to-date and detailed patent
notebook and shows others by example how to
use it.

7. Cooperates with legal and financial operations in
protecting the company's intellectual property
and maintaining appropriate financial records
relating to work.

8. Refuses to fudge time change records, data and
reports. , .

9. Has the same story for the customer and manage-
ment, btiyer and seller, supervisor and sybordi-

. nate.
10. Cames a job through to completion and is particu-

larly perseverant when the going gets rough.
11. Participates willingly in proposal activity even

when deadlines are irrational. --*

12. Seems to have irregular work habits because of
need to attend to many functional activities and
interests; yet, puts in more than a day's work
without expectations of rewardi.

13. Performs difficult assignments as if by magic and
. within time limits that seem insufficient if not

impossible.
14.'.Speaks mindlets chips fall as they, may, but is

not necessarily insePtive,to peoples' feelings.
While circumspect, will tell management "like
it is when asked.

15. Avoids cliques because they do not seem
necessary and are usually self serving.

16. Undertakes-extrejely difficult work, even' when
little is known in the subject area, and encour-
ages the/project team when bogged down by
few ideas during a new R&D contract or pro-
posal fog period. r

17. Will consider all sides of an issue and come up
with an independent judgment based on a
methodical analysis of all.known related factors
and their relative merits.

18. Is difficult to ,dissuade from a position or deci-
sion, but will readily admit having been in error

a once such error is demonstrated.
19. Generously responsive to requests for help by

others unable to cope with difficult work or
adverse circumstances.

20. Pitches in to re-ctify someone else's botched up
work and usually helps to bring that work to
successful completion.

21. Keeps abreast of developments in own field and
in contiguous Areas of technology as,well,as
other disciplines affecting work in progress.

0-

Whar then, are the principal incentives that motivate
scientists, engineers, and technicians to high per-
formance, which will, hereafter; involve* a life-long
coihmitment to CEIS &E at the appropriate leael and
consistent with the individuals career goals? Here is a list
of Important incentives that management, with the sup-
port of government, can help provide:

1. Prompt support of exploratory work on.innovative
ideas. Creativity is fragileideas die fast if
they are not nurtured promptly.

2. Customer contacts. Customers have a way of
identifying key contributors, so management is-
wise where contacts are encouraged. -.

3. Financial suppoit of continuing education, fully.
CEIS &E represents an appreciable investment
of personal time by the participant.

4. On the job training where it helpskridge the gap
between present competence and job require-
ments.

5. Encouragement of professional society activities.
Time off to pahicipate, rather than, payment of
dues, is all important.

6. Challenging work assignments. Professionals will
grow only if forced to stretch their competerices
to new Heights.
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7. Supportive colleagues. Friendly competition An-
/ hances growth, but backbiting is destrucCt.

B. Adequate clerical help. Managers do not save
money by forcing professionals to, scrounge
around for clerical support. /7.

9. Opportunities to publish and present papers. This
outlet is particularly important to the individual

. and company. It should be encouraged and
supported.

10.. Open and congenial atmosphere.
11. Accurate and timely-performance appraisals (al-
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louring professionals to contribute 'activity in-
. puts adds to the completeness of appraisals).

12. Proper compensation:This factor may be the pro-
fessiona's 'Inmate measure of value to corn-
pany if management 'makes a large issue of

. compensation..
13'. Prompt attention to grievances.
14. Variety of work. Professionals at all levels desire

to do several kinds of work at the same time.
15. Awareness of 'decisions affecting work when

those decisions aremade.
16. Participation in decisions affecting self. Profes-

sionals must have opportunities to cbrrelate
their own 'career goals and plans with company
decisions relating to them Slone.

l7 Supportive managers.
18. library facilities.
19. Helpful administrative and security personnel.
20. Prompt reimbursement of expenses.
21. Appropriate fringe benefits.

Guidelines for Constructive Motivation

. With the foregoing in mind, it should be evident that
employers, managers and other employees must cooper-
ate,,in implementing those policies and practices that
motivate each other, and particularly the scientists, en-
gineers and technicians who, as a group, seem to need it
most. ey need it most because as a group, they are at
the cu ting edge of the company's advance. If they fail to
achieve the company's technical objectives', the com-
pany fails. It .is difficult to establish a priority order
amongst the numerous factors and effects that favor
motivation, but it probably doesn't matter since the prior-
ity order would doubtlessly vary with the individuals,
jobs and their opportunities. Here is a list of guidelines,
arranged in a rational order, thaOpuld contribute to the

tcLi,ation of professionals in every CE(S&E target au-
dience.' '

1. Encourage appropriate contacts betweenoofes-
sionals and customers, but provide training in
customer relations and contractual commit-

. ..ments to help the prWessionfls avoid getting
the company into difficulties.

, 2. Build constructive stress Into each job such as:
pressure tq get the work done right, on time and
within budget. Difficult assignments in ad-
vanced R&D that are speculative or controvei

.

sial stimulated intellectual strain conducive to
professional growth. P

3. Provide a measure of crossfunctional experience,
and interdisciplinary work that forces learning
on every job.,

4. Maintain an appropriate mismatch between job
requirements and the immediate capacities of .

individuals to do their jobs, to force stretch
through/earning on-the-job and supplementary
continuing education.

management mistakes.
15. Never terminate highly respected personnel with-

out good reason, especially at vesting time or
when they professionally threaten inept mana-
gers.gers. .

16. Never fudge records, reports or time cards. All
forms of falsification and the deliberate denial
pf terms to previous agreements, whether tacit
or written, make management suspect on all
issues.

17. Administer salary plans and schedules fairly.
18. Reject prejtidicial 'treatment of individuals con-

sidering a change of employment.
19. Never give adverse references on past employees

without their written permission to give a refer- /
ence to a prospective employer. Apart from the

-illegalities,"such chickens come home to roost.
20. Reject age, creed, religion and race biases in all

business operations.

e
5. Allow professional jobs to grow in authority, re-

sponsibilities and accountability as their in-
cumbents grow-intellectually with their jobs.

- 6. Encourage learning on the job through open in-
teractions between/colleagues, professionals in
other disciplines/ C6nsujtants, managers and
support personnel.

- 7. Scrupulously observe promises to employees and
customers whatever the cost. or however cir-,

cumstances- have changed.
8. Assure that salary reviews remain coupled noer-

formance appraisals despite the feeling in some
"informed'quarters" that they should be sepa-
rated. If managers want lo motivate profession-
als they have to tell them why a salary incre-
ment was of was not approved.

9. Base promotion s on perforMance rather than poli-
tics, academic credentials and promise. Assure
that the criteria for promotion are understood
and publicize each promotion in twins of the
measures oeperformance that led to it:

10. Select personnel for difficult assignment's on the
basis Of proven records of achievement and
potential to grqw into the new job rather than
"will-of-the-wisp" political considerations that
eliminate hard-Working employees and force

5=other people to carry the load.
1 1 . Be diligent in discovering. who is carrying the

load on efch job andprovideappropriateincen-
tives for the continuation of such effort.

12. If professionals are not performing Well, find out
why and take prompt corrective action to stimu- -
late them to constructive effort byeympathetic
discussion of the problems.

13. Never place proven contributors in positions sub-
ordinate to individuals with impressive'
academic credentials who have no track record
or fail to live up to expectations.

14 Take immediate constructive action to correct
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21. Re-employ previous employees if they qualify for
an open job in competition with other candi-

. dates.
22. Do not take advantage of a tight employment

market to force unpopular concessions from
highly motivated scientists, engineers or tech-
nicians.

XIII. Demotivators of Involvement in CE/S&E-
.

_

Scientists, engineers and technicians, in all target au-.
diences work* hard oh their jobs and often contribute
extra time to their work under the general heading of
"casual overtime." Participation in CE/S&E adds addi-
tional time to the job, even if the forl sessions occur
during working hours, considering tiAgequired for as-
signments, reading and other forms of preparation. Tak-
ing into account the typical family and community com-
mitments of the professional, participation in CE/S&E
repr,esents a considerable investment in time and efrai-
on the partof each individual and calls for a total pack-
age of incentives that have already been discussed.

Even if the incentives to participate in CE/S&E are
both attractive and effective, a great deal of ale 'and
effort are required on the part of most individuals, to
arrive at a decision to commit themselves: Yet, they can
be discouraged from' following through in a matter of
seconds if the climate on the job is not conducive to
professiondl development or the circumstances as-
sociated with implementation of a CE/SgrEspr,ozain are
fatilty.

Here are a series of demotivating factors me the job
that impair a professional's contribution and seriously
affect an individual's desire to participate in such ac-
tivities as CE/S &$.

1. Red tape and undue paperwork to get Work done
by support sm.-vices components (this is the
most frustrating aspecj of professional activ-
ity).

2. Financial services tail that waves the scientific or
engineering aq

3. Inaceurate, deliberately falsified or incomplete fi-
nancial reports that forces professionals to keep

, their own financial records.
)4. Lack of beneficial services because they are dif-

ficult to administer. (What are administrators
, needed for if not to administer difficulties?)

5. Extensive and time consuming approval chain to
get things done.

7 6. Political infighting and intrigue (an energy sap-
ping and time wasting sport). -

7. Defensive letter writing with co plaints usually
originating in com t at fail to do their
job pro the time consumed in such
correspondence exchange can often rectify
complaints).

8. Aloof managers (why not, when they don't know
what's going on),

9. Arbitrary decisions (usually wrong because the
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right decisions are difficult to make or formu-
late).

10. Inflexitt operating practices that inhibit creitiy-
ity.

11.. Labor strife.
12. Pointless employee meetings and attitude survey s

(nothing constructive seems to. come from
them).

13. Excessive administration and a flood of admin is-

trative memos.
14. Restrictions on the use of telephones.
15. Management by objectives that are obsolete at the

outset or have little to do with the business.
16. Requests for reports that nobody reads.
17. "Fire drills" that achieve nothing.
18. Inordinate expectations of casual overtime.
1`9. Frequennumover of personnel in all. functions.
20. Unwarranted disriiissals of respected personnel.
21. Poor physical facilities, lack of privacy, monitor-

ing of telephone conversations, and parking
harrassments.

22. Favoritism based on nepotism, politics or mis-
guided notions`of identifying leadership poten-
tial in inexperienced young people.i

Even if these dem!vators do not exist, it is difficult
to keep professionals committed to C44S&E if the fol-
lowing circumstances prevail in.the CEJS &E program:

1. Por instructor or resource personnel.
2. Marginal physical conditions in the educational

facility.
3. Parking hassles for commuting participants.
4. Rigid prerequisite reqUirements that do not.take

into account pertinent knowledge acquired on
the job. -

5. Inordinate time requiremerfor preparation and
assignments.

6. Inadequate text materials or notes alipplied by the
instructor. or

7. Irrelevance' of subject Matter from the particp
pant's standpoint.

o, ,
8. Difficulties in registering flit- a course:workshop

or Seminar.
9.. Inoreate amount of paperwork required to regis-

ter for a CE/S&E program.
10. Lack of tolerance for absences from -sessions due

to illness, business travel or high priorit . com-
mitments.

11. 'Inability, AO acquire information on ground coy-
, ered during an absence.

0 t.;
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12. Inordinately large classes that reduce oPpor-
,tunities of' participants to- interact appropriately
with instructors or other participants.

13. Examinations or quizzes in non-credit programs. .

14, Transmission of data on classroom or course per-
, formance (grades) to employers.

15: Lack of financial support for CE/S&E participa-
tion by employer.

One of the
1

rinost serious impediments to participation

. .

XIV. A Compiehensive Systems. Approach
CE/S&E Atid

-The principal interdependent'components of a national
CE/S&E system are:

1. Sources of new knowledge and techniques.
2. Sources of state of the art knowledge and tech-

niques appliCable to R&D activities as well as
routine industrial 'practices.

3. Discernible CE1S&E.audienees.
ry4. Delivery methodologies.

5. Evaluation methods and feedback channels.
6. Implementing agencies.
-7. Sponsoring organizations:

These components must be appropriately organized
and integrated to optimize the benefits to all individuals
and organizations involved. To assure economic feasibil-
ity as well as effective transfer of technology, the system,
operating parameters and constraints must,be carefully
'formulated and implemented, Some,%of the parameteis
and constraints are as follows: . '

1. Maximum/minimum participant to faculty ratios.
2. Costs bfinstruction or subscription to. system ser-

vices.
3. Levels of technology transfer matched to target

audiences. .

4. Frequency-of sessions or periods during which
services are to be available:

5. - Geographic range of operations.
6. Interconnections and relationships between

cooperating operations at the same or cliffelent
geographic locationi.

7.-cSize of operations to meet needs of target audi-
ences in pien Iheitions.

8. Specialization or service limits to. meet needs of
- ; particular target audienCes.

9. ,Investments and related limitations for producing
instructional materials associated with the
'technology transfer processes selected.

10. Measurements for assessing benefits to the target
audiences as well as of system. operations.

For any given operation, a variety of factors must be
established,as follows:.

in CE/S&E by professionals is the insistence by some
managers or training administrators that tne professionals
are not simply occupying a seat in a CE/S&E program,
but are actually, benefiting front the experience. After a
bard days work or travel, a participant May on
occaSiOndaeddring4- class. It seems ifidicrous-,ThoweV-
er, for management to distrust the motives of profession-
als participating in CE/S&E 'to whom they pay high
salaries and otherwise entrust the technical advance of
the company.

to Satisfying the Diverse Needs of the Total ,
ience Spectrum

1. Local or regiona l industrial mix.
2. Identification of local or regional target audi-

ences.
3. Size of local or regional total eligible populations

and probable percentages of participants attain-
able in the'several target audiences.

4. New knowledge rieed4f the target audiences
based on, R &D is-well as high-technology con-
tractual work in progress.

5. Projections for anticipated proposal activities over
the next two years in the target area.

6. Determination of probable requirements for
courses, workshops, seminars, 'short courses,
packaged programs, learning ..nrdules,
electronic-media programs, etc. V%

7. Existence and anticipated offerings of competitive
programs in the tait'get area; Particularly inhouse
courses conducted by loci or regional indus-

8: Enlistment of competrt intructer talent,and pre-
liminary arrangements for instructional mate -
rials. a

.

Scheduling of programs.
10. Development of promotional materials that pre-

sent accurate descriptions of offerings, instruc-
tors, schedules, locations of programs, tuition
and instructional Materials. -

11. Registration of Participants.
12. Implementation of populated programs.
13. Collection of prograra evaluations-from particip-

ants. .
14. Feedback of program evaluation

4.N\

s to instructors
for appropriate action.

Sstenitperaiing Detail

Little appreciation for systems , concepts can be
achieved without some understanding of operations. For
that reason -such detail is discusged here in guideline
form. Experiences' in conducting, a uniVersity-based
CE/S&E at various levels and for diverse audiences as
well as observing other company - conducted and
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uniVeriity-based programs in different geographic Mei
tions around the country lead to a, number of guidelines
for satisfyipg the diverse needs of the total CE/S&E au-
dience spectrum and are recommended as folk:vs:

'1.- Participants' should riot be expected to devote
morethan one day per week or one evening per
week to class attendance although some will
come twice a week. Enrollments will suffer
seriously if most students cannot take more
thali one course they need during the same day
or evening.

- 2. Keep accurate attendafice records, but develop a
libera policy on absences. Never ask for ex-'
cuses. Up to 25% absence from class may be
unavoidable because of business travel, over-
time work requirements (especially on propos-
als), and conflicting community commitments.
Do not penalize participants with faulty atten-
dance records who otherwise make earnest ef-
forts to-absorb the work, and contribute to clIss
discussion.

3. Lateness due to commuting' difficulties is an in-
curable feature of continuing educatioh.
Strenuous efforts to correct late arrivals may
eliminate both the problem.and the program. ,

4. Audio-visual aids, as -well as an operator, should
be available on one or more weeks notice at
preset' time. Instructors should be responsible
for making their own arrangements through an
assigned assistant. Taping of class discussions,
'however, is taboo.

5. Administrative help coming in contact with both
the participants and 'instructors must be intelli-
gent and cooperative. Some participants throw
their weight around. Matters become very dif-
ficult when the staff 'alscr does so.

6. Classes must be kept -t0 optimal sizes. Survey
courses cau be large, but in-depth qiituyses and
workshops should not have less than 10 or more

r than 25 participants. Seminars'are very
flexiblesdme can accommodate fifty students
with ease.

7. Sequencet roi courses, require long-range com-
mitments by participants. Do nod start such
series unless a Market analysis demonstrates
appropriate demand over the long haul. Offer
individual courses that may represent a series,
but do not promote them as a series.

8. Instructors truly worth their salt may be plagued
by requirements for businests traverso they,

c will be ,torn between their responsibilities to
their jobs as well as dick students. Provisions
for making up missed sessions must

.ble and participants should be informed that the
risk of some cancelled sessions is characteristic
of CE/S&E. Of course, participants should be
informeil well in advance 'of such cancellations

and make-up sessions, or phoned at work if a
class must be postponed at short notice.

9. CE/S&E programs should be clekrly related .to
local industrial and, business needs and not

(- . competitive with other courses available to the
target audiences.

P 10., Tuitions or CE/S&E should be comparable with
those for graduate work or free to employees if
conducted on an inplant basis.

CE/S&E should make the participants stretch in
competences, and in no sense compromise
level if the majority of the participants can cope
with the work. Instructors, however, should
have sufficient flexibility to adjust contenand
level consistent' with the majority of tl,* par-
ticipants.

12. Auditors of classes should not be tolerated and be
asked to register or leave when detected..

13. InStructers should be Permitted to conduct classes'
as they see fit; within the framework of good
taste and pedagogy.

14. Classes should not normally be visited to appraise
,instructor performanCe. Formal evaluative
feedback about instructor performance at the
end of a course shoidd.suffice. Informal reports
by participants are inevitable and should be
considered seriously. Word of moutl; endorse-
ment. of a given course among participants is-
measurable in the subsequent popularity of a
particular course or instructor.

15. Canceled classes should be made up at the con-
venience of the class.

16. A liberal policy for accommodating substitute lec-
turers recommended by a reliable instructor to
avoid missing a class ,session should prevail.
Participants welcome such substitutions:
Moreover, substitutes are an excellent source
for new instructor talent as well as tiew sources.

17. Handle criticism judiciously. Listen to particip-
. ant's comments 'carefully and weigh them criti-

cally. Do not take precipitous action. Where
criticism of an instructor s'-',indicated, don't
beat around the bush. Confron
privately withihe criticism and-give the
for an opportudity for.Corrective actio
place recalcitrant, instructors 'at once.

18. Confine most classes, workshops arid sem nars to
the ilaurs between 4:00 and 5:15 p.m., d only
on faudays through Thursdays. Schedule clas-
ses to suit the instructor's availability. The
premium times are 5:00 to 7.:00'p.m. and 7:15
to 9:15 p.m. These times make it possible for
some participants to take two courses during a
given-evening and allows time for classrooms
to empty and refill. The7:15 to 9:15 period is
most popularliwith students and instructors
alike. Day-long courses should be conducted

instructor
struc-
. Re-,
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between the hours of 9:00 a.m. to Noon and
. from 1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.

19. Schedules of courses should correspond generally
to the local high school calendar,-or to.that of
an evening graduate school if such programs
exist in the area. This arrangement helps panic-

-. ipants with children in school to plan their Nina-
*

Lions.

20. Some courses may be started at 4:00 p.m., to beat
rush-hour traffic, but since most participants
,will be required to leave work about an hourin
advance, such early courses should cater
primarily.to executive level people.

21. Students should expected to travel more
than 30 minutes each way to class or fight
heavy traffic. About 70% ofthe students will
be drawn from a ten-mile radius. Few students
will travel more than fiftpen miles.

22. Adequate parking orublic transportation Should
be available. Since few participantsiiieave a
campiWbefore the next shift arrive ce the

normal parking area for evening groups is re-
quired.

23. CE/S&E deserves premium space on campus or
inplant. High school: settings for such programs
ought to be avoided, espeally if equipped
with juvenile furniture.

24. A good food facility should exist in the vicinity,
preferably a cafeteria inplant or on campus
serving meals at reasonable prices. Few high`
schools used for some CE/S&E courses have
cafeterias that are open during evening hours.

25. Classrooms should be equipped with adult seat-
ing; adequate writing surface and blackboard
space; be well illuminated and ventilated.

26. Grades for non-credit courses should not be giv'
en.

27. Cooperate with sponsoring organizations to help
them determine the benefits obtained 6Y-their
employees in CE/S& program, but under no
circumstances provide recommendations for,
professional promotions of participants or
career directions.

XV. Relationships of CE/SSIE to GradUate Programs

With rare exceptions, it takes abouten to fifteen years
for knowlddge, percolating from R&D at the technologi-
cal frontiers, io become part of formal graduate school
curricula; although by then a better understanding of the
principles involved are available. For example, few if
any of the topical areas given in Table 1, which deals
with emergent technologies are currently covered by
graduate courses. Topical areas given in Table II, which
lists recently .emerged technolOgies that have been in
existence some 10 400 yeartare just beginning.to be .

included in -graduate curricula.
For this reason, advanced scientists, engineers a nd

technicians working at the very cutting edge of .the
technological advance cannot look to graduate programs
for fulfilling their needs for CO&Er 41,

Even professionals working at a somewhat less ad- ,

vanCed level whose' efforts are largely that of prothict
&sigh-rather than R&D, will require CE/S&E of a less
fundamental. nature than that offered by either under

duate or graduate curricula in the sciences: or en-4
glteering. Only graduate programs in engineering
technology, of which there_are very few? relate to the
know ledge'c'ontent of Ortinence to designers on the job,
'but few of theie people can affOrd to take such graduate
',.(tork on anextensivebasis. .

Se' ntitie 411c1 engineering ,ctgicula tendito be° basic,
as My should 6e, but-also increasingly thipretical as
well as, liberal. Even thpugh they Cannot be a things,to
all people, academic institutieht serve a variety, f needs
in theif C.Iciittmitnities Yet, despote4their-growin tver-

A

a

sity and commitment to services that hithertcohmilreen
well outside the province of academia, the first responsi-
bIlity of graduate and undeigaduate schools of science
and engineering is still to prepare young people to be-
come alert, informed and constructive members of soci-
ety. Many academic institutions are unwilling to tamper
with this traditional role for fear of diluting their efforts'
towards fulfilling this prime responsibility. This attitude
prevents many academic institutions from responding to
the continuing educational needs of the work-a-day
world; even to the needs of their own graduates who have
gone on to becdme contributors and executives in indus-
try, busifiess and the professions.% The "ivory tower syn-
drome" prevails in much of academia and it seems al-
most,hopeless to try to change the attitudes of institutions
devoted to traditional disciplines and studies.

Fortunately, a few academie, institutions whose focus
is set on the needs of the community and on the future;
rather than upon the needs of the faculty and the classical
past, recognize that new knowledge does not grow on
trees nor does most of it originate in academia these
days. Theie institutions realize that professionals have
becoinethe pri'ncipal new knowledge generators and that
somehow this 'new knowledge must be injected Into
gradual and undergraduate currkula if regular academic

'programs are to be relevant to the needs (lithe students,
society and the times. vp '

What better way can there be for harvesting1and distil-
ling, such new, knowledge than by bringing together a
-group of ljiowledgioUble contributors to advances in a
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particular field for a round-table learning experience and
giving them an opportunity tolshare their knowledge and
exchange their views concerning some .new area of in-
quiry or intellettual actiny? Wheriuch groups are as-
sembled in the presence of instructors from academia
(whoare there primarily to serve as catalysts, referee the
teaching/learning processkapdiKetisslons-focused- on---
the subject, andbelp the group over rough spots as they
develop or search out experts on some particularly sticky
point should they be unable to do), they are in position to
benefit far more, than any one of the participants and
bring back some of the new knowledge acquired in this
process to their regular teaching activities.

Only academic institutions that have scientific or en-
gineering schools will probably respond to the growing
needs for CE/S&E, but there is no guarantee that -those
that should will do so. Wherever one of several academic
institutions:has already responded to such needs in its
Wale; industry,. government and some local branches of
professional societies have responded in kind by support-
ing the effort fiancially pr through tuition refunds and
promotional assistance. Industry and government can'
also solicit the services of their own outstanding con-
tributors' as resource persons or instructors in CE/S&E

.programs conducted by academic institutions.
Academic institutions, however, cannot it back and

expect industry or governmedt to come to them with
requests for CE/S&E'programs. They must take the in-
itiative in developing such programs that meet a variety
of needs at all levels and for the several audiences that
can benefit them. Academic institutions can also meet
the specialized needs,4 local companies by designing
workshops or courses that dater directly to their unique
needs and conduct them as in-plaht programs on a com-
pany's premises or alternatively offer uniquely tailored
programs in special facilities or on campus.

Where icademic institutions have not taken the initia-
tive to provide needed Cf/S&E programs, or have not
been responsive to the needs of local industry ,sa vacuum
will exist until filled sooner or liter by enterprising pro-
fessional societies, proprietary educational organiza-
tions, or other schemes usingspecial technolqgy transfer
techniques.

Even where scientific and engineering schools are re-
sponsive to the CE/$&E needs of industry, their under,
graduate programs will continue to concentrate on de-
veloping a broad foundation for future specialization, but
because of continued growth of knowledge in the basic
sciences, emphasis will be placed on knoWledg'e com-
pression through integrated stlities in physics, chemis-
try, mathematics, cotnmunicative skills and the
humanitjes. Some dpects of' the engineering sciences
such as applied mechaics; thermodynamics, comm'uni-
cation theory, energy conversion and circuit theory will
give students insights to the interrelatioriships of energy
and materials in the performance of useful functions.
While tlirg pattern.should provide an effective knowledge
base, serious' difficulties will arise from the growing

abstractions in classroom considerations of practical ap-
plications of scientific principles. These abstractions
stem mainly from unfamiliarity of some educators with
current professional practices as well as a tendency of
curricula to consolidate the burgeoning mass of subject
matter into fewer courses. For example, several courses
m electromechanical energy conversion now- consolidate
work previously given .in several electrical po/er and
Machinery courses. Such consolidationis both necessary
and desirable, but a new language, ihcomprehensible to
most designers, builders, dealers and purchasers of elec-
meal machinery has developed. Recent graduates who
have had this kind of course will have to contend with a
language barrier nn top of a knowledge gap upon enter-
ing the industrial world: .

Graduate work is now largelyan extension of under-
graduate education. Its aim is to develop depth in re-
stricted'areas of applied science. The principal objective
is preparation for research Gradute work under "per-
sonal direction," in which students were "apprenticed"
to their professors, has become economically unfeasible.
Many important values formerly derived from personal
interactions between the professor and student have dis-
appeared. While emphasis in graduate education will
remain that of preparing people for research, it will not
effectively fulfill the practical knowledge needs for ad-
vanced applied scientific or engineering work unless its
orientation were substantially changed.

Fot these reasons, continuing education in science,
engineering and technology must become the principal
means not only for helping to keep alert professionals
abreast of developments but also bridging`the gaps that
exist for each of the target audiences between theory and
practice. /

Of course, the younger people will 4 interested in the
formal undergraduate and graduate programs because
they are concerned with the accumulation of academic
credentials. There is no reason, however, why recent
undergraduate students cannot alternate-their educations
between ,graduate work and CE/S&E related to their
entry jobs. In fact, with rising costs of fo education

4?kris well as the proliferation of both basic anorfipplied new
awledge-c-mostyoung people will be forced to hold

down full-time jobs while they participate in part-time
graduate work until they have obtained their terniinal
degrees.

For somewhat similar reasons, scientists, engineers
and technicians goy fined it quite useful to participate in
part-time graduate work where they wish to augment
their academic credentials while simultaneously adding
to their grasp of basic knowledge at higher levels.

This form, of interplay between CE/S &E and formal
academic credit bearing programs should be of benefit to
all concerned including the educational institutions, but
unless means of recognizing knowledge acquired on the
job and through non-Credit CE/S&E in lieu of formal
prerequisites, the scale of such interplay will be severely
limited.
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XVI. Problem of Assessment of Needs and
Markets

By all odds, the most difficult problem in the assess-
ment of needs and markets for CE/S&E is the enlistment
ea program director who has an expert understanding of
the_Odustrialmix_in_theinrger _locale or region,_whais_
corripetent in the education of professionals, and posses-
ses the management skills necessary to plan and imple-
ment a CE/S&E program that meets preset objectives and
isteconomically viable. Such individuals are scarce.
Moreover, it is difficult to obtain these qualities through
a combination of people becluse mosttprograms operate
at or below breakeven and cannot affOrd more than one
qualified person.

Having acquired the essential director, it soon be-
comes evident that thekeys to the assessments of know-
ledge needs and the size of the target maikket are:

1 Current' R&D and high technology contractual
work in progress

2 Anticipated proposal activities of local Industry
over the next two years.

3. The eligible population of scientists, engineers
and technicians in the area.

4 Content and populations participating on ecom-
pany conducted inhouse CEIS&E programs in
the area.

5 Projections fOr changes in the employment of sci-
entists, engineer5 and technicians over the next
two years in the area.

6 Prevailing industrial policies concerning the fi-
nancial support of, or tuition refunds for non-
company sponsored CEJS&E

Information as to the work in progress, and the num-
bers'of scientists, engineers and technicians involved,
can be determined by asking the appropriate executive
officets of the principal high-technology companies in
the''area who are usually responsive when they under-
stand the purpose for the inquiry. Other sources for such
information are the local chambers of commerce,.the
State Departments of Labor or Employment Security,
advertisements for technical personnel in the local Sung
day papers, as well as the instructors and participants of
ongoing- CE/S&E programs.

Experie'rices accumulated over a fourteen year period
shows' that squrces for information in assessing needs

nd probable participation levels, in order of descending
reliability, are:

1. Instructors currently involed in the CS/S&E pro-
gram.

2. Students° (participants) currently involved in the
CE/S&E program.

3. Regular college faculty having liaison relation-
ships to progams (who also consult with local
industry),

4. Remarks of professionals at social functions.
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5. Engineering executives during 'plant visits.
6. Telephoned suggestions by professionals.
7. Classified advertisements for professional per-

sOnnel.
8 Research departments of local chambers of com-

merce.
9 Research -departments of State Departments of

Labor or Employment Securi
10 Inquiries about specific lopiss. y prospective par-

- ticipants- (4hey often can indicate how many
other people may be interested in a topic).

11 . Advisory committee drawn from industry. (This
group starts off consisting of engineering man-
agers who then send their personnel people.)

.12. Training and educational managers.
13 Announcements of CEJS&E programs-from other.

local institutions.
14 Technical society surveys. (Most respondents to

such surveys want relativelyishort spoecourses
at practicalPy no,cost usually attended by hun-
dreds of people per session. They will not par-
ticipate in CEJS&E programs catering to smal-
ler numberof students to enhance educational
benefits, but'''at higher tuition fees%)

Continuous` attention to articles in the professional
journals and daily review of announcements of new con -
tract,wards or governmental procurement information in
the local business press, the Wall Street Journal and the
U S. Department of Commerce Daily are worthwhile
efforts that round out the data base useful in assessing
needs. CES&E offerings in the area and estimates of
participation can be obtained from local industries and
educational organizations. Such information is indicative
of current n&ds and a clue to probable needs over the
short haul. Local chapters of professional'societies are
usually cooperative ip providing pertinent information or
leads for the acquisition of useful data from reliable
sources.

Once a particular CEJS&E program has been in opera-
tion for several years, and its relationships to other ongo-
ing company-conducted and university-based programs
have been established, it is a relatively simple matter to
assess needs and markets that can be served. Considera- .
ble imagination, expertise and energy are required; ,
however; to -plan-Vowth and serve ,unmet new-knowl-

,edge 6eeds did tap ,a larger portion of the eligjle pop'ula-
don.

With the foregoing in mind, the principal problems for
0

assessing needs and markets can be summarized as fol-
roWs: , . 4

I
0 N

I. Acquisition .of a program director or otheQ3r per-
, sonnel who can collect, interpret and analyze

8 the data necessary for accurate assessments.
2. Enlistment of sources for reliable data.
3\ Sustained cooperation of local industry and publics

information sources.



4. Lack of adequate data relating to the breakdown
of professionals-'in a given geographic locale.
Scientists are not distinguished from engineers,

nor are° R&D technicians often distinguished
from machinists, re airmen, draftsmen and
other technical vocational-employees.

XVII. Comments Concerning Current and Projected Audiences for CE1S&E and RecomN
mendatfons for Further- Study -or- Active Intervention

It seems a foregone conclusion that, as the scientific
advance accelerates and technology ,proliferates, every
scientist, engineer and technician will have to cope with
rapid change and gaps in knowledge .that Will interfere
with their performance on the job. Even the generators of
significant amounts of job-related new knowledge. and
techniques will find it advantageous to keep abreast of
advances in their, fields that do not immediately affect
their work and attain conversance in disciplines that do

Where CE/S&E is properly matched to the needs of
one or more audiences, an increasingly large number of

participants should be expected to comniit themselves to
such supplementary studies It i. necessary,. however, to
substantially raise the level of participation, from the
present. 10% of the eligible_ population on a national
basis, if the nation is to retain its current pre eminent
position in science and technology

Perhaps it would be unduly optimistic to expect every
scientist, engineer and technician to participate in CE;
S&E, but a target number of 50% of the eligible popula-
tion is a worthwhile goal. Means to achieve this levet of
participation merit further study

At present,' the participating audiences consist primar-
ily of the principal contributors to the scientific and
technological advance. Why? No doubt,- these are the
people who need the most recent new knowledge sb that
they may continue to contribute at ate cutting edges of
technology and share in new business opportunities that
call for experti4e in the high technologies

Unfortunately, few CEiS &E offerings are matched to
their new knowledge needs. For this reason, mostrnelm-
bers of these audiences are inadequately served.and con-
sequently do not participate.

Most so called CE/S&E offerings across the nation are
watered down graduate courses offered on a non-credit
Basis. In other Instances, participants are,allowed to audit
regular graduate courses at reduced tuition and on a
non - credit basis for whatever benefits may accrue to
them. By far-the best courses Offered primarily at,lower
technological levels are parts of company- conducted in-

/plant programs for employees..
-Changes in the nation's pre-eminent posture can be

expected as foreign countries develop their high technol-
ogy industries and compete with U.S. products and ser-
vices around the World. This.is a compelling' reason,
incjeed, for Federal intervention to keep the nation's
technical manpower resources updated.

France has taken the initiative in recent years to pro-
vide an introduction to continuing education for its total
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workforce. All employers are required to pro ode up to
40 hours of sponsored -continuing education to every '
worker. Employees are paid their regular salaries during
the 40 hours off their jobs and take whatever coursework
they wish, for which they must qualify at prescheduled
times. The principal audiences, however, come from in-
dustry, particularly from those organizations owned or
regulated by the state.

So far,- there are virtually no programs for advanced
professionals because they do not participate t)ne ex-
planation for their lack of enthusiasm is said to be a
reluctance by French professionals to suggest that they
may need updating or competencen enhancement. More-
over,'French educational institutions are uncooperative
anZI their faculties are aloof. French academia Is charac-
terizedtby an "ivory-tower syndrome" and can but
grudgingly be introduced into this national effort.

It is anticipated, however, that trade associations, pro-
fessional societies, large industries and public utilities
will expand their program with further gctvernmental
subsidization and offer their programs not only to their
own employees or members, but 2Ip to the general pub-

/
lic.

Similar'legislation in the U.S. might,have a profound
effect in bringing the needs for continuing education to
every worker and employer. Moreover, with proper de-
sign and flexible implementation, such a scheme could
stimulate a broad segment of the industrial community to
participate. ,

Of course, 40 hours of CE/S&E is not enough, bin in
mosticases it is far, more- than most people are getting.
SuCh a job-related fringe' benefit might start many em-
ployees off on a regimen of continuing education that
requires but 2 to 4 hourkper,week on a continuinggbasls.
Perhaps a program of 100 to 200 hours per year, paid for
by employers but taken voluntarily, will bring about the
changes irNarticipation desired.

It is, therefore, recommended that a study of Federal
stimulation Of CEIS&E through 'legislation be Under-
taken to make such education a-fringe benefit available
to every technical worker. It seems appropriate that such

CE/S&E could be established under the guidance of
NSF -

University-baseii research tends to be fundamental and
seldom has immediate applicability to industTialR&D or
engineering practice. Industrial sponsored research at
universities seems more applicable to prac but usu-

ally covers atpectg of work not particularly sui to the

customer's own R&D operations'''. An increase i cooper-
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ative university-industry R&D, conducted at industrial
facilities where the appropriate instrumemationcand ap-
paratus may exist, could serve to enhance benefits for
more college faculty by not only broadening their under-
standing of industrial practices as distinguished from
theory, but also prepare them for participation as instruc-
tors or resource persons in,cE/S&E. NSF can have sub-

_ stantial influence_ in the amplification of suctcooperative
programs by suggesting R&D that meets societal needs
as well as national priorities and serving in an advisory
capacity to universities and industries in the implementa-
tion of such joint R&D.

It is, therefore, r'ecommended that NSF undertake a
study to encourage cooperative university:industrial
R&D .aimed not only at helping to meet natidnal needs
for new technology, but also the enhanegment of faculty
Oalifications to serve a's instructors or resource people

CEIS&E.
'For the most part, universities regard continuing edu-

cation as a marginal activity and treat its administra tive
staff or CE faculty as second class citizens In fact', some
of the accrediting agencies frown on the use of full-time
college, faculty for continuing education programs and
thereby reinforce the relegation of CE/S&E to secondary
status. NSF can materially alter this situation by inter-
ventive action that will place a higher priority on
CE/S &E at universities and change accreditation poliges
that currently preclude full-time faculty participation in
continuing education. It is, therefore, recommended that
NSF study means to upgrade the status of CE /S &E at the
nation's universities and foster the recognition of con-
tinuing education as a valid activity for qualified full-
time faculty. .

Continuing education at most universities is consid-
ered primarily as an income producing activity rather
than as a means for serving professionals, most of whom
are their own graduates, with otherwise unavailable edu-
cation opportunities. Federal subsidization of CE/S&E at
universities on a cost-sharing basis could materially alter
,the attitudes of university administrators and faculty
alike so that continuing education would be handled fi-
nancially as one of their regular educational actiNaties.
On this basis, it is recommended that NSF undertake a
study-of Federal subsidization of CE /S &E with a view"
towards establish* continuing educaiion asAinancially
sound and fully recognized part of higher eAcation.

Some educators and 'training administrators from in-
dustry as well as academia seem concerned about the
quility of CE/S&E.'As a consequence of this concern, a

ratheriloost system of "Continuing Education Units"
(CEU's) has been established as means for recognizing
participation in continuing education and for rating
courses. Experience has shown that CEU's are virtually
meaningless for professionals with academic credentials
and not truly acceptable to technicians seeking some
forms, of undergrad uate credentials. During 1976, the
Continuing Educauon Division of ihe American Society
for Engineering Education issued a white paper that rec-
ommended the abandonment of CEU's for rating
CE/S&E courses, workshops, seminars and short
courses.

A majority of professionals would prefer to have no
ratings or accreditations for non - academic CE/S&E pro-
grams because of the constraints that would be imposed.
Most CE/S&e programs cater to participants with mixed
academic backgrounds, but common interests in a sub-
ject area. They may differ in competences, yet much of
their knowledge requisite to benefit from a particular
course has been accumulated over years on the job.
Thus, the imposition of credits that have no academic
significance may eventually require prerequisites, grad-
ing and evaluations that could not only severely reduce
participation, but also seriously cut into valuable time

, that participants can devote to CE/S&E.
Still, a strong feeling persists among some employers

and educators that means 'short of tes tudents, freez-
ing the contents of an offering, grades or
credits, should be deyeloped for evaluatm rits of
CE/S&E programs to assure that the related e pe se is
Warranted.

Several instruments for participant ev uatio of
CE/S&E courses, 'workshops and semin are in se,
Some of these instruments which are us ally filled by
able professionals at the completion of a program, are
acceptable to employers. If an employee claims to find
an offering beneficial, it usually satisfies the sponsor.
Yet, fault is found with these instruments because, they

not evaluate the performance of each participant.
Some empl4ers want a grade in programs that' do not
warrant grades.

Because this matter of CE/S&E course and participant
performance evaluations seems to be a recurring prob-
lem, tt is recommended here that NSF undertake a study
to determine means for evaluating non-academic
-EIS&E offerings as well as participapt performer:a,

therein without resorting to testing of participants and
the imposition of inflexible constraints on CE /S &E im-
plementation.

,
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FACTORS AFFECTING THE RELA-
TIONSHIP BETWEEN CONTINUING
EDUCATION AND PERFORMANCE: A
STATE-OF-THE-ART REVIEW

H. G. Kaufman, Associate Professor, Division of Management,
Polytechnic Institute of New Viirk

The general topic this paper will address is the rela-
tionshi0 between participation in Continuing Education
in Science and Engineering (CESE) and.its effects on
performance. This relationship will be explored with re-
ference to how theAducational mode and objectives as
well as the characteristics of the individual, the work and
the organization are related to the outcomes of CESE.

Accelerating expansion of scientific kilowledge and
rapid technological change have contributed to the wide-.,
spread problem of Asbsolescence among scientists and
enginqers (Kaufman, 1974a, 1975b). The obsolescence
of technical knowledge acquired while, in college has
been quantified in terms of its "half life" (Zelikoff,
1969). For example, the half-life for a 1955 engiheering
graduate was approximately eight yearsthat is, half of
what was learned in 1955 was no longer applicable eight
years later. -

Industry and goVefti menthave typically responded to
the problem of obsolescence by providing CESE for
upating their scientists and engiricers. Indeed, the ex-

sion of organizational allocations tR.ward CESE ac-
ities appears to have paralleled the rapid growth 'of
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scientific and technical knowledge which has occurred
since World War H (Torpey, 1964; Wheeler, 1968).

, .
Th Lack of Assessment'

It would be expected that with-ttf2 substantial invest-
.

ments being made in CESE, there would be some as-
sessme of the. benefits derived from it by scientists and
eng or their organizations. However, ^all indica-
tio that assessment of CESE is indeed rare. For
example, in an NSF sponsored, study of 17 it &D
laboratories, it was revealed that "none of them report
any systematic research or measure designed to deter-
mine the benefitsInf continuing education either to the
laboratory or the individual" (Renck, 1969, p. 36).

1
However, it does appear that a minority of private .

companies do at least make an attempt to Barry out some
type of evaluation or CESE as, the following survey of
over 70 large 'cofiorationi revealed:

Attitude surveys, skills inventories, turnover analyses
and degree and patent coup were identified as ways
by which industry assessed the effectiveness and yalue
of its sponsored continuing education: The most fre-

eltluently
used method of assessment was the attitude

, survey. Degree counts./ skills inventories, turnover
analyses, and patent counts followed in ranked order.
However', more than 60 percent of the responding
companies used no method for assessing either effec-



tiveness or value of their continiting education pro-
'grams.. Collection, analysis, and study of data about
objectives, participants, or, programs were lacking.
This lack of measure and evaluarionJimIted the under-
standing of means for combatting 841escence be-
cause it restricted the available knowletffe to field
(Wheeler, 1968, pp. 25-26).

As can be seen from the criteria used by those organi-
zations.that.do evaluate CESE, job performance is con-
spicuous by its absexece. In the N,SF sponsored study on
continuing education it was -recommended that man-
agement undertake the same type of evaluation which is
exemplified in the literature evaluating management and
other types of personnel training. TO our' knowledge.
such personnel -research techniques have not been
applied anywhere in the field of continuing education`for
scientists and, engineers" (Renck, 1969 pp 85-86).
With such substantial organizational resources invested
in CESE and with personnel researchers 'so concerned
about the factors contributing to the performance of
technical staff, it is truly remarkable that there is such a
paucity of research relating CESE to performance. Pos-
sible reasons for this will be addressed later in this paper.
Despite the lack of organizational assessment of CESE,
there is a limited amount of relevant research that has
been catried out primarily by university based inves-
tigators focusing on private indur. The results of this
research will be integrated below in orderto improve our
understanding Of, CESE and its effects.

Most organizational support for formal CESE tends to
be concentrated in two areas, namely, tuition refunds for
niversity sponsored courses and 'sponsorship of in-

house courses (Wheeler, 1968). Hence, this analysis will
focus primarily on these two course modes.

UNIVERSITY SPONSORED COURSES

It has been found that completing an advanced degree
is related. to being nrre up-to-date (Purrucci and
Rothman. 1969), achieving higher job performance (Dal:
ton and Thompson, 1971) and attaining more rapid ad-
vancement (Renck, 1969). However, it is those MI° are

'moist, competent to begin with who are more likely to
complete more advanced education (KaufMan, 1975a),
andhence, tile strong relationships between 'degree level
and these criteria may be ,spurious. Furthermore, scien-
tists and engineers, who, aftet completing their bac-
calaureate, remained as full-time students pursuing a
graduate degree would not be considered as participating
in CESE. As used in this paper, CESE applies only to
educational activities engaged in by those, who have al.-
ready begun working in t profesSiop.

There is evidence'(KoFelman, Thompson and Dalton,
1974) that R&D proftsionals who do return later in their
career to complete a master's i_ egree are lower in per-
formance, compared to their colleague's who received ,
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their master's degfee when they were in their early
twentiesvery likely before they began working full-
time. However, even the R&D Professionals .'ho com-
pleted a master's degree later in their career still tended
to be higher in performance than those who did not go
beyond their baccalaureate.

More conxincing evidence that having an advanced
degree does improve performance comes from a lon-
gitudinal study of R&D professionals (Kopelman, 1977).
The study demonstrated that hi+tng a graduate degree
was one of the most important factors related to per-
formance improvement over a penod of four years. But
since the most competent R&D professionals are more
apt to comp to a graduate degree, their performance
improveme may be more a consequence of their
compete e than their advanced education.

Alt ugh university-sponsored courses taken for cre-
were ranked by R&D-scientists and engineerstas the

most important formal CESE modejor keeping up-to-
date, participation in these courses were not related to
advancement (Renck, 1969). Other research has also
failed to demonstrate that the number' of courses com-
pleted for credit is related to perforniance and in fact,
R&D professionals who completed 'more accredited
courses were found to have/lOwer performance (Kopel-
man, et al., 1974). However this could be an artifact of
those with the least education (e.g., those without a de-
gree), who may be t he.poorer performers, enrolling in
such courses.

Further complicating the relationship between CESE
and performance are consistent findings that those-Who
complete university- sponsored courses are perceived.ds
less obsolescent, regardless of whether or not the courses
are applied toward .a g'iduate degree (Cenko, 1964;
Rubin and Molgan, 1967) \A possible implication of this
is that participation ip CESE may result in a positi've
"halo" effect in the performance ratings of some scien-
tists and engineers. This would tend to bring into ques-
tion the reliability and validity-of performance ratings as

'criteria for CESE. Unfortunately, there are few alterna-
tives cnteria td performance ratings that are relevant to
all scientists and engineers. Thus, a greater understand-
ing of the relationship between CESE and performance
appears to be dependent, in part, on the development of
more reliable and valid criteria.

Individual Differences
It_is clear that one of the major problems in attem ijing

to determine the effects of CESE on pprformance, even
in longitudinal research, is the need tOemoye the effects
of individual differences on course participation. If this
could be accQmplisI'ed, it would permit an analysis of
the contributions of CESE to performance-'while control-
ling for the effects of competence on course- taking.

There is one study that did take into account individual
differences and their relatiikriship to CESE (Kaufman,
1970). This study was longityatnal acid followed upt110
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engineers in three organizations who were administered a
battery of tests by Educational Testiqg Service shortly
after they were hired (Hemphill, 1963). Thus, there were
competence scores available for base-line data: Perfor-
mane ratings and CESE data covered a period of 14
years, divided into three periods, namely, the early
career, the half:life period and mid-career.'

An analysis of the total- sample, revealed that there
was a small positive increase in the relationship between
the number of university courses completed2 and later
job performance, so. that by mid-career this relationship
became significant (Kaufman, 1970.4 new analysis of
this data controlled for initial competence which .was
found to be significantly related to 'participation in
graduate courses (Kaufman, 1972). W en initial
Competence was controlled, the relations between
graduate course-taking and subsequent performance was
reduced somewhat but was still significant during the
rnid-carter period.

Work Environment
Since differences in work environment were found to

be related to participation in graduate. Courses (Kaufman,
1975a), organizational characteristics may affect the re-)
lationship between graduate cotire-taking alid perfor-
mance. Hence, a comparative organizational analysis
was carried out and the results are depicted in Table I.
As can be seen from this table, in organization A, whose
work is exclusively in R&D, there is a strohg relation-
ship between the number of graduate courses taken and
performance, at least up until mid-career. When initial

mpetence is controlleofir in organizatipn A, the rela-
tionship between participation in graduate courses and
performance is sligh9y reduced but still significant dur-
ing every career period.

A completely different picture emerges in the other
organizations. For example, in 'organization B, whith
was oriented toward highly applied development work,
those who completed more courses tended to have loyier,
performance early in their career regardless of
competence. However, no relationship between graduate
course-takint and subsequent performance in the half-
life OF mid-career periods was evident. In Organization
C, whose activities were directed toward manufacturing,
graduite course-taking was not significantly relied to
performance during any period.

'Thus, it appears that participating in graduate course
can have a positive effect on performapce but only in
certain work environments. An'R&D e&ironment may

(

' The early career was defined as the f rs eight yehrs orwork own:
ence, the half-life was from nine to even years since the engineers
received their degrees in the mid 50's.,and mid career began in the
twelfth through the fourteeath* ar

2 Almost all unIversity ses were co during the early"
career. A measure was developed which/rid rec.-recipients as

well as those who completed courses withou g a degree (see
i(aufman. 1970).
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Table -1.Corrflations Between Number of
Graduate 'Courses Completed Early in Career and
Job 'Performance Ratings During Three Career
Periods

TI
Early.

T2
Half-

T3 e

j1id-
Organization Career Life Career

and (Years (Years (Years
Technology N 1-8) 9-11) 12-14)
A. Basic R&D 37 . .47** .42** .40*
B. Applied

Develop- 35 -.29 .05 .06
° ment

C. Manufactur-
ing 38 .14 .15

TOTAL 110 .15 .17 .21* ,

* * P<.01
P<.05

be more likely to encourage and reward graduate,
soul* -flaking. But in those environments where such en-
couragelnent and rewards are limited o absent, such as
in the organizations engaged in more applied work,
graduate courses may not only hive no impact on per-
formince but also can even have a negative effect. In
organization B it may be that those who devoted more
time to5aduate courses were spending less lime on their
job assignments, a factor strongly related to performance
ratings (Kopelman, 1977). Hence, it is possilletat ef-
forts at graduate course=taking may be penali some
organizations, especially if it diverts time and energy
from the individual's immediate job assignment. There is
evidence that diScousagetnent of participation in CESE
particularly by the immediate supervisor, occurs for this
reason (Hunter, 1966; Ka4man, 1974a; Landis-, 19699.
Since §upe(rivisors typically* responsible for rating the
performance of their subordinates, they have the power
to reinforce or stifle CESE participation, regardless of
company policy.

1

Evaluations by Universities
. Although assessment of ESE in private ieustrytas

been quite limited, the situation is far worse n educa-
tional institutimis, where few have any evaluation of
CESE (Greenfield, 1969). One assessment carried out in
a university setting was a survey of engineers participat-
ng in the University of Wisconsin - Extension continuing
ngineering education prOgiams (Kius and Jones, 1975).

is survey found that greater program participation wash
related to salary lev$1, salary increases and promotions
Considering that no 'comparisons could be made with
non-participants (i.e. there was no control group), and
that the sample was very likely a select one to begin
with, The findings are quite limited in their implications.
Perhaps the only jrnfIlication is that among' engineers
enrolling in university sponsored torograms, those who
are more competent have a higher participation fate. The
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survey did not reveal---7and indeed could not since it was
not longitudinalwhat effect participation had on sub-
sequent performance. Slim it is the umversities which
are laYgely responsible for developing CESE programs,
particularly at the graduate revel, their laxity in assessing
the effects of their own programs is even more blatant'
than that of industry.

Non-Credit Cburses
...

' The results of the University ofWisconsin*Extension
stud*); cited above, dealt primarily with non-\Credit pro

)rams, and there is considerable evidence that scientists
and engineers feel that non-credit courses. are important
for. keeping up-to-date (Le Bold, Perrucci and Howland,
1966, Renck, 1969). Although those who ale more
competent apparently turn to non-credit courses (Klus
and Jones, 1975, Kopelman, 197:7), participation:may be
more likely for engineers whirhave only a baccalaureate
(LeBold, et al., 1966; Renck, 1969). The liMited,.evi-
Once that does exist fails to show any relationship be-
tween non-credit course participation and performance.

,4 For example, a longitudinal study of) R&D professionals
revealed that ther as virtually no 'change in per-
formance related to e taking of non-credit courses
(Kopelman, 1977). on-credit courses_are also offered
by prolessional societies but despite being ,popular

. (Landis, 1970), their effects on performance are un-
known. Althoughlion-credit courses appear attractive for
updating, their impact on performance improvement has
yet to be demonstrated.

.

Educational Leave Programs
o, An NSF-sponsored study of CESE revealed that only

.14 pergent of R&D professionals participated in educa-
.tional leaves of absence-with pay (Rtnck, 1969) which is
exactly the proportion of engineers who won ik in organi-
zations where this educational oPtion was available
(LeBold, et al., 1966). However, such leaves are used
much more by the "elite" R&D professionals, who tend
to be the scientists, and by those working for the gov-
ernment (Renck, 1969). Surveys in private industry indi-
cate that only the large high-technology corporations
sponsor full2time fellowships for their employees and
they are highly selective (0'meara, 1968).

The only indicator of program effectivenessha7Vn a

consistent- report that paracipants had a much greater
hicelihood of remaining in the organization and provide
ronger length of service tlian,nonmparticipants (0'meara;
1968; Renck, 1969). This organizational 'commitment

.however, may be an artifact of the selection procedures
used to determine who will participate*

Educational leave in the form of a sabbatical appears
most applicable to the scientist or engineer at mid-career.
Assessment of the effectiveness of sabbaticals are rare,
and when they do occur a questionnaire survey of par-
ticipants is the most popular evaluation tool (Slonaker,

.

1976). However, bne exception to this methodology ob-
tained before and after evaluations from individuals who
acted as reference persons for program applicants'
(Slonaker, 197.6). The methodology was considered ef-
fective,' despite the lack of a control group. One impor-
tant finding was that "a significankminority oeparticip-
ants experienced re-entry problems when they Niurned
to the work place" (Slonaker, 1976; r5,.. 8). Thew prob.
lemsincluded being out of touch wi h the organisational
network and underutilization of ,new cquired knowl-
edge and skills. Furthermore, anticipation of reentry
problems has served to diminish interest in sabbatical
programs (Miller, 1974).

It is clear that participation in educational leave pro-
grams have been quite limited and hence, evaluations
have as well. However, any assessment of such pro-
grams, particularly for the mid-career professional, must
take into account the very crucial reentry problem!

IN-HOUSE COURSES

.----Arlvasalready noted, there has been an extremely
rapid growth in organizationally sponsored in-house
CESE. However, as in the case of university sponsored
courses, 'research studies that yield relevant data on the
effects of in-house course 'participation on performance
are rare. - ,

About as many R&D, professionals turn to in-house
courses as are enrolled in accredited university
course}' ork but 44 percent ranked the latter as first or
scrota in importance for keeping them up-to-date-com-
pared to only 20 percent who selected the in-house
courses. These results tend to be reflected in most of the -
research relating in-house courses to performance. For
example, those who had the poorest performance tended
to have taken the most in-house courses during the previ-
ous period .(Kopelman, t al., 1974). However, titre is
consistent evidence'th those who are least competent
are attracted to such urses to begin with (Kaufman,
1975a;- Renck, 1969). Hence, only a longitudinal study
would be able to determine whether in-house courses
have any effect. One such longiqtdinal study revealed
that, indeed, it was the poorest portormers who tended tp
take more in-house courses (Kaufman, 1970). Howevei,
such course-taking was not related to subsequent per-
formance in mid-career as can be seen from the analysis
in Figure 1. This was replicated in three organizations
and the results were consistent for allthe poorest per-
form rs take more in-Muse 'courses but such
coursitaking does not, lead to improved performance.
These results hardly chatiged when competence was con-
trolled for:

However, one interesting trend 41d be noted. The
relationship between the number of in-house courses
completed during the half -life period and subse nt per-
formance turns positive, although still insignifi alit, after
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Figure 1. Cross - lagged Corielation Analysis for
. In-House Course Participation and Job Performance

Ratings.
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house courses are more effective than others but the im-
pact of any one type is obfuscated by aggregating all
in-house courses. There is evidence that in-house courses
have differential' effects. Performance decreased over a
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four -year-year period among 1i&D professionals who took
in-house courses that were longer than 20 hours duration;

, those taking shorter courses improved their performance
(Kopelmant 1977). It was suggested that this difference-
may be more a reflection of the objectives of the par-
ticipants rather thaneef the courses themselves. e
taking long courses may be doing so to remedy a gal
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deficiency4tt their knowledge and skills whereas the
shorter courses may be taken to acquire specific skills
that can be readily applied to the job.

The implications of the above results are not only that
it is necessary to evaluate courses by mode but also by
the objectives of patticipants. Fdr exampie, those who
enroll in the longer in-house courses may have career:
oriented objectives that would not be reflected in im-
mediate improvement of performance but rather inlong-
term career growth. Hence, the need for longitudinal
studies to investigate the impact of CESE on the careers
of scientists and engineers is quite clear.

CESE AND TURNOVER

Although turnover of personnel is not a direct measur=e
of performance. it may be an importow criterion of
CESE effectiveness for at least two-reason t First of all
high turnover is an index of poor job satisfaction which
may affect performance. Secondly an organization's in-
vestment in developing its scientists and engineers is
completely lost if they leave:

As we already noted, there is evidence that participa-
tion in educational leave programs is related 'to longer
subsequent service and the same was found to be true for
R&D,personnel who were supported by receiving
reduced-time at work in order to continue their education
(Renck. 1969), A survey of company tuition-aid plans
found some firms reporting "that art employee's partici-

ion in their plans improves their chances of retaining
services' (0-meara. .1970. p. 109).

However, an unNblished study can-led out by the au-
thor in one company found that engineers who took ad-
vantage'of the tuition-aid program to complete their mas-
ters degree did-initially tend to stay longer with the com-
pany. but ultimately their turnover rate was higher than
for non-participants. It is possible that length of service
is increased in the short-run because of a several year
cAmmitment to complete a master's degree. However, 14,*

following completion of the degree the prospects for
vanceinent or more challenging work are limited in the
cOmpany, the individual may look elsewhere for su
growth. In fact, a study.of in-house training reveal,
those who left their companies after completion of the
training did so because their advancenTAt possibjlities
and job assignments did not work out as expected
(Habbe. j963).. Hence. support for CESE tnaOtimulate
turnover in the long run, particularly when organiza-
tional rewards for participation are not forthcoming<
However, if theltnanization does ft& provide adequate
support for CESE. the most competent are-lLkely to leave
in order to continue their education (Hemphill. 1963). It -

is clear that more research is needed to determine the
impact of CESE on turnover, particularly the role played'
by 'the organizatiOnal reward systeni.

4

CESEAND UNEMPLOYMENT

turnover in the form' of%offs have
' periodically plagued scientists and engineers but there is
consistent evidence that participation in CESE may en-
hance, job security at such times (Kaufman, forthcom-
ing). A study of 125 engineers ltd-off by a large divi-
sion of a major ,corpbration revealed "one interesting
constant' among allnot one had' taken any form of
extracurricular education in the past six years" (Davis
and Koerper, 1965, p. 14). Perhaps the most clear-cut
evidence comes from a study of layoffs of R&D profes-
sionals from eight firms, where it was found that those
with advanced education, particularly an M.S. degree,
hdd the least likelihood of; losing their jobs (Thompson,
1072).

,Not only does CESE. appear to enhance4job security,
but even, when job loss does occur, having advanced
education, especially at the masters level, has consis-

..tency been found to enhance reemployment success
(Kaufman, forthcoming): However, little research has
been carried out to determine whether CESE subsequent
to layoffs has any impoct on reemployment success. Al-
though the issue of CESE and in particular retraining, for
scientists and engineers who cannot find work in their
field, is beyond the scope of this pa r, it is a crucial
problem that will demdnd more attentEn as the "Ph.D.
glut" becomes more serious and an increasing number of
science and engineering graduates settle for under-
employment.
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THE ROLE OF NSF , IN THE ASSESS-
MENT OF CESE

The research that has been c out relevant to the
assessment of CESE has raised more estions than it
has answered. Nevertheless, it is these unanswered ques-
tions that have stimulated the following evaluations and
suggestions regarding the role of NSF vis-a-vis the as-
sessment of CESE:

I. NSF Support for CSE Assessment -

Emploters and universities arzgenerally not involved
in the assessment of their CESE Rograms fleipite,their
considerable allocations -of- 1odevelop
Taintairi them. This lack of a? mat of CESEtillYbe..

case dapathy.or lack of interest as has been suggested-
by some (Renck.' 1969; Smith 1973). Or perhaps'as-
sessment would be too threatening to th vested interests
of many training and development die ctorsand univer-
sity administrators. Alth h these ar plausible expla-
nations, perhaps the most t rtant arrier is that ap-
sessment of CESE not only requires the investment of
resources but also` expert knowledge oe, valuation re-
search. Some organizations iiyhilvecrhluily With. CESE
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have boat but others may not. One possible approach
that NSF could take to stimulate assessment its titseqUire.
an evaluation of the effectiveness of NSF funded CESE
programs. By making such assessments mandatory, it
will be possible for the first. time to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of CESE o a wide scale NSF could also allo-
cate research fit s specifiealll earmarked for us ss
ment of CESE, is could wrriplement mandatory as-
sessment4 but would place greater emphasis on adequa e
research design including the use of control groups

2. Priority to Longitudinal Evaluations of CESE

It is clear that in order to study CESE adequately.
longitudinal research is necessary. In fact: longitudinal
evaluations have recently been identified, as one of the
three most pressing research negis in continuing en-
.gineenng education iGnffith. 19715) Not only is it desir-
able to be able to determine what 'the immediate effects
of.CESE are in terms of Performance. but, so what type
of impact it has .on the individual's career Different
types of CESEmay be more effective for certain career
stages than for others and only longitudinal tppes of re-
search would be able to determine this. te giing priority,
to longitudinal studies,. NSF' will thereby, encourcige
long. neglected but 'much needed area of research

,,However, meanintful resulti 14 ill be forthcoming unly by
NSF commitment to projects i)f. adequate-Jura:Ian.

3., Development of Criteria for CESE Evaluation

It is clear tharindiv idual.objectivesili CESE participa-
tion.cliffer and' any. evaluation research must take into
account, these objectives and the degree to which they
have been attainvd CESE objectives es could be one
approach to develop criteria by which to measure course
effectiveness..,Eauations,of this type using behavioral
and course- content objecties have been reported to be
quite _successful for assessing in-house pi.ograrns
(Cantwell. 1976)' Ealuatioq criteria could also inoie
return, on investment (R01) or cost benefit .analsyses.
However. ewenence in using an ROI approach shows-
that when the evaluation instruments. are too.costly

`teens of time or difficulty in collecting the data, even
organizations that were initially %lino to cooperate in
the evaluation of CESE become discouraged and are re
luctant to continue, (Morris. 1976. Morris. 1977)'

. Aerefore. if the evaluation instruments are to be. .ery
elaborate. commitment to their use by partiqipating or

ganrzations must be ascertained prior to NSF funding
One 'alternative...is trl, use a less elaborate technique for
asst-ssmerit. it is quite possible that using a relatyvely
dimple ap ro ch in assessment may be almost as effe
tive and ',more icient than one ,:vhich is complex

However. it IS also clear that using existing performance
ratings have a limited usefulness since they may be
measuring only one acct of CESE impact and are more
refer ant for certain objectives than for others It is clear
that much closer attention must be paid to the criteria
used for evaluation They should be reliable, valid and
acceptable to users The importance of acceptability can-
notbe overstressed since even the m t reliable and 'valid
measures become totally useless if organizations are re-,
luctant to use them The decelbp ant of such criteria for
CESE evaluation should be included as one aspect .of
NSF sponsored research in CESE.

4. Require 'Base-line Measures-of Individual Differ-
ences '

Sigiee it has been amOty-Aefflonstrated that those who
enroll in university sppns.ored courses are quite different
fro z in-house course .participants (Kaufman,. 1974b,
Kaurman. 1975a). any assessments'of CESE must not
gtity evaluate the impact on differirit types of profession-
als cc g . scientists verso's enginers, younger versus
older. etc ) but also should take into account base-line
measures of individual differenCes Although controlling
for competence using test scores did not make a great
difference. Using prior ,performance appears. to hold
much promise as one vay to obtain bite-line measures
Any CESE oaluatidn research sponsored by NSF should
require specification of appropriate base-line measures
for indtifichaul differenceL.

rt f
5. Assure GeneralizaPility'of Results

One of the major problems evflTent in the research
reported in this paper is the generalizability of the re-

' --Sults. Most 1% ailable research of CESE has aggregated
all engineers or. even worse, Scientists and engineers
Since engineei'sin- different functions and scientists in
different fields are likelyjo.have different updating heeds.
'Nall, 1969, 19681..4 is difficult to gerferalize
about CESE..in specific fields fforn studies that have."
aggregated their simples. Therefore. it would be-desira4-
ble that CESE researchisponsored by NSF specify the
populations of.scienutits or engineers to which the results
Mould be applicable As was clearly demonstrated, the
impact of graduate courses was quite different in each
organization but that of in-house courses was replicatecl
in all This points out the need for replication in orde to

assure zeneralizability of results. Hence. CESE research
sponsored by NW should require designs ilia; will per-
mit replication.

' Also based on discussions with Johit A Cantwell ,f Sandia Cirpo
ration. Afibugfierque. New Mexico

This coalusion is also based on dicussions. with Albert Moms of)...
Gencsys System5 Inc. Palo Alto. California

6-.* Assessments of Work Environment

The factor that had the greatest impact on the relation-
ship between graduate course-taking and performance
was the organization. This corroborates the findings of
other research which has found that the work environ-
ment and organizational climate are crucial factors in

144r
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° stimulating and rewarding CESE (Kaufman, I975a;
Margulies and Raia, 067). Over a decade ago research-
ers made the following plea concerning the crucial role
of, ganizational climate in CESE assessment:

e development of adequate proc.edures to assess the
effectiveness of.formal programs inlefilu..dincreased
utilization of the organization's and the nation's man-
power resources is a pressing need If the climate vari-
ables arein fact crucial in the learning process, then 'a
Means of identifying them and assessing their Impact
on ameliorating the problem of growing technical ob-.

or

solescence shouip be a major concern (Margulies and .
Raia, 1967, p. 48).

kAppaiently this plea has gone unheeded but it need not
continuelo be. An assessment oforgalltatiotuil charac-
teristics that affect the impact of c ESE should be one of
the Areas of research supported by NSF. In fact, the
redesign of the work environment appears to hold the.
most promise in enhancing profeisional , development
while at the same time helping to maintain organizational
vitality (Kaufman. I 974a).
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,
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PREFACE

This report responds to the requirement, of the
explanatory statement of the.House-Senate Conference
Committee related to the National Science Foundation
Authorization Act of 1977, for a report on continuing
education in science and engineenng including.

a. recommendatioris for implementation in FY 1978,
b. analysis of information on the employment and

'availability of scientific, engineering, and
technical manpower;

c: an assessment of the extent to which a federally-
supported continuing educatiOn program could
alleviate unemployment and underemployment
among scientists and engineers and lead to the
greater application-of their skills to the solution
of problems the nation is facing in areas of
civilian science and technology.

I

is report was prepared by fhe staff of the Office of
Proiram Integration of the Science Education Director-
ate. It is based on a review of the literature, input
received from other NSF staff members, and ?now re-
ceived from a public .meetmg of national experts on the
problems of continuing education held at the National
Science Foundation on December 13, 1916. A summary
of the meetmgas appended to this report along with a list
of participants and observers. The National"Science
Foundation is 'grateful for, the contributions of all these
individuals. We are also indebted td Gene Dalton, Utah
State University, Samuel Dubin, Pennsylvania State
University; Richard, Freeman, Harvard University, and
Finis Welch, Rand Corporation, for informal comments
made during the preparation of this report. The National
Science FoUndation is, however, solely responsible for
any errors, findings, and interpretations.

We intend to conduct additional studies which we will
bdiscussing with congressional staff.

0

APPENDIX G

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY'

The need fat continuing education in science and en-
gineering steins from professional or technical.
obsolescencethe outdating, of technical knowledge and
resultant loss of job skills among scientists and en-
gineers. Obsolescence is caused primarily by the rapi4
growth, of knowledge and appears to be related to aging. .

Th re is evidence that on the average individual per-
ce among technically;trainedmErsonnel peaks be-

age 40 and declines steadily dEreafter. There is,
how er, great variability within age groups. t

The obsolescence phenomenon is complicated by or-
ganizatiotial, peksonal, and occupational factors. Job,As-
signment, opportunities for interaction with stimulating
colleagues, organizational reward systems,, and indi- '
vidual motivation ale all significant factor's Iltted to '-
obsolescence of scientists and engineers.

.Because of the obsolescence phenomenbn, dal nte-
nance of the quality of the stock of Human resources in
science and engineering may be a significant problem.

,Continuing education is 'frequently prescribed as the
isoluji411 to the problem of ,maintenance of quality Of
technical personnel. It take& many forms ranging from
informal activities in the work place to formal courses in,

, universities. 7

COntinUinAt dUCatI010 ik a widespread practice. ,As, re-
cent survey 'showed that almc*t 40 percent of a national,
sample of scientists and engineers took part in
supplementary training programs during the ,two years
immediately preceding the survey. Almost half of thal

_supplementary training was of the on-the-job type. Be-
cause of the great variation in the n: scope of
continuing edUcation,Alie. inveStmen it hard to
measure. However, one estimate ,is that ti i.css and'
industry spend $17 billion annually Oct conti g educe;

.

k

tt

tion of all types. .

Assesiments of the effectiveness continui
tion are mixed h In particular, ci s alone de,
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to be an effective remedy fox the problems of aging and
obsolescence. This is in part traceable to the organiza-
tional, demographic and personal factors cited earlier.,
, aiven this background;the basis for the program plan

presented for FY 1978 is established by roughly measur-
ing general program strategies for continuing education
open to NSF (support for individuals, support for institu-
tions, research, and deviel4ment) against four cnteria
for program design(significance, NSF role, feasibility.'
readiness, and cost effectiveness) The argument for an
NSF role in continuing education for rite academic sector

rseems clear based on the four criteria, which lead to
programs for-elege and high school teachers-, and for
suppOrt df incentives, for colleges and universities to
improve their organizational capabilities for maintaining
the quality of their faculties.

The Federal role in supporting continuing education
for industry is warranted when three conditions ,

) Individual workers, firms or indifstries cannot cap-
tu're all the benefits from investments in con-
tinuing education or training

2 There is a reasonable probability that Federal pro-
grams will be effective

3 The costs of the Federal programs be-ar.a reasona-
ble relation to the expected social betefits.

Our analysis indicates that it is.nor known whether the
conditions hold. Accordingly , our program plan for con -
f ing education, in. industryemphasizes 'research and .

development In this way, we expect to .;lanfy the extent
to which the condrhons hold, what needs are, and to
explbre alternatives!: .

We find that unemployment rates or scientists and
engineers have been significantly 1,eTs, than the rate for
the total,labbrjorce. While estirriateary sothewhat, ar
recentesumate shows that less tiiaa- 1 per4ent of docto-
rate scientists and engineers are ufiemployed. When 'un-
employMent rateltare compared with supply and utiliza-
tion projec ati s question does arise. about possible
undaremkloy ntunderuidization of skills--.7of sLien-
lists and engineers There Ls evidence

-
"credentiafling-'increasing.educatiOn prerequisites for .

fobs is occumng. However. it, is not cJear to what
extent upgrading--thanging the and content df
jobs .to be commensurate witb the pierequisrte
trainingIs occunng. Thus,-it is not clear whether there

,is a problem of underemployment 4

On the basis of previous expeneme. especially, with
retraining and career redirection of ,unehiployed aeroT
space workeks in the early 1970's. it 'does nof,appear thAt
continuing education is effectiVe in dealing with'
unemployment/under im. ployment unless there is assur-
ance that such train' g will lead to reemlbyrrient or
assurance that society will support new kinds of,
employment -opportunities

cence, which we define as the degree to which profes-
sionals lack up'-th-date lcnolwedge or skills necessary to
maintain effective performance in their work roles.'
Studies" trace the root cause of the problem to the
growth of knowledge and information. One reason why
the obsolescence phenomenon. is becoming of greater
interest' today is that the rate of knowledge growth is
accelerating. One estimate' shows that it took 20 years
for the technical information the chemical engineenng

_class of 1935 received in college to become obsolete. But
the tecknical information the class of 1960 received took
only five years to do the same. According to this esti-

zate. the information received by the class of 1970 is
already ct solete.

The rate of obsolescence among professionals appears
to be related to. aging as well as to knowledge growth. A
recent study' 9f 2500 engineers in six technology-based
coinpanies found that individual performance among
techRically trained personnel peaks at an early age-and
declines steadily thereafter. While the general phenome-
non is not ne-w (arid of course does not affect everyone),
the_age at which this is happening is falling.

The obsolescence phenomenon is complicated by or-
ganizational, personal, and occupational factors. On the
organizational side, dull jobs, isolation from stimulating
colleagues, and a poor reward system can all stifle vital-
ity 'among professionals 6 A poor organizational climate
reduces motivation to maintain an appropriate skill level

The social costs of 'obsolescence are high Either the
organization stagnates or individuals must be replaced
prematurely at a personal cost and the loss of their and
society s investment in their training. In academic in-.
stitutiont, the effect of obsolescence may be multiplied
because students are inadequately prepared. The indica-
tions, discussed below, that the educational system is
entering a "steady state" will exacerbate the problem by
slowing down the replacement of personnel

What follows is a discussion of supply and utilization
projections of science and engineenng doctorate holders,
and the charactenstics of all LI.S. scientists and en-
gineers -his discussion leads to generalizations with
which we end this ;ectidin DUring most of the decade of
to 1960's both supply and 'utilization of sciente and
engineenng talent were growing sharply. Toward the end
of the l'960's, we begin to see signs of oversupply
Recent projections made by the National Science Foun-
dation' indicate that between 375,000 and 400,000 sci-

' H G Kaufman. Obsolescence and Develop-
Tent .:'

' Ibid
' S S Dubin (ed (. Professio5w1 Obsolenente . Lexington Books.--. _

D C Fteath'andCorhpany. Boston. 1971
' Kaufman. op cit
' G W Dalton and P H 'Thompson. Accelerating Obsolescence (4,1

Older Engineers. Harvard. Business Review. ,Vol 40,(1971). pp
57-67.. , , .

' Kanfm . opmt . .

. Project' Its of Science and Engineering Doctorate-5iipply and
The Problem -4

The need for continuingschicatinn in science and en Let:at/on. 980 and 1985. NSF 75-301. National Science Founda-

,

"gineering stems. from profes4ional or technical obsoles- non. 1975
.

_ -
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figure 1.-1975 Manpower Projections
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..a ,

ence andengineenng doctorates'wbuld be
.

avllable to the
economY in 1985, compatbd to about 295,000,'

available positionf in :science and engineering-related
activities. These projections are shown graphically in
Figure f. Recent prbjections. of the Bureau of Labor
Statistic? estinitte that 13.1 million college graduates
will entii the labor nraiket between 1974 and 1985 while
there will be only 12.1 million job openings requiring a
college degree over` that penod.- The latter includes an
estimated '18%24 the openings comiAg from increasing
educational prerequisites fof jolts not fIrrierly requiring
a college degree.
. Idcomparison to previou's studies,-current ones show
that the oversupply is increasing. The same'picture of
oversupply emerges from opler studies :1; academic
careers for new Ph.b. holders will be difficult nbtain.

'Occupational 1rolfctions and Training Data, BLS Btilletin 1918:
US. Department of Labor. Bureau of Labor StauSucs, 1976.

lt.Radner et al, Dettsand and Supply in U S Higher Education, a-
for the Carnegie Codutussion on Higher Education . ",Sciarice Resources,Studiesreport

(New York:
a

. ,`

. '

adk

cOraw Hill, 1975) Sciende Foundation? 1976.

model values of sup ly and utdizati4_

Figure 2 'displays characteristics* of all ,U.S. scientists
and engineers in 1974, not iusi doctorate holders. This:is
based on an ,N$F study' which shows that the 'total

pulation of scientists and engineers in the rUnited
ates gin ,*the spring of 1974 was estithated tb be

1,97000; 900.3)00 scientist's and .1,070,000 engineers.,
AlthOugh the population of scientists hi 1974 was nearly, .

of,engineers, -their representation itt 'the ,$4E 4
labor force was considerably smaller; about 94 percent of
all engineers as compared with less than 75 percent of all
scientists. 'As a resulj, the S/ENlabor force, which nail:
bered 1,60,000, consisted of 3 engineers for every 2. --
scientists. The reduciion (in the proportiOntf scientists in
the S/E labor force as canpared with that of engineers
sin be attributed 63 inumberof factors including (1) the
larger proportionof scientists who defer entrance into the

lahor force while pursuing postgraduate-sfudies, (2} a "
greater accepti(ttce o bachelor's degreein engineer- /

.

, .
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Figure 2.1Characteristics of U.S. Scientists and En-
3 gineers: 1974

(in thousands)
a

Characteristics Total 'Sjientsits Engineers

Total
Sex:

Men
Women

Race:
White/Caucasian
Black/Negro
American-Indian
Oriental
Other

Age.
24 and under 244
25 - 29 369
30 '255
35 - 39 246
40 - 44 22%
4,5 - 49 218 `
50 - 54 ,176
55 - 59 ; 110
60.- 64 72'
65 - 69 . 38
70 andover 18 .

Highest degree t

Doctorate 274
Master's 393
Bachelor's 1.255
Associate 14

Other, degree, 12 9
No degree , 25

Employment status
Labor force 1.678
Employed 1.662
Unemployed. 16 ilk
.Outside labor -

force , 295- _ /232
NOTE D..tail may not add to totals bet.ausc of rounting

SOURCE National Science Foundation.

1,03 901 1,072

1.788,, 724 1.064
185 1' 178 8

1,886 852 1.034
32 23 9

7 2
37 17

17 9 ,

474
206
121

100
86
73
59
38
25
13

231
188
474

I 669
663

6

20
8

70
163
134
145
141

145
118
72
47
25
12

43,
205
781
'14

3

25

1.009
999

10

. 6'3

ing as the professional qualifkatibn for engineers than is
the case for a similar degree in science, and 0) the large
number of women in the total population of scientists
(over 22 times that of tomert engineer;) who elect not to
enter the labor force either bet.ause of fewer ibb.oppor-
tunnies or to pursue homemaking careers

In 1974 the distribution of scientists", by age, v. as
considerably 'different from that of engineers, The pro- :

. portion of scientistsunder 30;yearslf .fge, for eiample,
was almost twice that of engineers. 'Prom age 30 the

yroportion of scientists in
group declined steadily.
displayed a dissimilar age-.p
grocers 1n age groupslfrom 2
constant. This differen'ce may be aa...bilnted for, in part, s.

by the greater stability * thf Supply of engineer* versus,

Ith 4uccsssively older age
sneers, on the other hand.
file The-proportion of en-
-'29 to 45-49 is relatively

'It
,

that of scientis ts over the pass two decades and possi
in part by less movement to oCcupations outside the
general field by engineers,

Scientists and engineers also show stibstantial differ-
ences with respect to educational plropor-
tiontion of scientists with graduate degrees,71Or.examplem.
was twice that of engineers. A very large fitction of this
difference was accounted for by those individuals who'
obtained the Ph.D. Thus, while about one-fifth of both
scientists and engineers held the master's degree, more
than 1 scientist in 4 had earned the Ph.D. as contrastdd
with aboul 1 in 20 among engineers...

The age distribution of engineers indicates that ob-
solescence may be a concern for that group. While the
age distribution for scientists look better, the proportion
of doctorate holders in that group and a finer-grained
breakiiown of supply-utilization projections, indicate that
colleges and -universities will face problems of aging
.faculties in the future.

In' summaty the phenothenon of obsolescence.caused
by knoi'vledge growth and intensified by organizatiOnal,
',demographic and supply-demand factors has created a

/significant problem: the maintenance of the quality of the
stock of human resources in science and 'engine'ering.
The separate problem of unemployment and under-
employment is discussed more fully in a later section of
this report. '
Continuing EditCation

Continuing education is Wequently prescribed as a
solution to the problem of maintaining the duality
performance of scientists andengineers. Insfl'is section
we consider various aspects of continuing education in-
cluding, target audiences and the nature and extent of
contindirig education. We conclude with a discussion of -
some problems and /'rough application of some criteria
to, possible progrim strategies. This establishes the
rationale on whith our program plan foi continuing edu-
cation is based. -

248

For the purposes of this''seport -continuing educa-
tion" is defined tore narrowly' than.the popularly held
Loncept:ilecause we are Concerned with tlirknowledge-
intensis,e occupations of science and engineering, our
discus'sion will be limited primarily to the post-
baccalailreate level.

. v -
The entire target group is readily' separated into two .

major components! those employed in academic institu-
tions, and those employed by nonacademic (primarily
'ndustnal) organizations. Within academia, the organiza-
tional structure of institutions of higher edu.cation.m'akes
it relatwely simple' to distinguish between "scientists"
and "crigineers." -And even ;hough there are many, in
bo ffitegories wtio are engaged in both teaching and
res ch, one might ccinsia '"teachers" ati "research-
ers" separately. Fr'o'm the -poi of view :Cgo-ptinuing
education, however,A cust ary to separate those
employed in large, rese ch-o nted, graduate-degtee-
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Figure 3.NtiTber of the 1970 scfence4nd
engineering labor force, by supplementary

training received: 1972 and 1973

' Type of Training
Year of.7lraining

1972 1973

Total 1,080,000 1,080,000

With supplementary training 397,000 406,000

On-the-job 187,000 194,000
Military appliallo civilian 9,000 9,000
Extension/Correspondence 41,000 42,000
Employer training 166,000 18'0,000
Adult educatkin 45,000 45,1300
Other training 90;000 81,000

No supplementary training 472,000 489;1300
No repoi-t 21-0,000. 184,000:

NOTE: +tail does not add to total because of-muluple responses.and
rounding 4

Sounct: National Science Foundation.

granting institutions from those in two-yeaAr four -yeas
institutions where there is less (or no) emphasis on re-
search and. more (or all) emphasis on teaching. A sub-
category within academia comprises elementary and sec-
ondary school teachers of science. 1.

In the nonacademiCsector, the it ;' ,Afferent.
Here there tends to be no clear line of demardation be-
tween scientists and engineers. It iis, however, useful to
recognize certain other differences: diffeienceS beiween
"large" and "small" ,umpariies, the pqiition of "high"
and Plow" technuiogy, employers (or, employees), and
the differing.: .needs of those located in urban areas where
there are likely to be concentrations of academic institu-
tions from -those in other areas. The continuing education
needs of these groups and the mechanisms required to
respond to the needs arc by no means the same.

Even a cursory examination of practices in continuing
-educa' tion shows that it fakes many forms. It can be
training offered in the work place or in universities. It
can be part-time or full time, formal or informal. Profes-
sional organizations ofer numerous workshops, semi-
nars, and courses for their membersusually in conjunc-
tion with scheduled meetings. Community colleges also
offer continuing education courses for scientists and en-
gin8ers, typically iii cooperation with a local professional
society or company. One estimate" is that business and

, industry spend $17 billion.annually on continuing educa-
tion. . .

A recent NSF survey" showed that almost 40 percent

" Kaufman, op cit.,
" Science Resoui-ces

Science Foundation, W

t

is Highlights, NS'F 75-317. National
on, D C . 1975

4

of tite national sample of scientists and entrinee took
part ip supplementary training programs during 1972 and
1973. Of those receiving supplementary training about'
48 percent reported it to be of the on-the-job type and
over 40 Pei-cent enrolled in courses at employer's train-
ing facilities. Extension or correspondence courses and ...-

courses at adult educatiowl centers were undertaken by
about 20 percent of those receiving supplementary train -
ing.I These marked preferences show that on'-the-job
trffining appears to be the most effective way to get
continuing education. The relative participation in the
various types of supplementary trainin remained almost
,constant over the 2-year period. These ata are displayed.
in'Figure 3.

Our plan _for continuing education es into account
four- elements:. content, delivery, i pact, and persis-
tence. Content and deliver:), are primarily input
co siderations.while impact and persistence are signifi-
ca t proBlems in relation to effects of outputs. C,ontent'is

easiest problem to solve because universities 'and s
riyate educational mdterialernS are currently able to

develop courses and curricu . Mode of delivery'is also a
relativelyeasy problem although there may be some
trouble in matching modes and specific needs.'lihis trou-
ble arises in parfrom the impadt and, persistence prob-
lemS as will be discussed below.

With regard to impact,' there is videnc:e" that the .

usefulness, of university courses fordating all.protes: ,

" H. G. Kaufman, "A Comparative Analysig University Versus
In-Company Continuing Education foi Engi " in Maietaining
Professional and Technical Competencebf dieOide Engineer, Amen-
can Society of Engintenng Education Conference Report, 1973.
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sionals may be limited because they are avoided by those
who could profit the most. Moreover, many organiza-
tions do not pro,yide the climate that wodld encourage
their profestionals to continue their education, even if
they are self-motivated)! One study of 2,500 engineers
in six companies found that there 'was no correlation
bet en performance rankings of engineers and continu-.
inOducation 'courses taken.' Moreover, the seriousness
of a company's obsolescence problem wis not related ta.
the number of ,dollars spent on proving continuing

,

The problpm of persistenCe of continuing education is
related to organizational factors. Organizations are more
prone to accept and exploit an individual's independent
efforts at renewal' and growth than they are to encourage
and guide such efforts)* Such encouragement as there is
is often sporadic and ambiguous. This is true for
academic institutions" as well as for industrial organiza-
tions. In fact, many wnters behoe' that the Work eni-
ronment plays the crucial role in determining the degree
to which obsolescence occurs with increasing age.'" This
belief is reflected in the recOmmehdattons" for obsoles-
cence deterrence measures in both academia and indus-s
try.

There are four strategies that NSF Might consider in
approaching continuing education:-support for individu-
als (fellowship's, short courses), support for institutions,
esearchil,Land development Each strategy can in turn be

'ciered in relation to either academic or4ndustrial
per nnel, giving a tot&il of eight categories. The easiest
is p oviding' oppontmitiesk.of varying duration for self-
motivated individuals to participate in education ,pro-
grams. We hdve the most txpertenee' with this type of
activity and; in dollar terms, it is the largest part of ous
program plan.. tp Justify such support for
college and uniye 'ty.faculty.membegs-than for scien-
tists and 'engineerS pnvate industry, This,is argued in
the next sectiqtf o1 the paper.

A number-Of large companies Xerox, General
Electric, Bell LaboYatories). with ,ample:resources to
train their own enipliSyees have clevidopect rather so is-

ticated' approaches to. the obsolescence problem ielud-
ing establishment'of their own schoCils aind c perative
programs with universities Such organmatio s clo not
need the help of the Federal GOvemment.

rBecauie small and inediutil--sized,indus
tiottrtan t easily develop schools of t ir own, it- is

I believed th t they might benefit frcSm local or regional
.cooperativ efforts with colleges and niversitie. We-
might consider providing incentives f such orgahiza-

.

1,

1 organiza-

t
tions to develop obsolescence deterrence programs4.in-
cluding university-industry cooperation as a compOnent.
Greater and firmer commitme frkm kcal corporations
is a necessary precondition to r".ffective university-
industry cooperation. On the er hand, the initiative
can come from either Nde; industry often needs to be
convinced that.such plans are indeed feasible.

Finally, giyen the "steady state" that academia .is
entering, it may be desirable to provide incentives for
colleges and universities to develop internal systems for-

'faculty development rather than rely exclusively on indi-
vidual striving for recognition tp motivate self-
deelopment College and university faculty might also
benefit from opportunities to learn more about the needs
of industry and preparing students for non-academic
'careers. \.:

In attmpting to determine an appropriate mix and
level of strategies or programs, the Science EdticatiOn
Directorate o SF applies a number of criteria including
the following ones.

.''' Kaufman. dbsolesetnce and Professional Developmel. p. 13
Is Dalton and 'Thompson': Op cit \,.. .

" W R Dell. Obsolescence aster Problem of Personal Initiative.
S .S Dubin (ed ).'op. c /441".

'7 A W Astin. et al. acultyDevegipment in a Time of Retrench 9
,m nt. "Change Magaleine. 'New Rochelle NeWyprk 1014 i

" Kaufmad. Obsolesc.rna: ate Professional Development ,

" . W Astin. et' al. op. cit.. Kaalian. 9p cit . Dubin. op cit.

d

I. Significance to science education.
2. NSF role: Whether the need is one which should be ,

met by the public sector, whether there is a
comparative advantage in meeting this need at
the Federal level, and whether NSF is the ap-
propriate Federal agency to undertake the ef-
fort.

3, Feasibility and Readiness: Whether the govern-
, ment Has the resources to meet the} need and

whether the technology, knowledge, finances,
or personnel resources are available in the field.

4. Cost-effectiveness: Whether the prospective be-
nefits of meeting an identified need are pig -

nifican in relation to the costs of the reso
required. '

What follows is a rough application of these criteria to
the aforementioned strategies. The discussion is summa-
rized in Figure 4.

Significance

The significance or Aired criterion can probably be said
% to be met, ingeneral, for all the strategies on t'lle basis of

the discusslog. in the preceding section of this report.! 2,,

, NSF tole
°

The Federal Government is a principal monitor and,a
majPr user of the output from the knowledge sector.
There is.a natural Federal concern about maintaining and
upgrading the skills of scientists and engIneers. The NSF
has a long traditiv of confirming education support for
the.acadernic part Of the knowledge sector. Currentness

. in research and educational skills is one of the basic
prerequisites of knowledge generation. Clearly, the Fed-
dill Government and society as a whole capture some
the benefits of this -currentness, and some of the costs
should therefore be paid for by the Federal Government.

1-
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Figure 4.Rough Measures of Strategies Against Criteria

V ° NSF
Significance Role Readiness

Cost/
Effectiveness

Academic
Individuals

Institutions

Researctt
.

Development

-
Industry .

Individuals
Institutions
Research

Established Established

Established Established

'Established Established

Established

' Established
Established
Established

Established

Not Established
Not Established
Established

Established Established

The business and indukry part of the knowledge sector
have.perhafis'been more sensitive to the'need to maintain
productivity and avoid obsolescence. Business and in-
dustrial organizations have clearer market signals about
potentially declining pecformance than do academic or-
ganizativis. Industrial training programs and institutes
prolifer*e. The Xerox' program based at a campus in

_Leesburg, Virginia, is one example. Maintenance of
qtiality of the work force is part of the cost of doing
business. Therefore the Federal role in supporting con-
tinuing education for industry is limited to quite special
circumstances. Such programs would be warranted in

, general when the following three conditions hold:

I. Individual workers, firms or industries cannot cap-
ture all the benefits from investments in con-

' tinuing education or training.
2. There is a reasonable probability that Federal pro-

grams I be effectiVe. ,

3. The costs o the Federal programs bear a reason-
° able rela 'on to the expected social benfits.

We do ign know firmly whether these conditiOns- hold.
Interviews with individual leaders for Science at the
'Bicentennial suggest that we should begin. to assess the
need for some additional Federal activity. NSF's De-
cember 1976 report on NSF-industry relations suggests
exchange programs betweeti universities and indusip as
aaiechanism of information transfer. Clearly,thae are
effects on skill /eve and obsolescence as well. The
program plan pre nted below calls fqr research in this

'

Established

Established.

Bound by ex-
isting capa-
bilities

Bound by
Research
Base

Bounds program
size due to
impact ant, per-
sistence problems

Bounds program
size due to
impact &1ersis.
pro6s.

Established

Established

NoRstablis d Not Established
Not Established Not Established
Bound by ex- Established

bisitiiinge.scapa-

,

Researditase
Bound by Estiblished

area and for experiments in university-industry coopefa-
tion specifically oriented toward continuing education.

Feasibility/Reactiness' 1

We believe that the feasibility4eadiness criterion is
met for Orovision of continping education opportunities
through fellowship and short courses for collegeAnd high
school teachers and for instructional support of colleges

'and universities to provide incentives for those institu-
tions to improve their organizational capabilities for
maintaining the quality of their faculties: We have had a
great deal of experience with these programs and believe
we know how to operate them of iently. flowever,
cost-effectiveness considerations, ch ussed beltm,
argue for reasonable dollar limits on such programs.

For reasons discussed earlier, the fedsibility and readi-
ness criterion is not adequately met to justify NSF sup-
port for delivery of continuing education to scientists and
engineers in industry. This.is so because the dynamics of
the problemparticularly the organizational climate
aspectare not well understood.

Cost-Effectiveness

In the earlier discussionof impact of continuing educa-
tion, it igas indicated that theres reason to believe that
the usefulness of university courses for updating faculties
may be limited because they are avoided by those who
can profit the niost. This sort of consideration combined
with the persistence problem discussed earlier leads to

1'4



bounds on program sizes as indicated in Figure 4. These
same problems do callfor research and development. to
dentify new'strategies, for Itintinuing educaiion of
cademic personnel rather than expansion or reinstate-.
ent of old strategies.
These considerations result in the posture reflected in

our program plan. It calls Kw n?oderate support for con-
tinuing education of individuals and institutions in the

. academic setting. It also calls for research to improve the
a.. knowledge base and for development to test experimen-

talstrategies. We believe this posture is consistent with
our analysis of the problem, input from consultants, and
the recommendations of the workshop of eight experts
we convened in Decembdr, 1976.

)

4

' Program Plan
.

The program plan and budget for,continuing education
is shown in the following table.-Essentially the Directo-
rate proposes to spende$10.5M* in 1978 on continuing
education of all typesAThis is about 14 percent of the
total proposed budget for the Directorate. /

For academic scientist's and engineers, we judge that
the continuing education ne eds of faculty in research-
oriented, graduatt degree-grad ung. institutions are
considerably less acute than the feeds of those in the
two- and four-year colle s. Scientists in the former have
extensive opportunities r intellectual growth: research

1-Seminars, and large libraries
.ar4 readily available. Te chers in -two- and four-year
colleges, however,. face ore difficulties They usually
have considerably hea ier teaching loads and con-
sequently far less free,time They lack opportunities to
go to, professional me rings. and have a much smaller
cohort of colleagues wiZi related interests The faculty In
this setting need help in updating their information base,
and 'in', keeping their courses and students in tune with
mo,dern developments Our program plan deals with this
college teacher problem directly in several ways.

The college faculty short courses expose college fac-
ulty to new knowledge in an intensive way. Fourteen
regional centers' dentify important science topics With'

S4 OM. not shown in the table. de'signated for Pre Coliege
Teacher Development

the assistance of the, ACAS, first rank scientific talent
give three -day coursed at the regional centers. This pro-
gram is.of particular value:to faculty from 2 and 42y
colleges which do not have active research programs n
their campuses. The funds requested would pe
short courses for approximately 3,500 college teachers'
during the academic year 1978-1979.

,. In FY 1977, we combined the National Needs Faculty
Fellowships Programand the Faculty Research Participa-
tion Program into the Science FaobIty Professional De-. --

velopment Program. Both of the old prograins were
designed to do the ,same jobcontinue the eflucationsof
college faculty. In the firstthe participants:spent, up to a'
year in academic institutions. In the second theyispeInt a
Short time in industry to help them prepare.studentS for
industrial careers. In the combined program faculty may

for up t6 12 onths.techoose either academia or industry
This year we have 1100 proposals with about 10 rcent

. of the applicants wanting to go to industry and 15 percent
to government and other nonprofit laboratories."

t

" We are engaged rh other activities (directed at the maintenance-
of-quality problem that are not continuing education. per se. and so are
not included in the foregoing budget These include the Local Course
Improvement program. Career Facilitation Projects for Women, and

... National Needs Postdoctoral Fellowships. Local Course Improvement
provides small (up to S25.000) grants to individual college and univer-
sity teachers,' to permit them to produce specific changes in their
undergraduate science instructional courses and programs. While the
primary objective is production of improved instructton for under-
graduate students. this type of activity by faculty members is believed
to be a significant factor in the maintenance of their technical current,
ness and professional vitality

Women's Science Career Facilitation projects are carved out by
colleges anduniversittes. Participants in the projects are women who
have received their last degree bFtween 2 and t5 years earlier The .1

objective is to facilitate their envy or reentry Into science careers or
graduate programs.

NationafNeeds Post-doctoral Fellowships provide for up to one year
of research or advanced study to scientists apd engineers who have
received their doctorates within the last five years Such expenencefor
recent doctors enlists and engineers has in the past been considered

more a part o initial training than continuing educanon,Howev-
r. by provident centives for these individuals to move into emerging

science and engineering fields related to natiodttl needs, it is believed
that a contnbution is made to the overall maiwenance of the quality and
diversity of the national stock of human sources in sci nce and
engineering. The budget for these activities is 5 8 million ,d Ilars.

. .

Continuing Education.in Science and Engineering
Obligations by Pingram Subelement

0

1Program
Subelement

Actual
FY 1976

Budget Current
Request Plan
FY 1977 FY 1977

Estimate
FY 1978.

Difference
FY 19,0177

College Faculty Shoe CourSes . $894,450 800,000 980,000 1,000,000 20,000
Science Faculty Professional Development .. 2,562,660 2,200,000 2,200,000 2,500,000 300,000

Resources Improvement (CAUSE) ".. .... '1%000,000 1,000,000 1,100,000 1,450,000 '350;000
Research and Development in Continuing

Education for Scientists and Engineers 221,146 1,000,000 /1,200,000 1,500,000' 300,000

7'
$4,678,256,_ 5,000,000 5,480,000 6,450,000* 970,000Total
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The programs discuN so far are designed-to provide
individual scientists and engineers With Seric s to pre-
vent oosoiescence Sonic of our institution, support
programs, in addition, contain con nutng education
el'emehts Experience with the CAUS 'ram shows
that some of the funds are used for revitalization of the
existing faculty ' estimate that approximately 10 per-.) cent of 'the fund, ailable in the progrtim are used for
this purpose.

We'now turn to the issue of 'continuing educatkin
support to help prevent professional obsolescence among
scientists and engi eers'in industry In an earlier section
of this report it wasargued that it is not known at present
whether NSF-supported programs to deliver educational
services to scientists and engineers in industry are war-
rantedor would-be effective Accordingly, our plan Is-to,

... conduct research and development in -FY 1978 to pin
down requirements, if-any, and to explore and better
define alternatives. Given the complexitie.yof the situa-
tion, we believe that new approaches 6) research are

'called for in ,this regard, the following.quvtation21 is
i,nstructive

o _

'Stydies on' professional (obsolescence cover ,mainly
perceived needs of profeMonals (questionnaire
studies), manpower planning'models (axiomatic),-ex-
trapolation and fOrecasting of technological change.
and time series of vocational interest The need for the
future will be, in my,opinion, Studies on the process of
professional obsolescence within organizations, and in
our organizational society, the impact of this process
on society Field studies are required which link mod-
els, perceptions and technological req.inrements,with
behavior

Among aft "search problems to he addressed are
identification of specific knowledge and skills needed by
particular kinds of industrial. scientists and engineers,
variations in obsolescence rates by field, the role Of
organizational climate and motivation in maintenance of
vitalityand.the relatignship of continuing 1.4thon to
job performance Arthdicated by the above quotation,
we have found that surveys are not particularly useful for

Sstudies of organizational climate We are considering
field studios to provide an integrated picture of context,
motivation, and technical need.

In development, we plan to experisnent with local or
regional college-industry collaboration efforts. These ef-
forts will improve bur understanding of how hest to
provide institutional programs needed by industrial per-
sonnel. T14 experiments should generate a framework
for faculty involvement in industrial problems Such an
approach is consistent with the recommendations con
tamed in NSF's recent report on rehearch in industry.

The program plan for FY 1978 presented above will '

1' P Hesseling, "F ctors in the Organytetota:imate Whic4tanu-
late Innovation( ro ssionai Knowledge and Skills, in S S Dubin
(td ) Profestionai role's( en( e

build on past and presentacfivities in regard to con-tinkl-
ing education Our'research and development compo-
nents are worth) of special note. The recently published
'solicitation for Research in science Education (RISE)
and guide for Delelopment in Science Education (DISE)
both include con ruing equcation as a target category
Proposals in response to these announcements will amve
in April, 1977. We 'plan a content analysis of these
pr4osals and will consider further action at that time,
posibly including Program Solicitations in Continuing
Education

Unemployment/Underemployment and Con-
tinuing Education

In an ear er section, continuingll education was'dis-
cussed in eirms of its possible value in overcoming or
preventing`obsolescence In this section, we consider the
potential impact_of Federally-supported programs of con -,
rinuing eelucation for unemployed or underemployed sci-
entists and engineers.

The rationale for continuing educatiot i dm sense
generally stems from the measured unemplo merihrates
and the estimated causes for uneTployment. ;If -ith-
employment rates are relatively low an'i are thought to be
derived more from the lack of demand rather than, struc- '..
tural sources, as seems to be the case, now or scientists
and engineers, tall retraming programs inapprppn-

.._

Unemployment data from the Bur au of Labor Statis-
tics inarcate that over the past deco e the rates for en-
gineers have been varied between 1 2. to 1/2 the un-
employment rates of all workers. While it is true,that the
rates for engineers-have in,ereasediatel to 3 2 percent, it
is still significantly less than half, t rate for the total
labor force (Figure 5) The,unemployment rate for scien-

s less than-2 percent , . . -
it waspointed ,out earlier in' this report that in 1985

-perhaps as many as 100,000 doctoral scientists and en-
gineers in the U S economy will have dikculty findink.:
jobs normally considerell suitable to their training.: It is
not expected that many of these people will he un-
employed In fact, most analysts believe that advanced
training and degrees give individuals. an , dge in the
overall job.market and the unesoploymen 'rates cited
above tend to reinforce this. Between I973 an 1.975, the
number of employed doctoral scientists and engineers
increased by 16 percent The, most significant c anger in
the employment pattern occurred in industry, ere the
number employed grew from 50,000 to 66 an in-
crease of 32 percev.22

.s
There, are indications that "credentialling'

increasing educational prerequisites for ejobs--is occur-
ring at all levets Z'i Whether the jobs themselves re.

n

" Science Resources Studies Highlights. NSF 76-326.- National
Science Foundation. 1976

" M C Carey'f'Rcvited 0« :gm:tonal Prop.( lions to / 98'5 . Monthly
Labor Rpview, 1976. pp 10-22
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changing in nature or content to be cQMM surate with
the prerequisite training '(educational u rading) or

. whether underutilization of skills is the take is difficult to .
assess. NSF has a, study in process dealing with this
problem. We expect to have the results this fall.
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The question of `,`continuing education" or retraining
of.unemployed or underemploy'ed scie and techni-
cal personnel for obtaining new jobs untelate r
prior employment is a complex one. As is shown by
previoto experiencer'retraining and transfera lity are

2 .v7,7, -
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not simple phenom'ena; many factors are involved. Bask
- to any retraining program are, the obvious requirements

that: (I )'job openings be available. whichin turn requires
a healthy and growing economy, and (2) prospective
employers have a positive and constructive attitude to-
wards rehiring personnel from, different areas or special-
ties. , -

. .

A report prepared for the National Science FopdatiOn
in 1975, summarizes some of the "special career redirec-
tion efforts" on behalf of unemployetfterospace workers
in the following way:

','In the at 1960s early 1970s, reductions in
.:

government aerospace procurement resulted in sub,-
stantial, laYof s of skilled blue-collar and white-collart
employees. nemployment among engineers' went
from 0.3 percent in 1967 'to 3.0 percent in 1971.
About 60,000 engineers were then put of work One
response was the establishment of programs to refir
new lines of work. Many of the programs were con-
ducted under theauspices of the Technology Mobiliza-

- non and Reemployment Program, U.S Depavent of
Labor, which included counselling and infoation,
relocation assistance, annetntining The t.iber De/-
partment claims, that 25,000 persons had been moved
into new jobs through these programs by the end of

- 1972, the experience therefore offers an interesting
opportunity to appraise the' success of schemes for

-lie 0ing involuntary career changii, many oT,whom
'Tall within the mid-life years. We derived Ihe, follow-

ing lessons from this experience.

With few exceptions, the programs were
mediocre'in overall Pierformance. ",

,;) , .

Ile clUality oftthe training itsillf was low on the
, average. It was sometimes- assumed that the
clients required little in the way of new technical
skills because aerospace iitdustry skills wereich-
rectly transferable to other industries and to pub:

s
lic sector projects-. . -

:, There was insufficient atte tion to imparting
labor Market knowledge ancTi -searching skills.
Private employment, agencies -chose not to-pro-
vide these services because'- hey were unable to
capture the private returns to these activities; and
public employment agencies 'generally did.not
provide them, public agencies traditionally serve
a less educated clientele with qualitatively differ-
ent j ,

-search, requirethents f those of un-,
employed aerospace professio al . f

I.. t Employers -in target'-fields were particularly
resistant to hiring seniors- whoa) they_vieWed at
technically obsolete, inflexible as to salary and

s
A

" H Pascal, Evaluation of Policy Related Re' arch on Ngrars
for Mid -'Li Career Red,treciton Vol 1..Excentive_ Summary,
R4:1582/1RS1i,

ft

/

-job conditiOns, and undepend le in the,sense
that they were deemed likely try to return to
aerospace should the mark ick up.

Those progradis that were judged successful
-tended to devote considetable efort to acquainting
the job hunter with the reality of his prospects and
to giving him an accurate understanding of what
he might expect in terms of pay, status, -and
location, in his.alternative opportunities.

I, J Successful' programs also( tended to devote ,

considerable effort to' job finding and job Place-
ment for their clients; they did, not concentrate
'solely up irffarting new technical skills. ,

The following citation'from the Manpower.RepOrt of,
the` President, .1972, underscores Pascal's findings:

"The feasibility of employing, foriner)aerospace en-
gineers and scientists in professional j6bs in state and
local government agencies is being tested in a second
,program, begun in early 1971 'and conducted by the
National League of Cities and the U.S, Conference of
Mayors with support from tire Departments.of Labor,
and Housing and Urban Devglopment: The nearly 400
participants chosen from a/vastly larger number, of
applicants (7,000) have received 4 weeks of intensive
onentation locals-government problems and proces-,
ses at either the University of.California at Berkeley or
the MassachUsetts Institute of Technology. Efforts to

_ find AppropnaLe job opportunities for the'parficipants
have run into problems, howeverteluctance to relo-
cate, the difficulty of explaining to both participants
and employers the idga of transferability of skills, and,'

'above all, local Bove n' frequent lack of funds
for hiring additionarpersonnel.".

In

..
1972-73 in a special.NSF-sponsored study of the

rpact of Federal pollution,sontrol and abatement ex-
penditures pn manpower, the Bureau of Labor Statistics-
examined the extent, of skill transferability among fields
of work for scientists and en' neers, and specifically for
ex-employees in aerospace a d defense activities moytitg
into professional jobs in,pol non control and a tement.

'The following lighlights t findings on this su 'ect:

la..,the aerospace. and defense industries, respondents
indicated that a fax- number of skislls were transferable,
but ther,saw little incentive to hiring ex-aerospace pr

ense oriented workkrs since they were not having
pr l ms ijs, meeting their manpower requirements.
Onl in anlmpandingeconomY where potential or real
man Wer. shortages exerted pressu,se on the
einployer, did skill'oansferability really enter,.'the pic-
ture Furthermore, as far as the employer was con-
cemed, technology bore a datemark so there 'was.not
only a question of-transferring a skill-, bueof updating
a-basic training. :

ftiowever, many employers rained serious questions
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as to where, and how much, one co.ulti 'retrain.".Gen-
erally, retraining was more applicable and easier, for
engineers than for scientists, and in certain specialties.
But, in no case V/ as this apatter of simple brush-up or
a few weeks', or months', work. In most cases it
meant going back to college and getting a graduate
degree in another specialtya matter of I to 2 years
work plus a substantial capital outlay in addition to the
earnings foregone in the interim
"Skill transferability does exist, but to be overly op-
timistic on the prospects of quick retwirig and ab-
sorption of professionals into new jobs of cOmpawble
level in,the laltlr market is,anrealistic It may appear
negative to minimize the number of openings that may
exist for the retrained professional, but it is unreal stic
to encourage individuals to take up retramin
considerable cost and effort and still not be able tofih
suitable employment."

4 Finally, it may be useful to cite the conclusions- of
several studies carried out in the 1960 "s addressed to the
question of obsolescence and retraining. in one study"
of about 36 large companies where tuition refund pro-
grams existed, it was found that "most engineers and

)

" Norgren. Paul H . Obsolesieme and L'pdating of Engineers' and
Scietuists' Skills, Columbia Umversity Seminar on Technology and
Social Change. November 1961 _

4

At

t

scientists were working towards master's degrees or
were in noncredit university programs designed to update
their knowledge and skills. SuCh efforts, however, do
not affect the order of layoffs. While continuing educa-,
non may affect,intemal promotions, there is no evidence
from the R&D studies that it aids reemployment." Two
separate studies".Of displaced professionals, both con-
cluded that "on-ttie:9ob (OJT) training,is considered by
engineers and researchers to be the most useful form for
retraining and transfer . . . folloWed by formal courses
during working Niurs at the plant'site." -

To conclude, continuing education for the purposes or
. dealing with unemployment/underemployment does not

appear to be effective. This was one of the conditions we
listed for Federal programs for industry. Support of re-
training projects for unemployed scientific and technical
personnel appears meaningful only where there is an as-
surance that such training will lead to reemployment and
particularly when there is assurance that society will
support new kinds of employment opportu. nities for sci-
entists and engineers.

°

" Mooney. Joseph D . Displaced Engineers and Scientists: An
Analysis of the Labor Market Adjustment of Professional Personnel,
Cambndge, Massachusetts. MIT, 1965

Rittenhouse, Carl, The Transferability and Retraining of Defense
Engineers. Washington U.$ Arms Control and Disarmament Agency,
November 1967 -
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Public Meeting ou Problems in Continuing Education
Held at the National Science Foundation Science
Education Directorate December 14, 1976

1

Summary:
4.

,
II. MOTIVATION, OBSTACLES TO PARTICIPA-

TION: Many individuals do not believe that con-
tinuing education provides a return commensurate
with their personal investment. Neither self-'

4 satisfaction nor employer recognition are guaran-
teed; even in companies that giye nominal support.
to such activities. Young employees participate
disproportionately, indicating that veteran
employees stop lookng beyond the boundaries of
the corporation for growth opportunities. Problems
of logistics, credit, targeting of courses or ,pro-
grams, organizational cliniate and organizational
payoff were also identified as barriers,

III. MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT: The group-
.Seemed to oppose this in faVor of courses oriented
to local needs. They felt adequate materiels were
available. They did note problems of dissemina-

I. A. Fellowships for Non-Academic Personnel

There was general opposition to Fellowships for
industrial workers except perhaps for local gov-
ernment, or small firm employees. The discus-
sants felt that an unrestricted program would
not reach those who could benefit most: They
also suggested that an annual competition was
too slow, and that quick-response was necessary
to meet specific individual needs. . .

B. Faculty Fellowships

C.

1

Major universities offer ontinuing" education
activities as part of their no al program of fac-
ulty seminars, conferences, and routine inter'-
action among a critical nfa s of talented col-
leagues. Faculty in non-re arch oriented uni-
versities and colleges ha e heavier teaching
loads and fewer professional opportunities.
They have greater needs and fewer oppor-
tunities to update or upgrade their knowledge.
The consultants felt that the industrial option of
the Faculty Professional Development program
would not be used by those who could best
profit from it.

College Faculty Obsolescence

The panel supported an expanded scope of the
short course programto include non-academic
topics and participants. \

...

7 1 APPENDIX

,
tion, and especially of matching 'the. needs of
employers, employees and local resources.

IV. PROGRAM DESIGN AND FURTHER STUDY:
The participants called for needs assessment, eval-
uation of existing programs, and studies of the dis
incentives and barriers to continuing education.
they also emphasized the persistent (Wit not uni-
versal) problem of the mismatch between academic
training and industrial needS. ,

PUBLIC MEETING ON PROBLEMS IN
CONTINUING EDUCATION FOR
SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS, 12/13/76

Participants
Harold Abramson
American Institute of Chemical Engineers
345 East 47th Street
New York, New York 10017

Joseph Biedenbach
College of Engineering
University of South Carolina

. Columbia, South Carolina 29208

Frederick Burgwardt
Science and Engineering Training
Xerox Corporation -

Rochester, New York 14603

Robert Ellis
Rensselaer Hartford Graduate Center
Hartford, Connecticut 06120

Richard Kenyon
College of Engineering
Rochester Institute of Technology
Rochester, New York 14623

John Klus
Department of Engineering, Mathematics and Science
University of Wisconsin - Extension
Madison, Wisconsin 53706 ..
Mos*asser
Dep ent of Educational Activities
American Chemical Society
Washington, D.C. 20036 .

Howard Shelton
Science and Engineering Training
Sandia Laboratories
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87115

Observers
N. Krummenoehl
W. C. Dunn
Lester G.,Paldy
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Purdue University
American University
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University of Kentucky
Drexel University
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TENTATIVE AGENDA (REVISED)

Purpose ,

To,obiain recommendations leading to a program
plan for, continuing education in science and en-
gineering relevant to those employed in post-sec-
ondary academic institutions and in non-academic
(primarily nidustrial) organizations.

To produce analytic back:up to justify- the planin
terms of needs or problems addressed by the plan,
the NSF role, and alternatives available.

$

Friday Morning. Comments on the Six Commissioned
Papers.

This session is intended 'to orient the participants to the
bioiness at hand and to provide authors and NSF with
some idea of additions, deletions and changes that might
be needed with regard:to the considerations raised in the
papers.

Bach authoir is asked tb present a five-minute summary
of his paper, following which there will be discussion sz,f
that paper in order to obtain {a) clarification 4, each
paper. (b) extent of agreement or disagreement,regarding
the perspective and content of each paper, (c)
tion of perspectives or problems not encompassed by the
set of papers.,

Friday Afternoon: Implitations of the Recommendatio
in the Papers.

This session is intended to sort out the ecorn-:
mendations in the papers with reference to at they
Imply about 'nAdS and probiems on the o e hand and
prograin optioni (in terms of costs, payo s, etc.) on the
other. Varticipants will be organize into the small
groups for the first half of the ses n with each smalr
group reporting to the group a whole during the
second half of the session.

This session will be orie al to the second purpose'
listed abovespecifically the identification and ranking
of problems requirin tudy or action. A list of the
recommendations (i P abbreviated form) will be circu-
lated. This list is ended to be suggestive only and not
restrictive. The ree groups will enumerate the problems
in continuin: education being attacked by the recom-
mendation on the list, as well as others the particip is
consider mportant. (Note: Participants are asked t tb
consi r problems that may arise in carrying out the
rec endations as this will come our of the Satu of

APPENDIX H

morning discussion.) After' a break, the participants wil
seconvene at 3:30 to consider as a whole the.three pr
lem lists and consolidate them. The output' fro this
session is expected to be the participants' view' n what
are the pressing national problems in conti ing educa-
tion? in Icience and enginedring.

Before recessing for the dayon Fri , a'list of possi- z/
ble options for programs, clusters activities, and pro-
jects will be distributed as a basi orSaturday morni
discussion.

61/ 1Saturday Morning: Po,si le Program
Priorities: ,

Res nses and

This session is intended to produce mmendations
leading to NSFrogram responses eluding priorities.

The Saturday morning sessioh expected to generate
,a set Of spscific recommend ions including projects,
!clusters of activities, and grams.

Participants .

Dr. Robert M An on, Jr.
Ball Brothers Pr essor of Engineering
A. A. Potter gineering Center

due Uri' ersity
We )t yette, Indiana 47907

Dr. illiam H. Bergquist°
nsultant in Higher Education
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Leucadia, California 92024

Dr. Joseph M. Biedenbach
Director of Continuing Engine.ering Education
University of South Carolina
Columbia. South Carolina 29208

Dr. Peter Chapman
Manager for Technical Training
Shell Oil Company
Houston, Texas 77001

Dr. Samuel S. Dubin
Planning StudiesContinuing Education
215 Grange Building
The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, Pennsylvania 16802

Dr. Jean H. Fetter
Associate Director
Center for Teaching and Learning
Building 20, Room 20-C
Stanfoid University
Stanford, California 94305

Dr. Dean E. Griffith, Director
Continuing Engineering Studies
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Propcisal foe, Establishing a Cominksion on
Continuing Education for Engineers and

Scientists

Preamble

Continuing Education* is a very timely subject: 41'

I. societal values/priorities are moving slowly but
surely toward realization of life-long learning;

2 the theoretical and empirical bases for continuing
education arc being developed in related areas
such as life and career planning., and under-
standing the comPlex process of professional
growth and development foi individuals (there
is much. of course. we don't blow);

3. there is high imerest and growing support of con-
educhtiob from employers.

4. legislative attention is growing (e.g.. Kennedy
Bill. Monaale Bill. etc.):

5. professional societies, universities, entrepreneurs
and other such purveyors of continuing educa-
tion art trying to serve continuing education
needs:

6. and you could name other such Indicators of time-
liness 4,

There seems to be, however,at least one itnportant
missing element as we look to the future impact of con-
tinuing educalion on otg society.

I would.guess that the National Science Foundation is
sensing that missing clement, namely a comprehensive.
integrated national approach to continuing education that
will encourage, guide and support the wide 'variety of
individuAlsand 'organizations w.hich, have an important
stake in how effectively continuing education will evolve
during the next decade.

NSF is to be congratulated for the lead h. it has
exhibited thus far.

,Proposar

To ensure that the gathet1ing CE momentum is not lost

The Keene definition of Continuing Education requires attentMn
as part of Ikernlilo. I in the purposes of the Commission It is intended.
however, to recognize that Continuing Education. howver defined, is
an dement in a complex. processpf professional and carter growth that
takes place within the total context of life. including work itself,

.

1

APPENDIX I .

end that the CE direction is carefully set, I would suggest
the following:.

That NSF establish a Commission on Continuing Edu-
cation for Engineers and Scientists for a period of -k,
years to.

develop a national continuing education strategy;.

Note: the iterative process for developing a strat-
egy includes an evaluation of the envinutment, na-
tional need, current and potential resources, .

stakeholders, Alternative approaches and objectives.

2. promulgate the strategy to organizations and indi
viduals throughout our society and to encour-
age- them to accept, develop and implement
their role in that. strategy:

', 3. support organizations and individuals in undertak-
ing key CE:projects as'a means for continually
updating and evolving the strategy and its im-
plementation: 4

e'
4. support organizations and indtviduals in undertak-

ing key CE projects for expenmental purposes;
5. support organizations and individuals in die prep.,

aration and deviopnent of CE materials,
techniques, systems, etc:, having potential
wide application and usefulness;

6. support and/or conduct appropriate conferences,
short courses, workshops, etc.; and

7. adyjse NSF, the Congress, and others in matters '
lating to continuing education.

Note: Items t 7 are not intended to be carried out
sequentially.

The part-time Commission should be comprised of di-
verse individuals including representatives of the follow-
ing:

employers (industry, goveinment, etc.);
purveyors (universities, entrepreneurs, "in-house"
industrial/governmental educators, etc.);
professional societies;
specialists (psychologists, educators, etc.);
professionals (engineers, scientists-, faculty, etc.);

' et al. ,

The Commission should also have some full-time staff
to provide continuity for the total effort and support to
the "part-time" Commi,ssiOn members!

How the,Commission specifically relates to NsF is
be'st developed by the NSF staff who are experts in such
organizationarand 'fiscal matters:

261293
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A Proposal for a National Commission on
Continuing Education

Early in the Saturday morning session a proposal Was,
offered by one of the participants, Lindon Saline, for
establishing a ...Commission on Continuing Education
for Scientists-1nd Engineers." This idea was disousged
both at the meeting and through later written comments
received from individual conference participants. What
follows is a summary, prepared by Foundation staff, of
the responses tO the plan for a commission. ,

At the rifeetiTa),1 all participants endorsed.the general
idea of a commission either explicitly o1- implicitly in the
sense that no dissenting views were expressed. Sub-
sequently, 15 persons provided written elaboration of
their views. The written responses, in addition to sup-
portingthe notion of suchan organization, discussed the
following topics: --

A. The need for a Commission or the Rationale for
its Establishment.

1. Such an entity could provide coordination and
focus to an unorganized, decentralized and
fragniented set of activities. Interest and
vestment in continuing education and/or con-
tinuing professional development has grown
remarkably but unsystematically during recent
years.

2. Continuing education and/or continuing profes-
sional development are essential to maintaining
productivity. This requires the status and public
attention That a commission would provide.

3. A theoretical and empirical base of knowledge is
being developed regarding the factors which
influence professional productiVity (and its ob-
verse, professional obsolescence); this provides
a timely opportunity for progress.

4. A comprehensive understanding of,the totality of
problems and Processes of professional de-
velopment could 'be provided by a teniporary
commission.

0
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5. Demonstrated legislative interest at both the na-
tional level (Kennedy bill, Mondale bill) and
State level.

B. The Commission's Purpose

1. To develop an awareness of the importance of im-
provement of technical vitality through continu-
ing education as a national need.

2. To develop a national continuing education state-
g3,.. This.. would involve ark iterative process
including the evaluation of the environment,
assessment of need, current and potential re-
sources, stakeholders, alternative approaches
and objectives.

3. To generate and disseminate information regarding
continuing education and/or continuing profes-
sional development.

4. To support, using NSF-provided resources, ex-
perimental activities in continuing education.

C. The Organization of the Commission

1. To be part time.and comprised of 10-20 individu-
als representing employers, purveyors of-con-
tinuing education, professional societies, pro-
fessional scientists and engineers and special-
ists such as educational or developmdntal
psychologists', and

2. To have a small full-time professional staff.
1

D. The Commission's Name

I. To emphasize the process of continuing education
per se, or

2. To emphasize the large notion of .continuing pro-
Tessional developmeWt.

C. Evaluation of the Coinmission's*Work

1. Provide for yearly external evaluation of the com-
mission's activities.
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